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Introduction to AllChange

ConfigurationManagement (CM) is a very familiar term to the developer, after all, every development

project does configurationmanagement and all developers do configurationmanagement ... so what's the

problem?

The real question is not about what you do but how well do you do it?

Every developer andmanager for a project (whichmay or may not involve software) would probably con-

sider CM to be something along the lines of:

"A set of procedures for tracking and documenting a product throughout its life-cycle, to

ensure that all changes are recorded and that the current state of the product is known and

reproducible.''

and they would, of course, be correct — but that is only one aspect.

There is:

● The identification and secure storage of the items that need to be brought under CM control (i.e. the

control of the configuration) together with the actual implementation and enforcement of the CM pro-

cedures.

● Building— the process of ensuring the product is built correctly.

● Audit — the process of verifying and validating that the configuration is complete and consistent.

● Accounting— the process of keeping records of the other CM activities.

So where does AllChange fit in to all this? How can it help?

AllChange forms the cornerstone upon which all aspects of ConfigurationManagement are built. In other

words:

● If you do not do it very well thenAllChangewill help change all that with as little pain as is pos-

sible.

● If you do it quite well, but it is a large overhead inmanual procedures, thenAllChangewill reduce

that overhead significantly.

● And if you do it very well already thenAllChangewill help you do it even better!

Software is becoming increasingly complex with multiple code streams across multiple development envi-

ronments becomingmore of the norm than the exception.

Consumers rightly demand even better quality and reliability with new product features in even shorter

timescales. They are, after all, the driver behind the development process. But such demands require an

even greater concentration on control of the development process to achieve such goals.

Overview of AllChange

AllChange provides a ConfigurationManagement system second to none. AllChange provides an active

supportive environment for your development, but does not impose throttling constraints or unacceptable

bottlenecks.

AllChange provides information about themake-up of your product or project and actively helps project

managers and developers by:

● Ensuring that your procedures are carried out according to your specification

● Tracking the progress of change

● Securing components of a product against unauthorised access
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● Allowing your developers to work together but without getting in each others way

● Making information available to those people that require it

You will have noticed that throughout the above we have referred specifically to "your'' procedures, "your''

processes and "your'' people. This is because a key feature of AllChange is that it is highly configurable

so that it will fit into your current working practices, not fit you around its own.

Let's face it, a major change in your working practices is never easy, even if desirable, and adoption of any

software, whatever it promises, should not mandate such a change.

AllChange ensures that you remain in complete control of your own processes.

Taking this a step further, wemade a positive decision to allow you to specify the levels of control that suit

your specific needs. We recognise that different projects will require different levels of control. For exam-

ple, a safety critical system is likely to require rigorous control whilst a simple payroll application, in com-

parison, is likely to require substantially less.

How does AllChange do all this?

AllChange has at its heart a database holding information about all the configuration items that you want

to manage.

These items — including every revision they undergo— can then be tracked through the process of

change: from inception, through development and on to implementation andmaintenance.

Access toAllChange can be controlled and items it holds can bemonitored, providing active support

throughout the development andmaintenance processes.

AllChange contains a number of integratedmanagers which share information between them to produce a

complete Configuration and ChangeManagement environment. This ensures support is provided for the

whole development life-cycle, through original design and development, and on to product enhancements

and fault correction.
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AllChange includes a range of facilities designed to support your development to the fullest including:

● Design decomposition

● Life-cycle support

● ConfigurationManagement

● Product development

● ChangeManagement

● Baselining

● Configuration Building

● ReleaseManagement

● Audit/ management trail

● ad hoc query/ reporting of all items in the database

Facilities Provided by AllChange

AllChange uses its database to store andmaintain all information you consider to be relevant to the dif-

ferent aspects of product development and the changes that you experience.

● Design decomposition

AllChange enables you to describe the way you have structured your product by helping you define

it in terms of the logical constituents of which it is composed and the relationships that will exist

between them.

● Life-cycle support

AllChange allows you to define the life-cycle of major elements you wish to control. This includes

the specific item under control, the change it experiences and the baseline it goes to construct.

● ConfigurationManagement

AllChange supports all of the requirements for a successful ConfigurationManagement process.

● Product Development

AllChange facilitates the controlled creation and development of actual product items (e.g. soft-

waremodules) as well as associated design documentation throughout the product life-cycle.

● ChangeManagement

AllChange enables you to track and control changes to your product items, bringing under one sys-

tem all the usually disparate documents that instigated the change. This includes all change control
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documents whatever your site namemay be for them, for example, Change Requests, Bug

Reports, Problem Reports, Maintenance Requests, Component Reports etc.

● Baselines

TheAllChange baselinemechanism enables you to specify the precise configuration of a product

at any one time. This gives vital support to your ReleaseManagement process.

● Monitors

AllChangewill utilise your existing email system to automatically inform your people when certain

tasks have been completed and notified toAllChange.

● Configuration Building

AllChange is able to construct a specific configuration automatically thereby reducing the pos-

sibility of human error in the final application.

● ReleaseManagement

A vital area in today's complex world. The penalties of releasing the wrong version of code to your

end users can be catastrophic to your business. AllChange enables you to automate key aspects

of this task including the distribution of the final product to your test or implementation envi-

ronments.

● Audit/ management trail

AllChange builds an Audit Trail automatically each time you put an item through a stage in its life-

cycle. This ensures you can tell what you did and when.

● ad hoc query/ reporting of all items in the database

WithAllChange you can run ad hoc reports direct from the user interface and have these sent to a

file, a printer, or direct to your monitor.

Managers depend on accurate information tomake their decisions. WithAllChange you can con-

struct reports specific to an individual manager's needs and restrict access to them if sensitive data

is involved.

● Control Web development

WithAllChange you can control yourWeb development with facilities for local development areas

and deployment to the web server.

● WebBrowser Interface

With theAllChangeWeb browser interface you can control multi-site projects across the internet

or an intranet.

● Open Interface for Integrations

AllChange is an open system with an API which allows two-way integration with other products.

You can perform your own integration or use those supplied, which include:

● Windows 95/98 and NT Explorer.

● Microsoft Office tools (e.g. Word, Excel).

● Microsoft Development tools (e.g. Visual Basic, Visual C++).

● Microsoft Project.

Product Design

Your product is likely to be constructed frommany individual items. These "Configuration Items'' are

defined to the system in a hierarchical manner: that is, in the form of a design tree. In the sameway that an

Operating System structures its files by directories and filenames soAllChange structures its Con-

figuration Items by subsystems and components (jointly referred to as parts).
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This tree helps youmodel your product's structure and provides the framework for most of the work you

want to do.

AllChangewill track the versions of all the components, logging the date the change was made, the name

of the person whomade the change and the reason it was made, in addition to the actual file contents and

versions thereof.

Components may refer to actual on-line files, such as sourcemodules, documentation, design spec-

ifications; or to external objects, such as hardware. AllChange refers to these with the generic term parts.

Any changes that have beenmade to a file aremaintained by the version control facilities, allowing any ver-

sion to be retrieved, the changes to be examined and, if necessary, the regression to any other previous

version of that file that you wish.

Each file (part inAllChange terms) has a class which determines its life-cycle. This helps you classify the

different types of item that you want to control (e.g. source code, document, image etc.).

The classes are defined by you to suit your specific needs, as is the life-cycle through which it progresses.

In addition to the hierarchical relationship between parts, the usage relationships that may exist between

themmay also be defined. In the diagram below Product1 andProduct2 both use the Library.

Product Development

AllChange has been specifically designed to help you create an environment for product development and

maintenance in which productivity, quality and reliability can thrive.

Each item you put under control is stored in a discrete section of theAllChange repository known as the

parts database.
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AllChange support for the development environment is founded around this and two other key concepts:

● UserWorkspaces

● Shared Pools

Each developer has aworkspace associated with a particularAllChange subsystem; developers can also

share workspaces. It is usually the directory where they perform all of their development and building work

for that particular product.

Pools are created for objects which are to be shared amongst different workspaces (e.g. derived object

files, header source files and other such common code). A different pool may be used for each of your con-

figurations.

Whenever a part is needed, either for the purpose of making a change or for examination, a copy of the part

is checked out to a workspace. AllChangemaintains a record of which parts have been checked out to

each workspace, enabling you to identify exactly who is working on what at any one time.

The developer can thenmake any required changes to the checked out item. If appropriate, he can then

rebuild any required objects using a combination of the items in the local workspace and those from the

pools as appropriate. This ensures that the developer uses the latest/ consistent versions of items (from

the pool) which they are not changing.

When a change is complete the parts are checked in and the new version stored. Any objects which are to

bemade generally available to other users are promoted to the appropriate pool.

As an alternative, the changed part can bemoved to another workspace and used by another developer/

manager for their specific purposes. This is typically done as part of a quality review process where the

changed code has to be approved by another individual before the change can be accepted back into the

system.

In further support of an approval type process, any conditions you wish to impose before a promotion is

allowed can be defined tomeet your specific needs.

Themanagement of workspace and pool contents may be achieved:

● manually, i.e. the developers specifically request that parts are checked out to their workspaces

and promote files to pools when they wish to publish their changes.

● automatically, i.e. AllChangemay be configured to automatically update workspaces and pools

as new versions are created.
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Users may register particular versions of parts that they require as their default. This ensures that con-

sistent version sets can be defined and accessed with theminimum of user intervention.

Many popular software tools allow AllChange's check out/ check in process to be executed from within

their ownGUI, thus allowing users to benefit from the change control facilities offered by AllChange but

without the necessity of learning a new GUI interface.

Integrations supported include:

● Microsoft Word.

● Visual Basic and Visual C++.

● Windows 95/98 and NT Explorer. .

Information updates can bemade automatically by the use ofmonitors. Your email system is used to

notify a person that a particular event has occurred on an item they have expressed an interest in.

In this way, amanager can be informed themoment a particular change is completed. This is an excellent

way of guaranteeing that themanager is notified of any changes made by any individual on a particular

item.

It also allows developers to be notified of changes which will have an impact on their development.

AllChange has a very sophisticatedConfiguration Building process which allows the construction of an

object by reusing any components that match a specification— seeBuild below.

Change Management

Changemanagement allows the creation of fault reports, change requests, problem reports, maintenance

requests etc. in the form of Change Request documents (CRs). Different "classes'' of CR may be used for

different types of problems and each type can be cross referenced to any other.
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In the sameway as other items inAllChange, CRs have associated life-cycles, defined by you, which

may be used to trigger actions or enforce approval procedures.

Each class of CR can have its own life-cycle. For example: a bug report may have a different life-cycle and

approval procedure from an upgrade request.

CRs may be "numbered'' (i.e. identified) according to your own site standards and automatically assigned

a unique identifier. Again, different classes of CR may have different numbering schemes, or may be

entirely as you specify.

CRs may be associated with the parts contained within the parts database andmay be used to control

changes to these items. They may also be associated with the particular baseline which caused the CR to

be raised and, naturally, the baseline in which the CR was completed.

CRs may be assigned to developers for action and by using themonitor function developers andmanagers

can be kept informed about its progress. AllChange can also use your email system to notify the intended

recipient that the CR has been assigned to them and include summary details if you wish it to do so.

As mentioned above, CRs can be cross referenced to other CRs of a different class. In this way a hier-

archy of CRs can be recorded. For example: Incidents may be defined which result inProblems which in

turnmay result in other CRs (or Requests for Change—RFCs) to be generated which can be assigned to

individuals to make the required changes.

You can build rules which allow you to ensure that the Problem Report may not be closed until all the

RFCs associated with it have also been closed.

CRs may be submitted by E-mail or over the internet/ intranet using theWeb browser interface.

User Roles

AllChange uses the concept of a user role to implement access controls and procedure enforcement. All-

Change recognises that an individual may fulfil more than one role at any one time and user roles accom-

modate this.

Roles are defined and assigned to users as a part of theAllChange system setup and administration.

Your developers can be assigned various roles for different parts in the database. Development Team

Leaders can, for example, have their own role which gives them greater access to the range of AllChange

functions than, say, an Analyst.

For example, "Fred'' may be a developer for Product Software but not be allowed to update the database

design documentation. "Tom'' as the database administrator may not be allowed to change a particular part

or parts and so on. The rules you construct can be as simple or complex as you care tomake them.

It should be noted at this point that access toAllChange functions can be controlled down to the specific

command, role and object that is to be accessed if it is useful for you to do so.
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Another example could be: Developers may be allowed to check out and check in parts, but only Project

Managers may add, delete and rename parts.

Furthermore, roles may be associated with life-cycle statuses (see Life-cycles) for procedure enforce-

ment.

Life-Cycles

Life-cycles are used to implement the procedures you wish your developers to follow in the development of

parts and for dealing with change requests (CRs). They may also be associated with baselines in order to

specify release/test procedures.

You define what these life-cycles should be according to your site procedures by specifying a sequence of

statuses, together with entry/exit conditions and actions. This means, for example, that life-cycles may

have different user roles associated with each status whichmay, in turn, be used to trigger actions, e.g.

mail relevant personnel and/or cause a part to be checked out to a developer's workspace.

By using life-cycles many actions can be totally automated. For example: the life-cycle for a baseline can

be used to automate the release process for a product: on entering the status of Build the parts defined in

the baseline can be checked out to a workspace area ready to build the release and when the status of

Test is entered the status of all the CRs which have been released in the baseline can also be progressed

to Test to indicate that they are now ready for testing by the testers.

In this way AllChange can enforce and actively participate in the procedures specified by the life-cycle,

as well as acting as an information resource as to the current status of a particular item.

All parts may have an associated life-cycle according to their class. Different classes of part may thus

have different life-cycles, so that source files need not have the same life-cycle as documentation or hard-

ware items.

CRs have an associated life-cycle according to the class of CR, thus allowing different classes of CR to

have different life-cycles (e.g. Fault Reports may have a different life-cycle from Upgrade Requests).

Baselines toomay have an associated life-cycle to reflect the state of the baseline.
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All items which have associated life-cycles may also have the status history of that item automatically

logged. This provides for a complete audit trail on any item.

Voting/Approvals

AllChange has a facility to allow decisions to bemade based on a consensus opinion at defined points in

a life-cycle, this is known as voting. Votingmay thus be used to implement and record approvals.

Voting is supported for CRs, parts and baselines and each of thesemay be enabled/disabled as required.

Different types of vote are supported including unanimous, more than half, advisory only and serial.

Registrations

Registrations provide amechanism to ensure that the correct/ required version of parts are obtained when-

ever a developer uses a particular workspace. This ensures that a consistent set of parts is used and

reduces the scope for human error in obtaining versions from the wrong stream of development.

For example, one developer may wish to register to the version of a part that is the top version on a par-

ticular branch if that branch exists, otherwise to the top version on themain line of development (otherwise

known as the trunk). Another developer, in themeantime, may require the version contained in a particular

baseline which is a totally different version to the one being worked on by the other developer.

A complete set of rules may be defined for registrations for any part, and each developer may have their

own registrations.

As you can see, registrations provide a facility to isolate users from the changes made by others on the

team.

Monitors

AllChange has monitors which can be placed on a range of actions.

The owner of themonitor is informed using the host mailing system that the event monitored has taken

place. This feature is important inAllChange's active participation in the configurationmanagement and

software development process. It is not up to a person to constantly make enquiries to determine whether

certain actions have taken place but ratherAllChangewill pass that information on automatically.
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This means that users can, for example, monitor the creation of any new versions of a particular part, or

promotion of certain objects whichmay affect their own development currently in progress.

Monitors also enable relevant personnel to be kept informed about activities occurring in a project: for

example, the progress of a part or CR through its life-cycle.

Build

AllChange provides sophisticated and intelligent build facilities.

To build the required configuration automatically, a description of the dependency relationships between

objects (whichmay be automatically generated) plus a set of arbitrary translation rules is required.

Given this informationAllChangewill build a configuration, searching the workspace plus designated

pools for an acceptable object, rebuilding only those objects which are not already available.

TheAllChange build maintains build threads (BTs) for each object required to construct a system.

BTs contain information as to exactly what objects are composed of in terms of the versions of parts used

and the translation rules needed to create the objects.

When an object is to be rebuilt its BT is compared against a "desired BT'' which defines the versions of the

required parts and the translation rules that should be applied: an object is only rebuilt if its BT does not

match the desired BT.

The BTs mean that, for example, theAllChange build can distinguish between objects built with different

compiler flags (e.g. optimisation or debugging) and also distinguish between objects built from different ver-

sions of source code components.

In this way AllChange canmanagemultiple configurations simultaneously.

BTs are also valuable documents since they provide an accurate description of how an object was

created.

Baselines

A baseline is an inventory of the current state of a product or subsystem at a particular point in time and rec-

ords both the structure and details of the items included in it.
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AllChange baselines provide amechanism for preserving the definition of a system and the specific com-

ponent versions that go to create it.

AllChange allows two types of baseline to be taken:

A Part Baseline

This is a baseline of parts andmay be either a "design'' baseline, which records the structure of the

system, or a "release'' baseline, which records the specific versions of the required components.

A Meta Baseline

This is a baseline of baselines, that is to say, a group of baselines. This can be useful, for example,

for combining several part baselines for different sections of a product into a single baseline which

logs an entire product release.

Any product/ subsystemmay be the subject of a baseline. Baselines may be created using a variety of dif-

ferent mechanisms to suit your release processes. Listed below are some of the ways you can define pre-

cisely which versions of which objects are to be included in your baseline.

You can:

● Take a snapshot by using various selection criteria.

● Use the actual completion and/ or implementation of specific Tasks and selected Change

Request's.

● Automatically create andmaintain an incremental baseline by ensuring that whenever new code is

checked in, the baseline is updated.

● Use a design baseline to define which objects are to be included and subsequently create a release

baseline from this, by applying version selection criteria to the original design baseline.

● Use the previous release baseline and apply the changes made to implement CR's which are to be

released.

Baselines may be used for a variety of purposes including:

● The versions of parts contained in a baselinemay be used as the default version to be accessed.

● A build may be done against a baseline.

● Baselines may be compared to easily identify which parts changed between releases of a particular

product. Baseline comparison is also a useful way of identifying changes that occurred during con-

current development and can be helpful to assessing the feasibility of merging two or more streams

of work.

● Baselines provide full functional and physical auditability of a configuration.

Release Management

TheAllChange releasemanager creates copies of releasable objects in a release directory.

Objects to be released are copied from a pool to the release directory. You can construct rules to ensure

that no object is released that is not composed of a version in a particular baseline, thus ensuring that the

release is repeatable.

Objects may then be released to the outside world.

All of the releasemanagement activities that need to be performed such as promoting releases through dif-

ferent test environments and generation of release notes can be automated through the baseline life-cycle

facilities ensuring that your releases are built from secured components and reducingmanual overheads

andminimising the risk of errors whichmay occur with amanual process.

Reports

AllChange includes a powerful yet flexible report generatorwhich you can use for both formal and ad hoc

reporting.

You are able to construct report formats that are specific to your site or even a particular person. You can

generate any style of report that you require containing any selection of the available information.
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Metrics may be generated for use in quality management andmay be displayed graphically or exported to

third party tools.

A range of report formats are supplied which provide all the basic information that you are likely to need for

most queries. Thesemay of course be tailored as desired.

AllChange provides you with the facility to obtain information on any aspect of the system. The report gen-

eration tool provides a drag and drop facility for creating the reports that you need.

Reports may havemultiple levels allowing information from several different databases to be included in a

single report. This allows you to construct reports according to the information you want to obtain rather

than be constrained by the information in that particular section of theAllChange repository.

AllChange reporting facilities may also be closely integrated with MS Office tools allowing:

● Reports to be produced by AllChange and exported directly into MSWord.

● Reports to be generated within MSWord without the need to interact with theAllChangeGraphical

interface.

● ChangeManagement information to be viewed as, for example, Gantt Charts in MS Project allow-

ing Project Managers to obtain immediate and up to date information concerning the Activities and

Tasks individual project teammembers are under taking including:

o Comparing actual against planned.

o Impact of slippage against current end dates.

o Resource implications of re-scheduling tasks between teammembers.

o Initial Gantt charts created direct from the data held in theAllChange repository.

Configurability

Much has been said about the ability to tailorAllChange to your specific requirements.

There are four keys to this Configurability:
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1. ACCEL, theAllChange Command Evaluation Language, is a simple yet powerful in-built com-

mand/ programming language. It provides access to all fields of all databases, hooks toAllChange

functions and commands, conditional actions, evaluatable conditions, variables, user defined func-

tions, access to the GUI and operating system calls (including various means of exchanging infor-

mation with other programs).

2. All AllChange commands have a site definable entry condition, allowing any condition to be spec-

ified for permission to execute a command. This may be used for access permissions (e.g. a user

must have a particular role), or other conditions (e.g. a part must have a particular status for the com-

mand to be allowed).

3. All AllChange commands have site defined actions which are executed whenAllChange per-

forms its internal processing. This provides an open interface to other tools and allows commands

to be effectively tailored, to causeAllChange to actively participate in the configurationman-

agement process (e.g. one actionmay trigger another or may causemail to be issued to relevant

personnel to ensure they are kept informed).

4. TheAllChange user interface, itself, may be tailored to site/ individual requirements and pref-

erences. It also allows sets of commands and/ or parameters to be fetched from a file: this helps

you to standardise and reproduce commands and parameters whenever needed.

Special Administrator tools and facilities are provided for setting up the system as required at your site.

TheAllChangeConfiguration Editor— ACCONFIG—provides a single intuitive environment for setting up

and configuringAllChange according to your configurationmanagement plan.

Terminology

AllChange uses a number of terms to refer to different features and facilities that it supports. These terms

are used throughout the documentation however it should be noted that site specific mappings for some of

these terms may have been defined by yourAllChangeAdministrator and somay appear differently inAll-

Change

Standard Intasoft

Term

Description Mapable

CR A CR (Change Request) is a changemanagement record used for record-

ing fault reports, change requests, problem reports etc.

Yes

Part A part is a configuration item under AllChange control. The Parts database

may be thought of as an archive or library

Yes

Subsystem A Subsystem is a type of part that may have children. Subsystem type is

analogous to a directory in an operating system filing system.

Yes

Component A Component is a type of part at the bottom of the part hierarchy and have

no children, but they may have versions. Component type is analogous to

a file in an operating system filing system.

Yes

Baseline A baseline is a snapshot of the current state of a product or subsystem at

a point in time.

Yes

Meta-Baseline A meta-baseline is a baseline containing references to other baselines Yes

Check-out Parts are checked out to create a file copy in a workspace. Check-outs are

logged in the check-outs database.

Yes

Version A Component may havemany versions or revisions as it is changed

throughout its life

Yes

Branch Versions may lie on branches. Branches allow alternate versions of the

same component to be developed in parallel.

Yes

Class Parts, CRs and Baselines may all have different classes. Each class rep-

resents a different type of object

Yes

Status A status is a stage in a life-cycle through which parts, change requests or

baselines may pass.

Yes

Status Log This is an audit trail of the progression of an object through its life-cycle Yes
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Pool A shared directory where files may be placed for reference purposes Yes

Workspace A directory, usually personal, where components with files may be

checked out to and checked in from.

Yes

Check Out The process of extracting a copy of a version from the parts archive into a

workspace

No

Check In The process of returning a copy of a version back to the parts archive No

For details of how tomap the standard Intasoft Nomenclature see theAllChangeAdministrators Manual

User Interface

AllChangemay be used via its ownGraphical interface (AllChangeEnvironment — ACE), directly from

within many popular software tools or via an Internet/ Intranet connection using the industry standardWeb

Browsers. This provides you with the flexibility you need to perform many operations directly from within

the tools and environments you are familiar with. Such as:

● MSWindows 95/ 98 and NT Explorer.

● Microsoft Word.

● Visual Basic and Visual C++.

ACE currently supports Windows.

You are able to browse and view each aspect of the database enabling easy access to all of your data.

You can perform operations upon items in the system by using command dialogs based on the items

selected in the database windows. Existingmenus and toolbars can be tailored to site requirements. The

interfacemay be further extended by adding site-specific functions and dialogs to implement your chosen

operations.
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AllChange Documentation

About AllChange Documentation

AllChange is supplied with the followingmanuals to help you to use the facilities effectively:

● AllChangeUserManual

● AllChange ReferenceManual

● AllChange Administrator Manual

● AllChangeVC Tools Manual

● Upgrade Notes if appropriate

Document Conventions

AllChange commands will appear in bold type face (e.g. Add Part is the command to add a new part).

Italics are used to emphasise a particular point.

References to options on dialogs will appear in bold type face (e.g. theEdit option is used to ...).

Anything in teletype font indicates that this may be actually typed or represents an operating system or

physical object (e.g. a file namewould appear as afile).

Screenshots shown in this manual are taken under various Windows versions. OtherWindows versions of

the softwaremay have a slightly different appearance.

This user guide is oriented towards usingAllChange through a windowing system. EachAllChange com-

mand described has a corresponding command line which is specified in the appropriate chapter in the ref-

erencemanual.

Related Documentation

The following additional documentationmay be useful:

● Microsoft Windows

● Development Tools being used

● Your Site Standards

● Your email system and any other tools which are integrated with (or you wish to integrate with)All-

Change for use at your site.

About this Manual

TheAllChangeUserManual provides the new user with information about AllChange as well as a guide

for the experienced user. It includes information on how theGUI environment works and how to achieve

common operations. Further details about any particular function or commandmay be found in theAll-

ChangeReferenceManual

TheAllChangeUserManual is organised into several different sections:

● Introduction— provides a general overview of the system and introduces some of the basic con-

cepts.

● AllChangePrograms —gives a summary of the programs supplied with theAllChange system

and their purpose.

● Introductory guide— several sections introducing you to the concepts andmost of the facilities in

theAllChange system.
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AllChange Programs

TheAllChange system contains a number of programs. This section provides a brief summary of the pur-

pose of the principal among them.

The Intasoft Group

UnderWindows, having installed theAllChange software package a group will be created containing var-

ious shortcuts which allow the different AllChange programs to be invoked and access to the on-line help

and other documentation. By default the group will be named Intasoft AllChange, but this may be deter-

mined by each workstation at installation time.

TheAllChange programs are

Icon Description

ACE— theAllChangeEnvironment

ACCONFIG— theAllChangeConfiguration Editor

ACC — theAllChangeCommand Line Environment

Provides a window for trace output

ACEDIT— theAllChange text editor

ACUPGRAD— theAllChange upgrade tool

Backs up a database in a project directory

Project settings editor

Only the Administrator will require access to all of these. A user installation will provide shortcuts giving

access to ACE.

Other programs may be supplied with the system, but may not have a corresponding icon.

ACE

ACE—AllChangeEnvironment — is themenu-driven program used to run theAllChange system. It will

be implemented as aGUI using the native windowing system, depending on platform.

Entering ACE

ACEmay be run by entering the command name (ace) to the operating system. UnderWindows the pro-

grammay be invoked by selecting the icon in the Intasoft group.

If there is more than one project available to you ACE will prompt for which project is to be used:
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On start up ACE will attempt to open the database to be used for the specified project.

If no projects exist or the project directory is not specified then an error will be issued of the form:

No project directory specified

Youwill then need to ensure that your project definition specified the correct project directory if you have

one (see below) or create a project if you do not — this would normally be performed by theAllChange

administrator, see theAllChangeAdministrator Manual for details.

If a project is specified but no database exists an error will be issued in the form:

Database does not exist - (expected location of database)

There could be two reasons for this error:

1. ACE is looking in the wrong place for the database. This could be for a number of reasons including:

● Your ACE icon (or command line) is not specifying the correct AllChange project

● Your environment/ project definition does not specify the correct AllChange project direc-

tory

2. The database really does not exist in which case you will need to create it. Ensure that you create

the database in the same location that ACE will look for it. This task would normally be performed for

you by theAllChangeAdministrator, see theAllChangeAdministrator Manual .

See yourAllChangeAdministrator to resolve the error.

Once successfully started themain window will be shown together with amenu bar.
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Exiting ACE

In order to exit ACE select File | Exit.

ACC

ACC is the command line program used to run theAllChange system; its use is discouraged underWin-

dows 95/98 and NT.

ACC provides a shell-like environment (e.g. C-shell under UNIX, or theMS-DOS environment). It runs on

any standard text-based command session. The user sits within the program, typing in lines of text which

are acted uponmuch like an operating system "shell''. ACC may also be used to conveniently execute

"scripts'' of AllChange commands which require no user interaction.

Entering ACC

ACC may be run by entering the command name (acc) to the operating system. Under 32-bit Windows the

programmay be invoked by selecting the icon in the Intasoft AllChange group.

Like ACE on startup ACC will attempt to open the database to be used; if one does not exist an error will be

issued (see sectionEntering ACE for more details).

A command line prompt will appear.

Alternatively, ACC may be invoked from the operating system command-line (or batch file) to execute a

script of commands by use of a fetch file:

acc @file

where file specifies the operating system path to the script file. In this case it reads and executes All-

Change commands from the file and finally exits, without any interaction. It also recognises an
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environment variable (or -E... command-line argument) named ACFLUSHOUTPUT as meaning flush all

output to standard output/ error immediately. These two options are used, for example, by ACUPGRAD,

theAllChangeUpgrade Tool, when running ACC to execute upgrade scripts; they may also be useful for

user scripts.

As a special case ACC recognises the command line argument -web. This is used to service the web

browser interface.

Exiting ACC

In order to exit ACC enter the command:

quit

ACC Shell

ACC does not have a separatemanual as there is little to say. However, when used interactively it does

have a line editing and history recall mechanism to allow easy viewing, recall and editing of commands

entered. This interface is known as "readline'' (note that this has nothing to do with FSF code of the same

name).

Figure 3.1 shows the keys used by the readline interface.

Key Action

move left in line

move right in line

Backspace delete left in line

DEL or CTRL+D delete right in line

HOME or CTRL+A move to start of line

END or CTRL+E move to end of line

ESC or CTRL+U restart line

RETURN accept line

fetch previous line from history

fetch following line from history

F8 or ESC+8 or

ALT+P or ESC+P or

CTRL+R

search history (backwards) for next line starting with same

sequence of characters as current line up to cursor position

Figure 3.1: ACC readline keys

In addition, ACC (only) provides a command, history, which displays the saved history of commands

entered so far.

The readline interface is normally enabled whenever enteringAllChange. The readline interfacemay be

explicitly disabled by setting a NOREADLINE environment variable or entry in the [AllChange] section

of the .ini file; this may be needed if problems are experienced with the terminal, another program, pipes

etc. If readline is disabledAllChange reverts to using standard operating system line editing facilities.

ACCONFIG

ACCONFIG—AllChangeConfiguration Editor— is a tool for configuring theAllChange system.

It is for use by AllChange administrators only.

ACCONFIG provides facilities to:

● edit configuration files

● create new projects
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It will be implemented as aGUI using the native windowing system, depending on platform. It is doc-

umented in theAllChangeAdministrator Manual.

ACSERVER

ACSERVER permits AllChange programs to run in client/server mode on a 32-bit Windows network in an

efficient manner. The Administrator should determine whether it is to be run and how it is set up.

ACSERVER is documented in theAllChangeAdministrator Manual.

Backupac

backupac.bat is a script file supplied with theWindows versions of AllChange. It backs up the data-

base and associated log files to a copy.

backupac is documented in theAllChangeAdministrator Manual.

Acdbgwin

adbgwin is an executable supplied with theWindows versions of AllChange. It helps the Administrator

trace what is happening in the system.

acdbgwin is documented in theAllChangeAdministrator Manual.

Project Settings Editor

The project settings editor is a registry editor forAllChange projects. It may be used tomodify the registry

entries used by AllChange.

This should not normally need to be used as AllChange creates any required registry entries. However in

certain cases it may be necessary tomodify the registry manually.

The project settings editor is documented in theAllChangeAdministrator Manual

VC programs

AllChange uses version control programs supplied withAllChange at various times to accomplish low-

level tasks concerning external operating system files. Principal among these are Takeout andPutaway

to implement low-level version control (storing the actual versions of files in a history archive from which

they may be extracted at any time), andBuild to execute the required operating system commands for

configuration building.

Refer to theAllChangeVC Tools Manual for details of VC programs if required.

Running AllChange Programs

AllChange programs are run in the normal operating system fashion for launching programs, e.g. typing

the name of the command or clicking on an icon.

AllChange programs check that the user invoking them is licensed as anAllChange user. The Admin-

istrator is responsible for adding all new users to the list of licensed users. Most AllChange programs also

require that theAllChange database already exist when they are invoked for obvious reasons.

AllChange supports both named and concurrent user licensingmodels, in both cases all users must be

registered (licensed) as discussed above. In the former case only the licensed number of users may be reg-

istered and in the latter only the licensed number of accesses to AllChange at the same time are permitted.

If themaximum number of permitted accesses has already been reached then on starting ACE the user will

be given an error message informing them of this.

The behaviour of AllChange programs may be influenced by command-line arguments, startup files, sys-

tem-wide files, registry entries and environment variables. Most of these are documented in theAll-

ChangeAdministrator Manual, as it is anticipated that this is information that only the administrator needs

to know as inmost cases AllChangewill make use of and create/ modify these entries for you.
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It is worth pointing out, however, that an important consideration when invoking anAllChange program is

that theAllChangeproject—which contains the data and configuration— should be the right one for what-

ever the user is working on. For some sites there is no choice: there is only one project/database shared by

all users i.e. there is only one project. For others theremay be several different AllChange projects.

The projects that are available will be presented on starting up anAllChange application unless only one

project is available to the user or a default project has been specified to be used always.

The ACPROJECT environment variable may be used to determine startup project. It is also possible to set

this from the command line (or from an icon).

The following command line arguments are accepted by most AllChange programs:

-Evar=value

Allows environment variables to be set on the command line, which permits different icons to be con-

figured for different environment and project requirements. Particularly useful is -EACPROJECT

=..., which sets theAllChange project.

-readonly

Accepted by ACCand ACEonly: causes the program to open the database for read-only access, so

informationmay be retrieved but not altered. This may be used to prevent unintentional alteration of

the data when read access is all that is required.

-minimised

Accepted by ACE: causes the program to be startedminimised and in a non-interactivemode. This is

used by integrations with third party applications which do not require that the user interact with ACE

directly.

-norestorestate

Accepted by ACE: causes the program not to restore saved role, workspace and current working

part. This is used by integrations with third party applications which do not require that the user inter-

acts with ACE directly.
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Getting Started

About Getting Started

In this section theAllChangeGUI interface— ACE—will be introduced, as well as some basic setup

hints.

ACE is invoked by selectingStart | Program Files | Intasoft AllChange | AllChange

ACE, theAllChangeEnvironment, provides a typical GUI interface toAllChange and includes many cus-

tomisable elements for ease of use. For example, the toolbar is customisable underWindows. AllChange

may have been configured to run in client/server mode in which case all database accesses will be per-

formed by the server. Alternatively it may be run as a standard application accessing the database directly.

See theAllChangeAdministrator Manual for further details of client/server operation.

For general usage of the windowing system you are using see the appropriate user manual.

Basic Setup Requirements

The Basic Setup Requirements

AllChangemust have been correctly installed on your network (a full install ) and configured in order for it

to work correctly.

It will then need to be installed on each workstation that is to use it. In order to install AllChange for a

client PC aWorkstation Install should be performed (run setup\setup.exe in the directory in which

AllChange has been installed). This will set up various environment information that AllChange needs

and stores it in the windows registry. See theAllChangeAdministrator Manual for details of registry

entries and the environment.

AllChange has a concept of anAllChange project which comprises theAllChange configuration and its

associated data. One or moreAllChange projects must have been defined before you can use ACE.

AllChangewill require certain information from your configuration and from your registry, from the com-

mand line or from the environment, in order for it to work correctly.

The following will be required:

● TheAllChange system directory (ACDIR), this is where theAllChange software and system con-

figuration files are to be found - this must be defined in your registry or on the command line. The

installation program will define this in your registry for you.

● TheAllChange project that is to be used - this will be prompted for unless a default has been

defined. This means that anAllChange project must have been defined, this would normally be

done for you by theAllChange administrator. The following information about a project is required:

● The name of the project

● The directory in which the project configuration and non database project data is to be stored

— this is known as the project directory

● A SQL server database

This informationmay be obtained from the project definition

● A databasemust exist for theAllChange project.

● Youmust be a registeredAllChange user.

Youmay be registered as:

● A full AllChange user in which case you will have access to all aspects of AllChange

within any access control rules that have been defined.
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● A cr only user in which case only CRs andMonitors will be available to you for creation and

modification purposes, although you will have read access to other parts of the database.

● A read-only user in which case you will be able to browse and view the data and run

reports, but may not perform any sort of update.

● If you are a full AllChange user you will probably need access to a workspace .

● Youwill probably need to be assigned one or more user roles.

If any of these are not the case see yourAllChangeAdministrator.

AllChange Projects

The concept of anAllChange project is anAllChange configuration and its associated data.

The data from oneAllChange project may not be accessed from anotherAllChange project. If infor-

mation sharing is required across more than one product (or development project), then all of themmay be

maintained in oneAllChange project database (e.g. CRs may need to be common to all products).

If there is no information sharing between products, then it may be beneficial to maintain these in separate

AllChange projects. This will reduce the size of a single database and improve performance.

A project definition comprises aminimum of the following information:

● The name of the project

● The directory in which the project configuration and non database project data is to be stored this is

known as the project directory

● A SQL server database

TheAllChange project usedmay be selected on startup or may be defined on the command line (-EAC-

PROJECT=.. argument) or in an environment variable (ACPROJECT). If only one project is available for

you, or you have elected to use a particular project, then this will be used automatically.

By using the command line, different projects may be accessed from different icons.

Home Directory

Certain configuration files are sought in the user's home directory. This is a directory which is unique to

each user where he can create and edit files to tailor the system to his own requirements.

The home directory is taken from a HOME environment variable, or from a HOME=... entry in the registry; if

neither of these is set then the NT HOMESHARE, HOMEDRIVE and HOMEPATH environment variables, if

they exist are used.

Alternatively, if a special AllChange home directory is desired, then an environment variable (or registry

entry) called ACHOMEmay be created. If this is present, then it will be used by AllChange as the home

directory instead of the real home directory. This can be used to separate off AllChange specific con-

figuration and support files from other files in the users home directory.

ACHOMEmay be set by specifying the required directory in theMisc tab of theMisc | Options dialog in

ACE.

The Main Window

About the Main Window

ACE supplies amulti-windowedGUI interface to theAllChange system.
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The initial ACE screen forWindows is shown above. It comprises the followingmain features:

Main Menu: this is a standardmenu offering access to the various AllChange functions

Toolbar: the toolbar provides access to common operations according to the currently active child win-

dow.

Shortcut bar: this provides user configurable icons which give access to browsers, reports and other use-

ful shortcuts.

Folder List: this provides user configurable icons which give access to browsers, reports and other useful

shortcuts.

Cycle View: a dockable window providing a graphic representation of the life cycle of items such as CRs,

Parts and Baselines.

Output Window: a dockable window showingmessages and the results of various operations

Status bar: this is at the bottom of the ACEWindow and shows status information, progress information

andmessages.

Some of these features may be removed from the screen from theViewmenu.

The Window Title

The title of theAllChangewindow will show theAllChange project currently being used. If running

client/server then it will also show this in the title. If the user is an administrative user then it will also

Admin
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Status Bar

The status information shown at the bottom of themain application window is:

Role

This shows the currently selected user role if there is one: this may be changed in the Role Browser

(available from theMiscmenu).

Workspace

This shows the workspace currently attached to, if any. To find out the current directory, hover the

mouse over this pane of the status-bar. A tip will be displayed showing the current directory. The

Workspace Browser allows you to attach to a new workspace (available from theWorkspace

menu).

NOACTION/NOCOND

This shows whether command and life-cycle actions/conditions are to be activated. Values shown

may be:

● NOACTION: this indicates that no actions will be performed

● NOCOND: this indicates that no conditions will be performed

● NOCMD: this indicates that no conditions or actions will be performed

● Blank: this is the normal case and indicates that both conditions and actions will be per-

formed.

Conditions and actions may be switched off using theSet System Flag dialog available from the

Miscmenu. This is only intended for use by the Administrator.

Double clicking on a statusbar item will pop up the appropriate window to allow that item to be changed.

The Toolbars

The toolbars provide access to commonly used actions appropriate to the window that is currently active

(the current window). The toolbar items are displayed as icons.

Any toolbar item that may not be used for the current window will be disabled.

When selecting a toolbar button, if the current window is a browser then any items selected will be taken

as the items to be acted upon. If it is a viewer then the item viewed will be taken as the item to be acted

upon.

By default toolbars are docked under themainmenu bar, but may bemoved (by dragging with themouse)

to any position desired or docked at either side of themain window.

Each toolbar button will show a brief description if themouse pointer is over it for a short time and a longer

description in the status bar. To access the toolbar menu, right click on a toolbar or dock.

Toolbar settings may be reset to the default settings usingMisc | Clear Settings. If your user type

changes (e.g. from CR only to a full user) you should reset your toolbar settings in order to get the default

toolbar settings for a full user.

Copy, Paste and Undo

If an edit control (including the edit control in an editable combobox) has focus, these work in the normal

way, i.e. Copy copies the currently selected text from the edit control to the clipboard, Paste inserts any

text in the clipboard into the edit control at the caret (cursor) location and replaces any selection. Undowill

reverse the last edit operation performed including typing.

If the focus is not an edit control then the appropriate action will for the item selected will bemade, in gen-

eral this means that on Copy or Cut a note is made of the item selected and the action requested. On

Paste the appropriate command dialog will be presented. Undo is not supported for non edit control selec-

tions.
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The standard keyboard shortcuts are also available: Ctrl+C or Ctrl+Ins perform a copy, Ctrl+V or

Shift+Ins perform paste, Ctrl+Z or Alt+Backspace perform undo, Del performs delete. In addition

under the new shell (95/98 or NT4) clicking the right mouse button in an edit control brings up amenuwith

these items on.

TheCommand Outputwindow also has a special copy item in its systemmenu. This will copy the selec-

tion or the entire contents if no selection is made.

The Shortcut Bar and Folder List

Both of the bars contain user configurable icons, which can be used to open a browser window, run a

report, or invoke an ACCEL command or operating system command. This can be very useful for fast

access to frequently run reports or queries run in a browser.

Both the Folder List and the Shortcut bar may be closed if not wanted.

See Customising the User Interface for further details.

The Cycle Viewer

Displays the life cycle of the currently selected item and allows its status to be changed or a vote to cast

by clicking on the desired status (if the progression is valid for the current user profile).

See cycle viewer for further details.

The Main Menu

TheMainMenu is divided into categories based on the different types of object that AllChange operates.

Selection of File, Part,Workspace, Baseline, CR orMonitor provides access to the browse and view

windows for that type of object (i.e. windows allowing these objects to be examined). The command

dialogs appropriate to operate on that type of object are also available (i.e. dialogs which allow actions to

be performed on that type of object). Site specific functions may also appear.

Note that some or all of the above terms/nomenclaturemay have beenmapped to in-house terminology in

which case themenu option will appear using these site specific terms, see Terminology for which terms

may bemapped

Selection of Reportwill provide access to theAllChange reporting facilities.

Misc provides access to various facilities including the role browser.

Selection of Functionwill lead to amenu of the site specific functions which have not been placed on

other menus. Selection of any of these will invoke that function.

View provides access to facilities to control the items shown in themain window.

Report provides access to the integral AllChange report generation tool ACREPORT.

Selection of Help provides access to theAllChange help system.

Items on the pulldownmenus will be disabled if they are not valid at the current time. Menu items are dis-

abled according to definitions whichmay be tailored for each site (see Customising the User Interface).

The default configuration, for example, will disablemenu items which require that you are attached to a

workspace if you are not currently attached to a workspace.

The Misc Menu

TheMisc Menu has the following items:

Set Role

Allows the current role to be changed.

Browse Roles

Provides access to the Role Browser window which allows the current role to be changed.
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Eval

Allows an ACCEL expression to be evaluated

AllChange Command

Provides access to the command dialog which allows AllChange commands to be invoked using a

command line interface.

Version Control Command

Allows the underlying version control tools to be invoked directly.

OSCommand

Provides access to the operating system command dialog which allows an operating system com-

mand to be invoked.

Options

This provides access to various user options/preferences.

Set System Flag

Provides access to the command dialog allowing various AllChange flags to be set.

Save Windows On Exit

If this is set then on exitingAllChange the size and position of any open windows is saved in the reg-

istry. On re-starting ACE these settings will be restored.

Clear Settings

Causes ACE user specific settings to be cleared. See Customising the User Interface for details

Select All in List

If the focus is in a list then this will select all the items in the list.

Refresh Windows

Refreshes all open windows from the database. This may be useful to ensure your information is cur-

rent where there are concurrent users, or if Autoupdate is switched off.

Read

This causes the current window to be reread from the database. This may be useful if you wish to

ensure that the information in the current window has not been changed by another user. If any

changes have beenmade in a viewer to the current record and the record has not beenUpdated,

then you will be informed of this and asked whether you want to discard these changes (i.e. re-read

the record anyway).

Next

Reads the next record from the database for the current window

Previous

Reads the previous record from the database for the current window

Copy

Copies the current selection to the clipboard

Cut

Copies the current selection to the clipboard andmarks it for deletion

Paste

Copies from the clipboard into the selection

Update

If the current window is a viewer and any changes have beenmade to the current record, then the

database record will be updated. If the database record has changed (possibly by another user) since

it was last read and displayed in the viewer then an updatemay not be performed until the record has

been re-read.
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The View Menu

The View menu provides access to facilities to customise the view of themain window. It provides the fol-

lowing facilities:

View

The View submenu allows the style of list views to be selected between detailed, small icons, large

icons, list and folding views.

Show Obsolete Items

If selected then items which are obsolete will be shown in browsers (in a dimmed font). If not

selected then they will not be shown at all.

Shortcut Bar, Folder List, Output Window:

If selected the appropriate item is shown, otherwise it is closed

Clear Output Window:

Clears any text currently in the output window

Preview Pane:

If selected shows the preview pane for the current up front browser - this setting is saved individually

for each browser.

Cycle View Bar:

Allows the life-cycle for items inAllChange to be viewed and updated. The cycle-viewer is dis-

played in a docking window, whichmay be attached to any side of themain window.

Toolbar:

Provides access to the toolbar customization facilities.

Output Window

TheOutput window is used to display the output of any AllChange commands which have been issued.

TheOutput window will show the output of AllChange commands executed (e.g. report output if not sent

to a file).

Hyperlinks will be shown as clickable links. Hyperlinks will be activated for common protocols such as

"http", "ftp", "mailto", etc, and also for the "allchange" protocol, and any other registeredAllChange pro-

tocols. The link is followed by single-clicking the link.Right-clicking on links will show amenuwhere the

link may be opened or copied to the clipboard.

Output is appended to the current contents.

UnderWindows the systemmenu on the output window has aCopy item. This copies the contents of any

selected text — or the entire window contents if there is no selection— to the clipboard. TheWindows key-

board shortcuts CTRL+C and CTRL+INS also copy selected text as usual. There is also aPrint item on

themenu which will print the contents of the Output window. A Clearmenu item empties the contents of

the window.

A log of activity during the current session or since the window was clearedmay be shown in the output

window as a history of AllChange command lines. This may be enabled using theSet command and

switching on echo. The output window may also be used to show debug and trace information. See Cus-

tomising the User Interface for details of output window options.
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Browsers

TheAllChangeGUI is based around the use of browsers for the various aspects of theAllChange data.

Each of these parts of the data is referred to as a database and the browser for that database will list its

contents. It may be used to select the objects which are to be acted upon, thus providing an object based

approach to using the system.

A browser takes the form of a child window (the browse window) or a tab on a viewer.

Any items selected in the current browser will be copied (if appropriate) to a command dialog when it is

selected.

Browse windows are provided for the following:

Files Shows files and directories for workspaces and pools.

Parts Shows the parts known toAllChange and allows the current working part to be

changed.

Part Items

Affected

Shows the relationships from parts to other crs, baselines and parts

Check-outs Shows parts that are checked out.

Instances Shows instances of parts that exist.

Baselines Shows baselines that exist.

Baseline Items

Affected

Shows the relationships from baselines to other crs, parts and files

CRs Shows existing CRs.

CR Items

Affected

Shows the relationships from baselines to other baselines, crs, parts and files

Monitors Shows any monitors.

Workspaces Shows any workspaces and allows a workspace to be attached to.

Roles Shows any roles and allows the current role to be changed.

Note that some of the above terms may have beenmapped to site specific nomenclature, see Terminology

for which terms may bemapped

Most browsers have various mechanisms for filtering what items are shown. Sometimes the criteria spec-

ified in a filter may mean that the browser can take a long time to be updated/filled depending on the size of

the database being searched. The updating process may be aborted by pressing the Esc key as indicated

in the status bar at the bottom of the screen.

Browsers display various information about the items in the database being browsed. This will be dis-

played in a tabular form with columns of information about each item.

The baseline browser is shown below as an example.
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The leftmost column of all browsers will show the name/identifier for each item/database record shown in

the browser. The contents of this column is fixed. For some databases (e.g. check-outs), additional infor-

mation is required to identify the item (the part name and the workspace checked out to for check-outs); in

this case the second columnwill also be fixed. This is in order to allow ACEto correctly identify the items

selected in the browsers.

The other columns of information shown in a browser may be tailored to individual requirements.

The following features are supported by browsers:

Filter By

Allows the browser data to be filtered by theValue selected/specified. Patternmatchingmay be

used where the Value is an edit control: use * to represent any character e.g. starts-with*, *ends-

with, *contains1*contains2*. All data fields valid for the database are offered as filters. For CRs &

Baselines, Text is offered among the filter fields, theValue for these is always treated as though it

had * at start and end (regardless of whether you type them), so always a "contains" match.

Condition

Allows an arbitrary condition to be specified in ACCEL to further filter the browser content. The ... but-

ton provides access to the ACCEL condition editor which provides a user friendly interface to the a

subset of the full language facilities.

The condition is parsed and, if possible, corresponding clause(s) injected into the query sent to SQL.

Where this happens the search can be fast.

● The parser can only handle a limited subset of ACCEL. The simpler the condition, the
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more likely it is to be included in the SQL query, e.g. a single simple <field><-

operator><value> is likely to succeed.

● The parser is designed to handle the typical ACCEL generated by the ACCEL condition

editor. It knows about the code generated for the various operators offered there, and

common in-built ACCEL functions (e.g. match_wild()) and user-defined functions

(e.g. call(IsArbFieldDefined, ...)).

● The parser can handle an ACCEL and operator in a condition, but only some or and

not operators.

Sort by Column

For all browsers the browser contents may be displayed sorted by any columnwhich is displayed.

Simply click on the column title and the window will be redisplayed sorted by the column selected.

Column Reordering

The order in which the (non fixed) columns are presentedmay be changed by dragging the column to

the desired position, see Defining Browser Contents.

Column Selection

The (non fixed) columns which are displayedmay be selected according to personal preferences.

Right click on a column heading and select Add/ Remove Column, see Defining Browser Contents

.

In-line Rename

Items shown in browsers may be renamed in-line (where appropriate) by clicking twice on the item in

the browser.

Del Key

The Del key may be used to delete the currently selected items in a browser. When an item is

deleted an option becomes available to delete any references to other items the deleted itemmay

have had.

Preview Pane

Shows a preview or summary of the content of an item selected. The preview panemay be switched

on and off for each browser from theViewmenu. Hyperlinks will be shown as clickable links. Hyper-

links will be activated for common protocols such as "http", "ftp", "mailto", etc, and also for the "all-

change" protocol, and any other registeredAllChange protocols. The link is followed by single-

clicking the link.Right-clicking on links will show amenuwhere the link may be opened or copied to

the clipboard.

Print

Allows the content of the browser to be printed. The print output will include the name of the browser

or viewer the list is part of, and, for viewers, the name of the list. Prints from browsers will list the cur-

rent browser filter, condition etc. Find window prints will include a description of the search criteria

used to produce the results.

Views

Allows the browser content to be displayed in different ways. Select View | View or right click in

unused space and select View, see Views.

Viewers

Several databases have a Viewer. This is a window in which the details of one item are shown (Parts,

Check-outs, Instances, Baselines, CRs and Relationships have viewers. Note that some of the above

terms may have beenmapped to site specific nomenclature, see Terminology for which terms may be

mapped).

The Part viewer is shown below, this is available from Part | View.
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The item for which details are currently shownwill appear as part of the window title.

The item for which the details are to be shownmay be selected:

● by entering into the edit control at the top of the window: this may specify the complete name of the

item or a partial identification in which case the first match will be used.

● by selecting the item in an appropriate browser or list in a viewer tab and:

● Double clicking.

● Select View from the appropriate pulldownmenu

● Select the view toolbar button

● Right Click and select View (this is the same as double clicking) orView in new window

(this will open a new viewer window for the selected item) from the context menu.

The viewers contain alterable items (Edit Controls, Option Controls, etc.) for elements of the item shown

that may be altered in the viewer directly. (Do not forget toUpdate the database after making changes,

Return will perform an update orUpdate is available from theMiscmenu or the toolbar).

Some edit controls may contain hyperlinks. Double clicking on the hyperlink to jump to the link. The link

may be edited in the normal way as an edit control, but in addition a hyperlink editor is provided whichmay

be accessed from the right click menu or CTRL K.

Most controls will show a tool tip when hovering over the control.

Fields which are not alterablemay often be changed by other dialogs which are available either from the

viewer directly or from the pulldownmenu for that database.

In 'Add' dialogs some fields are compulsory. Compulsory fields are defined with their labels in red, Tabs

containing compulsory fields will also be shown in red.

If a viewer is the current up-front window then the item shownwill be copied to any appropriate command

dialogs.
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About the Cycle View

By selectingView | Cycle Viewer it is possible to see a graphical representation of the life-cycle of items

such as CR's, Baselines and Parts inAllChange . The viewer is displayed in a docking window, which

may be attached to any side of theMainWindow.

The viewer displays each status in a different colour indicating which is the current status, whether it is a

vote status, the valid and invalid progressions from the current status, invalid progressions dependant on

the current user, and progressions which are driven by other life-cycles. The Default progression and the

other alternative progressions for this life-cycle are also indicated by colours.

If the status is classified as a Closed status then a will be shown at the bottom right of the status box.

If the status is a vote status then a will be shown at the top right of the status box.

Each of the colours used for this display may be tailored by the user from anOptions dialog available from

amenu displayed by right-clicking in the empty space in the cycle viewer.

As well as the statuses theremay also be annotations providing useful information about the life cycle.

Hovering themouse pointer over a status or progression will show a tool-tip for that status or progression

whichmay also provide useful information.

The status of an item can be changed by using the cycle viewer. With a cycle displayed in the viewer dou-

ble click on a status which is a valid progression or right click and selectMove to Status and the status

will be updated. If the status of a part is being changed in this way, and the status has the CheckOut or

CheckIn attribute, then a CheckOut or CheckIn action is performed rather than a direct status change.

A votemay be cast using the cycle viewer. With the cycle displayed in the viewer double click on the vote

status or on a status which is a valid progression and can be voted for, or right click and select Cast your

Vote. This will open the Cast Vote dialog allowing you to cast a vote or modify a vote already made. It also

allows you to pass the vote to the next set of voters in a serial vote.
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If this is prevented by the standard restrictions on this progression, then the user will see the usual error

message, and the status change will not occur.

When clicking on an item in a browser, or opening an item in a viewer, the cycle viewer will be updated to

display the cycle for the item. If no item is selected, or if multiple items, or items with no class or cycle are

selected, then the viewer displays an appropriate message.

Cycle Viewer Options

Various features are available by right-clicking in the empty space in the cycle viewer:

Options

Opens a dialog controlling the appearance of the cycle in the viewer allowing colours and visibility of

statuses to be controlled. TheSet to Defaults button will reset all selections to the supplied out-of-

the-box settings.

Print

Along with standard print options Page Setup allows the Header and footer to be defined for the

printed version of the life-cycle

Zoom

Enlarges or reduces the contents of the viewer. Use Zoom to Fit to cause the cycle to be auto-

matically scaled to fit into the cycle view window.

Export to Image

Allows the cycle view diagram to be exported to an external image file for inclusion in word-proc-

essing documents etc. A variety of image file formats are supported andmay be selected in the

Export to Image dialog. Note that statuses/progressions which are not visible according to user

and administrator options will not be included in the exported image.

The image file formats supported are Bitmap (BMP), Meta-file (WMF), JPG, TIF, GIF, PCX and PNG.
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Some of the image file formats have settable options. The options appear on theExport to Image dialog.

Meta-file (WMF), GIF, and PNG files can bemade transparent, by checking the check-box on the dialog.

JPG files can have their encoding set to Standard or Progressive, and can have their quality set, from an

options dialog available from theOptions button on the "Save As" dialog.

WMF files are saved as vector graphics, which allows for resizing. All other files are bitmap images. GIF

and TIF images are saved in 8-bit colour. The background is set to white for all images. Therefore, where

images are set to have a transparent background, all white pixels aremade transparent, except for Meta-

files, where they are simply drawnwith no background.

Colours in the Cycle View

Statuses are displayed in different colours specified by the following:

Items current status

Indicates the current position of this item in the cycle

Statuses valid for progression

Indicates statuses whichmay be progressed to from the current status

Statuses not valid for progression

The item cannot be progressed to these statuses with this colour

Statuses not valid for user's role

The current role does not allow the item to be progressed to statuses with this colour

Statuses progressed to by other cycle

Indicates statuses marked with an attribute to indicate that progressingmust be performed from an

enclosing life-cycle

Current status awaiting vote

Indicates that the current status is awaiting a vote

Statuses reached only by a vote

Indicates statuses which can only be reached as a result of a vote

Normal Progression

The expected progression for this item

Default Progression

The default status for this item if progressed by AllChange

Visibility of statuses in the Cycle View

Hide statuses not valid for progression

Use this option to hide statuses which cannot be progressed to and are not relevant at this time

Show statuses made invalid by role

Use this option to see statuses which could be to progressed to if the user was using a different role

Scroll current status into view

Use this option to cause the current status to be automatically made visible, if it was not already vis-

ible, in the cycle view window on a status change by scrolling

Note that administrators may override the visibility of statuses in the cycle view

Getting Help

Help within ACEwill invoke HtmlHelp.

Help is available by various different means:
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● via a HELP button on amenu; this will give the helpmost appropriate to themenu

● via the Help pulldownmenu.

● via the F1 function key which will give help appropriate to the current menu and field.
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Creating and Managing Parts
About Creating and Managing Parts

All configuration items (CIs) making up a product or system that are to bemanaged by AllChange are

defined toAllChange and referred to as parts.

Parts form the central core around whichmost operations are based.

Note that the term part may have beenmapped to site specific nomenclature, e.g. CI (Configuration Item)

in which case all references to part will show using themapped nomenclature instead.

Parts and the Hierarchy

Each CI declared toAllChange is known as a partand information about each part is stored in an under-

lying database— the parts database.

The parts are defined toAllChange as a hierarchical organisation structure of subsystems and com-

ponents. Subsystems are analogous to directories and usually have a physical directory associated with

them. Components are analogous to files and usually have a physical file associated with them (e.g.

sourcemodules, documentation, design specifications). They may also refer to external objects which do

not have an on-line file (e.g. hardware, paper documents). AllChangewill track the version history of all

components. Furthermore, versions of components may have instances associated with them. This may

be used, for example, to reflect themanufacturing of specific instances of an item or specific delivery of a

copy of software.

This organisationmodels the product structure and provides the framework for most operations.

Figure 5.1: Organisation Structure of Parts

Figure 5.1 shows the relationship between subsystems and components; the product is divided into soft-

ware and hardware elements, the hardware is comprised of a circuit board and the software comprises a

graphical user interface and database access routines. TheGUI is comprised of two sourcemodules and

the database access routines are provided by one sourcemodule. The software code for these two ele-

ments of the software could, for example, even be implemented in different programming languages.

Each part has a name and a parent allowing the hierarchical definition of a system to be defined. This is

analogous to an operating system filing system where there are files and directories — directories may

have children which are either files or directories, but files have no children.

Parts may be of type subsystemor component. In Figure 5.1, Product, Hardware, Software, GUI and

Database are all subsystems and will probably represent a physical directory.
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Subsystems may have children whichmay be further subsystems or components. Components may not

have any children (but may have versions associated with them).

In Figure 5.1 theSoftware comprises three components which are calledModule1,Module2 andMod-

ule3; these will have corresponding on-line files which are used to store the version history of the files. The

Hardware comprises one component calledCircuitBoard; in this case it does not represent a file as it rep-

resents a hardware item whichmakes up the product, though it may still have versions associated with it

in order to track the existence of various versions without physically storing the contents.

In addition to straightforward hierarchical relationships between parts it is also possible to define usage

relationships and to specify the parts which are affected by a particular part.

These relationships are illustrated in figures 5.2 and 5.3.

Figure 5.2: Parts with Usage Relationships

Usage relationships are generally used to express the re-use of a subsystem in several products as shown

in the example in Figure 5.2 where a Library is used by twoProducts. See Uses Type Parts for further

details of usage relationships.

Figure 5.3: Parts with Parts Affecting Parts Relationships

Parts Affecting parts relationships may be used to denote dependencies for impact analysis purposes.

See Relationships for further details of parts affecting parts relationship

Browsing the Parts Hierarchy

About Browsing the Parts Hierarchy

The part browser (available from Part | Browse) allows you to view the parts that have been defined toAll-

Change and the relationships between them.

The part browser will probably act as themain focus for usingAllChange.
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The part browser has a similar look and feel toWindows Explorer; it contains a tree-view in the left hand

pane showing the subsystems which are defined and a list-view in the right hand pane showing the con-

tents of the current working part (shown inCWP).

The parts in both panes will be shownwith an icon to the left of the part name to convey information about

the part. The icons used are shown in the table below:

Icon Description

Subsystem

Uses

Component (not issued)

Component (issued read only)

Component (issued for edit)

Version (not issued)

Version (issued read only)

Version (issued for edit)

Instance

The parts shown in the right hand panemay be changed by selecting or double clicking on the required sub-

system in the left hand pane.

Context menus are available on items in either pane (i.e. right click on selected item(s) and amenuwill be

shownwith the available operations that may be performed on the selected items).

Right clicking with no items selected in blank space in the right hand pane will show amenu allowing you

tomodify the presentation of the right hand pane. The following options are available:

View This provides a submenu allowing you to select the style with which you would like to see the parts

shown in the right hand pane. (cf. Explorer)

Show Issue StateIf this is selected then the icons shown for the parts will reflect the issue status of the

part with respect to the currentworkspace and shown above -- see Checking Files In andOut of
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AllChange. Note that if this is selected the time taken to display the right hand pane will be significantly

longer.

If theDetail View is selected then the right hand pane will show various information about each part. The

precise information and the order in which it is displayed is tailorable to each users requirements. The per-

sonalised settings will be saved in the registry.

The browser supports the following:

● The information displayedmay bemodified (i.e. which columns) by right clicking on a column title.

● The informationmay be sorted by any column by selecting the column title.

● The columns may be reordered by dragging them and dropping them in the required position.

● Print

● Folding View showing the version tree for components and instances of versions

These features are common to all browser windows, see Browsers for amore detailed description.

In addition to the part browser there is a Find facility which provides a single list of all parts whichmatch a

pattern or other criteria, see Find for details.

About Part Paths

Parts are named/ identified using a path to the part and terminated by the name of the part. This is called a

part name.

The part path is a list of subsystem-type part names separated by the / (slash) character. (This is identical

to UNIX paths and very similar toWindows paths.)

The path for the current working part (CWP) is shown by the open subsystem icons in the subsystem list.

The path for the current working part in the screen shown above is identified by joining the subsystems

whichmake up the current part (product + sw + source) with a / character to give /pro-

duct/sw/source. subsys1 is a child of /product/sw/source.

The part named / is the root of the part definition tree and always exists. When ACE is entered using a new

database, only the root part will exist. All parts are descendants of /.
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Part Versions

A part of type component (only) may have versions associated with it. These represent the revisions that

the part has been through during its lifetime. See Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4: Organisation Structure showing Versions of Com-
ponents

Each version of a component part will have a corresponding version in the external version history (VC)

file, unless there is no file (e.g. the version represents the version of a hardware item or paper document).

This stores the actual physical contents of that file version, while the database stores information about

the existence of that version and its state etc. The parts are therefore a secure archive of the items making

up a product, their organisation and the revisions that each component has been through.

Version numbers are generated automatically by the system when creating a new version. Versions are

numbered sequentially starting from 1. A versionmay be identified by adding ;version-id at the end of the

part name (e.g. myfile;003).

The System Administrator may configure the system to define the number of digits required for a version

identifier (including no fixed number)— the default is 3 digits.

If theAll option is selected in theVersions combo-box on the part browser, then all the versions of each

component will be displayed.

Each component has a default version, which will normally be the latest version. The default version will

be used whenever a specific version is required but a particular version number has not been specified.

Defaultmay be selected in theVersions combo-box to show just the default version.

Instances

Component versions may have instances associated with them, these can be used to represent specific

occurrences of a version. This can be useful, for example, to represent themanufacture of hardware items

or the distribution of software items.
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Instances are automatically numbered when they are created. Instances may be identified by adding :

instance-number to the end of the version id, e.g. mycomponent;003:0004 would identify instance 4 of ver-

sion 3 of mycomponent.

TheAllChange Administrator may configure the system to define the number of digits required for a ver-

sion identifier (including no fixed number)— the default is 4 digits.

In the folding view in the parts browser, a versionmay be expanded to show its instances.

Instances may be disabled by the AllChange Administrator in which case nothing referring to instances will

be available.

Part Browser Filters

The part browser has various filters to change the information displayed.

Subsystems combo box determines whether subsystems are to be shown in the selection list.
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Always

means always show subsystems

Never

means never show subsystems

Apply Condition

means show subsystems whichmatch the condition specified

Versions combo box determines which versions are to be shown in the selection list:

Component

means no versions, just show the component. If any other value is selected

then only versions of a component will be shown (not the component itself).

Default

will show the default version. This will normally be the latest version, but may

bemodified to your specific requirements.

Top

will show the latest version on themain line of development.

Registered

will show the registered version if there is one, otherwise the top version.

All

will show all versions.

All Edit

will show all versions including those which have the NoVersion flag and

are just reserved because the part is checked out for edit.

Filter combo box filters out the components/ versions to be shown in the selection list:

All

shows all items as selected by Versions.

None

shows no versions or components.

Check-outs

shows items which are checked out read only to the current workspace.

Check-outs for Edit

shows items which are checked out for edit to the current workspace.

Any Check-outs

shows items which are checked out read only or checked out for edit to the

current workspace.

Not Check-outs

shows items which are not checked out to the current workspace.

Cond allows a condition to be specified. All parts shown in the selection list must match

the criteria specified by the condition. This could be used, for example, to show

only those versions which were created on a particular date. Instead of an ACCEL

condition a patternmatchmay be expressed and only those parts whichmatch the

pattern will be shown (e.g. *.c will show only those parts ending in .c).

View Part Information

About View Part Information

Information about the parts in the system is stored in the parts database. Parts have a number of fields and

relationships to other databases associated with them. The fields and relationships may be set by various

different commands or used for querying/ reporting.
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To view the details of a particular part use the part viewer; this may be accessed by Part | View, or double

clicking (or using the right click context menu) on a part in any list of parts (e.g. the part browser).

The information about the selected part is shown in a series of tabs. Select the tab required and the infor-

mation for that tab will be shown. The tabs for the part viewer are:

Part

Shows general information about the part which is applicable to subsystems and components.

Text

Shows the descriptive text associated with the part and version.

Version

Shows information about versions of a component . The tab will only be available if thePart tab is

showing a component type part.

Instances

Shows information about instances of versions of a component. The tab will only be available if the

Part tab is showing a component type part and if instances are enabled.

Relationships

Shows information about relationships to other items such as CRs, Baselines and other parts.

Status Log

Shows the status audit trail for the part.

Check-outs

Shows the workspaces to which the part is checked out.

Votes

Shows the votes associated with the part. Note that this will only be present if voting is enabled.

The Part Tab
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The Part Tab

The part tab shows fields of the subsystem or component.

The fields are:

Name:

The name of the part. The set of characters permitted in part names (excluding the version id) encom-

passes most of the characters allowed inWindows filenames. This is intended tomake it easy to

have the same part names as filenames, especially when importing a group of existing files intoAll-

Change's control. The characters allowed are:

●Only ASCII printable characters (i.e. top bit not set, no control characters)

●None of the characters \ : * ? " < > | ^ = ! / ;

●The first character must not be one of - @ $

Although the ' (single quote) character is allowed, in view of its special significance as an ACCEL

quote character we do not guarantee that it will not cause problems in certain circumstances and

would advise against using it unless absolutely necessary.

Type:

The type of the part (subsystem, component or uses).

Class:

The class of the part.

Status:

The current status of the component or subsystem. UsePart | Status to change the current status.

This will only be displayed if subsystem or component life-cycles are being used.

Lock:

Part is locked against change (Yes or No).
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Arb1... Arb40:

Arbitrary, site-specific information about the part. The field names may be configured as required for

your site.

Flags:

Special characteristics of this part:

Part Type

The type of a part may be one of:

● subsystem

● component

● uses

Note that the terms subsystem and component may have beenmapped to site specific nomenclature in

which case all references to either of these will show using themapped nomenclature instead.

Subsystem type parts may have children which are either of type component or subsystem. Subsystem

type is analogous to a directory in an operating system filing system and will have a directory associated

with it.

Component type parts are at the bottom of the organisation hierarchy and have no children, but they have

versions. Component type is analogous to a file in an operating system filing system and will have a file

associated with it which will contain the complete version history of the file that the component represents.

Components represent actual physical components of a system or product, although these need not be

machine readable items.

Uses type parts indicate that this part uses another part, see Uses Type Parts for details.

The type of a part is determined at the time that the part is created andmay not be changed.

Part Class

The class is used to classify the part, e.g. source code, documentation or hardware. Classes are site spec-

ifiable and should be defined by theAllChangeAdministrator.

Note that the term class may have beenmapped to site specific nomenclature in which case all references

to class will show using themapped nomenclature instead.

The class determines a number of attributes which affect the behaviour and permissions on items of that

class: For parts it can determines:

● the life-cycle for parts (if there is one)

● for component parts the template to be used for the initial version

● whether a CR is required to authorise changes to component parts

● whether component parts are to be kept checked out read only

● to restrict the operations whichmay be performed

The class also can be used for searching and reporting purposes and in conditions to other commands so

that, for example, only parts of a certain class are included in a baseline, see Creating andManaging Base-

lines for information on baselines.

The class of a part would normally be set when adding the part to the database (or checking in the file for

the first time). Thereafter the class should only be altered with care, particularly if the class defines a life-

cycle, see Part Life-cycles.

If it is necessary to change the class this may be achieved usingPart | Alter | Alter Class.
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Part Flags

The flags of a part indicate special conditions for the part. Flags are only applicable to components and not

subsystems.

Flags may be:

NoFile

This indicates that the part has no physical representation on the computer. It might be used for

items such as hardware, in order to track its versions and configurations. The location field will not be

used by the system.

NoVC

This indicates that the part is not to bemaintained under version control. This might be used for exam-

ple for compiler header files or libraries if you wish their existence to be known but not have them

under version control. This flag is only applicable to component type parts. Command actions will be

issued for this component, but there will be no versions.

Flags may be set on the creation of a part or by altering the field (usingPart | Alter | Alter Flags orPart |

Version | Alter Flags as appropriate). Care should be taken if a flag is added after creation of the part: for

example if a part is created and several versions of that part are created, theNoVC flag should not be set

since there are already some versions in existence.

Part Arbitrary Information

Each part has fields whichmay be used to hold arbitrary, site-specific information about the part. Each

component/ subsystem has 40 arbitrary fields of its own. They are displayed on one or more tabs on the

viewer as defined for your site. Each site should have a policy as to whether these fields are to be used at

all and, if so, what information they should contain. If these fields are in use theAllChangeAdministrator

should have assigned them a name indicative of their function and where appropriate specified the valid

values for each field.

An arbitrary field on the component could be used, for example, to hold a description of the component.

Obsolete Parts

If the entire part is obsolete then this will be shown at the top right of the part view window as OBSOLETE.

This indicates that the part and all its versions are obsolete and no longer used. This flagmay be used if a

part no longer exists in a current release, but needs to be kept for historical purposes and to enable a back-

out to a previous release which did include this part.

This obsolete flagmay be changed usingPart | Alter | Make Obsolete. The obsolete flagmay be used to

restrict the part browser, reports etc. to include only those parts which are currently active.

Obsolete parts may also be associated with CRs to indicate that making the part obsolete is a part of the

change required to implement the CR, this in turn can be useful for populating baselines, see Updating a

Baseline from CRs for details. The out-of-the-box configuration requires a CR to be specified whenmaking

a controlled part obsolete. The part and default version are then automatically associated with the CR. If

the CR Item Affected relationship has an arbitrary field defined called Obsolete, then this is set to the value

Yes.

By default obsolete items are not shown in browsers, this may be changed usingView | Show Obsolete

Items.

The Text Tab

The text tab shows the text associated with the CR, Part or Baseline.
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No constraints are imposed on its format or contents by AllChange. However any linematching a site

defined pattern as a section start will be listed in theSections. See theAllChangeAdministrator Manual

for details on defining the section pattern. The default pattern is lines ending in :: are treated as sections.

Section headings will be displayed in bold. Selecting a section will scroll the text to the start of that sec-

tion.

Hyperlinks in the text will be shown as clickable links. Hyperlinks are activated for common protocols

such as "http", "ftp", "mailto", etc, and also for the "allchange" protocol, and any other registeredAll-

Change protocols. If the text is read-only, then the link is followed by single-clicking the link. If editable,

then the Ctrl key needs to be held downwhile clicking to follow the link. Right-clicking on links will show a

menuwhere the link may be opened or copied to the clipboard.

When items are created they have an initial text "template'': it is up to the individual site to supply suitable

empty template forms for their items and to ensure that users complete these in an acceptable fashion. Dif-

ferent classes of itemmay have different initial text templates.

Classes of items may be defined as having protected text. This means that the text for the itemmay be

entered as normal at creation time, but thereafter may only be appended to within each section together

with an automatic stamp of the date/time of the addition and the user that made the addition. In order to

append to a section use the Insert into Text facility from the CR, Part or Baselinemenu. If the text is pro-

tected the background colour of the text tab will be by default greyed out, so show that text may not be

typed in directly. The background colour used for this may be changed according to user preferences, see

Customising the User Interface for details.

Text spelling is checked in the text tab. Any misspelled words are underlined with a red wavy line. See

Modifying Text for more information on spelling options etc.

Searching in Text

Text may be searched for a specific word or string. Also text may be replaced using a Find/Replace facil-

ity.
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To invoke Find, right-click the text field and select Find, or use the shortcut keys Ctrl+F or Ctrl+D. This will

open a dialog box where the search string can be entered. Options may also be specified here tomatch the

case, or match a whole word. Once a word has been searched for, pressing F3 will repeat the search start-

ing from the current cursor position. Pressing F3 without having specified a search string will open the

dialog as shown on pressing Ctrl+F/Ctrl+D.

To use Find/Replace, press Ctrl+H, or right-click the text and select Replace. A dialog will open allowing

the search string to be specified, along with the replacement string. Options may also be specified here, as

per Find. If the text is protected against editing, then the Replace functionality is disabled.

The Version Tab

The Version Tab

The Version tab shows fields of a specific version of a component. This is not present if the part selected

is a subsystem.

Note that the term versionmay have beenmapped to site specific nomenclature in which case all ref-

erences to version will show using themapped nomenclature instead.

The fields are:

OBSOLETE:

This indicates that a specific version is obsolete.

Version:

Specifies which version is shown. Selecting theVersion button allows the version to be selected. A

dialog will be shown containing all the versions of the component, plus some special values (Default

, Registered and Top). Select the required version and its details will be shown and that version will

be the current version for the part viewer.

Name:

The name of the component whose version is shown.

Version ID

The version identifier for the version currently shown as selected by Version
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Status:

The current status of the version. Use theStatus button to change the current status.

Lock:

Part is locked against change (Yes or No).

User:

The user who created the version.

Date:

The date when the version was created. If the version is currently checked out for edit, then this is

the date that the version was checked out. Otherwise the date is the date that the version was

checked in unless the Putaway store file time configuration option is set in which case it is the date

stamp that the file had at the time it was checked in.

Flags:

Special characteristics of this version.

Pred. Ver:

The version-id of the version's predecessor.

Varb1... Varb40:

Arbitrary, site-specific information about the version. These field names may be configured as

required for your site.

Obsolete Versions

If a specific version of a part is obsolete then the obsolete flagmay be set for the version.

Obsolete parts may also be associated with CRs to indicate that making the part obsolete is a part of the

change required to implement the CR, this in turn can be useful for populating baselines, see Updating a

Baseline from CRs for details. The out-of-the-box configuration requires a CR to be specified whenmaking

a controlled part obsolete. The part and version are then automatically associated with the CR.

This obsolete flagmay be changed usingPart | Version | Make Obsolete. The obsolete flagmay be used

to restrict the part browser, reports etc. to include only those versions which are not obsolete.

By default obsolete items are not shown in browsers, this may be changed usingView | Show Obsolete

Items.

Version Flags

The flags of a version indicate special conditions for the version.

Flags may be:

NoVersion

This indicates that this part is a reserved version and not an actual version. It is only applicable to

component version parts and is not user-settable. This flag is set when a part is checked out for the

purposes of making a change. If the version was created as a result of optimistic locking then this

will not have a fixed version ID and even its predecessor may change. If the version was created as

a result of pessimistic locking then the version will be the final version ID that will be used when the

part is checked back in

DuplicateVersion

This indicates that this part is a duplicate version of another version. It is only applicable to com-

ponent version parts and is not user-settable. This flagmay be set when new versions are created by

a life-cycle status change.
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Version Arbitrary Information

Each version has fields whichmay be used to hold arbitrary, site-specific information about the version.

They are displayed on one or more tabs on the viewer as defined for your site. Each site should have a pol-

icy as to whether these fields are to be used at all and, if so, what information they should contain. If these

fields are in use theAllChangeAdministrator should have assigned them a name indicative of their func-

tion and where appropriate specified the valid values for each field.

A version arbitrary field could be used to hold a version specific comment.

Part and Version Status

The current status of a subsystem, component or version is given by the status field. Each version of a

component has its own status field.

Note that the term status may have beenmapped to site specific nomenclature in which case all ref-

erences to status will show using themapped nomenclature instead.

If no life-cycle is in effect for a part or if the life-cycle has not been started (e.g. by setting the status to the

initial status) then it will be blank.

Life-cycles and changing the current status are described in Part Life-cycles.

Lock

The locked field of a part or version indicates that it is locked against further change. Each version of a

component has its own locked field. This field is set by taking a baseline and effectively indicates that this

part is contained in at least one locking baseline. See Creating andManaging Baselines for further details.

The Instances Tab

The Instances tab shows the instances of versions of a component. This is not present if instances are dis-

abled. If the part shown is a subsystem then this is not available,

Note that the term instancemay have beenmapped to site specific nomenclature in which case all ref-

erences to instance will show using themapped nomenclature instead.

all versions: select this to show the instances for all versions of the current component

this version: select this to show the instances for the current version of the current component
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Double clicking on an instance in the list will open the Instance Viewer for the instance selected.

The Relationships Tab

The relationships tab shows the relationships of the selected part to other items.

Note that the terms CR, part and baselinemay have beenmapped to site specific nomenclature (e.g.

RFC, CI, Release) in which case all references to that term will show using themapped nomenclature

instead.

TheRelationship to be viewed can be selected from the drop down list as follows:

CRs Affecting

Shows a list of the CRs which are affected by the part. It shows the CRs which have the part

selected as a partaffected.

CRs Solved

Shows a list of the CRs which are solved by the part. It shows the CRs that have a version of the

part selected as a versionsolved.

Baselines

Shows the baselines that contain the part selected.

Parts Affected

Shows the parts that the part selected affects, i.e. point to the selected part.

Parts Referring

Shows the parts that affect the selected part, i.e. refer to the selected part.

As appropriate for the relationship shown radio buttons may be available to filter the list of items shown:

● part: select this to show the relationships to the subsystem or component selected

● all versions: select this to show the relationships to any version of the selected component

● this version: select this to show the relationships to the current version of the selected component

As appropriate for the relationship shown theremay be actions performed to add or remove items from the

list. These actions will be available from right click context menu, or from buttons available when the
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show/hide action buttons button to the side of the list is selected. When adding a new relationship the radio

button selection of part or this version determines whether the relationship is to the component or the ver-

sion currently viewed.

Double clicking on an item in a list will open the viewer for the item selected.

Additional details about the relationshipmay be view usingView database Relationshipmenu item on

the right click context menu, where database is CR, part or baseline as appropriate. This is also available

from the appropriate mainmenu, CR, Part or Baseline | View database Relationship

All relationships for each of CRs, Parts and Baselines may also be browsed using the appropriate rela-

tionship browser available from CR, Part or Baseline | Browse database Relationships

The Status Log Tab

Details of all status changes are logged in the status logs database (unless automatic status logging has

been disabled) andmay be reported on, or viewed in theStatus Log tab.

Note that the term status logmay have beenmapped to site specific nomenclature (e.g. Audit Trail) in

which case all references to status log will show using themapped nomenclature instead.

The status log therefore provides a historical record/ audit trail of the progress undergone by an item.

all versions: select this to show the complete status log of all versions of the current component

this version: select this to show the status log for the current version of the component only

part: select this to show the status log of the part (no versions)

The status log will show the statuses that the part has been through, showing the status, the date and time

the status was entered and the user who entered the status.

The status log has one field whichmay be used to hold arbitrary, site-specific information about the status

log. This may be shown if it is used.

The Check-outsTab

The Check-outs tab shows the workspaces to which the current component is checked out.
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Note that the term check-outs may have beenmapped to site specific nomenclature (e.g.issues) in which

case all references to check-outs will show using themapped nomenclature instead.

all versions: select this to show the workspaces which have any version of the current component

checked out to it

this version: select this to show the workspaces which have the current version of the current component

checked-out to it

Double clicking on a part in the list will open the Check-out Viewer for the version selected.

The Votes Tab

The Votes tab shows a list of all the votes which have been cast for the part.

Note that the term votemay have beenmapped to site specific nomenclature (e.g. approval) in which

case all references to votes will show using themapped nomenclature instead.
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all versions shows all votes for any version of the part viewed.

this version shows all votes for the version of the part viewed.

The details of a specific votemay be seen in the Vote Viewer by double clicking on the vote or from the

right click context menu.

Votes may be cast when the part is in a vote status by use of the cycle viewer orVote | Cast Vote

Browsing and Viewing Part Relationships

The non-hierarchical relationships between parts are knows as parts affected. Relationships may be

created between subsystems, components and versions to subsystems, components and versions.

These relationships can be examined using:

● Part Relationships Browser

● Part Relationship Viewer

● Relationships Tab of Part Viewer

These relationships may be created and deleted from the Relationships Tab of the Part Viewer andmay

also be deleted from the Part Items Affected Browser.

Part Relationships Browser

The Part Relationships Browser allows you to browse the non-hierarchical relationships between parts, it

is accessible from the Parts Menu
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The precise information shown for each part item affected is user definable (see Customising the User

Interface).

The Filter Bymay be used to restrict what is displayed according to theValue.

TheConditionmay be used to further limit the items affected shown to any arbitrary criteria.

The browser supports the following:

● The information displayedmay bemodified (i.e. which columns) by right clicking on a column title

and selectingAdd/Remove Column.

● The columns may be reordered by dragging them and dropping them in the required position.

● The informationmay be sorted by any column

● Folding View showing the relationship relationships for each part

These features are common to all browser windows, see Browsers for amore detailed description.

Double clicking on an item in the browser will show the details in the Part Item Affected viewer window.

Part Relationships Viewer

Information about the non hierarchical part relationships to other parts in the system is stored in the part

relationships (also known as items affected) database. Part relationship entries have a number of fields

associated with them.

To view the details of a particular part relationship use the part relationship viewer; this may be accessed

by Part | View Part Relationship, or double clicking (or using the right click context menu) on a part rela-

tionship entry in the partrelationship browser or right click in relationships tab of the part viewer.

The Part Item Affected Viewer shows the detailed information about a part relationship to another part
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The fields are:

Item Affecting:

The part which holds the relationship. This is the part affecting

Item Affected:

The part which is related to the Item Affecting, this is the part affected. i.e. the Item Affecting

points to the Item Affected, or the part affecting points to the part affected.

User:

The user who created this relationship. Note this may be blank for data created prior to version 7.2 of

AllChange

Date:

The date when this relationship was created. Note this may be blank for data created prior to version

7.2 of AllChange

Arb1... Arb40:

Arbitrary, site-specific information about the item affected relationship. The field names may be con-

figured as required for your site.

Browsing and Viewing Instances

Component versions may have instances associated with them, these can be used to represent specific

occurrences of a version. This can be useful, for example, to represent themanufacture of hardware items

or the distribution of software items, see Instances.

Note that the term instancemay have beenmapped to site specific nomenclature in which case all ref-

erences to instance will show using themapped nomenclature instead.

Instances may be examined using:

● Instances tab on Part Viewer

● Instance Browser

● Instance Viewer

Instances may be added using Part | Instance | New Instance andmay be deleted from the Instance

Browser or Instances tab on the Part Viewer. Instances may bemodified from the Instance Viewer.

Note that instances may be disabled in which case no operations relating to instances will be present.

Instance Browser

The Instance Browser allows you browse the instances of versions of component parts. It is accessible

from Part | Instance | Browse.
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The precise information shown for each instance is user definable (see Customising the User Interface).

The Filter Bymay be used to restrict what is displayed according to theValue.

TheConditionmay be used to further limit the instances shown to any arbitrary criteria.

The browser supports the following:

● The information displayedmay bemodified (i.e. which columns) by right clicking on a column title

and selectingAdd/Remove Column.

● The columns may be reordered by dragging them and dropping them in the required position.

● The informationmay be sorted by any column

● Folding View showing the instances for each version

These features are common to all browser windows, see Browsers for amore detailed description.

Double clicking on an item in the browser will show the details in the Instances Viewer window.

Instance Viewer

Information about the instances in the system is stored in the instances database. Instances have a

number of fields associated with them. 

To view the details of a particular instance use the instance viewer; this may be accessed by Part |

Instance | View, or double clicking (or using the right click context menu) on an instance in the instance

browser or instances tab of the part viewer.

The Instance Viewer shows the detailed information about the instance.
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The fields are:

User:

The user who created the instance.

Date:

The date and time that the instance was created.

Arb1... Arb40:

Arbitrary, site-specific information about the instance. The field names may be configured as

required for your site.

Baselines:

The instance baselines in which the instance is included.

Creating a New Part

About Creating a New Part

New configuration items may be defined toAllChange by creating new parts. There are several different

situations where new parts need to be created:

1. New parts are to be created explicitly in order to create the configuration item for the first time, see

Creating New Parts Explicitly

2. New parts are to be created for existing files (directories/ files) which are to be place underAll-

Change control, see Importing Existing Files

3. New parts are to be created for existing configuration item data which are to be place underAll-

Change control, see Importing Parts from CSV File

4. New parts are to be created for existing files currently stored in subversion, seeImporting Parts

from Subversion

Creating New Parts Explicitly

About Creating New Parts Explicitly

In order to create a new subsystem or component type part explicitly use theAdd Part dialog from the

Part | Addmenu, or from the toolbar when either the part browser, part viewer or file browser are the cur-

rent window.
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Field which are compulsory will be shown in red and a valuemust be entered. The Parts field specifies the

part(s) to be created. If 'Allow Multiple Parts' is not ticked, then one part is created even if spaces are

entered. If it is ticked, thenmultiple parts names may be specified, separated by spaces. In this case, any

part names containing spaces must be quoted.

Subsystems

In order to create a subsystem the name(s) of the new subsystem(s) should be entered as theParts in the

Add Part dialog. If a plain name is entered e.g. fred then a new part called fred will be added as a child

of the current working part shown in the status bar.

Select the subsystem option for the Type of the part.

The classes listed in theClass combo box will list the classes valid for subsystems orNone if no class is

required.

Values may be entered for the arbitrary fields as appropriate to your site. TheAllChangeAdministrator

should have configured the system to show meaningful names for the arbitrary fields used and for the

combo boxes to contain list of valid values where appropriate.

Components

In order to create a component specify the name(s) of the new component(s) in theParts of theAdd Part

dialog. If a plain name is entered e.g. fred then a new part called fred will be added as a child of the cur-

rent working part (the current location in the part browser).

Select component as the Type of the part(s).

TheClass combo box will list the classes valid for a component orNone if no class is required.

When the component is created (with a first version) the content of the first version will be taken according

to the following:
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● If a workfile exists for the component in the current workspace then this is used

● If a template file has been defined for the class specified then this is used (note that youmust be

attached to a workspace valid for the component)

● An empty first version is created

Values may be entered for the arbitrary fields as appropriate to your site. TheAllChangeAdministrator

should have configured the system to show meaningful names for the arbitrary fields used and for the

combo boxes to contain list of valid values where appropriate.

The Flags are optional and should be used with care:

Not Under Version Control

This should be used when the components are not to be stored under version control, i.e. no version

history is to bemaintained.

No File

This should be used to indicate that there is no on-line file to correspond to these components. This

may be used for example, for hardware or paper documents, in order to track their existence and his-

tory without physically storing the contents.

TheNo Initial Version option if selected will cause the component to be created but no corresponding ini-

tial version or file. This may be useful during the design phase of a project to create the component, but

there is not as yet a document or file that corresponds to it.

Unless theNo Initial Version option is selected, a first version of the component will be created. If there

is a workfile for the component in the current directory, then this will be taken as the contents of the initial

version, otherwise if a template file for the class has been specified then this will be used (note that you

have to be attached to a workspace) otherwise an empty first version will be created.

If an initial version of a component is to be created then a 1st Version tab will appear on theAdd Part

dialog whichmay be used to specify information to be associated with the first version of the component

(as distinct from the information associated with the component itself which is applicable to all versions of

that component).
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A release Baselinemay be specified to which version 1 of the new part will be added. This may be used

to ensure that baselines are kept up to date with the latest components added. Also any arbitrary fields in

usemay be specified for the first version.

If theNo File flag has not been specified then an initial file version will be sought first in the work directory

for the currently attached workspace and then if a template has been specified for the class, this will be

used as the initial file version.

Items Affected

For both subsystems and components the new part may be defined as affecting other parts using the

Items Affected tab

Specify the parts that are to be referred to by the new part, i.e. the parts that the new part affected (or

which are affected by the new part)

Updating a Part

Updating a Part

Many of the fields of a part or versionmay be updated from the part viewer. Simply select the new value(s)

required for any editable fields in the viewer and then selectMisc | Update. Alternatively theUpdate but-

ton on the toolbar may be used.
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Fields that are not alterable from the part viewer (e.g. Name, Flags) may be altered using special dialogs.

TheStatusmay be changed using the cycle viewer, see Part Life-cycles. The status may also be changed

automatically by theCheck InandCheck Outcommands.

TheName of a subsystem or component may be changed usingPart | Move. This may also be used to

move a subsystem or component to a different subsystem. SeeMove Part.

Flags may be altered using thePart | Alter | Alter Flags andPart | Version | Alter Flags command

dialogs as appropriate.

The CRs, Check-outs and Baselines associated with the part will bemodified by other appropriate com-

mand dialogs related to that database or they may be automatically modified as a part of the life-cycle proc-

esses used.

An alternativemethod of updating a record which allows many parts to be changed at the same time, is to

select the parts required in the part browser and then select Part | Alter and select the appropriate option

for the information that is to be changed. For example, to change the value of an arbitrary field for several

parts, select Part | Alter | Alter and enter the required values in the dialog.
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If the Part is of a class which is defined as having protected text then the text on the Text tabmay not be

arbitrarily altered but may only be appended to within each section together with an automatic stamp of the

date/time and the user that made the addition. In order to append to a section use the Insert into Text facil-

ity from the Part menu.

The Insert into Text facility may also be used with Parts which do not have protected text in order to obtain

a date/time/author stamp to any modifications whichmay bemade.

Text spelling is checked in the text tab. Any misspelled words are underlined with a red wavy line. See

Modifying Text for more information on spelling options etc.

Modifying Text

If the item is of a class which is defined as having protected text then the text on the Text tabmay not be

arbitrarily altered (the edit control is shown read-only) but may only be appended to within each section

together with an automatic stamp of the date/time and the user that made the addition. This ensures that

text enteredmay not bemodified and a full audit trail is automatically maintained.

Misc | Options allows the background colour of read-only text to be changed as required.
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In order to append to a section, use the Insert into Text facility from the CR, Part or Baselinemenu, hav-

ing first selected an item in either a CR/Part/Baseline browser or viewer.
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First youmust select the section that you wish to insert into. AnExisting Text Sectionmay be selected

from the drop down list or aNew sectionmay be created by selectingNew and entering the title for the sec-

tion in the edit control.

The text that is to be appended to the selected sectionmay then be entered in the Text edit control.

The text entered will be appended to the section preceded by a stamp of the date and time and the user

inserting the text.

Under certain circumstances it may be desirable to enable certain users tomakemodifications to pro-

tected text, for example to remove an undesirable entry. The users/roles permitted to do this may be

defined as a part of the access control definition by theAllChange administrator, a user who has this per-

mission will see the Text as editable as with classes which do not have the protect text attribute..

The Insert into Text facility may also be used with items which do not have protected text in order to

obtain a date/time/author stamp to any modifications whichmay bemade. Alternatively edits may be

made directly in the Text tab edit control.

Spell-checking is available in both the Text tab, and the Insert into Text dialog. Note though, that if the text

is protected, spell-checking is disabled in the viewer tab. See the Spell Checking topic for more details.

Importing Existing Files

About Importing Existing Files

Theremay often be times when you wish to add existing files/ documents toAllChangewith the current

contents as the first versionof the new AllChangecomponent.

There are several different methods of achieving this depending on the environment in which you are work-

ing:

● Files may be added from theAllChange | Check In option on themenu available fromWindows

Explorer, MSWord and environments supporting theMCSCCI interface (e.g. Visual Studio, MS

Access)

● Files may be imported from within the ACE interface using File | Check In (or dragging the files/

directories from the file browser and dropping them onto the partbrowser)

In all the above cases the sameCheck In function will be invoked and the behaviour will be the same in all

cases.

Whenever aCheckIn is performed on a selected file/ document or directory and it does not exist as a part

then you will be given the option to create the necessary parts intoAllChange.

First if any subsystems need to be created to correspond to the directory tree imported you will be offered

toAdd these toAllChange.
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This allows you toSkipsubsystemcreation orCreate New Subsystem. You will only be offered this once

for all subsystems which do not exist. If Create New Subsystem is selected then theClass for any new

subsystems createdmay be specified. If there are any compulsory arbitrary fields defined for the specified

class then these will be prompted for in turn.

You will then be offered toAdd any files which do not exist as new components.
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This allows you toSkip component creation orCreate New Component. You will only be offered this

once for all components which do not exist. If Create New Component is selected then theClass for any

new components createdmay be specified. Also a release Baselinemay be specified to which the first

version of the new component will be added. Note that the baselinemust already exist.

If the class for the new components is defined as requiring a CR then a CR must be specified to authorise

the addition of the new components. This will be prompted for.

If there are any compulsory arbitrary fields defined for the specified class then these will be prompted for in

turn.

For full details of Check In see Checking In

Importing Files from ACE

Files which exist and are to be placed underAllChange control using ACE should be placed in a work-

space directory and the corresponding workspace attached to (seeWorkspaces).

Select File | Browser andMSWindows Explorer will be displayed showing the contents of the current

directory.

Select the files/ directories to be imported and then select File | Check In, alternatively select Check In

on the context menu or drag the selected files to the part browser.

NOTE: files selected in the file browser for importingmust reside within the directory hierarchy defined for

the current workspace (shown in the status bar).

Check Inwill descend the directory hierarchy specified and allow you to add any directories which do not

yet exist as parts (as subsystems) and any files which do not yet exist as parts (as components) as

described above.

Importing files from Interfaces

To import files fromWindows Explorer, MSWord or MCSCCI compliant environments first ensure that the

files reside within a directory which is defined as a workspace toAllChange.

Select AllChange | Check Inwhich will descend any directory trees selected or add files/ documents

selected as components as described above.

Part Life-cycles

About Part Life-cycles

Life-cycles may be defined for use by parts andmay be used to control access to items, implement

approval procedures, log progress etc. A life-cycle is defined as a series of statuses through which a part

passes. Each status has associated conditions and actions. The status conditions must be satisfied

before a status changemay take place, at which point the status actions will be invoked. A status may

also have vote associated with it which should be completed before the status is progressed, seeVoting.

Note that the term status may have beenmapped to site specific nomenclature, e.g. state, in which case

all references to status will show using themapped nomenclature instead.

The class of a part is used to determine its associated life-cycle— see Part Class. This allows different

classes of part to have different life-cycles if so desired.

Both subsystems and components may have their own life-cycles; versions inherit the life-cycle of their

corresponding component . Subsystems, components and versions all have their own current status so,

for example, different versions of a component may be on different statuses andmove through the life-

cycle independently — this is the usual case. The current status for component versions is displayed in

the part browser (by default) and status of the current version is shown in theVersion tab of the part

viewer.

By default life-cycles on subsystems and components (but not versions) is disabled. If however this has

been enabled the current status for a subsystem or a component is shown in thePart tab of the part

viewer.
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The conditions can be used to implement approval procedures. The actions can be used to trigger events:

for example, themoving of files corresponding to the parts into and out of working areas, placing them in

approval areas etc.

The statuses in a life-cycle may haveCheck InorCheck Outattributes associated with them. Statuses

with these attributes are used by theCheck In andCheck Out commands to progress the parts to the

appropriate status on checking in or out, see Checking Files In andOut of AllChange.

The status of a part may therefore be changed:

● explicitly

● automatically by Check In and Check Out

In Figure 5.5 a possible document life-cycle is shown.

Figure 5.5: Life-cycle

In this life-cycle theEdit status would be aCheck Out status and theReview status would be theCheck

In status.

Changing Status

To change the status of a Part use the cycle viewer. With a cycle displayed in the viewer double click on a

status which is a valid progression and the status will be changed.

If the status is aCheckIn orCheckOut status then these actions will be performed which in turn will

change the status of the part.

Note that if there is an open vote on the status, then double clicking will open theCast Vote dialog instead

of changing the status. If the vote permits status progression (e.g. an advisory vote) then shift double click

will allow the status to be changed and the vote will be closed). This is indicated on the tool tip on the

status.
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All status changes are logged in the status log database andmay be viewed in theStatus Log tab on the

part viewer.

On selecting a status to change to the current status will be changed to the selected status and this status

change will be logged in the part status log. Any conditions specific to the life-cycle for the requested

status changemust be complied with or an error will be generated. Any actions associated with the status

change will be performed after the current status in the database has been updated. 

The specific actions that occur on a status change will, therefore, depend on the site specific definition of

the life-cycle being used. This will have been defined by yourAllChangeAdministrator. In general, if part

life-cycles are used at all they are used for most activities on parts.

If a component is selected as (i.e. no particular version), then the default version will be the one to which

the status change is applied.

TheStatus dialog available from Part | Status can also be used to explicitly change the status of a Part,

however this is not recommended for Check In/Out statuses.
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Any parts already selected in a browser or viewer will be entered as thePartswhich are to have their

status changed. TheNewStatus combo box will show a list of the valid progressions from the current

state. They can also be viewed from the cycle-viewer.

Parts and aNewStatusmust be selected for a change to bemade.

The part optionmay be used to force the status change to be applied to a component itself rather than the

default version of a component. This option is not normally used.

TheBranch option should be used only if a new branch version is to be created, see Creating Branches

TheOther optionmay be used as required for site specific approval procedures and will have its label

changed according to the required input. For example, it may be used to specify the CRs against which a

change is beingmade. It may even be used for different purposes depending on the status change being

made. YourAllChangeAdministrator should have defined how this option is to be used.

Archiving Parts

The facilities to archive (i.e. remove from the current database and re-import at a later date) parts is

intended for removing old/ obsolete parts from the database for efficiency.

These facilities are available from thePart | Archive Partsmenu, but are only available toAllChange

administrators. The Archiving facilities will also only be available if the Archiving feature has been enabled

by theAllChange administrator, see theAllChangeAdministrator Manual.

To archive parts usePart | Archive Parts | Archive, this will export all information about the selected

parts to an external file in the project directory.

These parts may then be deleted usingPart | Delete Part.

If at a later date you wish to re-import archived parts (e.g. to query them) usePart | Archive Parts |

Import.
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Parts are recreated with their original name and all their original information. On successful completion of

the import you will be given the option to remove the imported parts from the archive. Once removed from

the archive they cannot be re-imported at a later date.

Archiving Versions

It is also possible to archive individual versions of a part.This is useful for saving space and improving per-

formance of checkin/out operations for a part with many old/redundant versions particularly if it is a binary

file and each version is large.

In order to archive a version select Part | Archive Parts | Archive Version.

Each version archived is removed from the VC file for the part, thus saving space whichmay enhance per-

formance of checkin/outs. The workfile for the version will be saved in a secure ares and theArchType

field will be set toOnLine. OnLine Archived versions may be checked out for read only purposes and a

copy of the saved archived version will be copied to the workspace . Archived versions may not be

checked out for edit.

Archived versions of workfiles may bemoved onto off-line storage and theArchType field set toOffLine if

hard disk space is at a premium. See the Administrators Manual for details of the secure storage of

archived versions.
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Advanced Use of Parts

Part Paths

Advanced Part Paths

In general you will select parts from a browser or viewer window, or from a browser dialog and use this as

your method for choosing the parts that you wish to perform a particular operation on.

Sometimes, however, youmay wish to type in part names yourself, in which case an understanding of the

different ways of expressing parts and part paths will be useful.

Relative Paths

Any parts selected from a browser will usually be copied into the appropriate edit control in a command

dialog as a relative path name.

If there is a part called system which is a child of / then the full path to system would be /system. The

relative path to system when the current working part is / would be simply system. If there is another

part called file which is a child of system (which is of type subsystem) then the full path to file would

be /system/file. The path relative to / would be system/file and file relative to /system.

Unless stated otherwise, commands which expect parts as arguments will accept either full paths or rel-

ative paths which they will convert to full paths by prepending the current working part.

There are two special relative names for a part:

. (dot) this indicates the current part

..(dot-dot) this indicates the parent of the current part

Wildcards

Wildcards may be specified in the name (but not the path) section for matching part names as arguments

tomost commands.

An * (asterisk) will match zero or more characters, e.g. /*dir wouldmatch all parts as children of /

whose name end in dir.

A ? (query) will match any one character, e.g. /file.? wouldmatch any children of / called file. plus

a single character suffix.

More than one wildcardmay appear in the name section, e.g. /*file*.??? wouldmatch any children of

/ with file somewhere in their name and ending in . followed by three characters. Neither wildcard

matches a /.

Note that, there is no special significance to the . (dot) character, so *matches all children of the current

working part with or without a suffix while *.*matches only those parts which have a suffix.

Wildcards may not be used in the version-id section of a part name, though they may appear in the name

section of a part version. In this case the wildcard(s) only match those components which have the version

specified. Thus *;003might generate myfile;003 and yourfile;003 if those versions existed, but

not hisfile;003 if that version did not exist even though the component hisfile did exist.

*;!b1 wouldmatch the version of all components in the current working part which were in baseline b1,

omitting any version of components which were not in the baseline.

Specifying the Part in a Baseline

A baseline-name!!may precede a required path pattern and only those parts matching the path pattern

specified which occurred in the named baseline will be selected.
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In this case the * and ? wildcards domatch / characters and the patternmust match the full part name

stored in the baseline; the current working part has no significance.

Thus: bline1!!* wouldmatch all parts which were in the baseline bline1, bline1!!*.c would

match any parts in the baseline ending in .c, bline1!!/subsystem/*.c wouldmatch any parts end-

ing in .c in the baseline which were anywhere in /subsystem or any of its descendent subsystems to

any depth, and bline1!!*/manual/* wouldmatch any parts in the baseline which were descendants

of any subsystems named manual.

The baseline-name!!path-patternmechanism described earlier may also be used to select versions

appearing in a baseline. * and ? wildcards appearing in the path pattern do not match the ; version spec-

ifier but may be used in the version-id section, so b1!!*.doc selects all parts in the baseline ending in

.doc but no versions of them while b1!!*.doc;* selects the versions but not the components.

In addition !baseline-namemay be used to specify the version in a baseline. Thus /subsystem/*;!b1

matches the version in baseline b1 of all children of /subsystem.

Note that, although similar, b1!!/subsystem/*;* and /subsystem/*;!b1 differ subtly: the former

matches the versions of all descendants of /subsystem which appear in the baseline while the latter

matches the version of only all current children of /subsystem which appear in the baseline.

If viewing a baseline when selecting certain command dialogs which operate on parts, ACE will auto-

matically translate the baseline name into baseline-name!!*;* which will cause all the versions in the

baseline to be acted upon. For example, this may be used in order toCheck Out all the versions in a base-

line, see Checking Out a Baseline.

Versions and Branches

About Versions and Branches

Each component has versions associated with it. A versionmay be identified (or specified) by adding ;

version-id at the end of a part name (e.g. myfile;003).

Versions are numbered automatically, and will be formatted according to the number of version digits spec-

ified in the configuration options.

The versions of a component may be thought of as a tree, in the simple case the version tree has just a

main trunk.

Figure 5.6: Ver-
sion tree with
just a trunk
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In Figure 5.6 there are 4 versions on the trunk. In order to refer to a version on the trunk, simply specify the

version number as the version-id (e.g. version 003 in Figure 5.6 for a file called myfile would be

myfile;003).

Sometimes, however, it is necessary to create a branch, for example:

● to fix a bug in an older version

● to havemore than one line of development at the same time

● to log variants for different customers or configurations

InAllChange branches have names associated with them and each version on the branch is numbered

sequentially.

Figure 5.7: Version tree with a branch

In Figure 5.7 there is a branch called mybranch which originates from version 002 of the trunk. mybranch

has 2 versions on it. In order to refer to a branch version specify the branch name and the version number

on the branch as the version-id (e.g. for the first version on mybranch in Figure 5.7 the version-id would be

myfile;mybranch.001).

Branches may have branches themselves, although this is usually a fairly uncommon requirement.

Another method for expressing a version-id is to specify the baseline containing the version required (e.g.

myfile;!bline would refer to the version contained in the baseline bline).

In summary, a version-idmay be expressed as:

● number, e.g. myfile;003, meaning version 003 of myfile.

● branch-name-list.number, e.g. myfile;mybranch.002, meaning version 002 on branch

mybranch. The branch-name-listmay be a sequence of branch names separated by . (dot) (e.g.

mainbranch.experimental.test.001). A branch namemay contain (only) letters, digits and

underscores andmay not start with a digit.

● !baseline-name, e.g. myfile;!b1, meaning the version of myfile that was baselined in baseline

b1.

Default Versions

Whenever a component type part is accessed without a version specifier there is a corresponding default

version.

The default version is defined according to the following rules:
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1. if the part is checked out to the current workspace then
1. if it is checked out for edit then the reserved version is the default. If the parts was checked

out for edit using pessimistic locking then this will be the new version created. If it was

checked out for edit using optimistic locking, then this will be an optimistic lock version and

not a true reserved version.

2. otherwise the version checked out is the default

2. if the part is not checked out then as defined by any registrations (seeWorkspace Registrations)

3. if there are no registrations then the topmost main version is the default

If a partial version-id is specified— for example a branch is specified but not the branch version— then the

topmost version on the branch will be the default version, e.g. myfile;mybranch would access the top-

most version on mybranch of the part myfile. A partial version-id of just ; refers to the topmost version

on themain line of development.

Commands which require a version to be specified as an argument (e.g. check out, check in) will use the

current default version if no version (or partial version) is specified. Commands which accept either a ver-

sion or a non-version part require a version to be specified with either a full or partial version-id to indicate

the version that is wanted, e.g. list component lists information about the component in general while

list component; lists information about the default version of the component (only).

Fetch Files

In addition to themechanisms described earlier for specifying parts and versions, commands which

accept these as arguments can also fetch the part and/ or version arguments from an external operating

system file by means of the fetch filemechanism.

When a command expecting a part or version argument encounters a word starting with the @ (at) char-

acter, e.g.

@filename

it takes the rest of the word following the @ (filename in this case) as the name of a file which itself contains

the parts/ versions desired. Filenamemay be an absolute operating system path or it may be relative to

the current working directory. Part names appear in the file one-per-line. Blank lines and lines beginning

with # (hash) are ignored. The @filenamemechanismmay itself appear as a line in a fetch file, causing fur-

ther part names to be read from the specified fetch file before returning to the original fetch file.

A few commands accept operating system filenames as arguments. In addition to accepting these with

native operating system wildcards they will accept a @filename argument which will be treated as above

except the file contains filenames instead of part names.

Fetch files provide a very powerful means of grouping together related parts on which operations are to be

performed. Unlike wildcards, they do not rely on the part names sharing similar spellings, are probably eas-

ier to remember, produce the same names every time and can be used to refer to large numbers of parts

easily.

Uses Type Parts

About Uses Type Parts

As well as subsystems and components, there is a third type of part known as a usespart.

Parts may use other parts thus allowing the sharing of CIs as illustrated in Figure 5.8.

Figure 5.8: Organisation Tree showing Usage relationships
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The next screen shows product2/source/library being created to use /library. Uses type parts

are shownwith a special icon .

The part being usedmay be specified as Relative in which case it will be relative to the new uses part

created, orAbsolute. If Absolute is selected and a relative path is specified inPart, then this will bemade

absolute by prepending the current working part.

Double clicking on the uses type part in the subsystem list will change the current working part to the part

used.

Double clicking on the uses type part in the selection list will show the part viewer for the uses type part.

The part usedwill be shown in the Locationfield. All other alterable fields are invalid for uses type parts.

Creating Uses Type Parts

In order to create a part of typeUses, use thePart | Use dialog.

A Uses type part allows links or relationships between parts to be expressed. Specify the part to be used

as thePart and the name of the new part which will use the other part as theNew Part.
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Checking Files In and Out of AllChange
About Checking Files In and Out of AllChange

InAllChangemost of the time you will deal in terms of parts which are the declared configuration items

that AllChange is controlling for you. Each part has a corresponding directory or file associated with it and

you should use the parts browser in a similar way that you would use a file browser to change directory and

select files.

In order to check files in and out of AllChange, you therefore check parts in and out of AllChange.

Note that the term part may have beenmapped to site specific nomenclature (e.g. CI) in which case all ref-

erences to part will show using themapped nomenclature instead.

Parts are normally checked out from the parts database inAllChange into aworkspaceand checked in

from theworkspace back to the parts database.

It is also possible to extract parts to a directory which is not a workspace and to check in files from a direc-

tory which is not a workspace.

A log is maintained of all parts which are checked out to all workspaces as a check-out record in the

check-outs database.

Note that the term check-out may have beenmapped to site specific nomenclature (e.g.issues) in which

case all references to check-outs will show using themapped nomenclature instead.

Figure 6.1: Checking Components In and Out

On checking out a version of a component , a copy of the file contents for that version (theworkfile) is

created in a file in the current workspace directory and the check-out log is updated to reflect this infor-

mation.
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On checking in, the opposite action is taken (i.e. the workfile is removed and the check-out log is updated

to reflect the fact that the component is no longer checked out).

Checking in and out may also cause the status of the part to be changed.

Furthermore, parts may be of a class which has been defined as Requiring a CR. This means that in order

to make a change to a part of such a class, theremust be a change request (CR)— seeCreating andMan-

aging Change Requests —which authorises the change before the part may be checked out for edit. A CR

which authorises a change is referred to as being aValid for change CR andmust comply with various

criteria - these are summarised in Valid for Change CR Criteria.

The CR which authorises the changemust be specified on performing the check out . When a component

is checked back in which was checked out against a CR, the new version created is automatically asso-

ciated with the CR. This means that the CR automatically contains a list of all the parts and specific ver-

sions which weremodified to implement the change. This information can be used later for populating

baselines with the required code to implement CRs which are to be included in the baseline .

In the out-of-the-box configuration any parts which do not require a CR for modification will instead require

a Comment to be specified as to the reason for the change onCheckIn.

The class of a component may also specify that the part is to beKept checked out. If a component class

has this attribute then when components of that class are checked in from edit, they will be automatically

checked out again read only. This facility enables files to be always maintained checked out read only.

This can be useful when a number of files are required in order to develop other files, e.g. for compilation

purposes.

Whenever parts are checked out for the purposes of making a change, and later checked in, AllChange

automatically stores a new version of the part thus maintaining a complete version history of all changes

made to each part. Any old versionmay be retrieved if required hence changes cannot be lost. Against

each version the information as to whomade the change and when it was made is also automatically

recorded. Using AllChange's version control facilities also enables multiple users tomake changes with

confidence that they will not inadvertently overwrite each others changes.

When checking out for the purposes of making a change (rather than for the purposes of viewing a file's

content), AllChange supports 2models for ensuringmultiple users do not overwrite each others changes

● Pessimistic Locking - this is the default and perhaps more traditional approach to version control

● Optimistic Locking - this provides for a less rigid method of controlling parallel development

See LockingModels for further details on these twomodels.

Valid for Change CR Criteria

CRs whichmay authorise a change (i.e. a check out for edit) must match certain criteria according to the

configuration that you are using.

In order to be valid for change CRs must:

● be in a status which is defined as valid for change. Statuses which are valid for change are defined

by yourAllChange administrator in the life-cycle definitions.

● be assigned to you, or to a group that you are amember of (only if theMust be assigned con-

figuration option is selected - this may bemodified by yourAllChange administrator)

● the part to be checked out must be within the part tree defined by the CR TopPart field.

● the CR must have the part to be checked out as a part affected (only if theMust be affected by

part configuration option is selected - this may bemodified by yourAllChange administrator)

● must not be locked, see Locking CRs

Locking Models

Lockingmechanisms aremethods of ensuring that multiple users can work together on the same set of

parts at the same time without getting in each others way or overwriting each others changes.

AllChange supports 2 lockingmodels:
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● Pessimistic Locking - with this model when a part is checked out for modification purposes (for

edit), a new version is created and reserved to that user (locked) and this is the new version that will

be used when themodified part is checked back in.

● Optimistic Locking - with this model, when a part is checked out for modification purposes (for edit),

no fixed new version is created and the new version is not determined until themodified part is

checked back in.

Pessimistic Locking

The pessimistic lockingmodel predetermines what the version identifier of the new version will be at the

time the part is checked out for edit. This new version is created at check out time with a special flag to

denote that this version is a place holder (theNew Version flag). Other users may see that this place

holder exists but it will not be visible by default.

No other user will be able to check out this version for modification on the same line of development. To

allow multiple users tomodify the same version at the same time (parallel development) branches must be

used and if required changes on different branches may bemerged to create a further new version on that

line of development. See Creating Branches andMerging Parallel Lines of Development for the facilities

provided for this.

The diagram below shows this model of parallel development.

With this model users may develop independently of one another without concerning themselves with

what others may be doing. At some point after changes have been checked in a singlemerge of the result-

ant changes may bemade as a separate development activity.

This approach to parallel development has the following advantages:

● It is possible to prevent parallel development altogether if this is desired

● A full record of all parallel developments is maintained as well as themerged end result. This in turn

means that each changemay be released without others having been completed

● It is known in advance if parallel development is about to occur and a decision as to whether this is

desirable or necessary can bemade in the full knowledge of what other parallel developments are

underway

● The amount of merging required is minimised

The disadvantages of this approach are:

● Users need to consider in advance whether they will be developing in parallel and create a branch

● Themerging process requires an additional step
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Optimistic Locking

The optimistic model allows any number of users to check out the same version of a part for edit at the

same time. On checking in AllChange performs a check to see if there have been any new versions since

the part was checked out. If there have, then amerge with these changes must be performed before the

part may be checked in. This is known as optimistic locking as at the time the part is checked out for edit

the user does not know what new version will be created nor whether any merging will be required, it is opti-

mistic in the hope that this will not be the case.

Users may merge repeatedly as they develop and others check in their changes.

The diagram below shows this model of parallel development.

With this model users must merge others changes with their own before checking in and will need to

ensure that they are working with the latest versions of files they have not yet modified. They may perform

repeatedmerges or a single largemerge when their developments are complete. TheUpdate Workspace

andUpdate functions supports updating workspaces with latest versions for unmodified workfiles and

mergingmodified workfiles.

Optimistic Locking requires both Joint Editing andOptimistic Locking are enabled in the Configuration

Options.

This approach to parallel development has the following advantages:

● Users can easily develop in parallel without initially needing to consider the changes that others

may bemaking

● The number of steps tomerge is minimised

The disadvantages of this approach are:

● There is no record (version) stored for each users changes prior to merge. It is therefore harder to

backout themerge if required

● The amount of merging required is more.

Workspaces

About Workspaces

Workspaces are simply operating system directories that are known toAllChange. They are used to hold

local copies of particular versions of parts for examination, editing and building purposes. The parts are

held in a workspace in the form of operating system files.

Note that the term workspacemay have beenmapped to site specific nomenclature (e.g. sandpit) in

which case all references to workspace will show using themapped nomenclature instead.
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Workspaces may be defined as ftp workspaces in which case the files will be transferred to a remote work-

space directory using FTP. This allows files to bemanaged for remote platforms including deployment to a

web server.

In addition workspaces may be defined as webworkspaces. Thesemay be used with the web browser

interface to AllChange (as well as theWindows interface if this has been enabled) SeeWebWorkspaces

for more details.

The files that exist in a workspacemay be put there by checking out a version of a part to a workspace, or

they may be derived objects resulting from a buildwhich do not have a corresponding part. Files in a work-

space are referred to as workfiles.

It is recommended that all editing and system building takes place in a workspace. Other workspaces are

isolated from changes made to files while the files reside in a workspace. Different users may have sev-

eral workspaces that they may use and workspaces may be shared by several users.

A user must Attach to a suitable workspace before invoking any action which accesses a workfile , such

as Check OutorBuild. This allows you to ensure that only authorised users access files in a particular

workspace. The current workspace attached to is shown in the status bar.

A workspace has a single subsystem associated with it — theworkspace part—and a corresponding

operating system directory — theworkspace directory. The intention is that all local work undertaken for

descendants of this subsystem by users of the workspace will take place in the workspace.

Depending on the system aworkspacemay be associated with the top level part of a whole project, or

theremay be several workspaces each associated with some subset of the project such as source code

and documentation. Equally theremay be just one workspace associated with a particular part whichmul-

tiple users share, or theremay be separate workspaces all associated with the same part for different

users.

Figure 6.2: Workspaces

In Figure 6.2 several different possible workspaces are shown for a parts tree. The workspaces are simply

directories and could reside, for example, on a network drive (k: in the diagram). Four workspaces are

shownwith their corresponding part and directory. All the workspace directories are within k:\wspaces

for convenience.

Product

This workspace is to be used for the whole of /product. When using this workspace all work on

any components in the tree would be performed in theworkspace directory k:\wspaces\product

.
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FredSW

This workspace is intended for user fred's use only. Only parts within the subtree /Pro-

duct/Softwaremay be worked on in this workspace. When using this workspace any workfiles

created for component versions would be placed in the k:\wspaces\fredsw directory.

FredDoc

This workspace is intended for user fred's use only for development of /Product/Documents.

When using this workspace any workfiles created for component versions of the documents would

be placed in the k:\wspaces\freddoc directory.

ShareDoc

This workspace is intended as a shared workspace amongst several users for the product doc-

umentation. When using this workspace any workfiles created for component versions of the doc-

uments would be placed in the k:\wspaces\sharedoc directory. Several users would have

access to this directory and so could access each others files.

All files in a workspace will reside in theworkspace directory.

A workspacemay be defined as flat, as shown in Figure 6.2. This means that all files in the workspace will

reside directly in the workspace directory.

Alternatively, a workspacemay be hierarchical in which case the workspace should comprise a directory

treematching the part tree for the workspace part. Workfiles will be placed in the correct directory cor-

responding to the part.

Figure 6.3: Hierarchical/ Flat Workspaces

Figure 6.3 shows what the directory structure should be if FredSW workspace were to be hierarchical (i.e.

it mirrors the part tree for theworkspace part). All files will be placed in the appropriate subdirectory depend-

ing on whether it is a GUI component or a Database component.

Workspace definitions may be created and updated from within ACE(see Creating andModifyingWork-

space Definitions) or by theAllChange administrator using the configuration tool ACCONFIG (SeeAll-

ChangeAdministrator Manual ) .

As described inWorkspace Registrations, workspaces may also have associated registrationswhich are

used to control what pools (Pools) and default versions of parts are to be used while attached to the
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workspace. With the aid of this facility multiple workspaces may be employed conveniently to develop and

maintain different versions of a system simultaneously.

In general all workspaces should have a unique directory associated with them, however it is possible to

have situations where workspaces have overlapping directories. This is not recommended. When All-

Change is trying to determine what part corresponds to a file (e.g. when checking in a file from a third party

tool or the file browser), it does so by determining which workspace the file is in. If more than one work-

space is possible then the following rules apply:

● If the Try current workspace configuration option is selected then use the current workspace if

this is valid for the file

● If theAsk if more than one match configuration option is selected then if more than one work-

space is valid for the file prompt the user for which one to use

● If more than one workspace is valid for the file use the first one encountered that matches.

If no workspacematches a file being checked in then 2 scenarios are possible: 

1. If theAllow check-in with no workspace configuration option is not selected (default) then an

error will be issued.

2. If theAllow check-in with no workspace configuration option is selected then a dialog will be pre-

sented allowing the selection of the part subsystem into which the files/directories are to be

checked in and a temporary pseudo workspace is created for the duration of the checkin.

Attaching to a Workspace

In order to attach to a workspace use theBrowse Workspacewindow accessible from theWorkspace

menu,

or theAttach Workspace dialog also accessible from theWorkspacemenu or by double clicking on the

Workspace status bar.
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The window will show those workspaces that theUser shownmay attach to (by default you will be the

User). A user may attach to a workspace if he is associated with it either explicitly or is amember of a

group which is associated with the workspace. The users/ groups that are associated with a workspace

are defined by theAllChange administrator when the workspace is defined.

Select the required workspace and select theAttach button in the dialog (or double click on the work-

space), orAttach from the context menu in the browser.

The workspace attached to will be shown in the status bar. Furthermore, the current part and current direc-

tory will also be changed to reflect the part and the directory for the workspace.

(Attaching to a workspace is the equivalent of changing your current directory in an operating system to the

one where you wish to do work.)

On attaching to a workspace, if it is defined as being an autoupdateworkspace youmay be prompted to

update the workspace to any new versions of parts checked out to the workspace.

Having attached to a workspace, many operations previously unavailable (greyed out menu items and tool-

bar buttons) will become available, such as Check In, Check Out for parts/ files.

Creating and Modifying Workspace Definitions

Workspaces (but not web workspaces) may be defined or modified from within ACE or from the admin-

istrator tool ACCONFIG (SeeAllChangeAdministrator Manual ) . Here the facilities from within ACE will

be documented.

 From theWorkspacemenuAdd orEdit may be used to invoke theWorkspace Editor. In order to mod-

ify the definition of an existing workspace or delete a workspace youmust open theWorkspace Browse

window accessible fromWorkspace | Browse Workspace. This allows you to select the workspace that

you wish tomodify. A selected workspacemay also be deleted usingWorkspace | Delete.
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Each workspace definition has the following properties:

Name

An arbitrary name for the workspace. The namemust be comprised of alphanumeric characters and

the _ character andmay not include a space character.

Part

A part in the parts tree with which the workspace is associated: on attaching to the workspace this

will become the current part. The part should be specified as a full part name e.g. /pro-

duct/software/source. This may not be a uses type part.

Directory

The name of the physical directory associated with the workspace. This directory must be unique for

each workspace defined, but may be on a local C drive or on the network. The directory may be

expressed as either a drivemapped directory or as a UNC.

Hierarchical

If this is selected then the workspace is hierarchical otherwise it is flat (see Figure 6.3)

Autoupdate

If this is selected then on attaching to the workspaceAllChangewill display theUpdate Work-

space dialog allowing the components in the workspace to be updated to the required parts/versions

Users

A list of users or groups associated with the workspace. This is typically used to restrict whomay

attach to the workspace. If a group is specified then any member of the groupmay attach to the work-

space. The users may be selected using theAdd button, or removed using theDelete button.

In addition a workspacemay be defined as an FTP orWebworkspace for use whenmanaging files on

remotemachines (e.g. Unix, VMS) andWeb servers.
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All the above information still needs to be supplied for an FTP workspace including theDirectory, as this

is used as a temporary transfer area before/ after FTP transfers occur.

In addition the following FTP information needs to be supplied. Note that if FTP Workspaces are not ena-

bled then this part of the dialog is disabled.

FTP Workspace

Host name: this should give the name or IP address of the host computer

Host OS: this should specify the host operating system/FTP server

Remote path: this should specify the path to the directory on the remotemachine that is to be the

workspace directory.

Web deployment

Host name: this should give the name or IP address of theWeb server

Host OS: this should specify the host operating system/FTP server

Remote path: this should specify the path to the directory on theWeb server that is to be the work-

space directory to/ from which deployment will occur.

For a fuller explanation of workspace definitions see theAllChangeAdministrator Manual

Checking Out

About Checking Out

When a copy of a particular version of a component is required in a file for viewing or editing purposes it

should be checked out to the required workspace.

Ensure that you are attached to the workspace where you wish the file to be placed. Note that if the direc-

tory into which the workfile is to be placed does not exist thenCheck Outwill create the required entire

directory hierarchy as necessary.

The part(s) that are to be checked out may be selected from:

Part Browser/ Viewer: subsystems or components may be selected. If a subsystem is selected then the

default version of all the parts in the subsystem tree will be checked out. If a component is selected

without any specific version then the default versionwill be checked out. Any browser list which dis-

plays parts may be used.

File Browser: the directory into which the workfiles are to be placedmay be selected, or specific files

which are to be checked out may be selected. Check Outwill then prompt for which parts to check

out. If AllChange cannot find a workspace that matched the directory an error will be generated.

Check Out is available from thePart or Filemenu or from the toolbar and context menus where files/ or

parts are listed. Also parts may be dragged from the part browser and dropped onto the file browser to

cause aCheck Out.

An optional toolbar button is also available for invoking theCheckOut dialog with the For Edit box ticked.

The button is calledCheck Out For Edit and can be added by right-clicking the toolbar, selectingCus-

tomise and dragging it fromGeneral list to the desired toolbar location. The button does not appear on any

toolbar by default.

Furthermore parts may be checked out from the Cycle View by double clicking on a Check Out status.

Note that only component versions are actually checked out and logged , subsystems are not logged. It is

important to ensure that you check out the correct version of the component whichmay be selected in a

variety of ways:

● Selecting a version explicitly from the part browser or viewer or check out files dialog. The version

selectionmay be filtered according to Default, Registered or Top, see Part Browse Filters for a def-

inition of these

● Selecting the component which is cause the Default version to be checked out
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In general a component may only be checked out if there is currently no version of the component already

checked out to the sameworkspace. The exception to this is that if a component is checked out for read

only purposes, then a checkout for edit is permitted (i.e. the read only check-out may be converted to an

edit check-out).

If a directory was selected theCheck Out Parts to Directory dialog shown below will be presented.

Select Entire Subsystem if the default version of all parts in the subsystem tree are to be checked out and

Selected Components if only certain components are to be checked out. TheVersions combo box may

be used tomodify which versions of components are shown in the component list, see Part Browse Filters

for details of these options. Only components which are not already checked out for edit to the workspace

will be shown as these are the only ones that may be checked out.

Select the required components from the list.

If parts were selected then theCheck Out Parts dialog will be presented.
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Check Out Criteriamay be specified to define which parts are to be checked out.

If aPattern is specified then the part/file name being checked out must match the pattern specified.

If aStatus is selected the version to be checked out must be in that status for the part to be checked out.

TheCondition allows any arbitrary criteria to be specified to further define which parts are to be checked

out.

When checking out a subsystem or directory and theShow Obsolete Items option is not selected then

any obsolete subsystems or components encountered will be skipped. If an obsolete item is explicitly

selected orShow Obsolete Items is selected then obsolete items will be checked out.

Theremay be two reasons for wishing toCheck Out a component:

1. For read-only purposes in order to examine a document or create a reference copy for others to

examine.

2. In order to edit that version and create a new one.

Check Out Read-Only

If it is desired to check out for read only purposes then the For Edit andNew Branch options should not

be selected. Check Out Criteriamay be specified to define which parts to check out.
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The requested version of theParts specified will be extracted from the archive (i.e. VC file) and placed in a

file (theworkfile in the current workspace directory).

Note that if the part was already checked out to the workspace then the checked out version will be

updated to the one requested, if it is already the requested version then it will be skipped. The output win-

dow will give an indication of any parts skipped.

The extracted file may be viewed usingPart or File | Edit inAllChange or using any other tool to view a

file from outsideAllChange.

The version checked out becomes the default version for future references to the component when

attached to the workspace to which it is checked out.

When you have finished with the file youmust perform aCheck In— not delete the file. This allows All-

Change to remove the check-out log from its database.

Check Out Criteriamay also be specified to define which parts to check out.

Checking Out for Making a Change

If it is required to check out for the purposes of making a change then the For Edit option should be

selected. The locking type for the check out should also be selected. This may be one of:

● Default: this is the default locking specified for the class of part being checked out - this is deter-

mined by the AllChange administrator in the class definition (see Classes in the AllChange Admin-

istrator Manual)

● Optimistic: this is the optimistic lockingmodel for parallel development (seeOptimistic Locking

Model)

● Pessimistic: this is the pessimistic lockingmodel for parallel development (see Pessimistic Lock-

ingModel)

Note that the Optimistic locking typemay only be selected if both Joint Editing andOptimistic Locking are

enabled in the configuration options by theAllChangeAdministrator.

Check Out Criteriamay also be specified to define which parts to check out.

If any of the parts being checked out are of a class which is defined as requiring a CR to authorise a

change, thenCheckOutwill prompt for you to select the CR(s). The CRs which are valid for changemust

match the criteria as defined in Valid for Change CR Criteria.
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If there are no CRs whichmatch all the above criteria an error will be issued to indicate this.

As each part is checked out the CRs selected to authorise the change are checked for validity for that part,

i.e. the part to be checked out must be within the part tree defined by the CR TopPart field.

The CRs authorising the check out for edit is stored in aComment field in the check-out log record.

The requested version of theParts specified will be extracted from the archive (i.e. VC file) and placed in a

file (theworkfile) in the current workspace directory.

If the part was already checked out for read only purposes to the workspace, it will be automatically

checked back in prior to the check out for edit.

A new version of the component will be created in the parts database as a place holder for when the

changes are checked back into the system. This new version becomes the default version for future ref-

erences to the component when attached to the workspace to which it is checked out.

The Flagswill show NoVersion to indicate that this version is a place holder and is (inAllChange ter-

minology) checked out for edit purposes. The user that performed the check out will be shown as theUser

and theDatewill show the date and time of the creation of the version. If the part is of a class which has a

life-cycle, then the status of the version will have been progressed to the status marked as the check out

status; for example, in the supplied configuration controlled_source parts have a life cycle whose check

out status is Editing.

If the part viewer is open showing the checked out component, then the new version will be shown in the

version tab on completion of the check out for edit. Theworkfilemay be edited as required (either using

EditwithinAllChange or using any editor from outsideAllChange).

When you have finished with theworkfile then youmust Check In the part.

Pessimistic Locking

If the part was checked out using pessimistic locking the new version created determines the version iden-

tifier that will be used when the part is checked back in.
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Figure 6.4a: New Version Created on Pessimistic Check Out for edit

Unless joint editing has been specifically enabled at your site then if the version of the component being

checked out is currently checked out for edit to any other workspace then an error will be raised. If joint edit-

ing has been enabled then a branchmust be created as the new version placeholder.

Optimistic Locking

If the part was checked out using optimistic locking the new version created has a generic version iden-

tifier based on the name of the workspace in the form:

[<branch>]%<workspace name>

The version that will be created on check in is determined at the time of the check in.

Figure 6.4b: New Version Created on Optimistic Check Out for edit

If the part is already checked out using pessimistic locking to another workspace then this must be

checked back in before an optimistic check out for edit may take place. In this case an error will be issued.

Creating Branches

If theNew Branch option is used a new branch from the version checked out will be created with the spec-

ified branch name if the version checked out is not already on that branch. The branch namemay be

selected from a list if these have been defined by theAllChange administrator or a user with permission to
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define branch names usingPart | Edit Branches. A branch namemay also be typed in instead of selected

from the list if this has been enabled as a configuration option by theAllChange administrator.

With pessimistic locking version 001 of the new branch will be the new version created. With optimistic

locking the new version will be identified with the branch name and the workspace checked out to.

If joint editing is enabled and pessimistic locking is used, then if the version to be checked out for edit is

already checked out for edit to another workspace then a branchmust be created otherwise an error will be

raised.

Facilities are also provided to allow a part checked out for edit to bemoved to/from a branch usingWork-

space | Move Check-outs to Branch. If a branch is named incorrectly then it may be renamed for a com-

ponent or an entire subsystem usingPart | Rename Branch

By the use of branches you are assured that users do not overwrite each others changes and different var-

iants of a file may be accommodated for different product variants. Branches may also be used tomanage

parallel development with each line of development using a different branch.

Figure 6.5: Parallel Devel-
opment Using Branches

In Figure 6.5 version 003 is checked out for edit to two different workspaces with version 004 reserved for

one and the branch variant1 created and version 001 on the branch reserved for the other.

With optimistic locking branches do not have to be created and in order to prevent users overwriting each

others changes, AllChange verifies that no new versions have been checked in since the part was

checked out for edit before checking in. If new versions have been created then amergemust be per-

formed before the part can be checked in.

Merging Parallel Developments

It is sometimes necessary to incorporate the changes made in one branch (e.g. a bug fix) into the changes

made in another (e.g. themain line of development). The process may be automated for text files using the

merge tool.

Figure 6.6a: Merging
Branches
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Figure 6.6a illustrates merging the changes made on a BugFix branch into themain line of development,

to create a new version.

The version to be the result of themerge should be checked out for edit. In the example shown in figure 6.6

version 004 should be checked out for edit to create version 005 with theNoVersion flag.

If optimistic locking is used then it may also be necessary tomerge the changes another user has made

and checked in since the version was checked out for edit.

Figure 6.6b: Merging Changes into workfile

Figure 6.6b illustrates merging the changemade from version 003 to version 004 into the workfile which

originated from version 003

Merging Versions in a File/Part

Themerge tool is available from Part | Merge: it will merge the differences between the two specified ver-

sions into the current workfile. To achieve themerge example shown in figure 6.6, Version 1 should be ver-

sion 003 andVersion 2 should be BugFix.001.

The results of themerge will be displayed in the visual merge tool VisMerge and this may be used to

resolve any clashes and save the resulting file— seeMerging for details of the tool. If an arbitrary field

namedMerge From is defined for the part then details of the versions merged will be stored in that field.
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If theDifferencing Application in Misc | Options is set to Araxis Merge then this will be used instead of

the built in VisMerge tool.

It is also sometimes desirable to perform amerge based on 3 existing files rather than versions of parts.

Merge is available from the Filemenu and allows themerge tool to be invoked with up to 3 files selected. If

less than 3 are selected then the remainder will be prompted for allowing files to be specified from different

directories.

Merging is only available for Text files.

If attached to an FTP workspace, then if the file is marked as text (aBinary field is defined and this is set

to the valueNo), then the workfile is transferred to a temporary location prior to themerge. After themerge

is complete (themerge tool is exited), the file is then transferred back to the remote location. Note that built

in merge tool will be used in all cases regardless of theDifferencing Application setting in Misc | Options

. For files which are not marked as text (either the Binary field is not defined or the value is Yes or blank)

themerge tool cannot be used, but the files required to perform themerge will be placed in the workspace

to allow themerge to be performedmanually or using another merge tool on the remote platform - ames-

sage to this effect is issued.

Merging Subsystems/Directories

If theDifferencing Application in Misc | Options is set to Araxis Merge then 3 way directory or sub-

systemmergingmay be performed.

For 3 way directory comparison, simply select 3 directories in the file browser and select File | Merge  or

right click and selectMerge. This will invoke Araxis Merge with the 3 selected directories.

Note that any copying of files between directories within Araxis will not be reflected inAllChange parts.

In order to merge a subsystem, select a single subsystem in the parts browser and select Part | Merge or

right click and selectMerge. This will merge the differences between the two specified versions into the

current workfile for each component in the subsystem.

A dialog is displayed allowing the selection of the versions within the subsystem that are to bemerged. Ver-

sions may be any of:

● Default - the default version

● Top - the top version on themain line

● Registered - the registered version

● In Baseline - specify the baseline and the version used will be the version in the selected baseline if

it exists in the baseline otherwise the top version on themain line

● OnBranch - specify the branch name and the version used will be the top version on the branch if it

exists otherwise the top version on themain line

● Branch Predecessor - specify a branch name and the version used will be the version from which

the branch was started (i.e. the predecessor of the first version on the branch) if the branch exists

otherwise the top version on themain line

● At Date - specify a date and the version used will be the highest version that existed at the specified

date. Note that if a version was created on the date specified this will be the version used.
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Version 1: This should be the version from which changes have beenmade, i.e. this is the common ances-

tor.

Version2: This should be the version containing the changes which are to bemerged with the workfile

Part Comparison Settings: These determine what changes should be treated as significant

Subsystem Comparison Settings: Determines whether to recurse into subsystems in the subsystem

tree automatically

Other Settings: Provide other Araxis merge settings

For each component in the subsystem the specified versions aremade available to Araxis merge to allow

the changes betweenVersion1 andVersion2 to bemerged into the workfile if the part is checked out for

edit to the current workspace or into the default version if it is not. In the example above for each com-

ponent the changes between the version from which the BugFix1 branch was created and the top version

on the BugFix1 branchmay bemerged into the workfile.

In order to save the results of any merge the parts must be checked out for edit to the current workspace,

the file name to save to is passed on to Araxis as a part of the URL.

To all intents and purposes once in Araxis subsystemmerge looks just like a 3 way directory comparison.

Note that youmay not perform file Copy operations when within Araxis.

Checking In

About Checking In

When you have finished with a work file/wish to place a file underAllChange's control it should be

checked in using theCheck In function.

TheCheck Infunction inAllChangemay be used in a variety of different situations:

● When you have finished with a checked out componentversion then the part should be checked in,

regardless of whether it is checked out for read or edit purposes. If it is checked out for edit then the
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modified file contents will be placed underAllChange control as the new version of the component.

If it is checked out for read purposed then the workfile needs to be removed. In both cases the

check-out log needs to be removed so that the part is no longer logged as checked out.

● When files are to be placed underAllChange control as new parts they may be checked in.

● When new versions of files have been created without first checking them out (e.g. a new release of

a third party application) and they are to be placed underAllChange control they may be checked in

.

Any combination of the abovemay be performed in a single check in on selected files or a directory as

Check Inwill determine what action is appropriate for each file/part encountered.

In order to perform aCheck In either select the files/directory to be checked in, or select the parts to be

checked in. Check In is available from theCheck In option from thePart or Filemenu or context menu or

from the toolbar. Files may also be dragged from the file browser to the part browser to invoke a check in.

Files/Directories may also be checked in fromWindows Explorer if the interface for this is installed on the

workstation, files may be dragged from Explorer and dropped onto AllChange, or theCheck In option on

theAllChange context menumay be used.

Parts may also be checked in by double clicking on a Check In status in the Cycle View.

When checking in files/directories theCheck Inwill calculate which workspace the files specified reside

in and automatically attach to that workspace. If the files do not reside in any workspace directory then 2

scenarios are possible:

1. If theAllow check-in with no workspace configuration option is not selected (default) then an

error will be issued.

2. If theAllow check-in with no workspace configuration option is selected then a dialog will be pre-

sented allowing the selection of the part subsystem into which the files/directories are to be

checked in.

Note that unless theShow Obsolete Items option is selected, then any components or subsystems

encountered which are obsolete will be skipped (unless the obsolete item was explicitly selected).

Following a check in, if a component has a class which has theKeep checked out attribute, then if it is

checked in from edit it will automatically be checked out again read only.

Check In Actions

Check In presents dialogs requesting information as appropriate to the files/ directories/ parts submitted.

On finding the first occurrence of a criteria it will prompt for the required action for this and all further occur-

rences of this criteria.

The criteria and corresponding action are shown in the table below:

Criteria Action

Workfile does not exist for part and part is not checked out No action— i.e. ignore

Workfile exists as a part which is checked out for edit Check in part

Workfile exists as a part which is checked out read only Check in part

Workfile exists as a part which is not checked out Create new version of part

Workfile exists but there is no corresponding component part Add new component

Directory exists but there is no corresponding subsystem part Add new subsystem

In all cases if a part is checked in which has a class with theKeep checked out attribute, then it will auto-

matically be checked back out again read only on completion of the check in action.
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Checking In Parts Checked out Read-Only

When a component which is checked out for read only purposes is checked in the check-out log and the

workfile will be removed

Checking In Parts Checked out for Edit

When a component which is checked out for edit purposes is checked in theCheck In AllChange Parts

dialog is presented.

If any changes made are to be stored inAllChange thenCheck In should be selected. Any changes to the

workfile will be stored.

If the part was checked out with pessimistic locking the reserved/place-holder version in the parts data-

base will be changed to a full version (i.e. theNoVersion flag will be removed) (if no changes were actually

made theAllChange systemmay have been configured to detect this and remove the redundant version).

If the part was checked out with optimistic locking the new version to be created is calculated at this time.

If any new versions have been checked in since the workfile was checked out then an error will be issued

informing that amerge is required before the part may be checked in.

Theworkfilewill also be removed, as will the check-out log record. If the part has a life-cycle then its

status will be progressed to the checked in status as defined in the life-cycle definition. For example in the

supplied source cycle the status will be progressed toComplete and then on to Idle

If aBaseline is selected then the new version checked in will be added to the baseline. The baselinemust

already exist andmust be a release baseline.

If it is desired to recheck out the part after the check in then the appropriate optionmay be selected for

Check Out afterwards

(Default): this will check out again read only if the part is of a class which has theKeep
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checked out attribute

Read-only: this will check out again read only

For Edit: this will check out again for edit

Any version arbitrary fields which have been defined as compulsory will be prompted for. In the out-of-the-

box configuration parts which are of a class which do not Require a CR in order to be checked out for edit

have version arbitrary field specified as a compulsory Comment. This means that a comment will be

prompted for on check in.

If the component was checked out for edit purposes and this was amistake, or you do not wish to retain

any changes made then select theDiscard option and the reserved version and the workfile will both be

discarded and the check-out log removed.

If desiredCheck In Criteriamay be specified whichmust bematched for the part to be checked in.

Checking In Parts Not Checked out

If a part is checked in which is not checked out (for either read only or edit purposes), but a workfile exists

for the corresponding part, theNewversion AllChange Parts dialog is presented.

If you do not want to import workfiles as new versions of parts then select Skip.

If Create New Version is selected then a new version will be created with the default version as its prede-

cessor.

If Branch is specified then the new version will be version 001 on the new branch.

If aBaseline is selected then the new version will be added to the baseline. The baselinemust already

exist andmust be a release baseline.

If it is desired to recheck out the part after the check in then the appropriate optionmay be selected for

Check Out afterwards

(Default): this will check out again read only if the part is of a class which has theKeep

checked out attribute
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Read-only: this will check out again read only

For Edit: this will check out again for edit

If the part is of a class which is defined as requiring a CR (e.g. controlled_source in the supplied con-

figuration), then, in the sameway as when checking out for edit (Checking Out for Making a Change), you

will be prompted for the CR(s) which authorise the change to the part.

Youmust select a valid CR for authorising the new version to be created.

Any version arbitrary fields which have been defined as compulsory will also be prompted for.

Checking In New Files/ Directories

If a file/ directory is checked in for which there is no corresponding part theAdd AllChange Com-

ponents/ Subsystems dialog is presented.
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If you do not want new parts to be created with the contents of the file as the first version then select Skip.

If Create New Component/ Subsystem is selected then a new part will be created. For components the

contents of the workfile will be taken as the first version.

Select theClass that the new component/ subsystem should have. For components if the class is defined

as requiring a CR (e.g. controlled_source in the supplied configuration), then, in the sameway as when

checking out for edit (Checking Out for Making a Change), you will be prompted for the CR(s) which author-

ise the new part to be created.
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Youmust select a valid CR for authorising the new part to be created.

Any arbitrary fields which have been defined as compulsory will also be prompted for.

If aBaseline is selected then version 001 of the new component will be added to the baseline. The base-

linemust already exist andmust be a release baseline.

If it is desired to recheck out the part after the check in then the appropriate optionmay be selected for

Check Out afterwards

(Default): this will check out again read only if the part is of a class which has theKeep

checked out attribute

Read-only: this will check out again read only

For Edit: this will check out again for edit

Check In Criteria

On check in of parts checked out, Check In Criteriamay be specified. Each part must match these crite-

ria in order to be checked in, otherwise they are skipped.

The Check In Criteria is available from theSpecify Criteria button on the Check In dialog.

If Check In all Edits In Workspace is selected, all other check in criteria are disabled. This will cause all

parts checked out for edit to the current workspace to be checked in.

If aPattern is specified then the part/file name being checked inmust match the pattern specified.

Check In Check-outs selections allow specification of whether only parts checked out for edit, only parts

checked out read only, all checked out parts or parts not checked out should be checked in.

If aStatus is selected the version checked out must be in that status for the part to be checked in.

TheCondition allows any arbitrary criteria to be specified to further define which parts are to be checked

in.

Check In Parts

If parts are selected these will be checked in from the current workspace, youmust therefore ensure that

you are attached to the workspace to which the parts are checked out.
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If aSubsystem is specified then the subsystem tree will be descended with every component encoun-

tered being submitted for check in.

Check In of Files/ Directory

If files are selectedCheck Inwill calculate which workspace the files specified reside in and automatically

attach to that workspace. If the files do not reside in any workspace directory then 2 scenarios are pos-

sible:

1. If theAllow check-in with no workspace configuration option is not selected (default) then an

error will be issued.

2. If theAllow check-in with no workspace configuration option is selected then a dialog will be pre-

sented allowing the selection of the part subsystem into which the files/directories are to be

checked in.

If no files are selected and the current workspace is an FTP workspace, then a file/ directory browser will

be presented showing the files/ directories on the remotemachine/ directory corresponding to the work-

space. The files/ directories to be checked inmay then be selected.

If aDirectory is specified then you will be prompted for patterns that files in the directory treemust match

in order to be checked in. In determining which files to check inAllChangewill include hidden and direc-

tories only if the Explorer setting toShow hidden files is selected.

Simply leave this blank if all files are to be checked in or enter a space separated list of patterns using * to

denote 0 or more of any character, e.g. *.c will only match files with the extension .c.

The directory tree will be descended with every file encountered being submitted for check in, provided it

matches any pattern specified. Files which have a .ac or .bt extension will be excluded since these will

be regarded as AllChange configuration andBuild Thread files respectively whichmay reside in work

directories and which would not require to be checked in.

Using Life-cycles to Check In and Out

When parts are checked in and out of AllChange this may be performed in one of 2 ways:

1. Direct check in and out

2. Life-cycle driven check in and out

If a part has a life-cycle associated with it (which is determined by the parts class) then the check in and

out is driven by the life-cycle, otherwise it is performed directly.

The actions in the life-cycle of the part may trigger the check out and check in of parts on entry to certain

life-cycle states, these are known as action triggers.

In Figure 6.7 a possible source code life-cycle is shown

Figure 6.7: Life-cycles showing triggers
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Upon entering the status of Edit for a version, a new version will be created and the original version direct

checked out for edit. On entering the status Complete, the version is direct checked in from edit. i.e. the

trigger in the life-cycle causes the same actions as a direct check in/ check out.

The status in a life-cycle which triggers a check in action is known as theCheck In status and the status

which triggers a check out action is known as theCheck Out status.

Note that each version progresses through its own life-cycle and has a current status as shown in the Part

Viewer. Figure 6.8 shows how the status changes on each version as it is checked in and out using its life-

cycle.

Figure 6.8: Life-cycles showing status changes on versions

When aCheck In is performed this will progress the status of the version to its Check In status and when

aCheck Out is performed it will progress the status to its Check Out status.

Theremay be some life-cycles which havemultiple check in or check out statuses which are valid at any

particular point in the life-cycle - if this is the case then you will be prompted for which status to progress

to.

The status of a version should not be changed to a Check In Status or a Check Out Status directly using

theStatus dialog as this does not provide the full Check In/Out functionality. However, a CheckIn/Out

may be performed from the Cycle View by double clicking on a CheckIn or CheckOut status.

Checking In and Out from Microsoft Development Environments

AllChange provides facilities to conform to theMicrosoft Common Source Code Control Interface

(MCSCCI).

Tomake use of this facility you need to select it in theWorkstation Installation, see theAllChangeAdmin-

istrator Manual.

This means that files may be checked in and out of AllChange directly from the Visual Basic or Visual

C++ environments, or any other environment which supports theMCSCCI, e.g. MS Access, Artisan Real

Time Studio, I-Logix Rhapsody and PowerBuilder.

When an operation is performed in the IDE which requires a communication withAllChange, if it is not yet

connected it will connect to an already runningAllChange if there is one or start a new one if not. Note that

you should not attempt to perform operations in theAllChange to which the IDE is connected directly and

via the IDE at the same time. If you wish to interact withAllChange directly, then you should run another

instance of ACE for this purpose.
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The facilities provided, the dialogs etc presented and the actions these implement are defined by the inter-

face provider and not Intasoft.

The default implementation for the following IDE menu options is:

Get performs anAllChange Check Out of a (newer) version of a file for read

purposes.

CheckOut performs anAllChange Check Out prompting for any additional infor-

mation required according to theAllChange configuration. By default this

will check-out the default version, however this may be tailored to prompt

for the required version by theAllChange administrator, see theAll-

ChangeAdministrator Manual.

CheckIn performs anAllChangeCheck In prompting for any additional information

required according to theAllChange configuration. It is then checked out

read only.

Undo Check Out performs anAllChange Check In using theDiscard option to discard any

changes and then checks it out read only.

Show History runs a report using the sccihist.rep format file

The integration is designed to prompt for necessary information as it goes, rather than from dialogs pre-

sented in the IDE before an operation commences. This is largely becauseAllChange can store a lot

more information than the SCCI interface allows for, especially when different classes of component are

involved. AllChange informs the IDE not to request such information in its dialogs. However, we have

found that some IDEs (e.g. VC++) ignore the fact that we have told it that it should not allow a comment to

be typed into its Add/ CheckIn dialog; accordingly, if the IDE does pass a comment toAllChange for

Add/CheckIn and a file's corresponding component's class defines a compulsory arbitrary field named

Comment for its versions then the comment passed in is used for this instead of prompting the user. We

would still recommend leaving this blank if provided in the IDE and allowingAllChange to prompt.

When a new file is Added to the IDE you will be offered to add the file to source code control. There is also

anAdd Files to AllChange option from Add-Ins | AllChange. Adding a file causes anAllChange

Check Inwhich will recognise that a new part needs to be added and prompt for additional information as

necessary (e.g. class of the new part, CRs authorising the addition and compulsory arbitrary fields). The

new component will be added to the subsystem corresponding to the directory containing the file.

If a file is Removed from the IDE, an attempt will bemade to remove the corresponding component if it is

not present in any baselines. If any versions are present in any baselines then a list of such baselines will

be offered and all versions of the component will be removed from any baselines selected. The component

will not be removed in this case.

At the commencement of eachGet, CheckIn andCheckOut, ACE attaches to a workspace containing the

IDE's current working directory as specified by the IDE.

By default all files for a project for Visual C++ or Visual Basic aremaintained checked out for read only pur-

poses unless they are checked out for edit. This check-outs log inAllChangemay therefore be examined

to see what versions of each file are in use. If, however, it is not desired tomaintain the check-outs log,

this may be configured by theAllChange administrator, see theAllChangeAdministrator Manual.

Checking In and Out from Eclipse

Facilities are provided which allow for the checking in and out of files directly from the Eclipse IDE.

In order to make use of the Eclipse integration it must have been properly installed, see the Administrator

Manual for details.

In order to use the integration a workspacemust be defined for the Eclipse workspace and the project must

have been shared. For general information about the interface see Eclipse Interface.

The check in/out functions available are the same as for theMicrosoft Source Code Control interface.

These functions are available from the Team menu in Eclipse.
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Checking In and Out from MS Word

WordMacros are supplied withAllChange that allow files to be checked in and out of AllChange directly

from theMSWord user interface.

Tomake use of this facility you need to select it in theWorkstation Installation (note that this will also

install theMS Excel interface), see theAllChangeAdministrator Manual.

When themacros have been installed you should then find anAllChange pulldownmenu has been added

to theWordmenu bar. Also a toolbar has been added to the available toolbars andmay be selected from

theView | Toolbars dialog.

Check In andCheck Out are available from theAllChangemenu and invoke the normal AllChange

Check In andCheck Out functions, see Checking In and Checking Out. These functions will connect to

an already runningAllChange or start up a new session if there is no current session in progress.

Check Inwill check in the current active document, closing it prior to the check in. If there is no current

active document you will be prompted to open a document using the standard open file dialog. On closing

the document, if there are changes which have not been saved, the file is saved. If the document is not a

new one and was checked out of AllChange, then any changes must be saved into the sameworkspace

directory that the file checked out to.

Check Outwill open a new document for the part checked out.

TheCheck In andCheck Outwill prompt for additional information as required by the rules defined in the

AllChange configuration. e.g. if the class of part required a CR to authorise a check out or an add then this

will be applied and the CR's will be prompted for in the normal way

Checking In and Out from MS Excel

AnMS Excel Add-In is supplied withAllChange that allows spreadsheets to be checked in and out of All-

Change directly from theMS Excel user interface.

Tomake use of this facility you need to select theWord Interface option in theWorkstation Installationand

then the add-in must be enabled using Tools | Add-Ins..., whereAllChange Integration should be

offered, see theAllChangeAdministrator Manual.

When the add-in has been installed anAllChange cascademenu should be available from Tools menu.

Check In Workbook andCheck Out Workbook are available from theAllChangemenu and invoke the

normal AllChangeCheck In andCheck Out functions, see Checking In and Checking Out. These func-

tions will connect to an already runningAllChange or start up a new session if there is no current session

in progress.

Check Inwill check in the current active workbook, closing it prior to the check in. If there is no current

active workbook you will be prompted to open one using the standard open file dialog. On closing the work-

book, if there are changes which have not been saved, the file is saved. If the workbook is not a new one

and was checked out of AllChange, then any changes must be saved into the sameworkspace directory

that the file was checked out to.

Check Outwill open a workbook for the part checked out.

TheCheck In andCheck Outwill prompt for additional information as required by the rules defined in the

AllChange configuration. e.g. if the class of part required a CR to authorise a check out or an add then this

will be applied and the CR's will be prompted for in the normal way

Checking In and Out from Real Time Studio

AnMCSCCI interface has been implemented between Artisan Real Time Studio andAllChange.

Tomake use of this facility you need to select MCSCCI in theWorkstation Installation, see theAll-

ChangeAdministrator Manual.
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The interface is fully functional except that it does not support theAdd Package From Another Model

facility in Real Time Studio's ConfigurationManagement menu.

In order to use AllChange with Real Time Studio you need to create a workspace which points to the direc-

tory containing your models, this is known as the ArtisanModels Neighbourhood directory.

Documentation as to the functionality of the ConfigurationManagement facilities may be found in the Real

Time Studio Users Guide.

In order to perform the same functionality as Add Package From Another Model:

● useAllChange to check out the desired Package to a folder

● then use the From Directory command in Real Time Studio to add the Package from that folder.

It is recommended that ACE is loaded before loading Real Time Studio. If it is not, then ACE could load and

unload several times on loading amodel into Real Time Studio. Running ACE first will eliminate this prob-

lem.

Checking In and Out from Dreamweaver

Facilities are provided which allow the files for a site to be checked into and out of AllChange directly from

theMacromedia Dreamweaver interface.

Tomake use of this facility it needs to be enabled for your Dreamweaver installation, see the AllChange

Administrator Manual for details.

Once enabledAllChangemay be selected as the source control system for a site in Dreamweaver's Site

DefinitionRemote Info page. Ensure that it is selected.

In order to use the interface a workspace for each site must also be defined - the workspace directory

should be the site's Local Root Folder.

The first time an attempt is made to connect toAllChange for a Dreamweaver site the user will be

prompted to choose theAllChangeworkspace for that site; picking an unsuitable workspace will make

the interface appear to function incorrectly. The workspace for the site is then stored in the registry and

automatically reused in future connections.

Themenu items available from the Dreamweaver interface are defined by Dreamweaver, not by All-

Change. AlthoughGet andPut are supported, we recommend usingCheck Out, Check In andUndo

Check Out in preference, especially in amulti-user collaborative environment.

Checking In and Out from TestDirector

Facilities are provided to allow AllChange to control the versions of HP TestDirector (TD) files. It requires

TestDirector 7.5 and AllChange 6.0, or later.

The interface (menu items, functionality etc.) is defined solely by TestDirector, not AllChange; All-

Change cannot change themenu items or what they do, not can it display any messages to the user or in

any way interact with him.

See the AllChange Administrator manual for details of installing the TD integration.

The top level subsystem to be used to hold the files for each TD project must be created before the inte-

grationmay be used (e.g. /TestDirector/TestProj) – usePart | Add – and a workspace for this part must

also be available.

Youmay now create projects in TD SiteAdmin with Version Control support and/orEnable VC for

projects, and allow end-users to use them. You need to enable Version Control in TestDirector for each

project (in TD SiteAdmin, Site Config tab, set AttributeVC to have valueY. You will now have anEnable

VC icon back on theProjects tab. Youmust enable VC on existing or newly created projects to use the

integration). Note that whenever youEnable VC on a TD project TD does not pass us a username; we log

ontoAllChange as user admin in this case, so this must be a valid user with a suitable workspace. In all

other cases, the user is logged ontoAllChange under the name he logs onto TD as.
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End-users will then see aVersioning item in the TD menu bar and on right click when on the Test Plan

tab inside TD, and will be able to use VC.

Checking In and Out from Rhapsody

Facilities are provided which allow the files for a project to be checked into and out of AllChange directly

from the Rhapsody interface.

For versions of Rhapsody before 3.0 see below for details. For Rhapsody 3.0 theMCSCCI is supported

and the standard facilities are supported, see Checking In andOut fromMicrosoft Development Envi-

ronments.

Interface for versions of Rhapsody earlier than 3.0

The facilities provided are determined by Rhapsody and implement only a very simple interface toAll-

Changewhich does not make use of the full power of AllChange. Thesemay be tailored to providemore

powerful facilities.

Ensure that the subsystem associated with your workspace for your Rhapsody work exists.

When invoking a CM operation from Rhapsody, if AllChange is not currently running it will start it for you.

This will be aminimised ACE which is for use with the interface and not for interacting with. It may be

closed by selectingClose on the right click menu on the entry on the system bar inWindows.

Having opened your project (.rpy file) ensure that theProject Properties have aSubject of Con-

figuration Management and aMeta Class of AllChange.

The items whichmay be checked in and out may be accessed from File | Configuration Items.

CheckIn to Archivemay be used to check items in which have already beenAdded to the Archive.

Selecting Locked checks the file back out for edit after checkin, otherwise the file is checked back out

read-only. All other controls are ignored (not relevant toAllChange). This performs anAllChange Return

command.

CheckOut from Archive checks items out of AllChange. Selecting Locked checks out for edit, other-

wise the file is checked out read-only. All other controls ignored (not relevant toAllChange). This performs

anAllChange Issue command.

Note that youmust haveConnected to the Archive before youmay check in or out.

As the Rhapsody CM definition requires no interaction (i.e. no dialogs from) with the CM tool provider, no

classes are used. Parts may not have theRequire CR attribute and theremust not be any compulsory

arbitrary fields. There is also no interface to baselines.

See Rhapsody Interface for details of the Rhapsody interface.

Checking In and Out from DOORS

Facilities are provided which allow DOORS modules to be checked into and out of AllChange either

directly from the DOORS interface or from ACE. Note that Linkmodules may not be checked in and out.

When amodule is checked out for read only purposes then themodule will be set as read only for that user

and will only be writable when it is checked out for edit.

In order to make use of the DOORS integration is must have been properly installed and set up— see the

AllChangeAdministrator Manual for details.

All DOORS projects should be stored under a single subsystem withinAllChange (e.g. /DOORS) and

each DOORS project is represented as a subsystem inAllChangewith the same name as the DOORS

project. Themodules of the project will be stored within the project subsystem as components with the

module namewith a .zip extension. The class of theAllChange components which hold the DOORS

modules is doors by default unless otherwise specified in theDOORSPartClass configuration option.

Only components with this class will be treated as DOORS modules.
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Whenever checking in and out DOORS modules if DOORS or ACE are not currently running they will be

started automatically. If the required DOORS project is not open, thenAllChangewill prompt you for your

DOORS user name and password and will open the project. If the project is already open, but AllChange

does not yet know your DOORS password for that project then you will be prompted for the password only.

All checking in and out of DOORS components takes place in a workspace called DOORSWS unless other-

wise specified in theDOORSWorkspace configuration option.

From within ACE for components of the DOORS class:

Check Inwill check in a doors module.

Check Outwill check out a doors module.

From within DOORS Check In andOut are available from anAllChangemenu on themain DOORS win-

dow theModule windows (Check In only):

Check Out

This will bring up anAllChange parts browser, from which you can select themodules you wish to

check out

Check In

If selected from theAllChangemenu on an openModule then the current module is checked in. If

selected from theAllChangemenu in themain view then this will bring up a window with a list of

modules to select from. Any modules selected will be checked in. Note that if adding a new module

toAllChange be sure to select the doors class for the new components.

Checking In and Out from Explorer

Facilities are provided which allow files to be checked in or out of AllChange directly from Explorer.

The integration is implemented as a Shell extension which adds Entries to Explorer's context menu (the

menu which pops up when you right-click on a file or directory) allowing files to be checked in or out of All-

Change.

Tomake use of this facility you need to select it in theWorkstation Installation, see theAllChangeAdmin-

istrator Manual.

In order to check files intoAllChange select one or more files or a directory in Explorer and right-click.

Then select theAllChange | Check In entry which appears on the context menu. (Alternatively drag the

files from explorer and drop them onto AllChange).

If the files do not reside in any workspace directory then 2 scenarios are possible: 

1. If theAllow check-in with no workspace configuration option is not selected (default) then an

error will be issued.

2. If theAllow check-in with no workspace configuration option is selected then a dialog will be pre-

sented allowing the selection of the part subsystem into which the files/directories are to be

checked in.

This will then perform a standardAllChangeCheck In function prompting for various further information

as necessary, see Checking In. At the end of the operation the files which have been checked in will be

removed from the directories.

In order to check files out from AllChange select, in Explorer, one directory to check out into—which

must be a workspace directory — or select the files that you wish to check out if they are already checked

out read only and right-click. Then select theAllChange | Check Out... entry which appears on the con-

text menu. This will perform a standardAllChangeCheck Out function prompting for further information

as required, see Checking Out. At the end of the operation the workfile(s) will appear in the directory

selected.
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If ACE is not currently running it will be started (minimised) to service the requests. You cannot interact with

this ACE; run a separate ACE if you want full AllChange interaction for other purposes.

Note that hidden and directories are only checked in if the Explorer setting toShow hidden files is

selected.

Checking In and Out from SolidWorks

Facilities are provided to allow SolidWorks files to be checked in and out of AllChange from within Sol-

idWorks.

In order to make use of the SolidWorks integration it must have been properly installed and set up— see

the AllChange Administrator Manual for details of setting up to use the integration.

Check In andOut operations are available from anAllChange tab on the task pane and commandman-

ager and from anAllChange menu on themenu bar or from context menus.

Files to be checked in an out must reside in anAllChange workspace.

For details of the integration see SolidWorks Interface.
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Finding out What is Checked out

There are two primary methods of determining what is currently checked out.

Note that the term check-out may have beenmapped to site specific nomenclature (e.g. issues) in which

case all references to check-outs will show using themapped nomenclature instead.

1. Use the part browser with various Filters and/or theShow Check-out icon in parts list option

2. Use the check-outs browser

This section covers the check-outs browser, for details of the part browser see Browsing the Parts Hier-

archy.

The check-outs browser is available fromWorkspace | Browse Check-outs.

The check-outs browser includes the name of each part that is checked out, the workspace to which it is

checked out and the user to whom it is checked out; the icon will also show whether it is checked out for

edit or read only.

Icon Description

Checked outfor read only

 Checked out for edit

The list shows what versions are currently checked out.

The list may be filtered to restrict what is shown according to the Filter By selected and theValue spec-

ified. If a value is selected then only those check-out records whichmatch the value selected for the field

filtered by will be shown. The valuemay be (Any) if all items are to be shown but indexed by the selected

filter. TheValuemay be terminated with * to denote any other characters and the values matched will be

those which start with the text specified. If no * is used then an exact match is required.

For some filters (e.g.Workspace) other special values may be available such as (Current Workspace),

this is interpreted as the workspace that is currently attached to if any.

For example, selectingPart as the Filter by and then entering a value of /project/mysub/* will show

all check-outs of anything below /project/mysub/*.

TheCheck-outs drop-list allows the items listed to be limited to those checked out for edit, checked out

read-only, or not limited.
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The entries shown, as well as matching the specified Filter andValuemust alsomatch any condition

specified in theCond edit control. This may be any valid ACCELexpression.

To find out what parts are checked out to you (for example), select the Filter by value of User and aValue

of your user name and only parts checked out to you will be shown. Note that if there are a large number of

check-out records then applying the above Filter is muchmore efficient than specifying aCondition of

''User Equal to username".

Double clicking on an item in the check-outs browser will show the details of the check-out in the check-

out viewer. This will show additional details such as the new version created whichmay not be displayed

in the browser columns.

The check-out browser supports a folding view.

Finding out What has Changed

There are two aspects of finding out what has changed:

1. What lines/contents of files have changed

2. Which files have been changed

Information about both of these is available from AllChange.

What File Contents have Changed

If you wish to view the changes that have beenmade between two part versions or 2 different parts, select

Part | Diffs or File | Diffs, or from the context menus, or from theAllChange | Differences from Explorer

or from AllChange | Compare Versions fromMSWord.

By default if comparingWord documents, thenMSWord will be used to perform the comparison and dis-

play the results. If comparing binary files then a simple comparison for the same or different will be per-

formed. Otherwise the suppliedVisDiffs tool is used. This may be used effectively for comparing text

files.

This default behaviour may bemodified to use the file comparison tool of your choice. Use the

External Tools option in ACE.

In all cases if a single part or file (which corresponds to a part) is selected, a dialog will be displayed allow-

ing you to select which versions of the part you wish to compare.
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If 2 parts are selected a similar dialog is displayed allowing you to select the version of each part that you

wish to compare.

If attached to an FTP workspace and comparing against a workfile then the file will first be transferred to a

temporary location before invoking the comparison tool.

If you wish to compare 2 parts in different subsystems then select Part | Diffswith no parts selected, this

will display a dialog allowing you to select the 2 parts you wish to compare.

The two versions of interest should be entered and theVisdiffs (or third party) tool will be invoked to show

the differences. If the part is considered to be aWord document (file has a .doc extension)Word is used to

display the differences.

Various options are available forVisdiffs:

Ignore Blanks

If selected then any white space will not be considered when comparing the two versions

Strip New Lines

If selected then blank lines (i.e. lines consisting of just a newline) are ignored.

These options are ignored if a third party differencing application is used. If Araxis is the differencing appli-

cation then the Araxis comparison options dialog is displayed.

If two files are selected then the differencing application will be invoked for the two files immediately.

See the Differencing for full details of theVisdiffs tool.

From within MSWord, select theAllChange | Compare Versions option when a part which has been

checked out from AllChange is the currently opened document. Version 2 in theDiffs dialog will default

toWorkfile representing the open document. A new document will be opened in word displaying the dif-

ferences between the versions selected.

Which Files have been Changed

Check Check-outs Changes

In order to determine which files that are checked out to the current workspace have been changed, use

Workspace | Check Check-outs Changes. This will compare the current file contents for each part chek-

ced out to the workspace to see if any changes have beenmade. If a change has beenmade then this will

be reported in the output window. If no change has beenmade nothing will be reported.

This command is, by default, anAllChange administrator only function.

Comparing Subsystems

If using the Araxis differencing application and the full integration with Araxis is enabled, then comparison

of versions of parts in a subsystemmay be performed.

A subsystemmay be compared with:

● different versions within the same subsystem allowing, for example, a branch to be compared with

themain line, or the top version with a baseline

● versions within another subsystem

● a directory or workspace allowing, for example, comparison to see which parts have been changed

from the checked out (default) version. Note that the directory may be a remote directory accessible

via FTP using a plugin available from Araxis free of charge.

The versions that may be compared are:

● Default - the default version

● Top - the top version on themain line

● Registered - the registered version
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● In Baseline - specify the baseline, and the version used will be the version in the selected baseline if

it exists in the baseline otherwise the top version on themain line

● OnBranch - specify the branch name, and the version used will be the top version on the branch if it

exists otherwise the top version on themain line

● Branch Predecessor - specify the branch name, and the version used will be the version from which

that branch originated, i.e. the predecessor of version 001 of the branch

● At Date - specify a date, and the version used will be the highest version that existed at the spec-

ified date. Note that if a version was created on the date specified this will be the version used.

To perform a subsystem comparison, select one or two subsystems and select Part | Diffs, or right click

and select Diffs.

The dialog below will be shown allowing the selection of which versions are to be compared.

Compare:

Subsystem: specifies the subsystem to be compared

Version: specifies the version of the components within the subsystem to be compared.

Against: specifies what to compare the subsystem versions specified above with.

Workspace: specifies to compare against the files in a specified workspace

Directory: specifies to compare against the files in a specified directory
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Subsystem: specifies to compare against the components in a subsystem. This may be the same

subsystem as specified for theCompare, but selecting different versions, or may be a dif-

ferent subsystem altogether.

Version: specifies the version of components within the subsystem to compare against.

Part Comparison Settings: These determine what changes should be treated as significant

Subsystem Comparison Settings: Determines whether to recurse into subsystems in the subsystem

tree automatically

Other Settings: Provide other Araxis merge settings

Finding Parts

The Find utility will allow you to search the parts database for all parts which have a particular name,

match a specified condition or contain a reference to a particular string.

Find is available from thePartmenu or from the Tools toolbar.

Specify in Look In the part of the tree that you wish to search, if left blank then the whole parts tree is

searched (as if you had entered '/').

If you wish to search for parts of a particular name then enter the name (or the start of the name) inName.

All parts starting with this will be shown.

If Recursive is not selected then only the Look In subsystem will be searched and not the whole tree.

TheVersions tab allows you to specify whether component versions are to be searched or just com-

ponents. If only part versions are of interest then also select Only list versions in results.

TheAdvanced tab allows an arbitrary Condition to be specified that the parts foundmust match and/or a

string which the parts must contain. If a string containing is specified then if a case sensitive search is

required selectMatch Case. If aContaining value is specified then any Versions selection will be

ignored, as the containing search looks for the string in any version of a part.

The Find Now button will start the search and all matching parts will be displayed in the list in the Find win-

dow.

Any parts foundmay be selected and used to perform any operation relevant to parts.

New Search clears all search criteria specified and allows a new search to be specified.
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Moving Parts from one Workspace to Another

It is sometimes desirable tomove a part (or file) from one workspace to another: perhaps in order for the

part to be reviewed before checking it back in, or to pass the work on to another person.

This may be achieved directly using the Check-out viewer window or indirectly via the life-cycle.

In order to move a part directly, double click on the part in the Check-outs browser window and the details

of the check-out record will be shown:

Select the new workspace required and thenUpdate: the workspace that the part is checked out to will be

changed and the corresponding file will bemoved to the new workspace directory.

Updating Workspaces

It may be desirable to update the parts that are checked out to a workspace such that the workspace is

maintained with certain parts always checked out to it.

The requirement may be to just update to the latest version of what is already checked out to it, or to

ensure that the latest versions of all the parts which are in a subsystem are checked out to it, or perhaps

the parts that are in a baseline is what is required.

When using the optimistic lockingmodel for parallel development it is also necessary to ensure that the

workspace is updated with changes that others havemadewhere there have been no changes in the work-

space and tomerge changes that others havemadewith changes made in the workspace before per-

forming a check in.

AllChange supports all of these requirements.

There are threemethods of updating the parts checked out to a workspace:

1. Automatically on attaching to a workspace

2. Workspace | Update Workspace

3. Part | Update, or File | Update

The first two of these invoke the same site modifiable function which will allow you to specify your criteria

for updating the whole workspace.
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TheUpdate Options determine what parts are to be examined for update purposes and which versions of

these are required in the workspace.

Any parts examined which are currently checked out to the workspace will be updated as follows:

● Checked out ReadOnly: the workspace will be updated to the required version

● Checked out for Edit with Pessimistic Locking: the workspace will not be changed

● Checked out for Edit with Optimistic Locking: if the required version is newer than the one which

was checked out then:

o if the workfile has not been changed since it was checked out it is updated to the newer ver-

sion

o if the workfile has been changed since it was checked out then amerge with the changes is

offered.

All Check-outs updates the current workspace to the latest registered version of all parts currently

checked out to the workspace.

All Parts updates the workspace to the current registered version of all of the parts in the workspace sub-

system regardless of whether they are currently checked out or not. This means that for those that are

checked out they will be updated to the latest registered version and any which are not currently checked

out will be checked out.

In Baseline updates the workspace to contain only those parts specified in the baseline. For a design

baseline the registered version will be used and for a release baseline the version specified in the baseline

is used. Meta-baselines are supported causing recursion through each sub baseline.

If Check In Parts Not In Baseline is selected this will force any part which is currently checked out to the

workspace but which is not in the specified baseline to be checked in (i.e. removed from the workspace).

This ensures that the workspace contains only parts which occur in the baseline and no others. Any parts

which are checked in will be reported in the output window.

If Confirm Parts to Update is selected you will be presented with a list of the parts that AllChange pro-

poses to update and allows you tomake a final selection from these.

If CheckIn Obsolete Parts is selected then any parts that are checked out in the current workspace and

are obsolete will be checked in. When updating from a baseline, obsolete parts in the baseline will not be

checked back in. Only obsolete parts which do not exist in the baseline are checked in. If this option is
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selected, then the If Check-outs For Edit option is available. The option specifies how to deal with parts

checked out for edit which are obsolete. If this option is set to Ignore, then the parts are not returned. If

Keep Changes is selected, then the part's changes are checked in, to create a new version if applicable. If

the option is Discard then the part is returned, and any changes thrown away.

The number of obsolete parts checked in is reported in the command output window.

If automatic workspace updating is enabled, then when you attach to a workspace you will be prompted to

update it. See theAllChangeAdministrator Manual for details of enabling auto workspace update.

The third option (Update) allows individually selected parts or files to be updated rather than the entire

workspace. If a subsystem is selected then all components within the subsystem tree will be updated. If a

directory is selected then the subsystem corresponding to the directory is used. Any parts which are

checked out read only will be updated to the latest (registered) version. Any parts issued for edit with opti-

mistic locking are updated accordingly as described above.

Extracting Versions Unlogged to a Directory

The normal method of extracting versions to a directory is to check out for read-only purposes. However,

sometimes it is desirable to extract versions to a directory without creating a record of the extraction in the

check-outs database.

Two functions are provided for this purpose:

● Get Version to Directory

● Get Baseline to Directory

These allow parts to be extracted to any directory without being logged as a check-out and therefore with-

out requiring the directory to be a workspace directory.

The files that are extracted are read-only and should be deleted when no longer required.

Get Version to Directory allows specified versions or a complete subsystem to be extracted to a named

directory. If a version is not explicitly specified then theDefault, Registered or  Topmay be selected.

Get Baseline to Directory allows a specified baseline to be extracted to a named directory. If the base-

line is a release baseline then the baselined versions are extracted; if the baseline is a design baseline then

Default, Registered or Topmay be specified to define which versions of components are extracted. A

Meta baselinemay be specified in which case all baseline within themeta baseline are extracted (recur-

sively).
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Any components or versions which are obsolete will not be extracted unless the Show Obsolete flag is set.

Importing New Versions

If a new version of a file has been created and it is desired to put this underAllChange's control, but the

part has not been checked out for edit purposes, thenNew Versionmay be used to create a new version

of the part, storing the current file contents (in the current workspace) as the contents of that version.

New Version is available from Part | New Version, or by the use of Check In.

Check Inwill offer to useNew Version for any files/parts encountered for which there is a part which it is

not checked out and for which there is a workfile in the current workspace. You will be prompted for what

action to take i.e. create a new version of the part usingNew Version or skip the file/ part, see Checking

In

If usingNew Version directly then the version that is to be predecessor of the new version should be

selected using the part browser or viewer, this will be entered as theParts on theNew Version dialog.
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A Branch name should be specified if the new version is to be on a new branch.

TheCommentmay be used to specify a comment to be passed on to the underlying version control tool.

No Flags should be selected so that the new version does not have any special flags set on it.

If theVarb1...Varb10 fields are in use then thesemay be specified in the dialog and will be associated with

the new version created.

The new version will be created in theAllChange database and the file will be put under version control.

The workfile will be removed as withCheck In.

Managing Files on a Remote Machine

AllChange has the capability to allow files which reside on a remotemachine to bemanaged transparently

by the use of FTP.

A typical scenario might beAllChange running on aWindows platform and the files to be controlled reside

on a Unix or VAX-VMS machine. The FTP integration permits the copying of files between different

machines across TCP/ IP.

Certain workspaces and/or pools are declared as FTP workspaces/pools. When you use such a work-

space/pool youmay need to log onto the remotemachine. Thereafter whenever that workspace/pool is

used the required workfile will be transferred to/from the remotemachine as necessary.

For example, whenever a part is checked out to an FTP workspace, the resulting workfile will be trans-

ferred to an appropriate location on the remotemachine. Whenever a part is checked in from edit, the work-

file is first transferred from the remotemachine to theWindows machine and then stored under version

control in the normal way.

All of this FTP activity occurs transparently to the user of AllChange.

When attached to an FTP workspaceCheck Inwill be available on the File Menuwithout the necessity to

select any files to be checked in in the file browser. If Check In is invoked in this situation then an FTP
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File Browserwill be presented allowing the files/ and/ or directories to be checked in to be selected from

the remotemachine.

Similarly if promoting from an FTP workspace then a remote file browser will allow selection of the files to

be promoted and these will be transferred to the local workspace directory before copying to the appro-

priate pool directory. If the pool is an FTP pool then the files will be FTPd to the appropriate remote pool

directory.

It is possible to mix FTP and non-FTP workspaces with FTP and non-FTP pools in any combination.

For full details see theAllChangeAdministrator Manual.

Managing Web Development

ACCEL code has been provided to help support themanagement of Web development (i.e. the devel-

opment of HTML pages which are to be viewed with aWeb browser) from withinAllChange. The scenario

catered for is where HTML pages are stored as individual files which aremanaged as AllChange parts.

Files are edited and tested on a local network from withinAllChange in the samemanner as any other

type of file. However, special actionmust be taken when these files are released into a "live'' Web envi-

ronment. This process is called deployment.

This support consists of two elements:

● Facilities are provided to allow the substitution of any links found which refer to the local devel-

opment area—which is the state they need to be in during the editing phase— by links which refer

to the "live'' area—which is the state they need to be in for end users.

● Typically these HTML files must be copied to a remoteWeb server machine whichmay not be

directly accessible from the local system. This is accomplished using the FTP functionality

described in theAllChangeAdministrator Manual.

Web deployment will need to have been configured for use by yourAllChange administrator.

The supplied websrc class and web_cycle life-cycle are intended to illustrate a possible life-cycle for

Web source. This is illustrated in figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.9: Web Development Life-cycle

When a version enters the Deploy status any links in the workfile defined as requiring substitution will be

substituted for the appropriate link on the web server. The file will then be deployed across FTP to the

remotemachine.

See theAllChangeAdministrator Manual for details on configuringAllChange to use these facilities.
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File Operations
About File Operations

Most operations withinAllChangewhich affect files are actually performed on parts (these are effectively

files which have been declared toAllChange), see Sections Creating andManaging Parts and Checking

Files In andOut of AllChange.

These operations cover functions such as:

● Declaring new files toAllChange

● Checking files in and out of AllChange

● Editing files

● Deleting files

These operations may usually be performed on either the parts using thePartmenu, or on files or direc-

tories which relate to the parts using options on the Filemenu in ACE, or from the various tool interfaces

such as Windows Explorer, MSWord, Visual Studio.

Some operations, however, work directly on files whichmay or may not have corresponding parts. These

include:

● Promoting files from workspaces to shared areas called pools

● Building derived files

● Releasing files

● Editing files

● Comparing files

These operations can be found on the Filemenu in ACE and are classified as File operations in the ref-

erence section. Some of thesemay also be available from the Explorer andWord interfaces.

Promoting, building and releasing files are operations which centre around the files inworkspaces and

pools.

This chapter discusses the facilities which are available on files and which have not been discussed else-

where such as in Checking Files In andOut of AllChange.

File Browser

AllChange incorporates a built in file browser (likeWindows explorer) to allow you to find and select files

that you wish to operate on. Typical file based operations may include:

● Checking files in and out of AllChange

● Promoting files to pools

● Building derived objects from their source
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TheWorkspace/Pool allows the selection of a workspace or pool to browse and will root the file browser

at the top of the selected workspace or pool. This means that youmay not access files outside this direc-

tory tree.

To view the files in another workspace or pool, simply select the required workspace/pool and the files in

this directory tree will be shown and the browser newly rooted at this point.

Selection of (None)will cause the browser to be unrooted and it will display files in C:\, the entire filing sys-

tem is now available for browsing (according to network access control) including the entire network.

Patternmay be used to limit the files shown to thosematching a specified pattern, e.g. *.c to show only

files with a .c suffix.

Part State Columnmay be used to specify what information is to be shown in thePart State column. Pos-

sible values are:

(None): no part state information is shown

Existence: hows whether a part exists which corresponds to the file

Check-out State: in addition to existence, displays whether the part is checked out

Changed State: in addition to the check-out state, checks to see if the workfile has changed

It should be noted that, depending on the selection, the operation required to determine the state can be

quite expensive, andmay slow down refreshing of the file browser. Selecting '(None)' does not require any

processing. The other options becomemore expensive as youmove from Existence toChanged State.

TheView style may be changed usingView | View in the normal way.

When a workspace is attached to, the file browser will automatically re-root to that workspace.

Editing/Viewing Files

The content of parts or files may be viewed or edited from within ACE. If the part has been checked out then

a workfile will reside in the workspace directory to which it was checked out. This may be viewed/edited

from outside theAllChange system if so desired.

Parts which are checked out may be viewed or edited from within ACE by use of Part (or File) | Edit. This,

by default, will cause the Explorer edit action to be performed which will edit the file. Where required there

should be a distinction between edit and open, for example for .bat files.
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Parts do not have to be checked out in order to view their contents, Part| Edit may be used and if not

checked out will extract the requested part version to a temporary file and then perform theEdit action as

described above. If the part is not checked out, or is checked out for read only purposes, then the file will

have read only attributes and should not be altered in your editor.

A file may also be opened after selection in the file browser using File | Openwhich will cause the

Explorer open action to be performed if there is one.

A file or part may also be viewed using File or Part | View File. This will allow the user to view the

selected file/part using an external viewer. The viewer that is usedmay be specified inMisc | Options on

theMisc tab. If no viewer is specified thenQuick View will be used if it is installed. If it is not installed then

AllChangewill perform the same operation as choosingEdit on a file or part as described above.

Changing the Default Editor

The editor that AllChange invokes may have been tailored by yourAllChangeAdministrator to depend

upon the part suffix, class or some other convention.

As initially supplied the editor invoked underWindows will be that determined by Explorer associations for

the edit action if there is one, otherwise the default editor will be used.

The default editor may be specified on theMisc | Options dialog on theMisc tab, otherwiseNotepadwill

be used.

Pools

Pools are simply operating system directories that are known toAllChange. They are used to hold copies

of particular versions of parts and derived objects which are to be shared amongst different users for build

purposes. The parts and derived objects are held in pools in the form of operating system files.

Pools are closely connected to workspaces — seeWorkspaces. Like workspaces, pools have a pool-

directory and hold workfiles — files whichmay be examined with an editor, compiled, printed etc. The files

that exist in a pool may be put there by promoting a file to a pool. Unlike objects in workspaces, however,

objects in pools are intended to be globally accessible, or at least shared by a possibly wide group of

users: while changes made to files in a workspaceaffect only the user(s) of the workspace, a changemade

to a file in a pool affects all users sharing that pool. Accordingly, an object should only be placed in a pool if

it is an acceptable state for all users of the pool.

Pools, like workspaces, may be local or remote: i.e. a pool may represent a directory on the local PC net-

work or may represent a directory on a remotemachine which is not directly accessible via the PC net-
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work. Files are placed in remote pools using FTP in the sameway as for ftp workspaces, these are

referred to as ftp pools.

Pools are of particular use in projects involving program source code compilation or a similar task. They

provide a convenient repository for derived objects such as executable and object code files as well as

compilable source code and include files. Thesemay then be shared among developers andmaintainers.

Different pools may hold different versions of these files so that work is not restricted to just the current ver-

sion. TheAllChange build command is able to combine objects in local workspaces with objects in

global pools in a highly efficient and intelligent fashion.

Objects are promoted to pools (once they have been built if they are derived objects) from workspaces.

The registrations facility, described inWorkspace Registrations, links pools to workspaces for build pur-

poses. If the workspaces to be used with a pool are hierarchical then the pool must also reflect the same

directory hierarchy. If a pool is an ftp pool then the files will be transferred to the remote directory using

FTP. Files may be promoted to local or ftp pools from local or ftp workspaces.

Objects may also be released from pools into release directories.

Build

About Build

Build allows you to "build'' a system. In the general case this means compile sourcemodules and link

object modules together to create one or more executable programs. It may also be used for other activ-

ities such as processing text documents.

Buildmay be invoked from the File | Buildmenu or from the toolbar or context menu when the file

browser is the current window. It may also be invoked from theAllChangemenu from the Explorer con-

text menu if the Explorer interface is installed.
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No options need be specified. Any files selected will be copied as the Target.

If a Target is specified then only that object will be built. If no Target is specified then the default Target

will be built.

TheAllChange build allows a particular configuration of a system to be built based on the versions of the

parts that are required to build the system. The versions required are determined by the default version

defined for the current workspace , for each part involved in the build process (see Default Versions).

AllChangewill determine which versions of all the parts needed to build the target are required and will re-

build those objects which do not yet exist composed of those desired versions.

TheBuild command from AllChangewill generate a list of the required versions of the parts that are to be

used in the build process: this is known as the desired Build Thread or desired BT. It will then call an exter-

nal build utility to actually perform the operations necessary to do the build.

The external build utility is similar to a traditionalmake type tool but with a very important extension: it

uses the concept of build threads (BTs) to determine whether a target needs to be rebuilt, rather than time
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stamps. In this way the objects are only rebuilt if the existing object (either in the current workspace or in

the pools specified) is not composed of the right versions of all its component parts. Time stamps are only

used for items which are issued for edit and are therefore being changed without changing the version .

Note that for the BT aspects of build to work, build threads must be enabled, see theAllChangeAdmin-

istrator Manual.

For each target built a BT is created which describes exactly what versions of each element were used to

make up this target, together with the compiler options etc.

The build determines whether an object needs to be rebuilt based on the BT for an existing instance of the

object and the required BT for the object. If there is a difference in any of the required versions of the

dependents or in the actions, then the object must be rebuilt. The build will look for an acceptable object,

first in the current workspace, then in each of the pools registered for the workspace. (This is achieved

using the external build utility's VPATH feature).

This means that theAllChange build facility canmaintain multiple configurations simultaneously. It is

also able to detect changes such as changes in the compiler flags used (e.g. compiled with optim-

isation/debug) and know to rebuild.

The external build utility may be used outside of theAllChange system but will re-use the last generated

desired BT. The desired BT is only generated when the build command inAllChange is issued.

In order to perform anAllChange build a description of the dependency relationships between the objects

to be built must be supplied. This is supplied in the form of a buildfile, this must be present in the directory

in which the build is to take place. The buildfile should bemaintained underAllChange control as a part

and should therefore be checked out along with any source code prior to doing a build. Full details of build-

files and how to construct themmay be found in Building.

Full details of theAllChange Build facilities may be found in Building.

Build Options

About Build Options

Various options may be specified whichmodify Build's behaviour.

BT Options

The following options affect the use of build threads:

Desired BT Only

If this is selected, then only the desired BT will be built.

Force New Desired BT

If this is selected, then full regeneration of the desired BT will occur. In the interests of speed the

desired BT will normally only be updated if it already exists, however, under certain circumstances a

full regenerationmay be desirable.

Debugging Options

The following options may be useful to understand the behaviour of the build tool, e.g. how it decides which

objects need to be rebuilt:

No Action

This option tells Build just to echo to the screen what actions are to be performed, rather than actu-

ally performing them. Even lines beginning with @ will be echoed, while lines beginning with + are still

performed— see Action LineModifiers.

           It is very useful to see what would happen if theBuildwere actually to be executed and/ or to dis-

cover which files are out of date.
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Debug

This option causes Build to print out debugging information on the screen while it is trying to build tar-

gets.

           The information is not usually of interest to the user, but it may help to show up an error in the build-

file's dependencies if Build is not doing what it was expected it to do. Included in the output is an indi-

cation of which dependent(s) cause a target to be built. The output includes an (internal)

representation of files' last modification times; -1 indicates that a file does not exist.

Print Information

This option causes Build to print out all macro definitions and target descriptions on the screen

instead of trying to build a target.

           Like theDebug mode option, this is not usually of interest to the user but may be useful in under-

standing what Build is trying to do.

Error Handling Options

The following options affect how build acts on errors occurring as the result of a translation action (e.g.

compilation errors):

Ignore Errors

Normally, Buildwill cease trying to build a target if an error code is returned from issuing a command

to the operating system.

           Using this option tells Build to ignore error codes returned from actions issued to the operating sys-

tem. It should be used if the operating system returns many inappropriate error codes.

           Error codes returned by individual actions can be ignored by preceding the actions with -—see

Action LineModifiers.

Continue on Errors

Normally, Buildwill cease trying to build all targets if an error code is returned from issuing a com-

mand to the operating system, or if a file must be built but the file does not exist and there are no appli-

cable rules stating how to build it.

           Using this option tells Build to continue trying to build other targets which do not depend on the cur-

rent entry. It is useful if there are several targets to build andBuild is to perform as many actions as

possible, even though some of thesemay return errors, e.g. if one source file fails to compile other

source files could still be compiled.

           Buildwill inform the user of any files which were not remade because of errors.

Miscellaneous Options

Unconditional

This option forces all targets, and their dependents, to be rebuilt unconditionally, i.e. without regard to

their last modification times.

It might be used if, say, a new version of a compiler had been installed, or to recompile with different

compilation flags: in either case all object files should be recompiled regardless of source file mod-

ification times.

Buildfile

If this option is not used, Buildwill look for a file called buildfil in the current directory, expecting it to

contain a description of dependencies.

This optionmay be used to specify an alternative name for the buildfileBuild is to use.
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Macro Defs

This option should specify a (comma-separated) list of macro assignments (see Build Macros). This

allows macros to be set in precisely the sameway as in the buildfile or the environment but from the com-

mand line.

A typical use is to temporarily override amacro assignment situated in the buildfile— seeMacro Priorities.

For example, while developing a C program it is inefficient to have optimisation switched on, so the build-

file may well contain the line:

CFLAGS =

to ensure the optimisation flag is not on. To test out optimisation without altering the buildfile, issue the

command:

build -mCFLAGS=-O

(or equivalent for the particular C compiler). The -m preceding command linemacro assignments may be

omitted if desired, e.g. build CFLAGS=-O is acceptable; amacro assignment is distinguished from a file-

name by the = symbol.

Build Threads

About Build Threads

Every part checked out, and every derived object created by AllChange build, will have an associated

build thread (BT) (if Use build threads is enabled, see theAllChangeAdministrator Manual).

BTs are used primarily for build purposes, but also provide a very valuable document as to how an object

was built andmay be included in a release if required.

BTs are external files created by check out and by build; they are required by check in, promote and

build. These files will reside in a subdirectory of the object they are associated with called BT if the direc-

tory exists, otherwise in the same directory as the object (underWindows they will always reside in a sub-

directory). They will have the same name as the object andmay have an additional file extension of _bt

(not underWindows).

BTs are text files and so useful functions such as comparing them by using theVisdiffs utility may be per-

formed, in order to determine the difference between two configurations of the same object.

The structure of a BT file for a derived object is:

Target: filename

Header: date time user

Depends:

filenamelocation [P]
|

End Depends.

Actions:

command line for translation actions

End Actions.

BTs for each dependent

End Target: filename

The Target is the name of the derived object (file), that this is the BT for.

TheHeader contains the date, the time and the user who built the target.

This is then followed by the dependents of the target. This is a list of the names of the dependents and the

location of the dependent used to build this target. If the dependent was found in a pool, then the location

will be followed by the letter P. If the dependent gives an absolute pathname, then the location will be

empty. This may arise when objects are used which are outside theAllChange system.
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This is followed by the actions that were used to construct the target and followed by the BTs for each of

the dependents.

The actions are output with all macros expanded unless they have beenmarked as non-critical. Thus any

non-criticalmacros will not affect whether an object needs rebuilding even if themacro expansion

changes. Any criticalmacros are output expanded and hence any change in the expansion will cause the

object to be rebuilt, (e.g. compiler flags changing should cause a rebuild since the derived object will be dif-

ferent with different compiler flags, however the pool from which an object is used should not affect the

rebuilding of the object).

The structure of a BT file for a non-derived object is:

Target: filenamepartname [EDIT]
This simply gives the name of the dependent and its full part name. The EDIT is only present if the part is

checked out for edit.

Viewing a Build Thread

A BT is simply a text file and somay be viewed using any text editor. However, AllChange provides a

report format whichmay be used to pretty print a build thread and show the result in the CommandOutput

window, send the result to a file or the printer.

The report may be invoked via File | Report_BTswhich will report on the BT for any selected files.

Alternatively the report format is gibt and is available from theReports | Report | Report General Info

menu option. The Item should be the full path to the file whose BT is to be reported on. Format should be

selected as gibt.

Using Pools for Building

WhenBuild looks for an object it looks first in the current workspace and then in each of the registered

pools (seeWorkspace Registrations).

In this way users may share the same pools amongst different workspaces for the objects that they are not

working on, and use the objects in their ownworkspace for those that they are working on, but these will

not interfere with other users.

Figure 7.1: Using Pools for Building
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If a program prog.exe is made up of two sourcemodules module1.c and module2.c and a single

include file defs.h which is used by both sourcemodules, then a pool may be used to hold the source,

derived object code and executable program which is current (theDevelopment pool).

In Figure 7.1 the user ofWorkspace1 is modifying the code of module1.c. When wishing to compile and

test the changes Buildwill use the local copy of module1.c and the copy of defs.h from theDevel-

opment pool in order to build module1.obj which it will place inWorkspace1. In order to create the

prog.exe inWorkspace1 it will then use the module1.obj fromWorkspace1 and module2.obj from

the pool.

In themeantime the user ofWorkspace2 can be altering defs.h and creating local copies of derived

objects without being interfered with by the user ofWorkspace1 and the changes that have beenmade to

module1.c. This is because module1.c will be obtained from the pool in order to create module1.obj

inWorkspace2 using theWorkspace2 changes to defs.h.

In this way the users of each workspace can work together but without interfering with each other.

Another use for pools is in themaintenance of multiple releases simultaneously. The current configuration

for each release can be placed in a pool for that release and users may have workspaces for each release,

configured to use different default versions and different pools using registrations. The correct system will

be used for building any changes according to the workspace currently attached to. This is illustrated in Fig-

ure 7.2

Figure 7.2: Using Pools for Parallel Development

Promoting Files to a Pool

Promoting files to a pool moves files from the current workspace to the pool directory. Files in pools are set

to be read only to prevent accidental modification.

Pools may be defined as ftp pools in which case the files will be transferred to the remote pool directory

using FTP. This allows files to bemanaged for remote platforms.

If promoting from a local workspace, select the files required in the file browser and then select thePro-

mote dialog available from the Filemenu or from a toolbar button. Alternatively the files may be selected

from Explorer andPromote selected from theAllChange context menu.

If promoting from a remote workspace, then ensure no files are selected in the file browser and select File

| Promote, you will be presented with a remote file browser for the workspace. Select the required files

using this.
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Any files selected will be entered as the Files to be promoted.

ThePool should be the pool that you wish to promote to.

If no options are selected then the files selected will bemoved to the pool directory together with their build

threads if BTs are enabled (see Build).

By default (i.e. unless modified by options) the following rules apply:

● objects which are derived from parts checked out for edit may not be promoted.

● objects which are checkd out read only are checked in before they are promoted.

● only objects which are built up to datemay be promoted so that a consistent set of items are pro-

moted to the pool.

● if BTs are enabled then objects which do not have a BTmay not be promoted.

Pools may be used for sharing of items amongst several workspaces and are used by build, see Using

Pools for Building.

Various options may be used tomodify the behaviour of promote:

Dependents

Specifies that all dependents of each object should be promoted. This option is not applicable if BTs

are disabled. The BT for the object is used to determine what the dependents are. This optionmay

therefore be used to allow, for example, the promotion of prog.exe and all the objects that were

used to create it which reside in the workspace.

Only Derived

Only promotes derived objects. This option is not applicable if BTs are disabled. i.e. it prevents the

promotion of source objects. Used in combination withDependents this causes all the derived

objects used to create an object to be promoted, but not the underlying source files.

Allow Edits

Allows objects checked out for edit, or derived from objects checked out for edit, to be promoted to a

pool. Note, however, that promoting objects which are checked out for edit is not compatible with the

build command. This option implies No Return. Care should be taken if theAllow Edits option is

used, as this will allow the promotion of objects for which no version has been stored, or objects

derived from parts for which a version has not been stored. Such objects can therefore not be guar-

anteed to be reproducible.

No Return

Prevents objects from being checked in. Use of this option, therefore, causes files to be copied,

rather thanmovedwhen they are promoted.

No Build

Prevents promote checking that the objects promoted are up to date.
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No Build Threads

Allows objects which have no BT to be promoted. Any other options requiring the use of a BT (e.g.

Dependents, Only Derived) will have no effect for objects for which there is no BT.

Updating Pools Automatically

It may be useful to maintain pools automatically up to date with the latest version of parts as changes are

made. This may be achieved if the configuration optionAuto-update Pools is selected.

In this case whenever a part is checked in from edit and a new version created any pools registered to the

workspace from which the part is checked in will be updated with the new version created.

In order to enable pool updating youmust therefore ensure:

1. TheAllChange administrator has enabledAutoUpdatePools

2. Any pools to be automatically updated are registered for all workspaces that affect the pools

The pool updating functionality is implemented via an ACCEL function and the behaviour may therefore be

modified to site/ project requirements. The default behaviour is to update the first registered pool containing

the file which has just been checked in from edit. If the file does not exist in any registered pool then you

will be prompted for which pool to add the file to.

Releasing files from a Pool

Release Objects copies releasable objects from a pool to a release directory.

The objects are Files andmay be selected in the file browser. TheRelease Object dialog is available from

the Filemenu.

If aBaseline is specified then each file released will be checked to ensure that it is composed of elements

which have been included in the baseline to ensure that the release is repeatable. This is done by exam-

ining the BT files for each file released. If BTs are not being used then a baselinemay not be specified. Fur-

thermore, if the pool for the release is an FTP Pool it is not possible to examine the BT files and so again, a

baselinemay not be specified.

ThePool from which the Files are to be copiedmust be selected.

Each Filewill be copied from thePool to theRelease Dir.
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If Include Build Threads is selected and BTs are enabled then the BTs associated with each object

released will also be copied to the release directory. This can be useful in providing a document for each

object as to how that object was built and of what it is composed.

Comparing files

If you wish to view (textually) the changes that have beenmade between two files whichmay or may not

correspond to parts inAllChange, differencing tool may be used.

This may be invoked by selecting one or two files in the File Browser in ACE and then File | Diffs, or in

Explorer if the Explorer interface is enabled, select AllChange | Differences.

By default if the files selected areWord documents thenWord is used to compare the files, if the files are

binary then a simple file comparison for equality is performed, otherwise the suppliedVisDiffs is used.

If two files have been selected theVisDiffs tool will be invoked to compare the two selected files. If just

one file is selected, theVisDiffs tool will be invoked and it will prompt for the second file to be compared.

This is useful when the two files reside in different directories.

Alternative third party file comparison tools may be used by specifying them in theExternal Tools option

in ACE.

If using Araxis merge then folder and subsystem comparison are also supported. Note that file sizes with

Araxis will always be shown as 0.

File Stamping

About File Stamping

Facilities are provided inAllChange to "stamp'' files that aremanaged by AllChangewith useful infor-

mation from the AllChange database such as part version, author and date.

This facility is supported for the following file types:

● text (ASCII) files using the keywords facility

● MSWord documents using word fields andmacros

● MS Excel workbooks using formulae in cells

Stamping Text Files

The facility to "stamp'' text files is provided by aKeywordmechanism.

Whenever possible, keywords should be included somewhere in the text files which are subject toAll-

Change's version control facilities. When the files are then later retrieved, date, time, author etc. stamping

will then automatically be performed.

To include a keyword in a file, $keyword$ (note the two $ characters) must appear somewhere in the file,

where keyword is one of the keywords known toAllChange, e.g. $ACheader$. When a version of the file

is extracted (checked out or by using Get Version) and a $keyword$ sequence is recognised in the result-

ing workfile it replaces it by:

$keyword:substitution$
where substitution is the appropriate substitution sequence for that keyword, e.g.

$ACversion: 3$

Furthermore, if a new version of the file now containing

$keyword: substitution$

is subsequently stored as a new version then when this new version is retrieved the keyword will again be

recognised and will produce:

$keyword:new substitution$
e.g., continuing the above:

$ACversion: 4$
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This means that once a keyword has been inserted into a file it will automatically be updated as necessary

whenever a new retrieval is performed.

Keywords may be placed somewhere in a file where they do not cause any interference with the file's pur-

pose (e.g. inside comments), or they may be placed in such a way that they will actually be output (e.g.

inside a programming language's write statement), or they may be found and displayed by theKeywords

facility. This might be used, for example, in order to identify from which versions of whichmodules an

executable program was compiled.

The keywords recognised by AllChange and their substitutions are listed in Figure 7.3.

Keyword Substitution

$ACheader$ Equivalent to:

$ACpart$ $ACversion$ $Date$ $Author$.

$AClog$ The log is $ACheader$ plus the version comment if an arbitrary field namedCom-

ment is defined, otherwise the CRs Solved by the version. It is placed after the

$AClog$. This Comment part of the logmay be customised to contain additional or

alternative information, see theAllChangeAdministrator Manual for further details.

$ACpart$ The full partname of the component.

$ACversion$ The version number.

$ACident$ The substitution value is taken from a dynamic value defined during Check Out. This

may/will be customised for site specific requirements by yourAllChange admin-

istrator, see theAllChangeAdministrator Manual for further details.

$Author$ The name of the person who created the version.

$Date$ The date and time when the version was created. This will be the date/time in UTC

unless theKeywords use local time configuration option is set in which case it will

be in the current user's local time.

$Ident$ No substitution performed, but recognised by Keywords. Arbitrary text may be

placed between the $Ident and the $ to be output by Keywords.

$Line$ The current line number in the workfile. The user may wish to use this in generating

error messages to identify the offending line in the source file.

$Locker$ The name of the person who checked out for edit the version; empty if not checked

out for edit.

$Revision$ The VCid of the version.

$Today$ Today's date and time, i.e. when the version was checked out.

$VCfile$ The name of the VC file.

$VCpath$ The full pathname of the VC file.

$Workfile$ The name of the workfile file.

Figure 7.3: Keywords

The $ACLog$ keyword differs from other keywords in that its substitution appears after the second $

rather than inside it. This means that previous substitutions are not lost; instead it grows larger on each

successiveCheck In from Edit andCheck Out, thus building up a complete history including information

on all the previous releases whichmake up the current release. It is intended to be placed inside a pro-

gramming language's comment. If the log grows too large for comfort, lines containing information about

old version which are no longer of interest may be deleted before putting away the next release: they will

not then appear in futureCheck Outs.

Each line generated by $AClog$ follows precisely the same layout as the line on which the AClog$ key-

word appears; this allows for programming languages which do not permit multi-line comments. Two exam-

ples:

/*
    $AClog$
*/
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might be used in C to produce a single multi-line comment, e.g.:

/*
   $AClog: $
   /product/sw/source/file.c 1 99/07/13 22:34:46 demo
   My Comment
*/

while

-- $AClog$

might be used in Ada to producemultiple single line comments, e.g.:

-- $AClog: $
-- /product/sw/source/file.c 1 99/07/13 22:34:46 demo
-- My Comment

 The text substituted for the Comment part of the log is taken from theComment field if one is defined as a

version arbitrary field or the CRs Solved by the version if not, at the time the version was checked in. This

may be changed by your AllChange administrator to show, for example, The baseline in which the version

was released in addition to or as well as the comment, see theAllChangeAdministrator Manualfor further

details

Although keyword substitutions are enabled by default there are certain files on which they should not be

performed and should be disabled; any files with one of the definedBinary suffixeswill not have keyword

substitution performed. See theAllChangeAdministrator Manual andAllChangeVC Tools Manual for fur-

ther details.

Stamping Word/Excel Documents

TheAllChange integration withWord allows the "stamping'' of Word and Excel document/workbook files

—marking them with information about their correspondingAllChange version. This information is stored

in the document's properties; it may be viewed from withinWord/Excel and from Explorer, and it is also

possible to actually make the information appear in the document/workbook.

This facility should be used in place of the keyword facility for text files as described in the proceeding sec-

tion sinceWord document files and Excel spreadsheet files are not text files.

Document stamping requires Word 8 (Office 97) or later.

This facility will only be available if theWord Integration option has been selected during the workstation

installation. In addition for the Excel interface the add-in must be enabled. If it has been installed there will

be anAllChangemenu available on themenu bar inWord and anAllChange cascademenu from the

Toolsmenu in Excel.

Document stamping involves extracting information from AllChange and storing this in theWord doc-

ument or cells of an Excel spreadsheet.

There are two ways to perform this action:

1. At any time the user may cause the current document's AllChange information to be updated

selectingStamp Document from the AllChangemenu

2. Stamping will be performed automatically when a document version is checked in provided theAll-

ChangeEnable Word document stamping configuration option has been selected— see theAll-

ChangeAdministrator Manual — and it is not explicitly disabled for the current document. The

document need not be the current document inWord/Excel. Stampingmay be disabled for a spe-

cific document by selecting theNo_Doc_Stamp field for the part. This field must be defined to ena-

ble this facility. This can be useful, for example, for large documents which have not stamp fields in

them and which take a considerable amount of time processing searching for these fields on check

in.

Whenever document stamping is performed several things occur:
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1. AllChange determines the version corresponding to the document/workbook. This means that All-

Changewill have to be able to calculate which component corresponds to the file. In order to do

this the file must be saved into a directory which is in a workspace known toAllChange.

2. Custom document properties are created/updated to reflect current AllChange information. Cus-

tom properties are treated as corresponding toAllChange information if their name starts withAC.

Some custom properties are created automatically for all documents, while others are only main-

tained if they have been explicitly added to the document.

The following properties are created automatically:

ACComponent (the name of the component)

ACDate (the date the version was created - This will be the date/time in UTC unless theKeywords

use local time configuration option is set in which case it will be in the current user's local time)

ACUser (the user who created the version)

ACVersion (the version number)

Additional properties which are of interest may be created by adding a custom property to the doc-

ument. The custom properties must be named starting withAC and then the name of anAll-

Change field (e.g. ACStatus). The fields whichmay be used are those which are exported from

AllChange for use with the document stamping feature. These are customisable, but as supplied

include the following (in addition to the properties automatically created):

ACActualDate

AC<Arbitrary field new name> for all arbitrary fields which are defined. Any spaces in the name

must be replaced with _(underscore).

ACClass

ACCompObsolete

ACCompStatus

ACCRAffecting

ACCRSolved

ACDupVer

ACFlags

ACLocation

ACLocationRaw

ACLocked

ACName

ACNoFile

ACNoVC

ACNoVer

ACObsolete

ACParent

ACPart

ACPredVer

ACStatus

ACSymbname

ACType
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ACUser

AC<Version Arbitrary field new name> for all version arbitrary fields which are defined. Any

spaces in the namemust be replaced with _(underscore).

Document properties are created from the File | Properties dialog on theCustom tab; it does not

matter what you enter for the value when adding a custom property as AllChangewill set the value

anyway (but Word seems to require that something be typed in).

The current value of a custom property may be viewed anytime you have a document open inWord

from the File | Properties dialogCustom tab.

3. The in-built Comments property is searched for any references toAllChange properties and appro-

priately updated. TheComments property appears on File | Properties dialogSummary tab. Any

lines which begin with (theremust be no leading spaces) the name of anAllChange custom prop-

erty (as described above) immediately followed by a = (equals) are treated as such a reference: all

text to the right of the = up to the end of that comment line is replaced by the current value of the cor-

responding property. So, for example, to include a reference to the associatedAllChange version

in a document's Comments simply place the following line (with no leading spaces) somewhere in

the Comments:

ACVersion=

Thereafter this line will be updated automatically to read something like:

ACVersion=012

Like custom properties, the Comments can be viewed anytime you have a document open inWord.

Unlike custom properties, however, the Comments can also be seen from Explorer by right-clicking

on aWord file and selecting theSummary tab of theProperties dialog.

4. The document itself is searched for any references toAllChange properties and these too are

updated.

To place anAllChange property in aWord document youmust place it in a field: move to the

desired location in a document, select AllChange | Insert AllChange Field (or the corresponding

toolbar item), and choose from the list of availableAllChange properties. Youmay have as many

such fields as you please anywhere in a document, including in page headers and footers.

To place anAllChange property in an Excel workbook youmust place it in a cell: move to the

desired cell, select Tools | AllChange | Insert AllChange Field, and choose from the list of avail-

ableAllChange properties. AllChange properties may only be inserted in cells as formulae and

may not be placed in cell comments nor in printed page header/footers

Remember that these fields — like the custom properties — only get updated when the document is

checked intoAllChange or you explicitly run theStampDocmacro. Remember too that a custom

property must first exist (as described above) before it can be selected to appear in a field.

5. Finally, if document stamping is being performed automatically as part of AllChangeCheckIn the

document is now stored away with all the foregoing changes. Whenever that version of the doc-

ument is subsequently retrieved it will include all the stamps that have beenmade.

Here is a worked example youmay wish to follow to see stamping in operation:

1. Ensure you have installedAllChangewith theWord integration option selected for your work-

station. It will also be necessary to ensure theEnable word document stamping configuration

option has been enabled by yourAllChange administrator (you can find out if this is enabled by run-

ning the giconfig report from Reports | Report | Report General Info.

2. Start AllChange and thenminimise it

3. RunWord; create a new document.

4. Type in:

AllChange component:
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and then select AllChange | Insert AllChange Field (or use the corresponding toolbar button) and

select ACComponent from the available field names; the line should now look like:

AllChange component: <ACComponent>

Now on a new line, type in:

AllChange version:

and repeat as above to insert theACVersion field. Your document now contains 2 lines as follows:

AllChange component: <ACComponent>

AllChange version: <ACVersion>

5. Save the document (as test.doc) in a directory for which you have defined anAllChangework-

space to which you are allowed to attach. If you do not save the document in a directory that is

known toAllChange thenAllChangewill not be able to find the document.

6. Check the document intoAllChange. You could useAllChange | Check In from withinWord or

Explorer, or File | CheckIn from within ACE; see Checking Files In andOut of AllChange. Note

that if you do not CheckIn from withinWord you will need to close the document before checking it

in.

7. Now check the document back out again, for edit purposes and open it inWord (if you useAll-

Change | CheckOut from within word then the document will be automatically opened. The doc-

ument will look something like:

AllChange component: /product/docs/test.doc

AllChange version: 001

The stamping has taken place!

Now let us try some of themore advanced features.

8. Select theCustom tab of the File | Properties dialog, typeACClass (with capitals as shown) into

theName: edit control and something like <ACClass> (it does not matter what) into the Value:
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edit control.

Select Add and thenOK to exit the dialog.

Now insert another line in the document and type:

AllChange class:

then select Insert AllChange Field as before and select ACClasswhich we have just defined as

a new field.

9. While we are at it also select theSummary tab of the File | Properties dialog enter the following

three lines into theComments: edit control:

ACComponent=

ACVersion=

ACClass=
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and select OK.

10. Save the document and check it in again.

11. Now check it out again. This time it should look something like:

AllChange component: /product/docs/test.doc

AllChange version: 002

AllChange class: document

Note that the version number has been updated to the next version and the class (as selected when

you first put the document underAllChange control) is also now shown.

12. Finally, exit Word, and navigate to the test.doc workfile in Explorer, right click and select Prop-

erties from the context menu. Select theSummary tab; theComments: edit control shows infor-

mation about the checked out version.

Windows Explorer Interface

Facilities are provided whichmake various AllChange operations which are file based available directly

from Explorer.

The integration is implemented as a Shell extension which adds anAllChangemenu to Explorer's context

menu (themenu which pops up when you right-click on a file or directory) or you can drag from Explorer

and drop ontoAllChange, providing access to the interface functions.

To enable this facility you need to select it in theWorkstation Installation, see theAllChangeAdmin-

istrator Manual.

The facilities available include:
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Check In:

Allows files to be checked intoAllChange using theCheck In function, see Checking In.

Check Out:

Allows files to be checked out of AllChange using theCheck Out function, see Checking Out.

Differences:

Allows 2 files or 2 versions of a file which corresponds to a part inAllChange to be compared, see

Finding out What has Changed and Comparing files.

Report

Runs a predefined report on the parts which correspond to the files/ directories selected. As supplied

this will report on the check-out status of each file selected (or each file in a selected directory). This

report may be tailored to site specific requirements, seeAllChangeAdministrator Manual.

Update Workspace

Updates the workspace that corresponds to the directory selected using theUpdateWorkspace

function, see UpdateWorkspace. Note that it is only available when 1 directory is selected.

Versions

Shows a list of the versions of the selected files together with the date that each version was

created.

Autobuild

Invokes theAllChange Autobuild tool with the selected files as theSource, see How to Set Up a

Buildfile.

Build

Invokes theAllChange Build tool with the selected files as the Target, see Building.

Keywords

Scans the selected files for any AllChange keywords, see Stamping Text Files

Promote

Invokes theAllChange Promote function with the selected files as the files to be promoted, see

Promoting Files to a Pool.

MS Word/Excel Interface

Facilities are provided whichmake various AllChange operations which are file based available directly

fromMSWord andMS Excel.

The integration supports MSWord/Excel 97 and later (reduced functionality is also available for MSWord

6). It is implemented as Templates and add-ins which add anAllChangemenu (to themenu bar inWord

and to the Tools menu is Excel) providing access to the interface functions.

To enable this facility you need to select it in theWorkstation Installation, see theAllChangeAdmin-

istrator Manual. In addition for the Excel interface the add-in must be enabled.

The facilities available include:

Check In:

Allows the current file to be checked intoAllChange using theCheck In function, see Checking In.

Check Out:

Allows a file to be checked out of AllChange and opened as the current document/workbook using

theCheck Out function, see Checking Out.

Compare Versions (Word only):

Allows 2 versions of the currently active document which corresponds to a part inAllChange to be

compared, see Finding out What has Changed. If no document is open, then you will be prompted to

check one out in order to proceed with the compare against the newly checkout component.
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Version Information:

Runs a predefined report on the part which corresponds to the currently open file. As supplied this

will report on the check-out status of the file. This report may tailored to site specific requirements.

List Versions:

Shows a list of the versions of the selected files together with the date that each version was

created.

Insert AllChange Field:

Provides facilities to insert information about the version of the document/workbook from theAll-

Change database, see StampingWord Documents.

Add Requirements (Word only):

Allows CRs to be imported intoAllChange from aword document (whichmay be a requirements

document), see Creating CRs from aWord Document

Exit AllChange:

Allows the currently runningAllChange session to whichWord is connected to be exited.

Rhapsody Interface

Facilities are provided which allow the files for a project to be checked into and out of AllChange directly

from the Rhapsody interface.

For versions of Rhapsody before 3.0 see below for details. For Rhapsody 3.0 theMCSCCI is supported

and the standard facilities are supported, see Checking In andOut fromMicrosoft Development Envi-

ronments..

Interface for versions of Rhapsody earlier than 3.0

The facilities provided are determined by Rhapsody and implement only a very simple interface toAll-

Changewhich does not make use of the full power of AllChange. Thesemay be tailored to providemore

powerful facilities.

SeeAllChangeAdministrator Manual for details of installing the Rhapsody interface.

In order to use the interface:

● Ensure that you have a workspace defined for use with your Rhapsody project and that the sub-

system associated with it exists.

● Ensure that (in Rhapsody) theProject Properties have aSubject of Configuration Management

and aMeta Class of AllChange.

When invoking a CM operation from Rhapsody, if AllChange is not currently running it will start it for you.

This will be aminimised ACE which is for use with the interface and not for interacting with. It may be

closed by selectingClose on the right click menu on the entry on the system bar inWindows. If you wish

to interact withAllChange then you can invoke another (interactive) instance of ACE.

As the Rhapsody CM definition requires no interaction (i.e. no dialogs from) with the CM tool provider, no

classes are used. Parts may not have theRequire CR attribute and theremust not be any compulsory

arbitrary fields. There is also no interface to baselines.

The items whichmay be checked in and out from Rhapsody may be accessed from File | Configuration

Items and the following operations may be performed.

Connect to Archive

This must be the first operation performed. Select OK on the resultingConnect to Archive dialog

box; TheArchive path is ignored (not relevant).

Add to Archive

All items must be added to the archive before they can be checked in and out. This creates a com-

ponent inAllChangewith no initial version.

CheckIn to Archive

Checks items in which have previously been checked out or just added to the archive. Selecting
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Locked checks the file back out for edit after checkin, otherwise the file is checked back out read-

only not for edit. All other controls are ignored (not relevant toAllChange). This performs anAll-

Change Return orNewversion command as appropriate (Newversion is used if this is the first ver-

sion of a new component).

CheckOut from Archive

Checks items out of AllChange. Selecting Locked checks out for edit, otherwise the file is checked

out read-only. All other are controls ignored (not relevant toAllChange). This performs anAll-

Change Issue command.

Show Items in Archive

Shows information about all files in the current project which have been added intoAllChange, and

the default version if it has at least one. Version and Locked by columns should be populated cor-

rectly.

In themainConfiguration Items dialog theMode column should be populated correctly. theVersion col-

umnwill be empty until source files containAllChange keywords, these will be added automatically when

new items are created. The Rhapsody documentation states that keywords will be embeddedwhen the

item is first checked in to CM. However, this does not seem to be the case when checking in existing files.

This can be done on existing files (if wanted), by checking them out for edit from ACE editing them so that

lines 3 and 4 read:

- _cmheader = "$ACheader$
$ACversion$

(instead of $Header... and $Revision...), check them back in, then back out again. You should now

find the column is correct from now on in Rhapsody.

DOORS Interface

Facilities are provided which allow DOORS modules to be checked into and out of AllChange either

directly from the DOORS interface or from ACE. This is achieved using the archive/ restoremodule facil-

ities in DOORS to create a file which can then be checked into and out of AllChange.

Prior to archiving amodule, information is stored in themodule about all the links from that module so that

on restoration of themodule the link information can be restored. Note that Linkmodules themselves may

not be checked in and out of AllChange as they cannot be archived and restored.

When amodule is checked out for read only purposes then themodule will be set as read only for that user

and will only be writable when it is checked out for edit.

In order to make use of the DOORS integration is must have been properly installed and set up— see the

AllChangeAdministrator Manual for details.

A DOORS project is represented as a subsystem inAllChangewith the same name as the DOORS

project. Themodules of the project will be stored within this subsystem as components with themodule

namewith a .zip extension. The class of theAllChange components which hold the DOORS modules

is doors by default unless otherwise specified in theDOORSPartClass configuration option, this will be

referred to as theDOORS class. Only components with this class will be treated as DOORS modules.

All DOORS projects should be stored under a single subsystem (e.g. /DOORS) as all checking in and out

of DOORS modules takes place using a single workspace whichmust be named DOORSWS unless other-

wise specified in theDOORSWorkspace configuration option, which should be associated with the top

level DOORS subsystem (e.g. /DOORS), this will be referred to as theDOORS workspace. Each DOORS

project is then a subsystem within the top level DOORS subsystem (e.g. /DOORS/Project1

/DOORS/project2).

Whenever checking in and out DOORS modules if DOORS or ACE are not currently running they will be

started automatically. If the required DOORS project is not open, thenAllChangewill prompt you for your

DOORS user name and password and will open the project. If the project is already open, but AllChange

does not yet know your DOORS password for that project then you will be prompted for the password only.
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From within ACE if you are attached to theDOORS workspace then the following functionality is supported

for components of class doors:

Add Part

If a component of theDOORS class(with a name of the formmodule-name.zip) is added usingPart |

Add then themodule of the same name as the component (excluding the .zip extension) is

archived from DOORS prior to being stored underAllChange control.

Check In

If a component of theDOORS class is checked in (e.g. usingPart | Check In) then themodule of

the same name as the component (excluding the .zip extension) is archived from DOORS prior to

being stored underAllChange control.

Check Out

If a component ofof theDOORS class is checked out (e.g. usingPart | Check Out) then after the

part is checked out of AllChange themodule of the same name as the component (excluding the

.zip extension) is restored into the DOORS project with any links being recreated.

From within DOORS anAllChangemenuwill have been added to your main DOORS window as well as

to theModule windows. Thesemenus provide access to the following:

Check Out

This will bring up anAllChange parts browser, from which you can select themodules you wish to check

out. These will then be checked out of AllChange using the standardCheck Out function and restored

into the DOORS project removing any previous definition of thosemodules.

Check In

If selected from theAllChangemenu on an openmodule then the current module is checked in. If

selected from theAllChangemenu in themain view then this will bring up a window with a list of modules

to select from. Any modules selected will be checked in. Themodule will be archived to a zip file and then

stored inAllChange. The standardCheck In function is used, see Checking In. Note that if adding a new

module toAllChange be sure to select the doors class for the new components.

Report Issues

This will run anAllChange report to show DOORS modules are currently checked out.

Eclipse Interface

Facilities are provided which allow AllChange to be the eclipse Team Provider. This allows files to be

checked in and out directly from within the Eclipse environment, deletion andmoving of files and team syn-

chronisation.

In order to make use of the Eclipse integration it must have been installed on the workstation, see the

Administrator Manual for details.

In order to useAllChange with eclipse you will need anAllChange workspace defined which cor-

responds to your eclipse workspace.

To enableAllChange for an Eclipse project, right click on the project and select the Team menu. Then

select Share Project... and pick AllChange. AllChange will now be set as the Team provider for that

project. The Team right click menu will now contain theAllChange Team functions.

Ensure that theAllChange Decorators are enabled in your Eclipse decorators to see theAllChange dec-

orators. They should be enabled by default.

File Decorators

The following symbols appear at the front of the resource name. These symbols indicate the status of the

file in the current Eclipse workspace:

● > CheckedOut For Edit

● + CheckedOut ReadOnly
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● X (grey) Not underAllChange control

● - (blue) Not CheckedOut

Additional information can appear at the end of the resource name:

● [OUTOFDATE] (red) CheckedOut ReadOnly, not latest version

● [OUTMULTIPLE] CheckedOut to multiple workspaces

● [OUTOTHER] CheckedOut For Edit by another user

● [OUTDIFFERENTWS] Checked out (by current user) to another workspace

The icon on a resource will indicate one of the following states:

● Checked out

● Checked in

● Conflict

Moving/Deleting Files

The plug-in is hooked into themove, rename and delete actions in Eclipse.

If a file is moved in Eclipse, it will prompt you whether to move the corresponding part inAllChange to the

same place. AllChange will automatically check in the file and will create any new subsystems if nec-

essary.

If you delete a file in Eclipse, the corresponding part in AllChange will be checked in and deleted.

Synchronisation Support

AllChange integrates into theTeam Synchronisation facility in Eclipse.

Run the synchronisation wizard in Eclipse and pick AllChange. This will check any files that are checked

out for edit for differences between the working file and the version that was checked out. Any files with dif-

ferences are listed in the Synchronisation view. Clicking on the file will bring up the Eclipse diffs to show

any any changes between the workfile and theAllChange version.

There is also the option to revert to the last version inAllChange.

Limitations

● Decorator information is saved with the Eclipse resource and will be accurate up to the last All-

Change operation. On start-up and all AllChange operations update the decorators to the current

status. TheRefresh Status option on the teammenumay be used to update the decorators if this

is needed.

● Themerge used in optimistic locking is theAllChange merge, not the Eclipsemerge

SolidWorks Interface

TheAllChange integration with SolidWorks allows the files manipulated by solidworks (assemblies,

parts, drawings) to be subject to change and configurationmanagement withAllChange from within the

SolidWorks environment. Using the integration ensures that the correct versions of any dependents of an

assembly or drawing are always used.

The following functionality is supported:

● Check In/Out

● Status progression

● Voting

● Synchronisation of SolidWorks Properties with AllChange arbitrary fields

● Comparison of versions of SolidWorks files

The Integration supports SolidWorks 2010 SP0 or later.
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The integration is implemented as an Add-in to SolidWorks whichmust be installed for each SolidWorks

user who wishes to use the integration withAllChange, see the AllChange Administrator Manual for

details of setting up to use the integration.

An AllChange tab is added to the task pane, an AllChange tab is added to the CommandManager, an 

AllChange menu is added to theMenu bar, and an AllChange cascademenu is added to the context

menu of the Featuremanager.

AllChange Task Pane Tab

TheAllChange tab on the Task Pane will show a tree view of the details of the currently opened Sol-

idWorks document and its dependencies including AllChange Version, User who checked out the file,

Status, and Description where Description is the AllChange version Description or SW-Description arbi-

trary field.

Files displayed in red indicate that this is not the latest version.

For each file the icon will show the check-out state of the file as follows:

File is not in AllChange andmay be added to AllChange

File is checked out read only from AllChange

File is checked out for edit from AllChange

File may not be checked in/out of AllChange - this may be because the file is in a directory

which is not an AllChange workspace

Selecting a file will show details of that file in the bottom half of the pane as follows:

Version
TheAllChange version. If the file is checked out for edit it will show the version checked

out and the new version that will be checked in

User TheAllChange user who created this version.

Workspace TheAllChange workspace that the file is checked out to.

Status TheAllChange status of the version

Other Fields
AllChange Arbitrary Fields which have theSolidWorks Show In Taskpane attribute.

TheRevision field in the Intasoft Standard configuration is shown by default

The toolbar and context menus provide access to the AllChange integration functionality as described

below.

Synchronising Custom Properties

Any custom properties which have the same name as anAllChange field (built in or arbitrary) can be syn-

chronised withAllChange. AllChange arbitrary fields which are to be synchronisedmust have the Sol-

idWorks Synchronise attribute and this must define which direction the synchronisation is to occur in.

Any properties which do not exist will be automatically created on synchronisation.

In addition any AllChange field whose name is prefixed with SW- and the rest of the namematches a Sol-

idWorks custom property can be synchronised (e.g. SW-Description will synchronise with the SolidWorks

Description custom property).

Properties are automatically synchronised on opening a document if theAuto-synchronise properties

on opening documentsSolidWorks option is set. Also whenever a custom property is updated in Sol-

idWorks the correspondingAllChange field will be updated if synchronisation for that field is set to"To All-

Change and theUpdate AllChange fields immediately on changing document properties

SolidWorks option is set.

On Check In of files theAllChange arbitrary fields will be updated from the SolidWorks custom prop-

erties, built in fields will not be updated in AllChange.
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Custom properties can also be synchronised using theSynch Properties function fromMenu/Tool-

bar/CommandManager.

AllChange Functions

The followingAllChange functions may be performed from within SolidWorks.

Open from AllChange

Allows a file which is controlled by AllChange to be opened in SolidWorks.

The workspace containing the file(s) you wish to open is prompted for. A dialog is then presented of theAll-

Change parts for the selected workspace, select the file to be opened. A specific versionmay be selected

(including an old version). If no specific version is selected the default version will be opened.

If the file is already present in the workspace at the correct version (i.e. is already checked out - read only

or for edit - from AllChange) then the file will simply be opened. If it is not yet checked out then the file and

appropriate versions of all its dependents will be checked out read only into the selected

workspace. Where a different workspace is required for a dependent then this will be used.

This allows a previous version of a file including its dependents to be opened in SolidWorks.

Check Out

Allows SolidWorks files to be checked out of AllChange for edit purposes.

A dialog is presented allowing selection of which SolidWorks files are to be checked out for the current

open document. This allows all files which related to the current document to be checked out at the same

time. The correct version of all dependents for an assembly or drawing will be checked out according to the

parts affected relationships of the parent assembly/drawing. The files will be checked out to different All-

Change workspaces as needed.

If any further information is required by AllChange according to the class this will be prompted for in the

normal way, for example if a CR is required then this will be prompted for.

The new version created inAllChange will have the arbitrary field values from the predecessor version

copied to the new version.

AllChange arbitrary fields which are to be synchronised with SolidWorks custom properties will be syn-

chronised with the properties.

Get Latest

Allows the latest version of files to be checked out of AllChange for read only purposes.

A dialog is presented showing the files for the current open document. Only those which are not at the

latest versionmay be selected to get the latest version.

Check In

Allows SolidWorks files to be checked intoAllChange. This includes adding new files to AllChange as

well as checking in files which are already controlled by AllChange.

A dialog is presented allowing selection of which SolidWorks files are to be checked in for the current open

document. This allows all files which are related to the current document to be checked in at the same

time.

OnCheck In each selected file will be checked intoAllChange. If the file does not exist already in All-

Change then a new AllChange part will be created. If there is a part class with the attributeSol-

idWorksDoc orSolidWorksDrawing then this will be used as appropriate. If no such class exists or

multiple such classes exist the standardAllChange Add AllChange Components dialog will be shown

allowing the class to be selected. The files will be checked in from different AllChange workspaces as

needed.
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If any further information is required by AllChange according to the class this will be prompted for in the

normal way as if checking in from withinAllChange.

AllChange arbitrary fields which are to be synchronised with SolidWorks custom properties will be syn-

chronised with the properties.

TheAllChange Parts Affected for the version checked in will be set to the appropriate version of any

dependents, thus ensuring that there is a record of which versions of each dependent are applicable to a

particular version of a parent (e.g. an assembly).

Undo Check Out

Allows a check out to be discarded.

A dialog is presented showing the files for the current open document. Only those which are checked out

for edit may be selected.

Refresh

Refreshes the information in theAllChange tab on the task pane.

Status

Allows the status of the selected file or currently open document to be progressed inAllChange according

to the life-cycle defined for the class of theAllChange part. Only valid progressions from the current

status will be offered.

If the status is a Check Out or Check In status then the corresponding action will be taken as appropriate.

This allows SolidWorks documents to be submitted for approval and reviewed.

Cast Vote

Allows a vote to be cast to approve a document. This option is only available if the document is in a status

for which a vote has been initiated.

This allows approvals of documents to be performed.

Compare

Allows the selected file which is checked out (for edit) to be compared for changes made to the checked

out version (if it is checked out for edit) or with another version. If Compare with other version is

selected then a dialog will be presented allowing the selection of the version to be compared against.

The SolidWorks comparison facility is used to display the differences.

Synch Properties

Allows SolidWorks custom properties to be synchronised withAllChange arbitrary fields.

A Synch Properties dialog will be presented.  This shows the custom properties which correspond to an All-

Change field which has theSolidWorks Synchronise attribute.The value of the SolidWorks property is

shown on the left and the value of the correspondingAllChange field is shown on the right.

AnAction is specified in between. The actionmay be:

● Synched - this field is already synchronised, no further action required

● Set - set theAllChange field to the value of the SolidWorks property

● Get - set the SolidWorks property to the value of theAllChange field

● Ignore - do nothing

● Choose - choose which action to take
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Options

Various options may be used to determine the behaviour of certain aspects of the integration:

● Dont prompt to check out read-only documents: if unchecked then on opening a document

which is read only and controlled by AllChange you will be prompted as to whether to check out

the document for edit.

● Get Latest versions on opening read-only documents: if checked then on opening a read only

document which is controlled by AllChange if it is not the latest version then the latest version will

be retrieved from AllChange and opened.

● Auto-synchronise properties on opening documents: If set then whenever a document is

opened the properties will be synchronised withAllChange fields.

● Update AllChange fields immediately on changing document properties: If set then when

document properties are changed, they will be synchronised withAllChange fields.

● Revert property value if corresponding AllChange field is not settable: If set then if an

attempt is made to update a property which is defined to be synchronised from AllChange and is

not settable inAllChange it will revert to the value of theAllChange field automatically.

● Reset options to default settings: this will reset all options to the default settings

● Reset the Command Manager AllChange tab: this will reset any customisations to theAll-

Change tab on CommandManager to the defaults.
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Building
About Building

The Building facilities withinAllChange are related to themaintenance, updating and regeneration of files

which depend on other files such as executable programs which depend on source files. This may mean

the compilation of sourcemodules to create object files which in turnmay need to be linked together to

create an executable program.

One of the important benefits of using build facilities is that the build tool only causes the regeneration of

those files which are out of date and need rebuilding.

In order to calculate what files need rebuilding and how to build them the build tool requires information

about which files depend on which other files and what action(s) to perform if a file is to be built.

This dependency information is extracted from a (user-supplied) file called the buildfile.

A file is judged as needing building if it is out of datewith respect to any or all of the files on which is

depends.

Filea is judged to be out of datewith respect to fileb if:

● If an existing file exists which is not comprised of the required versions of its constituent parts. This

is determined by comparing the desiredBuild Thread ( BT) with the existing file's BT.

● If the BT's match but the file is a partwhich is checked out for edit then time stamps are used and

filea is out of date with respect to fileb if the latter's "last modification'' time is more recent than that

of the former (i.e. fileb is newer than filea)

● or if either file does not exist.

The time stamp that a file will have which has been checked out from AllChange, but not (yet) modified

will be either the time at which the versionwas stored, or the time stamp that the file had at the time the ver-

sion was stored; this depends on thePutaway store file time configuration option, seeAllChangeAdmin-

istrator Manual.

Note that this is computed recursively, so that if filea depends on filebwhich in turn depends on filec and

fileb is deemed to be out of date with respect to filec then— assuming the actions performed to bring fileb

up-to-date change its last modification time— fileawill in turn be out of date with respect to fileb. Build

maintains an internal record of file existence andmodification times; furthermore, a file is marked as up-to-

date once it has been built so it will not be rebuilt.

Build performs whatever actions are necessary to bring files back up-to-date, but it does not perform any

actions it does not need to perform. Themost frequent use of Build is to ensure that the correct modules

are compiled and linked to produce an executable program. It can detect whichmodule(s) have been

changed since the last compilation was performed and recompile those and only thosemodules before

relinking.

Figure 8.1 illustrates the concepts of file dependencies and actions.

Figure 8.1: Build dependencies and actions #1
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The example is for a simple software product written in C — the principles should hold for many other pro-

gramming languages and applications. Here, source files file1.c and file2.c are compiled to produce

object files file1.obj and file2.obj respectively, which are then linked to produce executable file

prog.exe. Therefore prog.exe depends onfile1.obj and file2.obj, which in turn depend on

file1.c and file2.c respectively. If asked to build prog.exe, Buildwill first ensure that both

file1.obj and file2.obj are up-to-date. If, and only if, the source file is newer than the object file (i.e.

a different version of the source is required than the last time it was compiled or, if it is checked out for edit,

it has been edited since it was last compiled) it will be (re)compiled. Then if, and only if, either object file is

newer than the executable file (i.e. it has been (re)compiled since the last link) the objects will be (re)linked.

Build builds each of the files given as arguments. If none are specified, it builds the target in the first

dependency entry encountered in the buildfile— see The Buildfile.

TheAllChange build makes use of an external tool to actually perform the operations necessary to do the

build. The external tool is known as the Build Tool andAllChange provides it with the information about

part versions that it requires in order to calculate what needs rebuilding and in order to create the derived

object Build Threads, see Build.

How Build Works

This section presents a description of how AllChange buildworks in general algorithmic terms. Building

is a complex process; it is hoped that this informationmay clarify certain areas.

1. Call the external Build tool to generate a list of all non-derived (i.e. source) files which potentially

might be involved in the build. TheBuild tool responds by placing the names of all entries in the

buildfile— as they appear in the buildfile—which have no dependents or actions into a file named

depends.ac.

2. Output the desired BT (desired.ac_bt), as follows (its contents are essentially lines giving a

linked pair of workfilename -version):
1. Read in filenames from depends.ac file.

2. Read in lines from existing desired BT file, if present.

3. For each filename in an existing desired BT file, if the filename is still among the required

(non-derived) dependents use the existing information to provide the correspondingAll-

Changepart and append the current default version .

4. For each remaining filename, try to find a correspondingAllChange part by: descend theAll-

Change parts hierarchy from the current workspace 's associated part downwards; for each

component compute the corresponding VC filename ( location ); generate a corresponding

workfile name (taking into account whether the workspace is hierarchical); search the list of

(non-derived) dependents for amatching workfile (making any relative names absolute and

squeezing out any leading ".'' or "..''). If a corresponding part is discovered append the cur-

rent default version.

5. Output any remaining filenames with no corresponding part/ version.

3. Output the pools used by this workspace to a file named pooldirs.ac. This file will be read in by

Build: it assigns VPATH to a list of the directories associated with the workspace's pools (as stip-

ulated in the workspace's register file, if any).

4. Call the external Build tool to perform the build. This proceeds as follows:

1. Read in the normal buildfile and build.ini, plus the desired.ac and pool-

dirs.ac files.

2. For each target to be built, try to find an existing BT file for that object which satisfies the cur-

rent build request in all respects. Do this by searching for the object and its BT (as a pair),

first relative to the current directory, then relative to each pool directory in turn (in the order

they appear in the register file). If an object is not found in one place in the search— or if

its BT is not found or is not perfectly acceptable— proceed to the next possibility in the

search.
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● Derived objects — those having dependents and/ or actions in the buildfile—must be found

with an acceptable BT to be used. The BTmust contain all the same dependents, actions,

and further dependents' BTs as would be generated by the current build; at the bottom level

this includes the correct versions of all non-derived objects.

● Non-derived objects — those having no dependents or actions in the buildfile—must be

found with a BT if the depends.ac file shows a correspondingAllChange version was

found; the BT must show the correct version. Conversely, a BT must not be found with a file

if the depends.ac file shows that no correspondingAllChange version was found; such

an object is used as a "black box'', i.e. it is always acceptable.

● The "correct version'' of a non-derived object means the version-id in the BT must be the

same as the desired version-id and the editing status must be the same (either both checked

out for edit or both not checked out for edit).

● Whenever an object depends on a non-derived object which is checked out for edit Build

reverts to comparing the two objects' time stamps to decide whether the derived object

needs building.

3. If found use that object and its BT. If not found, recursively build each dependent, then

execute actions to build this object and output a new BT for this object including object's

actions, dependents' BTs etc.

The Buildfile

About The Buildfile

The buildfile is a text file, either set up by the user with an editor or produced by theAutobuild tool — see

Autobuild—which defines the dependency relationships and translation rules necessary to perform a

build.

Entries in the buildfile must conform to one of 4 kinds:

Comment

Lines beginning with a # (hash) are ignored by Build up to the end of the line andmay be used to

insert comments.

Directive

Directives are used to which sections of the buildfile are used, see Buildfile Directives. A line begin-

ning with a ! (exclamation) denotes a directive.

Macro Definition

Macros are used to allow descriptive words to be used in place of other text, see Build Macros. A

macros is defined by a line of the form:

wordword or text = := text
Dependency

Dependency entries define the relationships between different files and the actions that are needed

to bring a file(s) up-to-date.

           A dependency entry has 3 parts which are specified in the form:

targets : dependencies

actions
           Where:

targets: one or more filenames which are targets which may need (re)building.

These should be specified words (filenames) separated by spaces pre-

ceding the colon. If more than one line is needed a \ (backslash) character

must be placed at the very end (i.e. no trailing spaces) of all but the last

line.

dependencies:  zero or more filenames on which the target depends. These should be

specified words (filenames) separated by spaces following the colon. If
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more than one line is needed a \ (backslash) character may be used as

above. If any of these files is found to be newer than the target then the tar-

get will be judged to be out of date and will be (re)built. There need not be

any dependencies.

actions:  zero or more lines which express an operating system commands which

are to be invoked to bring the target up-to-dateEach line should be indented

with one or more spaces or tabs and should follow the targets and depend-

encies. These lines are sent to the operating system (without the spaces/

tabs and after interpretation of any special characters — see Action Line

Modifiers) whenever the target(s) are to be built. Each line is sent individ-

ually; the backslash character may be used as above for multiple lines. The

first line which does not begin with a space/ tab or # (for comments) ends

the dependency entry. There need not be any action lines.

You should note that:

● the : (colon) character is not followed by an =;

● the space before the colon is optional;

● the space before any dependencies is compulsory.

However, spaces are recommended for clarity anyway.

Figure 8.2 gives a buildfile for the example of Figure 8.1; note that Figures 8.5 and 8.6 later in this section

expand and improve on this.

# This buildfile builds prog from file1.c and file2.c

prog : file1.o file2.o # prog's dependencies

        cc -o prog file1.o file2.o

file1.o : file1.c # file1.o's dependencies

        cc -c file1.c

file2.o : file2.c # file2.o's dependencies

        cc -c file2.c

Figure 8.2: Example buildfile #1

Comments may appear as actions and these will be output as such to the BTs. Comment actions may be

specified with a # (hash) character as the first character of an action line. These will not be executed as

actions, but will be output to the BT .

This facility may be used to cause any external information affecting how an object is built to be included in

the BT and thus affect whether the object is to be rebuilt. An example of this might be a compiler which

uses environment variables for determining compilation flags instead of/ as well as passing options on the

command line. The environment variables usedmay be placed in a comment action as macros: these will

then be output to the BT and hence have the same effect as if they were passed on the command line.

Suppose, for example, a C compiler uses an environment variable called CFLAGS as the flags to be used

for compilation. It is therefore important that the value of this environment variable at the time of com-

pilation should be included in the BT for future reference and comparison. The external Build utility makes

environment variables available as macros with the same name, so the rule for compiling C source files

could read:

.c.o:
  # $(CFLAGS)
  $(CC) $<
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All filenames appearing in a buildfile should comply with the rules specified below if the buildfile is to be

used by anAllChange build using Build Threads.

1. All filenames for which there is a corresponding partmust be specified with relative path names.

These will be taken to be relative to the part corresponding to the workspace in which the build is

occurring: this in turnmeans that all workspaces that are to use a single buildfile must have the

same part and hierarchical flag settings.

2. Any filenames with an absolute path will not be recognised as parts and will be taken to be files out-

side of theAllChange system. These will be accepted as a "black box'' (i.e. no BTs involved); The

Build Tool will revert to comparing time stamps for any objects which depend on such files.

3. Filenames must reflect the hierarchical or flat nature of the workspaces in which the buildfile is to be

used and hence the corresponding locations of the files.

Special Targets

There are a few "special'' (or "dummy'') targets whichmay be defined if desired, either in a buildfile or in

build.ini see Build Builtin Rules andMacros. These do not name genuine targets; instead they influence

Build's behaviour. They are:

.DEFAULT if this entry appears its actions will be used when a target must be built and there are no

actions for it see later on.

.DONE if this entry appears Build builds its dependencies and executes its actions after building any gen-

uine targets (including if an error occurs).

.IGNORE if this target is definedBuildwill not error when an action line returns a non-zero exit code see

later on.

.INIT if this entry appears Build builds its dependencies and executes its actions before building any gen-

uine targets.

.SILENT if this target is definedBuildwill not echo action lines as it executes them see later on.

.SUFFIXES the dependents of this target specify the source suffixes used in inference rules see later on.

Build Macros

Macros are used in a buildfile to define abbreviations for longer text andmay be used wherever the text is

required.

Entries of the form:

word = text

are treated as amacro definition definingword to stand for text; the spaces on either side of the = are

optional. Text continues up to a # character (for a comment) or until the end of the line. If more than one line

is needed a \ (backslash) character must be placed at the very end (i.e. no trailing spaces) of all but the

last line.

Macros may also be assigned at run time by completing theMacros Defs option.

Whenever

$(word)

is subsequently encountered in other macro definitions or anywhere in a dependency entry (target, depend-

ency or action parts) it is replaced by its corresponding text, this is referred to as macro expansion. If the

macro has not been defined it is replaced by an empty string. A macro reference is defined to be a $ fol-

lowed by a punctuation character (which normally has to be (). A $ followed by a non-punctuation char-

acter is left unchanged, so as not to interfere with operating systems which allow filenames like

$disk1:.... $$ always expands to a single $.

Macros should be used for items whichmay change over time or which are referencedmore than once,

and to increase readability of buildfiles, e.g.

CC = /bin/cc
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CFLAGS = -O
TAR ET = prog
SOURCE = file1.c file2.c
$(TARGET) : $(SOURCE)

   $(CC) $(CFLAGS) $(SOURCE) -o $(TARGET)

To change what flags are passed to the compiler it is only necessary to change the value of CFLAGS once

— either in the buildfile or from the command line— nomatter how many times it is referenced.

Build Macro Substitution

If a macro reference of the form:

$(word:subst=repl)

is encountered themacro is expanded, but with all occurrences of subst being replaced by repl. Thus in the

previous example $(SOURCE:.c=.o) would expand to file1.o file2.o.

If repl is omitted then all occurrences of subst are effectively removed. As a special case, if subst is

omitted all occurrences of (one or more) spaces are replaced by repl. This is particularly useful under oper-

ating systems with commands expectingmultiple filenames to be separated by something other than

space, e.g.:

SOURCE = file1.c file2.c file3.c
printall : $(SOURCE)

   print $(SOURCE:=,)

would produce print file1.c,file2.c,file3.c.

If subst is just a single ^ (circumflex) then repl is inserted at the beginning of each word in themacro expan-

sion. This is particularly useful for prepending an option string to each of a list of words to pass to a com-

mand. Suppose, for example, it is desired that a compiler search for include files in a number of directories

and the compiler requires that this be specified by separate -Idirectory options. This could be achieved

by:

INCLUDES = /dir1 /dir2 /dir3
file.o : file.c

   cc $(INCLUDES:^=-I) -c file.c

to produce

cc -I/dir1 -I/dir2 -I/dir3 -c file.c

Build Macro Expansion

Macros are expanded recursively and (normally)when needed, so

MACRO1 = $(MACRO2)
MACRO2 = file

works as expected. A normal macro assignment may thus not refer to itself, either directly or indirectly.

Using := instead of = in amacro assignment causes the right-hand side to be expanded immediately, per-

mitting:

MACRO := -a $(MACRO) -b

Internal Macros

There are several macros which have special significance to the build tool, these are referred to as internal

macros

The internal macros are:
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CWD is set (on initialisation) to the name of the current working directory

BUILDFLAGS is set (on initialisation) to the options passed to theBuild Tool on the command line, exclud-

ingBuildfile Filename andPrint Information, and is useful for invoking a new Buildwith the same

options as the original one.

VPATH is used to define the directories theBuild Tool should look in when searching for files — see

Search Path for Files for further details.

NONCRITICAL is used tomark macros which are not to be expanded on output of actions to a BT.

         Themacros $*, $@, $<, $? and $^ (see below) are automatically non-critical.

          Further non-critical macros may be added by assigning themacro names to the NONCRITICAL

macro as follows:

NONCRITICAL=macro-names

           Since the VPATHmacro is used to define the pools in which objects are to be found, this should

normally be set as a non-critical macro as follows:

NONCRITICAL=VPATH

In addition to themacros above there are 5 internally maintainedmacros which are re-evaluated as each

target is built andmay be used in the actions part of dependency entries; they may be used in any kind of

dependency entries, but are especially useful in inference rules — see below. The parentheses which

usually surround amacro namemay be omitted for these single-letter macros. To illustrate thesemacros,

suppose a target and dependents line reading:

/path/file.o : file.c defs.h

is being evaluated. Then:

$@ (at) stands for the filename of the current target, i.e. /path/file.o.

$* (asterisk) stands for the filename of the current target with the suffix deleted, i.e. /path/file.

$< (less-than) stands for the filename of the first dependent, i.e. file.c.

$^ (circumflex) stands for the filenames of all of the current target's dependents, i.e. file.c defs.h.

$? (query) stands for the filenames of all of the current target's dependents which are newer than the cur-

rent target, e.g. defs.h if it, but not file.c, had been alteredmore recently than /path/file.o.

The first three of thesemay have certain single letters appended to them (in which case the enclosing

parentheses must appear, e.g. $(@F)) to stand for useful parts of the pathname they deliver. Suppose

these are applied to $@ (/path/file.o) in the previous example. Then:

B The basename (no path or suffix) part of the pathname, i.e. file.

D The directory part of the pathname, i.e. /path. (The current directory symbol is generated if

the pathname has no leading path.)

F The filename part of the pathname, i.e. file.o.

R The rootname (all but suffix) part of the pathname, i.e. /path/file.

The sequence $$@ used in the dependencies for targets is a dynamic dependency andmay be used to

refer to the current target as the dependency is generated for each target in turn. This allows simple depend-

ency entries to be written like:

prog1 prog2 prog3 : $$@.c
   $(CC) $(CFLAGS) $< -o $@

whichmeans that prog1 depends on prog1.c, prog2 on prog2.c and prog3 on prog3.c.

Internal macros that are dynamically evaluated should not be assigned to explicitly in a buildfile.
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Macro Priorities

The priority of macro assignments and rules from different sources inBuild is as follows (lowest to high-

est):

1. Builtin macros and rules (i.e. those read from the build.ini file).

2. Environment variables (normal case).

3. Macros and rules encountered in the buildfile.

4. Environment variables (Environment variables override option used).

5. Command linemacro assignments (Macro assignments option).

Search Path for Files

Build has a facility to search for files across a number of directories. Whenever a (non-absolute) filename

is sought, Build first looks for it relative to the current directory; if it is not found then, if the internal macro

VPATH exists, it is taken to hold a (space-separated) list of directories which are to be searched, in order,

for the file. If the file is found along VPATH the new path to the file is used from then on; otherwiseBuild

sticks to the filenamewith which it started. VPATH is searched for all kinds of files (targets, explicit and

implicit dependents).

VPATH is used to indicate where the pool directories are located.

The use of pools is especially useful in multi-user environments where files may be shared in common

pools, for example header or object files. Suppose common header files are held in a pool called headers1

which is associated with the directory \\server\share\pools\headers1. If the pool is registered to

the workspace (seeWorkspace Registrations) then VPATH will be exported to theBuild Tool (via the file

pooldirs) as:

VPATH = \\server\share\pools\headers1

a buildfile might then contain:

HEADERS = $(VPATH)
.c.o:

   (CC) $(CFLAGS) $(HEADERS:^=-I) -c $<
prog.o : defs1.h defs2.h

If a header file exists in the current (workspace) directory — presumably only the case if it is being edited

— it will be found there; otherwise it will be found in the header pool.

Note the use of the HEADERSmacro which is used to pass the appropriate include path command line

option to the compiler, so that the compiler will also be able to find the header file.

Since VPATH is used to define the pool directories to be searched, this informationmust not be destroyed

in your buildfile. If you wish to specify some directories for VPATH youmust add them to the existing

macro contents using the :=macro assignment operator.

When using VPATH it is particularly important to useBuild's internal macros rather than an explicit ref-

erence when referring in an action to a file whichmight be found along VPATH.

Thus if VPATH = c:\dir then a buildfile:

DEPENDENTS = file1 file2
dummy : $(DEPENDENTS)

   echo $(DEPENDENTS)

could only ever echo file1 file2. The correct action line is echo $^; since $^ is an internal macro,

Buildwill ensure it contains c:\dir\file1 and/ or c:\dir\file2 if that is where the file was found.
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Inference Rules

To avoid having to repeatedly spell out actions which are always the same for files which conform to a cer-

tain pattern— such as one stating the required action to translate a source file into the object file is com-

pilation of the source file—Build allows inference rules to be stated giving a dependent file's suffix, a

target file's suffix (if it has one) and required actions to bring the target up-to-date.

An inference rule is a dependency entry of the form:

source-suffix target-suffix :

actions to produce target from source

except that there should be no space between the suffixes. An example for building object files from C

source files is:

.c.obj:
   $(CC) $(CFLAGS) $<

If there is to be no target suffix it may be omitted. Note the use of the internal macros ($< always stands

for the first dependent when an inference takes place).

Buildmust know of all source suffixes involved in inference rules before it can infer properly. These suf-

fixes are kept as the dependents of a dummy target called .SUFFIXES. To allow users to write rules con-

taining new suffixes without having to deal with .SUFFIXES, whenever a rule is met the left-hand (i.e.

source) suffix is automatically appended to .SUFFIXES if it is not already present.

Should it be necessary, to add additional suffixes, say .z1 and .z2, to those already known by Build a

dependency entry

.SUFFIXES: .z1 .z2

should appear in the buildfile. An entry of just .SUFFIXES: with no dependents empties the list of known

suffixes. The order of .SUFFIXES determines the order in which a prerequisite is sought; only one pre-

requisite may be inferred.

If an entry for the dummy target .DEFAULT appears in the buildfile its actions will be used if a file must be

built but it does not exist, there is no explicit entry and no inference rule applies; otherwise an error is

issued.

Action Line Modifiers

The normal behaviour of Build as it encounters an action linemay bemodified by starting the line (after the

indentation) with one or more special punctuation characters or by other means, as follows:

1. A line is executed just once, except if it has ! (exclamation) as its first character after the indent, in

which case it is performed repeatedly for each filename in turn contained in amacro. There are two

possible forms for such a line:
1. A line beginning with a double ! takes the first word following as the name of amacro (so it

should not be enclosed in $() and should have a following space) and executes the rest of

the line repeatedly for each (space-separated) filename in turn in themacro's expansion,

replacing a reference to themacro by the filename each time around, e.g.:

PROGS = aprog.exe bprog.exe cprog.exe
install :
        !!PROGS copy $(PROGS) \PUBLIC

could be used underWindows to copy each executable file one at a time (since COPY does

not accept multiple source files except via a wildcard).

2. A line beginning with a single ! does not take the first word following as the name of a

macro; instead the actionmust refer to either $^ or $?, and the action is performed for each

filename in that in-built macro's expansion. The previous example would copy all execut-
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ables every time install is built; this could be improved to ensure the executables are

rebuilt and then copy only those which have changed since the last install by:

install : $(PROGS)
        !copy $? \PUBLIC
        update $@

Any further special punctuation characters described below must come after the ! or !!

macro-name.

2. An action line is not executed if theNo execute mode, Question mode or Touch (Update) tar-

gets options are used unless:

1. the line starts with a + (plus) character; or

2. the line contains a reference to themacro $(BUILD).

      This is very useful to see what would happen in recursive build situations with theNo execute

mode option, e.g. underWindows:

all :
  +cd \DIR1
  $(BUILD) $(BUILDFLAGS)
  +cd \DIR2
  $(BUILD) $(BUILDFLAGS)

3. A line is echoed to the screen before being sent to the operating system unless:
1. the line starts with a @ (at) character; or

2. a dummy dependency entry of just .SILENT: appears in the buildfile; or

3. theSilent mode option is used.

4. If the operating system returns a non-zero exit code from any action line thenBuildwill exit imme-

diately unless:
1. the line starts with a - (minus) character; or

2. a dummy dependency entry of just .IGNORE: appears in the buildfile; or

3. the Ignore error codes from actions option is used; or

4. theContinue after error code option is used.

5. A line beginning with a % (percent) is executed internally to theBuild instead of being sent to the

operating system.

Currently the only built-in action is cd (e.g. %cd d:\tmp inWindows). This is most useful because

underWindows the operating system cd command has no effect on current drive/ directory of Build

or subsequent actions. If a drive is included in the path specification it becomes the current drive.

Creating External Files

It is sometimes useful to be able to create external files from withinBuild containing information related to

the build. Let us look at two examples which take advantage of action linemodifiers and complex macro

substitutions to achieve this.

First, suppose wewish to create a file containing the names of all source files, one per line (for use with,

say, an external program). The following buildfile will do this:

CFILES = file1.c file2.c ...
HFILES = defs1.h defs2.h ...
SOURCES = $(CFILES) $(HFILES)
fetchfile :

   @-DEL -f $@
   !!SOURCES echo $(SOURCES) >> $@
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fetchfile is first removed, then each file in SOURCES is appended to it. fetchfile could bemade to

depend on buildfile so that it is recreated whenever the buildfile is changed (which would be the case if

the list of source files changed), or it could be built from time to time with theUnconditionally build

option.

Second, suppose wewish to create a linker response file (i.e. a file containing the required responses to

the linker's requests for filenames etc.), which is often needed when the operating system has a short com-

mand line length, likeMS-DOS. Here the technique is complicated by the fact that wemay pick up some

of the object files along VPATH and by the need to place each object file on a line of its ownwith all but the

last line terminated with a + symbol:

VPATH = \OBJECTS
OBJECTS = f1.obj f2.obj f3.obj f4.obj
LNKOBJECTS = $(^: =+ )
prog.lnk : $(OBJECTS)

   @-del $@
   !!LNKOBJECTS echo $(LNKOBJECTS) >> $@

The critical macro is LNKOBJECTS: it is set to $^—which will evaluate to all the dependents of

prog.lnk, i.e. all object files, with \OBJECTS prepended to those found there—with the space sep-

arator between each filename changed to a plus symbol followed by a space, so it might end up evaluating

to:

f1.obj+ \OBJECTS\f2.obj+ \OBJECTS\f3.obj+ f4.obj

The !! line then appends, in turn, each (space-separated) word in this macro to the linker response file. If

the linker requires other response lines these could also be echoed into the response file before or after the

object files.

Buildfile Directives

indexdirectives

Build recognises directives while reading buildfiles. A directive has a ! (exclamation) in column 0, option-

ally followed by whitespace, and then the (case-insensitive) directive word (cf. Prep). Recognised direc-

tives are:

!include buildfilename

Include the specified buildfile at this point in the current buildfile. Generally useful macros, rules etc.

may thus be included in all buildfiles. Included files may themselves contain further !includes.

Buildfilenamemay contain macros which are expanded. If the filename is relative it is sought first in

the current directory; if not found there it will be sought along the (space-separated) directories

named in a special macro called INCVPATH, which functions like VPATH. A fatal error is raised if the

file cannot be read; if buildfilename starts with a - (minus) just a warning is issued.

!else

Reverse the sense of the current !ifdef or !iftarg.

!endif

End the current !ifdef or !iftarg.

!ifdef macro-name

Starts a conditional section of the buildfile till thematching !endif.Macro-name should be spec-

ified without any $,( or ). Ifmacro-name is defined then process lines as normal up to thematching

!else or !endif, otherwise ignore them. !ifdefsmay be nested within one another.

!iftarg target

Like !ifdef, but tests whether target is among the top-level target(s) to be built, either passed to

Build on the command line or the first genuine target in the buildfile.

How to Set Up a Buildfile
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About How to Set Up a Buildfile

A buildfile forBuildmay be set up andmaintained using theAutobuild tool.

In order to generate the buildfile usingAutobuild, all the parts corresponding to the source files involved in

the build must be checked out to the current workspace . Autobuildmay then be invoked from AllChange

using File | Build | Autobuild.

If a buildfile does not already exist (in the current directory) one is created using information from a tem-

plate file together with information given in theAutobuild options. From then onAutobuildwill maintain

the buildfile, recalculating dependency lists, updating source and object macros and adding new targets

whenever needed.

The Target option is used to specify the name of the target file, i.e. the file which is ultimately to be con-

structed, e.g. the name of an executable program. Only one target file may be specified at a time, but addi-

tional targets may be added to the buildfile by repeated use of Autobuild. If the target is not already

mentioned in the buildfile it will be added, otherwise its source files and dependencies will be updated. If no

target is specified then all targets in an existing buildfile will be updated.

TheSource option should specify the source files on which the Target ultimately depends.

TheBuildfile optionmay be used to specify and alternative name for the buildfile generated. If none is

specified then buildfil will be created.

The Include dirs option specifies additional directories to be checked before those specified in the tem-

plate file. If this option is not used and no directories are given in the template file the current directory is

searched.

TheMacro defs option Allows macros to be defined in the sameway as for the build tool, see Build

If Do not recalculate dependencies is selected, this prevents recalculation of the final dependency lists

that appear at the end of the buildfile: these will just be copied from the old buildfile. This is useful in order

to prevent recalculation of the dependency lists each time if Autobuild is to be called repeatedly to add/

delete/ replace source files for several different targets. Autobuild can then be run oncewithout this

option at the end, saving a considerable amount of time.

TheSource Files options determine how the source files should be acted upon. If Add is selected then

any Source files specified for the Target are added to the dependencies for the target. If Replace is

selected thenSource files specified will replace any currently defined dependencies for the Target. If

Delete is selected then any Source files will be deleted from the dependencies for the Target.
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Autobuild infers the required intermediate files, e.g. object files, that lie between sources and target; the

Examples section illustrates what to do if the programming language does not have any intermediate

stage.

Autobuildmust first locate a build template file, by default called build.tpl. This file gives a template

of what the final buildfile should look like, plus some information to helpAutobuild calculate depend-

encies. When creating a new buildfile, Autobuild essentially copies it into the buildfile, adding further lines

appropriate to the specified target and files.

When usingAutobuild to create the buildfile, all target dependents (usually object files) are defined in a

macro. The actions for each target dependent may then be defined once using thesemacros.

For example, for a target of prog:

$(PROGOBJECT):
  $(CC) $(CFLAGS) $<

See The Buildfile for more information.

The Build Template

About The Build Template

The build template describes a template of what the final buildfile created by Autobuild should look like,

plus some information to helpAutobuild calculate the dependencies.

By default the template file is called build.tpl. Autobuildwill look for the template file in the current

directory or the project directory or system directory.

The template file is divided into four sections, separated by a line of the form --- (3 minuses) as follows:

source_file_extension object_file_extension preprocessor_command

include_file_string include_dir include_file_extension

include_file_string include_dir include_file_extension

.

.

.

source_file_extension object_file_extension preprocessor_command

.

.

.

---

TARGET : $(OBJECT)

instructions for making TARGET from $(OBJECT)

.

.

.

---

lines to be copied to start of resulting buildfile

---

lines to be copied to end of resulting buildfile

Where the sections are:

1. Informs Autobuild, for each source file with a particular extension what extension the cor-

responding object file will have; e.g. a .c file will produce a .obj file.
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It also informs Autobuildwhat strings to scan for in the source files of that type to determine the

other files used by (files included in) that source file; e.g. for C source files, the include stringmight

be #include ".

Up to 10 include file strings may be specified for each source file extension.

This information is used to generate the required dependency information in the resulting buildfile.

See Source/ Include File Section for further details

2. Informs Autobuild how targets are built from objects (or sources); e.g. how to link object files

together to create an executable program.

A modified copy of these lines will be added to the buildfile immediately before the dependency lists

each time a new target is added to the file viaAutobuild. This section is only used when creating a

new buildfile or adding a new target to an existing buildfile.

See Target Translation Rules Section for further details.

3. Defines any lines to be copied into the start of the resulting buildfile, e.g. macro definitions.

4. Defines any lines to be copied into the end of the resulting buildfile, e.g. generally useful rules, such

as how to install, backup or delete files. These lines will come before any lines generated by the

rules given in the second section.

When constructing the buildfile, Autobuildwill insert macro definitions for TARGETS, OBJECT and

SOURCE between the third and fourth sections, as well as macros giving the source and object file lists for

each target being constructed.

The fourth section should give any lines to be copied into the end of the resulting buildfile, e.g. generally

useful rules, such as how to install, backup or delete files. These lines will come before any lines gen-

erated by the rules given in the second section. A common first line for this section is:

all : $(TARGETS)

so that build all will build all programs.

After the fourth section, rules constructed from the template given in the second section of the

build.tpl file, specifying how to construct the target from its object files, will be inserted.

Autobuildwill also append lines for the dependencies of each object file at the end of the buildfile.

Source/ Include File Section

This if the first section of the template file which comprises entries of the form:

source_file_extension object_file_extension preprocessor_command

include_file_string include_dir include_file_extension

Each field within a line should be separated from the next by a tab character. Up to 10 lines of include file

strings may be specified per source file extension.

A blank linemust be inserted to separate one entry from the next.

The first two fields (source_file_extension and object_file_extension) are compulsory and should specify

the extensions (i.e. suffixes) appearing at the end of source and object files respectively, e.g. .c and .obj

for the C language.

If the compiler can produce object files with different extensions according to options used, multiple object

file extensions may be specified separated by ; (semi-colon): the first will be the one used in the OBJECT

macro definitions but they will all be used on the left hand side of the dependency lists.

Autobuild generates object filenames from source filenames by replacing source_file_extensionwith

object_file_extension. All files passed toAutobuild on the command linemust bear extensions which

appear as a source_file_extension.
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Files found to be included in source files will appear in the dependencies for the source file's corresponding

object file(s). Normally, source files are searched for include file directives. However, source files with con-

ditional file inclusion, e.g. C file containing:

#if MACHINE1
#include "file1"
#else
#include "file2"
#endif

should be run through the preprocessor with the appropriate flags to determine which files are actually

included. The output from the preprocessor will then be searched for the specified include file directives.

The preprocessor_command is optional: if specified it will be used to preprocess each source file before it

is searched for any include files. It should specify the complete command to preprocess the source file and

must contain %s in place of both the source and the preprocessor output filenames (in that order). For exam-

ple, the command to execute the C preprocessor on each file might be:

cl -E %s > %s

The preprocessor output file will be deleted by Autobuild.

Autobuild exports macros to the environment prior to executing the preprocessor command in the same

way as Build; the special macros EXPORTENVS and INIOVERRIDEENVS are also handled in the same

way — see Build Environment. This facility may be used to affect the behaviour of the preprocessor as it

would be affected when called from Build.

The include pattern lines are optional andmust immediately follow the source file patterns line. The include

_file_string defines the string used in a source file in order to include another file. The include_dir is optional

and is used to specify any directories (instead of the current directory) in which to search for any include

files. The include_file_extension is also optional and specifies the suffix that include files have.

Autobuildwill scan each source file (after preprocessing if appropriate) for the include_file_string and, if

found, will take the word immediately following the string (ignoring whitespace and punctuation characters)

as the name of the file being included (after possibly replacing any suffix with the include_file_extension

specified). Any strings of space characters in the include_file_stringwill match any strings of whitespace

(space or tab) characters in the file, and any occurrences of * (asterisk) will match any string of characters

in the file.

The scan is case-sensitive, so it may be desirable to specify alternative include file strings which differ,

say, in capitalisation if the source files may contain such variations. If no preprocessor is being used, Auto-

buildwill scan included files for any further included files, recursively; it will also remember these to avoid

having to rescan them, which will save a fair amount of time.

For example, in C, the include file string, if no preprocessor_command is being used, might read:

#include "

On the other hand, if the C preprocessor is to be run as the preprocessor_command it will replace such

include lines by:

#line line-number"filename"
so the include file string should be:

#line * "

Some preprocessors and C compilers provide an option to produce just a list of the filenames included: if

this is available then the corresponding include_file_string should be a single * (asterisk) which will match

an empty string.

If the preprocessor used does not leave any signature when a file is included then an appropriate comment

should be inserted which can be identified by Autobuild. For example, a Pascal source file that is to be

included in another source file by thePrep (see Preprocess Tool) tool might start with the line:

{ prep include file: @FILE }

and the include file string would be:

{ prep include file:
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include_dir is optional, andmay only appear if include_file_string does too: it should give the directory

path(s) in which include files are sought. Multiple paths are separated by ; (semi-colon) or , (comma). If no

include_dir is present and the Include directories option is not used the current directory is searched; the

current directory may appear explicitly in the list of directories.

include_file_extension is optional, andmay only appear if include_dir does too: it is used if the include com-

mands do not include a suffix for the file included.

Target Translation Rules Section

This section should contain lines of the form:

TARGET : $(OBJECT)

instructions for making TARGET from $(OBJECT)

(Note that TARGET is not enclosed in $( and ).)

A modified copy of these lines will be added to the buildfile immediately before the dependency lists each

time a new target is added to the file viaAutobuild. Each occurrence of TARGET is replaced by the name

of the target, OBJECT by the name of the object files macro and SOURCE by the name of the source files

macro— see the section on Updating buildfiles below. It is only used when creating a new buildfile or add-

ing a new target to an existing buildfile.

Search Path for Files

Autobuild will search the directories specified with the Include directories option, and those specified in the

include pattern specifications in the build.tpl file.

Autobuild will also use the VPATHmacro (see Search Path for Files) when it is updating an existing build-

file (see Updating Buildfiles). It will search this list of directories in a similar way toBuild for any source

and header files. If any file is found along VPATH then it is entered into the buildfile without any matching

leading path so that build will also look along VPATH to locate the file used.

The IGNOREPATHmacro is similar but any files found along this path will be omitted from the buildfile. This

allows system libraries etc to be omitted thereby keeping the buildfile down to a reasonable size.

Any macro references in the preprocessor commands (if used) will be expanded before the command is

run, thereby allowing the command to use include directory lists and similar defined within the buildfile.

Macros may be defined as a command option in the sameway as Build.

The include directory list (taken from the build.tpl file and command line) may also includemacros to

be expanded before searching. Macro expansion will take place for each include found and therefore after

the list of directories has been split up. The $@ dynamic macromay be used to enable the included file to

be found relative to the including one. For example, if all header files are found either in the same directory

as the including source files, or in a subdirectory called headers then the include pattern linemight look

something like:

#include " $(@D);$(@D)/headers

Updating Buildfiles

If Autobuild is run in a directory already containing a buildfile then instead of creating a new buildfileAuto-

buildwill update the old one, recalculating dependency lists. The old buildfile will be retained as buildfile

.old. No alterations or additions should bemade to the last section of the buildfile as these will be lost the

next timeAutobuild is used to update the file.

If a target is specified when updating an existing buildfile then:

● if this is a new target it will be added to the buildfile, along with its source files

● if the target already exists in this buildfile then its source (and object) file lists will be updated.
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For speed, only dependencies for the specified target are calculated. If no target is specified, depend-

encies for all targets are recalculated. In all cases the SOURCE and OBJECTmacros and the dependency

lists for the entire file will be updated.

In order forAutobuild to maintain a buildfile it must be set out in a particular way. WheneverAutobuild

creates a new buildfile it will ensure that it conforms to these rules, but existing buildfiles may have to be

modified beforeAutobuild can be used to update them. Autobuildwill only recognise (and act on) the fol-

lowingmacro definitions, whichmust appear in the following order:

1. TARGETS contains a list of all the target names in the buildfile.

2. Macros of the form TARGETNAMESOURCE that contain the source file lists for each target. These

can be updated withAutobuild by specifying the corresponding target and the affected source

files: if theDelete source files option is specified the files are removed from themacro; if the

Replace source files option is specified the current files are replaced by the new ones; otherwise

the new files are added to the current ones. Alternatively, the source filenames can be edited by

hand andAutobuild rerun— this is probably the simplest way of renaming or removing a file in the

list.

3. Macros of the form TARGETNAMEOBJECT that contain the object file lists for each target. Each of

these will be updated to correspond to the source file macro wheneverAutobuild is used.

4. SOURCE is used by Autobuild to record all the source files for all targets. The SOURCEmacro def-

initionmust come after any of the abovemacro definitions and is essential forAutobuild to usefully

maintain the buildfile.

5. The OBJECTmacro definitionmust come immediately after the SOURCEmacro and is maintained

as a list of the object files corresponding to each of the files in SOURCE.

Note that thesemacro definitions may not refer to other macros.

Autobuild recognises one further macro. Normally object files are assumed to reside in the same direc-

tory as their corresponding source file. If the special macro OBJISINCWD is defined before any of the

abovemacros all object files are assumed to reside in the current directory instead.

Equivalent Filenames

Normally Autobuildwill deduce the name of an object file by looking for a source_file_extension-object_

file_extension rule corresponding to the extension (suffix) of the source file and replacing the source_file_

extensionwith the object_file_extension given in the rule. However there are instances when this may not

be sufficient: for example, if the source file afile.c is compiled with one set of CFLAGS to produce

afile1.o when compiling to produce target1, and another set of CFLAGS to produce afile2.o when

building target2. In this case it is necessary to provideAutobuildwith a list of equivalent object file-

name roots for each such source filename. This is done by including in the buildfile rules of the form:

.EQUIVS : source-filename object1-root object2-root ...

So for the above example this would be:

.EQUIVS : afile.c afile1 afile2

These lines must appear near the head of the buildfile (before any source or object file list macro def-

initions).

WheneverAutobuild needs to construct an object filename from a source filename any .EQUIVS lists are

checked first. If a list matching the source filename is found one of the object filenames given in the list is

chosen by the following rules and the appropriate object file extension added:

1. If an existing target is being updated and one of the equivalent object filenames is already given for

that target Autobuildwill leave the existing choice untouched.

2. If a matching object namewas given on the command line (with theObject filenames option) then

that namewill be used.

3. If neither of the above applies the first name in the equivalence list is chosen.
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This facility relies on finding .EQUIVS lists in the buildfile. If a new buildfile is being created and this facil-

ity is required the buildfile should be created normally (withAutobuild) and then edited to include the cor-

rect .EQUIVS and object filename lists.

Autobuild Examples

Assume buildfile does not already exist in the current directory. Figure 8.3 shows the build.tpl file

used.

.c .o cl -E %s > %s
# * "
---
# How to build TARGET
TARGET : $(OBJECT)
        $(CC) -o $@ $(OBJECT)

$(LDFLAGS)
---
# buildfile constructed from tem-

plate
LDFLAGS =
---
all : $(TARGETS)

Figure 8.3: Example build.tpl file

If source1.c contains the following lines:

#include "general.h"
#include "header1.h"
#include "source1.h"

and source2.c includes the lines:

#include "general.h"
#include "header2.h"
#include "source2.h"

thenAutobuild invoked with a Target of thisprog andSource files of source1.c and source2.c

will produce the buildfile shown in Figure 8.4.

# buildfile constructed from template

LDFLAGS =

### The following lines are automatically defined
### - be careful about altering them
TARGETS = thisprog
THISPROGSOURCE = source1.c source2.c
THISPROGOBJECT = source1.o source2.o
SOURCE = source1.c source2.c
OBJECT = source1.o source2.o
### End of automatic lines

all : $(TARGETS)

# How to build thisprog
thisprog : $(THISPROGOBJECT)
        $(CC) -o $@ $(THISPROGOBJECT) $(LDFLAGS)

### DO NOT REMOVE THIS LINE

Figure 8.4: buildfile produced by Autobuild
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### Do NOT make any alterations after this line
### Any changes will be lost on the next use of autobuild
source1.o : source1.c ./general.h ./header1.h ./source1.h
source2.o : source2.c ./general.h ./header2.h ./source2.h
### END OF FILE

Any minor adjustments to this buildfile can now bemadewith a text editor and from now on aBuild com-

mand will perform any necessary compilations and/ or linkings. Whenever changes have beenmade to the

#include lines in any of the source files the dependency lists can be updated by invokingAutobuild

with no Target orSource files.

If Autobuild is invoked with a Target of thisprog andSource of source3.c then an additional source

dependency file for thisprog will be added and the dependencies recalculated

If, on the other hand, Autobuild is invoked with a Target of newprog andSource of newsrc1.c

newsrc2.c newsrc3.c then this will add a second target (newprog) to the buildfile, along with its

source files and dependencies.

For a different example, suppose a Pascal compiler is being used, where:

● source file suffix is .pas;

● object file suffix is .bin;

● there is no conditional compilation and/ or preprocessor;

● files with a .inc suffix may be included by {$include file, where the includemay be written

in upper or lower case and the .inc suffix omitted;

● included files are sought first in the current directory, then in c:\include.

Furthermore, some source files are assembler files, where:

● source file suffix is .asm;

● object file suffix is .bin;

● there is no facility for file inclusion in the assembler.

For the above example, the first section of the build template file should read:

.pas .bin
{$include .;c:\include .inc
{$INCLUDE .;c:\include .inc

.asm .bin
---

Some programming languages, e.g. Dataflex, compile directly from a single source file—whichmay have

include files — directly to an end result without any intermediate object file. In this case:

● the end result is treated as an object file;

● there are no target files;

● references to targets should be ignored;

● the second section of the build template file should be empty and the Target option should not be

used.

A minimal template file (assuming the rule for going from a .frm to a .flx file were specified in the

build.ini file read by Build) could read:

.frm .flx
#include
---
---
---
all : $(OBJECT)
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AutobuildwithSource of file1.frm file2.frm file3.frm would then produce the necessary

buildfile for constructing file1.flx, file2.flx and file3.flx from their corresponding sources

(and any include files).

Autobuild Notes

The buildfile producedmay be edited by the user to include extra facilities, remove redundant ones, and so

on. Providing this editing is carried out carefully thenAutobuild can still be used tomaintain the depend-

ency lists etc. from then on. Any editingmust be restricted to the buildfile above the line:

### DO NOT REMOVE THIS LINE

whichmarks the start of the dependency lists. Lines should not be inserted between themacros defined

andmaintained by Autobuild.

Autobuild does not recogniseBuild directives, e.g. !if, !include.

Build Builtin Rules and Macros

Build has a number of builtin rules andmacros appropriate to the host operating system which it reads in

from a buildfile called build.ini when it starts up. It looks for this file first in the current directory, then in

the project directory, then in the system directory. Builtin rules andmacros are included in the output from

thePrint macros and targets option.

If all the information required to build a target from a dependent is already found to be in-built, e.g. how to

build an executable program from aC source file, it is permissible to enter simply:

build target

having created an empty buildfile.

Build Environment

If the operating system supports environment variables these are read by Build and processed as though

they weremacro definitions. They are normally processed after the internal inference rules read from the

build.ini file but before the buildfile. Hencemacro assignments in the buildfile override those in the

environment, unless theEnvironment variables override option is used. Furthermore, if the special

macro INIOVERRIDEENVS exists it is taken to hold a (space-separated) list of the names of macros for

which a definition (if any) in the build.ini should override a definition (if any) in the environment.

If the value of amacro with the same name as an environment variable is altered while reading the buildfile

the environment variable is altered to this value too. This is especially useful under MS-DOS where the lim-

ited length of a command line can prevent options being passed to a sub-program other than through an

environment variable. Say, for instance, the compiler looks for an environment variable called INCLUDE to

pass a long list of semi-colon separated directories to search for included files. Suppose you already have

a INCLUDE environment variable set, e.g. under MS-DOS:

SET INCLUDE=C:\INCLUDE

before callingBuild, but wish to extend this list in a particular buildfile. Youmay put the following line into

the buildfile (MS-DOS):

INCLUDE := $(INCLUDE);C:\A\LONG\PATH;D:\ANOTHER\PATH

andBuildwill export the redefined environment variable to all commands it calls.

Build only usually exports thosemacro definitions derived from environment variables which already

existed whenBuildwas invoked (otherwise the environment might get very large); an environment var-

iable may be defined to an empty value before invokingBuild to force it to be exported. In addition, if the

special macro EXPORTENVS exists it is taken to hold a (space-separated) list of the names of macros that

should be exported to the environment regardless of whether or not they already existed in the environment

whenBuildwas invoked.
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Example Buildfile

Figure 8.5 gives the dependencies and actions for constructing an executable program, prog, from twoC

source files, file1.c and file2.c which both include a header file, defs.h.

Figure 8.5: Build dependencies and actions #2

The buildfile given in Figure 8.6 could be used in this example. The rule to build an object file (suffix .o)

from aC source file (.c) and various macros have been included for clarity, though in practice they may

already be known toBuild from the build.ini file.

# This buildfile builds prog from file1.c and file2.c

CC = cc # invoke C compiler/linker
CFLAGS = -O # -O for optimisation
LDFLAGS = # no linker flags
SOURCE = file1.c file2.c # C source files
OBJECT = $(SOURCE:.c=.o) # change .c to .o

.c.o: # rule to build .o from .c
        $(CC) $(CFLAGS) -c $<

prog : $(OBJECT) # link OBJECT to give prog
        $(CC) $(LDFLAGS) -o $@ $(OBJECT)

file1.o : file1.c defs.h # file1.o's dependencies
file2.o : file2.c defs.h # file2.o's dependencies

Figure 8.6: Example buildfile #2

Note that since the action part of the dependency entries for file1.o and file2.o is empty the action

part of the .c.o rule will be used. Note too that it is the object file which depends on the header file and not

the source file, i.e. if the header file is altered it is the object file which is out of date and needs to be rebuilt.

About The Build Tool

The underlying build tool is called build.exe and it may be used from aCommand Prompt on its own if

required, although this is not generally to be recommended.

This section provides some documentation specific to invoking the tool from the command line.

Exit Codes
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Normally Build uses exit code 0 to indicate that there were no problems encountered while building the tar-

get(s) and exit code 2 if there were (either because of an actual error, or because an action issued to the

operating system returned an error code). If theQuestion mode option is used it uses exit code 1 to indi-

cate that one or more targets need rebuilding.

Command Line Options

The Build Tool accepts various command line options whichmodify its behaviour. Most of these cor-

respond to options available from theAllChange Build, but there are a few additional options.

The options which are also available from AllChangeBuild are:

● Debugmode option— -d

● Filename of buildfile option— -ffilename

● Ignore error codes from actions option— -i

● Continue after error code option— -k

● Macro assignments option— -mmacroassignment,macroassignment

● No-executemode option— -n

● Print macros and targets option— -p

● Unconditionally build— -u

Additional options include:

● Use Build Threads option— -b

This option directs theBuild Tool to use BTs to determine whether objects are to be (re)built rather

than time stamps only. When using theAllChange Build, this option is used automatically.

● Environment variables override option— -e

Normally, if a variable/ macro assignment (see Build Macros) appears in the buildfile that assign-

ment overrides any value that the variable is currently set to in the environment — see sections

Macro Priorities and Build Environment.

Thus if there is currently an environment variable:

CFLAGS = -O

and there is an explicit line in the buildfile of the form:

CFLAGS = -p

the assignment in the buildfile will override the environment.

Using this option causes assignments from the environment to override those in the buildfile.

● Questionmode option— -q

This option instructs Build to just return a zero or non-zero statusaccording to whether the target is

or is not up-to-date, rather than performing any actions. See theExit codes section below.

This is used simply to determine whether or not a target is up to date.

● Do not use builtin rules option— -r

This option instructs Build not to read in the file of builtin rules andmacros described in Build Builtin

Rules andMacros.

● Silent mode option— -s.

Normally, Buildwrites on the screen all actions as they are about to be issued to the operating sys-

tem.

This option can be used if the user does not wish this output to be produced. The echoing of individ-

ual actions can be suppressed by preceding the actions with @—see Action LineModifiers.

● Touch (update) target option— -t.

This tells Build to update the file modification time of all specified targets and their dependencies

instead of issuing the associated actions.
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This optionmight be used if, for example, a comment had been changed in a source file and it was

not desired for the time-consuming process of a complete recompilation to be performed.

This option should be used with care: since it bypasses the actions which would normally be per-

formed to bring the target up-to-date, it also risks infringing source and object integrity.

Notes

A common error in a buildfile is not to indent each action line in a dependency entry. This leads to

unexpected behaviour and errors.

MS-DOS does not allow the = (equals) character to appear in the value of an environment variable or in an

argument to a .BAT file, situations where it might be desirable forBuild. Accordingly, under MS-DOS, `

(backtick) will be replaced by = wherever it appears in environment variables and command linemacro

assignments, e.g.

SET OPTFLAGS=/DEFINE FLAG`value

UnderMS-DOS Build recognises that action lines starting with any internal MS-DOS command (DEL,

ECHO etc.) or containing redirection symbols <, > or |must be run via COMMAND/C. It should be noted that

COMMAND always returns success for actions performed this way.

About The Autobuild Tool

The underlying Autobuild tool is called autobuild.exe and it may be used from aMS-DOS command

prompt on its own if required.

This section provides some documentation specific to invoking the tool from the command line.

Command Line Options

Most of these options are available from theAutobuild dialog, however, there are a few additional options

also available.

The options which are also available from AllChangeAutobuild are:

● Target filename— -tfilename

● Filename of buildfile— -ffilename

● Include directories — -idirectories

● Macro assignments — -mmacroassignment,macroassignment

● Do not recalculate dependencies — -n

● Replace source files — -r

●  Delete source files — -d

Additional options include:

● Filename of build template file— -bfilename

This option is used to specify the filename of the build template file to be used by Autobuild. If this

option is not specified the filename build.tpl will be assumed.

● Object filenames — -jfilenames

This option is used to specify which object filenames should be selected from any equivalence lists

(see Equivalent Filenames) when determining the object files for this target. It may only be used if a

target is specified.

Preprocess Tool

About Preprocess Tool

Prep is a (language-independent) macro preprocessor tool which is included withAllChange. It may be

used on any kind of text file: program source, documentation, arbitrary configuration/ information files used

by programs (e.g. the buildfile used by Build). It is very useful in producing different configurations for var-

ious target machines and/ or facilities offered.
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Certain programming languages, such as C, may provide amacro preprocessor; others do not, or provide

directives but not macros. Such preprocessors may be unsuitable for processing files other than program

source code. Prep provides a single, consistent macro preprocessor across all programming languages,

text files, etc.

Prep copies the specified files (standard input if none specified) to its standard output (the screen by

default, but this can be directed to a file if theOutput filename option is used), transforming the text under

the control of user-specified directives andmacro substitutions.

Directives are commands recognised and acted upon by Prep. The facilities they provide include con-

ditional output (i.e. output or suppression of blocks of text depending on certain conditions), inclusion of

other files into the output and definition of macros.Macros are names defined by the user to have arbitrary

values; whenever amacro is encountered in the input its value is substituted into the output.

Both directives andmacro substitutions are preceded by the command character, @ (at) by default, to so

designate them. A single literal command character is produced by doubling the command character, i.e.

@@. All directive andmacro names are case-insensitive, so, for example, @include, @INCLUDE and

@InClude are equivalent. Directives andmacros are explained after the command line options.

Prep Command Line Options

Prepmay be invoked with various command line options which affect how it processes files.

-c (Command character option)

This optionmay be used to change the command character to something other than the default @; it

should be followed by the desired character. This is useful if the text contains many literal @ char-

acters to avoid having to double them to @@.

-d (Define macro option)

This option allows macros/ variables to be defined from the command line. It should be followed by a

(comma-separated list of) definition(s) using the = symbol between themacro name and its value—

see PrepMacros and Prep Examples.

-i (Include directories option)

This option should be followed by a list of directories. Any (relative) pathname appearing as the argu-

ment to a @include is sought first in the current directory, then in each directory in turn specified in

this list.

-l (Line number mapping option)

As a result of directive lines encountered andmultiple files processed the position of lines (in terms

of their line numbers) in the output from Prepmay well be quite different from their line numbers in the

input. A program, such as a compiler, run on the output may report a line number in that output and it

may be desired to locate the corresponding line and file in the input toPrep.

The Line number mapping option should be followed by a (list of) line number(s). Prep then pre-

processes the input exactly as normal but, instead of outputting the resulting text, reports the line

number and filename in the input corresponding to the specified line number(s) in the output.

-n (No macro substitutions option)

If this option is used nomacro substitutions are performed, though any directives encountered are

still obeyed. It might be used to speed execution or prevent any unintentional substitutions if it is

known that the input will contain nomacros.

-o (Output filename option)

Normally the output from Prep goes to the screen (standard output). It can be sent to a file using the

Output filename option and specifying the desired file. This file must not be the same as any of the

input files, otherwise it will be overwritten before it has been read.
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Prep Directives

Prep Directives are commands recognised and acted upon by Prep. The command character preceding

the directivemust be in column 0 (unless noted otherwise); theremay then be any number of spaces/ tabs

(if desired for clarity) before the directive. Directive lines do not appear in the output. A list of the directives

recognised by Prep is given in Figure 8.7.

@commandchar @else @error @message

@comment @elseif @if @substoff

@debug @elseifdef @ifdef @subston

@define @endif @include @undefine

Figure 8.7: Directives recognised by Prep

@commandchar char

Changes the command character to char from now onwards, like theCommand character option.

@comment rest-of-line

The rest of the line is treated as a comment and so ignored. Unlike the other directives, @comment

does not have to start in column 0— it may be placed anywhere on any line after normal text or

another directive. However, if the @ does not lie in column 0 theremay be no space separating it from

the comment. Note also that if macro substitution has been disabled, @comment will not be found

and removed from the output unless it starts in column 0.

@debug rest-of-line

Rest-of-line is output if and only if themacro name debug has previously been defined, either from

the command line or by a @define directive; otherwise it is discarded. The first space after @debug

is stripped; any further spaces are included in the output. This is exactly the same as:

@ifdef @debug

rest-of-line
@endif

@define macro-name=value

Defines macro-name to have value from now on, like theDefine macro option. The = and/ or value

may be omitted. See PrepMacros.

@else

Reverses the sense of the current @if or @ifdef.

@elseif condition

Equivalent to @else followed by @if condition, but does not require an extra @endif.

@elseifdef @macro-name

Equivalent to @else followed by @ifdef @macro-name, but does not require an extra @endif.

@endif

Ends a conditional section begun with an @if or @ifdef. Each @if or @ifdefmust have amatch-

ing @endif, but note that elseif and elseifdef do not themselves have amatching @endif

(though the @if or @ifdef inside which they appear does).

@error error-message-text

Issues an error message including the filename and line number where the @error appears, then ter-

minates processing. The error-message-text is optional: if supplied, it is included in themessage.

This directive is intended for "Should not have reached here'' or "This part not implemented'' type sit-

uations.

@if condition

Starts a conditional output section till thematching @endif. If condition evaluates as true (see Prep

Expressions ) lines up to thematching @endif or one of the @else directives are processed as nor-
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mal and output; if condition evaluates as false lines up to thematching @endif or one of the @else

directives are ignored. @ifsmay be nested within one another to amaximum depth of 20.

@ifdef @macro-name

Equivalent to @if @defined(@macro-name) (see Prep Expressions).

@include filename

Temporarily switches input to come from filename, returning to the line after the @include at the

end of filename. The contents of filename are processed in the normal fashion. @included files

may @include further files; up to 5 files (including the top-level) may be active at any one time. File-

namemay be enclosed in double quotes if desired; if it begins with a @ it is taken as aPrepmacro

which is expanded to give the filename.

@message message-text

Similar to @error, but processing continues as normal. This directive is intended for information

messages like "This part not complete yet''.

@substoff

Switches off macro substitutions from now onwards, like theNo macro substitutions option.

@subston

Switches onmacro substitutions from now onwards.

@undefine macro-name

Removes the definition ofmacro-name.

Prep Macros

About Prep Macros

Macros are defined with theDefine macro option or the @define directive. A macro definition takes the

form:

@definemacro-name = value

Macro-namemay bemade up of letters, digits and underscores (but not starting with a digit); only the first

32 characters are significant. The = symbol and surrounding spaces are optional. Value is arbitrary text,

with leading and trailing spaces stripped. If no value is supplied in a @define line it is set to the empty

string, but it is set to 1 if in aDefine macro command line option. A warningmessage is issued ifmacro-

name is already defined, though the redefinition still goes ahead.

WheneverPrep subsequently finds @macro-name, optionally followed by another @, in the input it sub-

stitutes value into the output. (For convenience the @s may be included or omitted when definingmacro-

name.) The second @ may always appear for clarity if desired; itmust be present if themacro call is imme-

diately followed by a letter, digit or underscore, another macro call or a literal @ or (. For example, in:

@define ME = I
@define NAME =jim
@define NAME_1 Fred
@define NAME_2 Smith
@define TIME 8:00
@ME met @NAME@my and @NAME_1@@NAME_2@@@ @TIME@(pm)

there are no optional @s; it would produce:

I met jimmy and FredSmith@ 8:00(pm).

The value part of amacro assignment may contain @macro-names to define amacro in terms of other mac-

ros, e.g.

@define NAME_1 Fred
@define NAME_2 Smith
@define WHOLE_NAME @NAME_1 @NAME_2
Whole name is @WHOLE_NAME
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would produce

Whole name is Fred Smith

Prepmaintains two internal macros, @FILE and @LINE, which expand to the current filename and line

number wherever they are used. This permits the user to have lines of the form:

This was line @LINE in file @FILE of the input

in the output, whichmight perhaps be included in error messages in, say, program code.

A macro definitionmay be removed with @undefine.

An error is issued if an attempt is made to reference an undefinedmacro.

Prep Macro arguments

None of themacros examined above take any arguments; they resemble variables in programs inmany

ways. Macros may also take arguments and include these in their substitution, so that each particular

expansion depends on the way themacro is called; they then resemble subroutine calls in programs.

Arguments are included inmacro calls by following the @macro-namewith a (, a comma separated list of

arguments and a ), then the optional terminating @. They are referred to in the value part of a definition by

@1, @2, ..., @9, standing for arguments 1--9, and @0 refers to all the arguments (including commas).

(There is no optional terminating @.) When themacro call is expanded occurrences of @digit in the value

part of the definition are replaced by the appropriate argument. For example:

@define MACRO Arg 2: @2 arg 1: @1
Macro call: @MACRO(first arg, second arg)

would produce:

Macro call: Arg 2: second arg arg 1: first arg

Note the difference between @MACRO(1, 2)@—amacro call with arguments 1 and 2—and

@MACRO@(1, 2)—amacro call (with no arguments) followed by (1, 2).

If a macro is called with more arguments than are referenced in its definition the extra arguments are

ignored; if called with fewer arguments than in the definition the unsupplied arguments are taken to be

empty.

Prep Expressions

Prep can evaluate expressions involving integers, strings and booleans. Expressions can contain macros,

with or without arguments. The operators recognised are shown in Figure 8.8 in descending precedence;

those on the same line have the same precedence.

Operators Meaning

! not

* / multiply, divide

+ - add, subtract

= # < > equal, not equal, less,

greater

& and

| or

Figure 8.8: Operators rec-
ognised by Prep
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Precedence is similar to that in most programming languages; parentheses (( and )) can be used to alter

the order of evaluation as expected, e.g. 4 - 2 * 2 = 0 but (4 - 2) * 2 = 4, or for clarity. The

operators = and # can also be used to test whether two strings are equal (case sensitive).

Expression evaluation occurs in two situations:

1. If themacro call @eval(expression) (optionally followed by a @) is encountered in the input it is

replaced in the output by the result of evaluating expression, e.g.

2 times 2 = 2 * 2
2 times 2 = @eval(2 * 2)

would produce:

2 times 2 = 2 * 2
2 times 2 = 4

@evalmay appear in macro definitions, e.g.

@define HEIGHT 10
@define WIDTH 20
@define AREA @eval(@HEIGHT * @WIDTH)
Area = @AREA

would produce:

Area = 200

An advanced usage of @eval is to precede it with an extra @: in this case the evaluation is not per-

formed at the time of the @define but when themacro is called instead. This is very useful when

macro arguments are to be used, e.g.

@define AREA @@eval(@1 * @2)
Area 1 = @AREA(5, 10)
Area 2 = @AREA(20, 3)

would produce:

Area 1 = 50
Area 2 = 60

2. The conditionwhich follows the @if directives is automatically evaluated: it is false if it is zero, true

otherwise.

Themacro call @defined(@macro-name) (optionally followed by a @) is allowed inside @ifs and

tests whethermacro-name has previously been defined:

@if @defined(@MACRO)
@ifdef @MACRO

are equivalent, but @defined also allows for:

@if @defined(@MACRO_1) | @defined(@MACRO_2)

A reference in a condition to an undefinedmacro is treated as false, allowing tests of the form:

@if @MACRO_1 | @MACRO_2

for convenience, regardless of whether or not themacros have been defined.
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Prep Sample input file

Figure 8.9 gives a samplePrep input file, attempting to illustrate many features.

@if @OS = UNIX
@ define HEADER (input, output) @comment Standard
          @comment FREE_MEM is imaginary calculation
@ define FREE_MEM @eval((256 * 4 + 1) * 8)
@elseif @OS = MSDOS
@ define HEADER @comment No header
@ define FREE_MEM 1024 * MemFree @comment Function call
@else
@ error Unimplemented Operating System
@endif
@define increment @1 := @1 + 1 @comment Increment arg
@define VERSION 6
@include copyright
PROGRAM sample_prep@HEADER;
VAR x : integer;
BEGIN
  writeln('Pascal program running under @OS');
@if @DEMO | @FUNNY_VERSION
  writeln('Demonstration version only');
@ if @VERSION > 3 & @VERSION < 9
  writeln('Version @VERSION@(Old)');
@ endif
@endif
@substoff @comment Want to write loads of '@'s
  writeln('@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@');
@subston @comment Switch substitutions back on
  x := 0; @increment(x);
  writeln('Memory is ', @FREE_MEM);
END.

Figure 8.9: Sample Prep input file

Figure 8.10 then shows the output that would be produced by executing the command:

prep -dOS=UNIX,DEMO file.pas

assuming the file were called file.pas and the file copyright contained the copyright comment.

{ Copyright Intasoft Limited }
PROGRAM sample_prep(input, output);
VAR x : integer;
BEGIN
  writeln('Pascal program running under UNIX');
  writeln('Demonstration version only');
  writeln('Version 6(Old)');
  writeln('@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@');
  x := 0; x := x + 1
  writeln('Memory is ', 10250000);
END.

Figure 8.10: Sample Prep output

Prep Examples

prep -dvar1=string,var2,var3=6 file
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Preprocesses file, writing its output to the screen, with variables var1 defined to string, var2

defined to 1 (the default when no value is specified from the command line) and var3 defined to 6. This

could equivalently be invoked as:

prep -dvar1=string -dvar2 -dvar3=6 file

if preferred.

prep -c% -l15,64 file1 file2

changes the command character to % and reports the filename (file1, file2 or any %included file)

and line number which produce lines 15 and 64 in the output. No other output is produced.
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ACCEL
ABOUT ACCEL

At this point in themanual we digress to take a brief look at ACCELsince this will be used in forthcoming

sections.

AllChange includes aCommand Evaluation Language, called ACCEL, which is used for writing con-

ditions, actions and reports. It is used at many different points inAllChange, giving powerful database que-

rying facilities and enormous flexibility in the set up of the system. Among others, it is involved in

specifying conditions in browsers and for certain commands, writing report format files, checking that a

givenAllChange commandmay be issued, performing actions required by a command and controlling

aspects of the ACEFront-end.

Most — or perhaps all — of the time it is anticipated that only theAllChangeAdministrator will need any

knowledge of ACCEL. Accordingly — since the description is lengthy —ACCEL is documented in theAll-

ChangeAdministrator Manual rather than this manual. Where ACCEL conditions may be entered inside

ACE the ACCELCondition Editor is available to aid in the task.

In summary, ACCEL is used at the following times:

● when composing report format files

● when specifying a condition to certain commands (e.g. report, find, baseline), as described under

those commands

● when using the eval command

● when setting up conditions and actions for executing commands and progressing through life-

cycles, as described in theAllChangeAdministrator Manual

● whenwriting user-defined functions

● when specifying conditions on what items to show in ACE windows

● when tailoring the ACE Front-end to site-specific requirements by "greying out'' or setting the behav-

iour of items under certain circumstances

ACCEL provides:

● access to all fields of all databases

● hooks toAllChange functions and commands

● evaluatable conditions

● variables

● user defined functions

● operating system calls, file handling, communication with other programs

● functions to interact with the user from ACE

Although it may be quite possible to use theAllChange system with no understanding of ACCEL, there

are times when some understanding will be beneficial or required. The ACCEL condition editor dialogs

allow ACCEL conditions to be specified without requiring a great deal of knowledge about ACCEL.

ACCEL Condition Editor

The ACCELcondition editor is a dialog inside ACEwhich allows simple ACCEL conditions to be con-

structed by selecting the required components from lists. The condition editor may be used in browsers

where the condition restricts what items are shown or in command dialogs where the command has a con-

dition as an option.

The last ten conditions used from any window or dialog will be stored and displayed in a combo box next to

the condition editor button. This means that frequently used conditions may be selected from the list rather

than re-specifying them in the condition editor.
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An ACCEL condition is made up of a sequence of simple conditions joined by 'and' or 'or'. A simple con-

dition is of the form:

field operator value

The field is a field of the database, the operator is a relational operator used to compare the contents of the

selected field against the value specified. These simple conditions may be specified in the first four lines of

the condition editor.

Another type of simple condition is a function call which is of the form:

function-name(parameters)

The function-name is the name of the function to call, and the parameters required will vary from function to

function. The condition editor allows up to three parameters to be specified. On selecting a function, the

required parameter names will be shown above each entry. Function calls are available on the last two

lines of the condition editor.

A condition is built up by selecting these components from lists; where appropriate, the lists offered are tai-

lored to the context, e.g. when the condition editor is invoked from the Parts Browser only fields in the

parts database are offered for the field.

When a field or function-name is selected then—where possible— appropriate values are entered into the

value lists, e.g. if a user field is selected then the valid values would be the registeredAllChange users.

Fields are specified according to their common name as defined by theAllChange administrator.

The operators may be site specific, but those initially supplied are:

Equal to

performs a case-insensitive comparison for equality

Not equal to

performs a case-insensitive comparison for inequality

Like

performs a (case-insensitive) patternmatch (the value should contain * to denote zero or more of any

characters).

Not like

performs a not a patternmatch
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Contains

performs a search for the value in the fieldwhich is a list.

Contains string

performs a (case-insensitive) search for the value in the field

Contains words

performs a (case-insensitive) search for each of the words specified in the value. All the words must

be found for the condition to succeed.

Does Not Contain

performs a search for the value not being in the list.

Does not contain string

performs a search for the value not being in the field.

Matches

performs a patternmatch for value in a part field (the value should contain * to denote zero or more of

any characters).

One of

performs a search for the field in the valuewhich is a list.

Not one of

performs a search for the field not being in the list.

Includes

looks for the specified user as included in (amember of) the field, where the field may be a user

name or a group. i.e. if the field has a group value it will look to see if the specified user is amember

of the group. If the field has a user value it will look for equality of the specified user with the value.

Is true

tests whether the field has the value true

Is false

tests whether the field has the value false

Before

tests whether the value of a date field is before the date specified

After

tests whether the value of a date field is after the date specified

On

tests whether the value of a date field is the date specified as the value

On or after

tests whether the value of a date field is on or after the date specified as the value

On or before

tests whether the value of a date field is on or before the date specified as the value

Note that the operators are not actual ACCEL operators, but map onto various ACCEL operators and func-

tions. The actual ACCEL code resulting from the condition selected in the condition editor will be shown in

the window that the condition editor was invoked from on selectingOK.

The valuemay be selected from the list shown in the combo box where a single value is required. Where a

list of values are required by the selected operator, then the value combo box will change into an edit con-

trol and a button (...) which allows several values to be selected from a list.

Notes:

●  If the field is a field which holds a user name (such as the Assignee, User, Reviewer):

1. the Value list will show the users Full Name the value in the index will be the users logon id

and so the sort order will be according to this and not the Full Name.
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2. if the Value is specified as a wild card (e.g. f*) then this will be a patternmatch on the index

value (i.e. the users logon id) and not the Full Name

● If the field is an arbitrary field and is only defined for specific classes then the condition generated

will test for the field being defined before testing the value. This is to ensure only valid fields are

tested.
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Creating and Managing Change Requests
About Creating and Managing Change Requests

The changemanagement facilities provided by AllChange are fully integrated with the configurationman-

agement facilities.

Changemanagement centres around change requests (CRs) which are used to log upgrade requests and

bug reports; they form an important part of the change control process. They may be used to enforce

change control procedures and to automate procedures using life-cycles.

Note that the term CR may have beenmapped to site specific nomenclature (e.g. ACMD or RFC) in

which case all references to CR will show using themapped nomenclature instead.

CRs inAllChange include facilities for:

● Any CR numbering scheme

● Different classes of CR

● Hierarchical CRs

● Life-cycles according to class

● File attachments

● Relationship to parts and baselines

● Assignment of CRs to users/ groups

● Information awareness maintained by use of email

● Approvals via Voting facility

● Site definable fields

● Full search and query support

● Metrics generation and graphical reporting

● Audit trail

● Automatic mailing

CRs are identified toAllChange by their "number''. The CR numbering scheme is site-specifiable, and

may bemade to vary according to the CR's class. A CR's "number'' is its primary identification field; it will

probably look like a number, or at least contain a number, though it does not have to. AllChange refers to

this CR identifier as aCR number regardless of its actual format.

Different (site-defined) classes of CR may be used to classify different kinds of CRs such as upgrade

requests, bug reports, product defects, problem reports, etc. Each class of CR may have a different life-

cycle and different fields if so required. CRs may progress through their life-cycle's statuses as they are

actioned. This mechanism allows approval procedures to be implemented.

CRs may be linked to the items that they affect and the items which implemented a solution for it. This

allows for impact analysis and change control to be logged and enforced. It also allows for easy access to

information as to, for example, which version implemented a solution to this CR?

The CRs are stored in the CR database whichmay be used for querying/ reporting purposes.

Browsing CRs

The CR browser (available from CR | Browse) shows an overview of the CRs which exist.
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The precise information shown for each CR is user definable (see Customising the User Interface). The

icon will show whether the CR is open or closed according to the life-cycle definition and the current status

. In addition the icon will show a paperclip to indicate that the CR has an attachment if theShow attach-

ments flag in icons options is selected.

Icon Description

 CR is open

 CR is closed

 CR has an attachment

Since theremay be a large number of CRs it could be very slow to read them all in order to fill the browser

list. Therefore the list will only contain a buffer at a time; Customising the User Interface describes how the

buffer sizemay be changed.

The From and Tomay be used to limit the CRs displayed within a range of CR numbers. Partial CR

numbers may be expressed and a patternmatch will be performed for CR numbers whichmatch the string

specified in its leftmost part (i.e. effectively any cr numbermatching from* or to*).

TheBuffer arrows will read the next/ previous buffer's worth of CRs.

If Open Only is selected then only CRs who are in a status which is classified as open will be shown.

TheClass drop-down list may be used to limit the items listed in the browser to thosematching a specified

class. Only classes allowed to be viewed by the current user will appear in the list. If only one class name

appears in the list, then it will be auto-selected.

The Filter Bymay be used to restrict what is displayed according to theValue, see Selecting CRs Shown

in the Browser.

TheConditionmay be used to further limit the CRs to be shown to any arbitrary criteria.

The browser supports the following:

● The information displayedmay bemodified (i.e. which columns) by right clicking on a column title

and selectingAdd/ Remove Column.

● The columns may be reordered by dragging them and dropping them in the required position.
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● The sort order by CR numbermay be listed in alphabetical or reverse alphabetical order. Right click

on the title bar of the browser and select Sort A-Z orSort Z-A

● The current buffer may be sorted by any column if theAllow CR browser header sort option is

selected, see Customising the User Interface.

● Folding View showing the relationship between CRs

These features are common to all browser windows, see Browsers for amore detailed description.

Double clicking on a CR in the browser will show the details of the selected CR in the CR viewer window.

View CR Information

View CR Information

CRs have a number of fields and relationships to other databases associated with them. The fields and

relationships may be set by various commands or used for querying/reporting.

To view the details of a particular CR use the cr viewer; this may be accessed by CR | View, or double

clicking on a CR in the CR browser.

The information about the selected CR is shown in a series of tabs. Select the tab required and the infor-

mation for that tab will be shown. The tabs for the CR viewer are:

General

Shows general information about the CR

Text

Shows the descriptive text associated with the CR

Relationships

Shows information about relationships to other items such as Parts, Baselines, other CRs, and

attachments .

Votes

Shows the votes/approvals associated with the CR.
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Status Log

Shows the status and assignment audit trail for the CR

Each CR is identified with a CR number, the CR currently viewed is shown in the window title and in the

CR Number edit control.

CR Number

About CR Number

The CR number is determined at the time the CR is created and depends on the CR class. It may be

formed partially or wholly from a string supplied by the user (the Id) and/ or a number generated by the sys-

tem when it is first created. There are two features of CR numbering whichmay be controlled:

● CRs may be "numbered'' in almost any site-definable fashion (including using a purely user-sup-

plied string generated externally toAllChange);

● there are (10 independent) auto-incrementing counters for use in automatic generation of new CR

numbers.

The default numbering scheme for all CRs which do not have an explicit numbering format associated with

their class is a plain 5 digit number which starts at 00001 and is automatically incremented by the system

whenever a new CR is created. All such CRs, regardless of class, share the same incrementing number.

CRs must always be referred to by their full number, e.g. 00017, never just 17. For simplicity most exam-

ples in this manual use the default numbering scheme; a site, however, might have a CR number like

MyCR1234-BUG/1.

CR numbering formats are totally site-definable so theAllChangeAdministrator should inform users if a

convention other than the default is adopted.

Obsolete CRs

If the CR is obsolete then this will be shown at the top right of the CR view window as OBSOLETE. This

flagmay be used if a CR is no longer to be considered but needs to be kept for historical purposes.

This obsolete flagmay be changed usingCR | Alter | Make Obsolete. The obsolete flagmay be used to

restrict the CR browser, reports etc. to include only those CR which are not obsolete. By default obsolete

items are not shown in browsers, this may be changed usingView | Show Obsolete Items.

The General Tab

The general tab shows the base fields for the CR record together with the site specific arbitrary fields.
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The fields shown are:

Class:

The class of a CR. This may be any of the defined classes as described in theAllChangeAdmin-

istrator Manual. The class of a CR defines the life-cycle of the CR, its numbering scheme, the site

specific fields and the template for the text.

Note that the term class may have beenmapped to site specific nomenclature in which case all ref-

erences to class will show using themapped nomenclature instead.

Status:

The current status of a CR in its life-cycle. Each status is classified as either open or closed in the

life-cycle definition— this is shown in the CR browser. This field is set when the status of the CR is

changed and is initialised to the initial status of the CR life-cycle.

Note that the term status may have beenmapped to site specific nomenclature in which case all ref-

erences to status will show using themapped nomenclature instead.

Originator:

Identifies the originator of the CR. This field is automatically set to the user who created the CR.

Assignee:

The user/ group currently assigned to the CR. This field is set when the CR is assigned.

Summary:

May be used to summarise what the CR is about. May contain any text.

Toppart:

The full path to the top level part which a CR affects. The CR should not affect any part higher in the

design tree than this part.

Reference:

Any text which is desired to be used as a reference for a CR. This may be useful as an internal ref-

erence relating the CR to a paper document for example. This field is not used by the system to iden-

tify the CR.
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Arb1... Arb100:

Each CR has forty arbitrary fields whichmay vary in contents for each class of CR. They are dis-

played on one or more tabs on the viewer as defined for your site. Each site should have a policy as

to whether these fields are to be used at all and, if so, what information they should contain. If these

fields are in use theAllChangeAdministrator should have assigned them a name indicative of their

function and conveyed this information to users.

The Text Tab

The text tab shows the text associated with the CR, Part or Baseline.

No constraints are imposed on its format or contents by AllChange. However any linematching a site

defined pattern as a section start will be listed in theSections. See theAllChangeAdministrator Manual

for details on defining the section pattern. The default pattern is lines ending in :: are treated as sections.

Section headings will be displayed in bold. Selecting a section will scroll the text to the start of that sec-

tion.

Hyperlinks in the text will be shown as clickable links. Hyperlinks are activated for common protocols

such as "http", "ftp", "mailto", etc, and also for the "allchange" protocol, and any other registeredAll-

Change protocols. If the text is read-only, then the link is followed by single-clicking the link. If editable,

then the Ctrl key needs to be held downwhile clicking to follow the link. Right-clicking on links will show a

menuwhere the link may be opened or copied to the clipboard.

When items are created they have an initial text "template'': it is up to the individual site to supply suitable

empty template forms for their items and to ensure that users complete these in an acceptable fashion. Dif-

ferent classes of itemmay have different initial text templates.

Classes of items may be defined as having protected text. This means that the text for the itemmay be

entered as normal at creation time, but thereafter may only be appended to within each section together

with an automatic stamp of the date/time of the addition and the user that made the addition. In order to

append to a section use the Insert into Text facility from the CR, Part or Baselinemenu. If the text is pro-

tected the background colour of the text tab will be by default greyed out, so show that text may not be
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Customising the User Interface for details.

Text spelling is checked in the text tab. Any misspelled words are underlined with a red wavy line. See

Modifying Text for more information on spelling options etc.

Searching in Text

Text may be searched for a specific word or string. Also text may be replaced using a Find/Replace facil-

ity.

To invoke Find, right-click the text field and select Find, or use the shortcut keys Ctrl+F or Ctrl+D. This will

open a dialog box where the search string can be entered. Options may also be specified here tomatch the

case, or match a whole word. Once a word has been searched for, pressing F3 will repeat the search start-

ing from the current cursor position. Pressing F3 without having specified a search string will open the

dialog as shown on pressing Ctrl+F/Ctrl+D.

To use Find/Replace, press Ctrl+H, or right-click the text and select Replace. A dialog will open allowing

the search string to be specified, along with the replacement string. Options may also be specified here, as

per Find. If the text is protected against editing, then the Replace functionality is disabled.

The Relationships Tab

The relationships tab shows the relationships of the selected CR to other items.

Note that the terms CR, part and baselinemay have beenmapped to site specific nomenclature (e.g.

RFC, CI, Release) in which case all references to that term will show using themapped nomenclature

instead.

TheRelationship to be viewed can be selected from the drop down list as follows:

Parts Affected

Shows a list of the parts which the CR affects. These are the parts which are designated as affected

by the CR and will be (or have been) changed as a result of the CR.
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Parts would normally be added to this list automatically as a result of a checkout for edit against the

CR.

Versions Solved

Shows a list of the versions which solved the CR. These are the specific versions of theParts

Affectedwhich implemented the solution to the CR. The versionssolvedmay include versions which

are obsolete (or whose component is obsolete) if, for example, the change required to implement this

CR is to remove that part.

If theShow Latest Solved Only checkbox selected it will display only the latest version solved for a

part, where there is more than one. The latest version would be the latest version created, by date

and time, which appears as a version solved on the CR. Show Latest Solved Onlywill be disabled

if the Only 1 Versions Solved configuration option has been selected as there will only be one version

for any given part.

Baselines may be updated/populated based on the versionssolved by selected CRs allowing

releases to bemade based on the changes which are to be included in the release. This allows ver-

sions created as a result of a CR to be added to a baselines and versions/components made obso-

lete by a CR to be removed from a baseline, see Updating a Baseline from CRs for details.

Versions would normally be added to this list automatically as a result of a check in of the version

which was previously checked out for edit against the CR.

CRsAffected

Shows the CRs that the CR selected affects — i.e. the CRs that the CR viewed points to. This may

be used, for example, to create a hierarchy of CRs — Incidents could be related toProblems raised

as a result of the Incident which in turn could cause a number of RFCs to be raised as used in the

ITIL out-of-the-box project configuration.

These relationships may be automatically created for example by a life-cycle or automatic cross ref-

erencing.

CRsReferring

Shows the CRs which refer to the CR selected— i.e. the CRs which point to the CR selected.

CRs Affected and Referring

Shows both the CRs Affected by and the CRs Referring to the selected CR.

Baselines Affected

Shows the baselines that are designated as affected by the CR. This can be used to reflect releases

in which the problem occurred.

Baselines Solved

Shows the baselines that solve the CR. This may be used to show the baselines in which the

changes resulting from the CR are implemented.

If using automatic baseline population f rom CRs via the baseline life cycle or using the CRs For

Baseline functionality then this list is created automatically.

Attachments

Shows a list of the files which are attached to the CR. This may be used, for example, to attach

screen dumps or test results to a CR.

Double clicking on a file name in the list will allow you to view the contents of the file using the appli-

cation associated with that file type in your operating system.

Attachments may be held as copies or as links. If a copy attachment is used then the attached file

will be copied to a secure area on attaching it. If a link attachment is used then the path to the file will
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simply be stored on performing the attachment. Linked attachments will change as the original (and

only) file attached changes. A copy attachment will remain as it was at the time of attachment until it

is re-attached. On the other hand there is no protection against a file which is attached as a link, from

being removed.

Whether copy or link attachments are enabled is site specific and will have been defined by theAll-

Change administrator. Attachments may be defined as always links, always copies or ask. If ask is

used (the default), then on attaching a file you will be prompted as to whether you wish the file(s) to

be attached as links.

Any attachments shownwith a full path are link attachments, otherwise they are copies.

TheAttachmenu option or button will present you with a file browser allowing you to select the file(s)

that you wish to attach to the CR. For copy attachments the selected file(s) will be copied to a

secure area underAllChange's control. Each file attached to a CR must have a unique filename

(case insensitive); however, different CRs may have quite different attachments which happen to

bear the same filename.

If, at a later date, you wish to replace an attached file with a newer/different version/instance of the

file then:

● for attachments which are copies:

1. use theExtract To option on the right click menu to create a (writable) copy of

the attached file in another directory

2. modify the extracted file

3. attach the file again and it will be re-attached as the new version of the file.

● for attachments which are links:

1. use theView option on the right click menu (or double click)

2. edit the file and save

Use theDetach button to remove any file attachments that are no longer required. Note that

this will remove the copy file created when the attachment was created for a copy attach-

ment and will have no effect on the file for a link attachment.

CRs which have attachments will be shown in browsers with a paperclip on the icon if the

Show attachments flag on icons option is selected.

As appropriate for the relationship shown theremay be actions performed to add or remove items from the

list. These actions will be available from right click context menu, or from buttons available when the

show/hide action buttons button to the side of the list is selected.

Double clicking on an item in a list will open the viewer for the item selected.

Additional details about the relationshipmay be view usingView CR Relationshipmenu item on the right

click context menu. This is also available from theCR | View CR Relationship

All relationships for CRs may also be browsed using CR | Browse CR Relationships

The Status Log Tab

Details of all status changes and CR assignments are logged in the status logs database (unless auto-

matic status logging has been disabled) andmay be reported on, or viewed in theStatus Log tab. This pro-

vides an historical record of the progress undergone by a CR, thus providing an audit trail.

Note that the term status logmay have beenmapped to site specific nomenclature (e.g. audit trail) in

which case all references to status log will show using themapped nomenclature instead.
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The status log will show the statuses that the CR has been through. By default it will show the status, the

date and time the status was entered and the user who entered the status; however, this may be con-

figured to site/ project/user requirements.

The status log has one field whichmay be used to hold arbitrary, site-specific information about the status

log.

In addition to logging status changes, assignments of CRs is also logged in the status log. The status field

for an assignment will beAssigned, the date and time of the assignment is theDate/Time field, theUser

field is the user doing to assignment and the user/group assigned to is logged in the arbitrary field.

The use of the arbitrary field to hold assignment information does not prevent it from being used for site spe-

cific information for status changes.

The Votes Tab

The Votes tab shows a list of all the votes which have been cast for the CR.

Note that the term votemay have beenmapped to site specific nomenclature (e.g. approval) in which

case all references to votes will show using themapped nomenclature instead.
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The details of a specific votemay be seen in the Vote Viewer by double clicking on the vote or from the

right click context menu.

Votes may be cast when the part is in a vote status by use of the cycle viewer orVote | Cast Vote

Browsing and Viewing CR Relationships

CRs can be related to parts, baselines, other CRs and files. In addition there are 2 types of relationships

for parts and baseline, affected and solved. These relationships can be examined using:

● CR Relationships Browser

● CR Relationship Viewer

● Relationships Tab of the CR Viewer to view the CRs relationships to parts, baselines, other CRs

and attachments

● Relationships Tab of the Part Viewer to view the CRs related to the part as a part affecting or a ver-

sions solved

● Relationships Tab of the Baseline Viewer to view the CRs related to the baseline as a baseline

affecting or baselines solved

These relationships may be created and deleted from theRelationships tab on the CR Viewer andmay

also be added automatically as the result of certain operations. They may also be deleted from the CR

Relationships Browser.

CR Relationships Browser

The CR Relationships Browser allows you to browse the relationships between CRs and other items

(parts, baselines, files and other CRs), it is accessible from the CR Menu
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The precise information shown for each item affected is user definable (see Customising the User Inter-

face).

The Filter Bymay be used to restrict what is displayed according to theValue.

TheConditionmay be used to further limit the items affected shown to any arbitrary criteria.

The browser supports the following:

● The information displayedmay bemodified (i.e. which columns) by right clicking on a column title

and selectingAdd/Remove Column.

● The columns may be reordered by dragging them and dropping them in the required position.

● The informationmay be sorted by any column

● Folding View showing the relationship relationships for each CR

These features are common to all browser windows, see Browsers for amore detailed description.

Double clicking on an item in the browser will show the details in the CR Item Affected viewer window.

CR Relationship Viewer

Information about the CR relationships to other items in the system is stored in the cr relationships (also

known as items affected) database. CR relationship entries have a number of fields associated with them.

To view the details of a particular cr relationship entry use the cr relationship viewer; this may be accessed

by CR | View CR Relationship, or double clicking (or using the right click context menu) on a cr rel-
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tionship entry in the cr relationship browser or right click on an item in the relationships tab in a CR, Part or

Baseline viewer.

The CR Relationship Viewer shows the detailed information about a CR relationship to another item

The fields are:

Item Affecting:

The CR which holds the relationship.

Item Affected/Solved:

The item which is affected by the CR or the item which was used to solve/implement the CR which

is the Item Affecting. This may be a part, version, baseline, cr or file and the icon next to it will

denote which type of item it is.

Item Affected Type:

This will show information as to the type of the item related to the Item Affecting and, for parts and

baselines, whether is it a part affected or version solved, or baseline affected or baseline solved

User:

The user who created this relationship. Note this may be blank for data created prior to version 7.2 of

AllChange

Date:

The date when this relationship was created. Note this may be blank for data created prior to version

7.2 of AllChange

Arb1... Arb40:

Arbitrary, site-specific information about the item affected relationship. The field names may be con-

figured as required for your site.

Creating New Change Requests

About Creating New Change Requests

There are a number of different means by which CRs may be submitted and stored in theAllChange data-

base.

● From within ACE .

● Via Email

● From theAllChangeWebBrowser Interface

● From aWord document

● By Importing from aCSV File
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Creating a CR in ACE

About Creating a CR in ACE

In order to create a new CR in ACE use theNew CR dialog available from CR | New or from the toolbar

when the CR browser or viewer is the current window.

Field which are compulsory will be shown in red and a valuemust be supplied for these fields.

An Id should only be entered if the class of the CR to be created defines a CR numbering schemewhich

requires an Id to be input. The Idwill be used to form part or all of the CR number for the new CR.

A Class should be selected. This will determine the new CR's:

● Number (i.e. what number, prefix, suffix or id to use to create the CR number)

● Life-cycle (this will determine the initial status of the CR)

● Arbitrary fields

● Text template

When a class is selected the arbitrary fields on theGeneral tab and the Text tab will change as appro-

priate to that class of CR.

TheSummary should be entered as a brief description of the CR.

The Toppart should be entered if required, andmay be selected from a part browser dialog from the ... but-

ton.

TheReference andArbitrary fields should be entered as required for the site.

The Text should be entered as required according to the template.
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Any file attachments requiredmay be specified on the Items Affected tab, together with any related parts,

baselines and CRs. Select theCreate as link option if the attachment is to be created as a link rather than

a copy, see Attachments.

Once a new CR is created, if the CR viewer is open, then it will be shown in the viewer. The new CR

number will be reported in the output window.

The new CR will automatically have theOriginator logged as the user who created the CR.

The CR status will be set to the initial status in the CR life-cycle and (providing CR status logging has not

been disabled) the status log will be updated to show the initial status, date and user who entered the

status.

Creating a New CR from an Existing CR

An alternativemethod for creating a CR is to create one which is a copy of an existing CR.

TheCopy CR function is available from theCR menu and is supplied as a site modifiable function.

The default behaviour is to copy most of the fields of a selected CR into a newly created CR. The supplied

function copies the following information:

● class

● reference

● toppart

● summary

● arbitrary fields

● text

● attachments

● partsaffected

● baselinesaffected

● crsaffected

This may have beenmodified to suit site specific requirements.

Creating a CR by Email

In order to create a CR by email yourAllChange administrator must have configured themail system and

AllChange to accept CRs in this manner, see theAllChangeAdministrator Manual for details.

You will then need to send amail message using your mail system to a designated user, e.g. AllChange.

Any subject specified in themessage will be used tomail you back some feedback after the CR has been

created.

Themail message text will need to conform to the format shown below:

RemoteCommand=NewCR
Summary=<summary>
AssignTo=<assignee>
class=<class>
<arbfield name>=<arbitrary field contents>
CRText=<Cr text>
<more CR text>

The only compulsory entries areRemoteCommand and class, other than any compulsory rules imple-

mented withinAllChange. Any additional fields may be specified in the form of field=value.

When the CR is created inAllChange youmay receive an acknowledgement that looks something like:

Subject: RE: <subject originally specified>
CR number <XXXX> has been created for you.
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In order for the CR to be created inAllChange anAllChange functionmust be invoked— this may have

been configured to be done automatically from time to time or it may be that a user must periodically invoke

the ImportFromEmail function from theCR or possibly Functionmenu. This function will read any mail

for the special AllChange user and process it to create the required CRs. See theAllChangeAdmin-

istrator Manual for details on how to set this up.

Creating a CR using the Web Browser

TheWeb browser interface toAllChangemay be used to create new CRs over the inter/intranet.

Select theNew from theCR Menu. Enter details as needed as for creating a CR in ACE and select OK

Full details of theAllChangeWebBrowser interfacemay be found inAllChangeWebBrowser Interface.

Creating CRs from a Word Document

TheWord interface toAllChange allow CRs to be created from the content of aWord document.

This facility may be used to import, for example, requirements intoAllChange as CRs from a require-

ments document.

For this facility to be available theWord Interfacemust have been selected during aWorkstation install.

Details are given below which are correct at the time of printing, however, please see the read.me file for

information on any changes whichmay have occurred,

If enabled there will be anAllChangemenu on theWordmenu bar, theAdd Requirements option of this

menu will allow CRs to be created inAllChange from information found in the current Word document.

This will search for potential CRs to be imported in either the selected paragraphs if there are any, or, if no

selection, then from the paragraph containing the current insertion point (cursor position) to the end of the

document.

A potential CR is identified by either of the following:
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● Numbered sections, each numbered section is a potential CR

● Titles specified in theMSWordReqTitles configuration option, see theAllChangeAdministrator

Manual. The title must be some text in bold and in its own paragraph.

When a potential CR has been identified, you will be prompted for whether to add it as a CR, if you select

Yes the you will be prompted for what class to use for the new CR.

Select Automatically import all requirements with this class if you do not wish to be prompted for the

class of each CR to be created.

It will then search for any fields that it can identify to populate the new CR with.

A field is recognised as text in bold, followed by a space/ tab or non bold text.

The value for the field is taken to be any non bold text up to end of line or the next recognised field.

For each field identified a search is made to see if this matches any of the fields defined for the class of CR

to be created, if found then this is theAllChange field that the value will be associated with in theAll-

ChangeCR. If the field does not match any of those inAllChange then you will be prompted to identify

whichAllChange field is to be used (if any).

If is desired to use a field of the word document as the identifier of the CR (the cr number) then the class

used for the CR should have a user enterable ID. Choose (ID) as the field to map to when prompted and

this will be used as the CR number.

If the CR number (or requirement ID) is specified in the document (as described above)AllChangewill

attempt to identify any relationships between CRs/ requirements imported and reflect these relationships

in the CRs Affected list on the CR.

Only parent/ child relationships are recognised and the childwill point to its parent (i.e. the CRs Affecting

the child will be the parent).

Parent/ child relationships are recognised where the CR number is terminated by a sequence of:

<number>.<number> ...

A parent is identified if its CR numbermatches the child's number excluding the last .<number>. For exam-

pleRQ_1.1will be identified as the parent of RQ_1.1.3.
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The entire text of the requirement/ CR, including bothmapped and unmapped fields, will be placed in the

text of the CR.

Updating a Change Request

About Updating a Change Request

Many of the fields of a CR may be updated from the CR viewer. Simply select the new value(s) required for

any editable fields in the viewer and then selectMisc | Update. Alternatively theUpdate button on the tool-

bar may be used.

Fields that are not alterable from the CR viewer (Status, Assignee) may all be altered using special

dialogs.

TheStatusmay changed using the cycle viewer, see CR Life-cycles.

TheAssigneemay be changed using theAssign CR command dialog, see Assigning a Change Request,

which is available directly from the CR viewer using theAssigned button.

An alternativemethod of updatingmany CRs at the same time is to select the required CRs in the CR

Browser and then select the required action from theCR menu (i.e. Alter, Assign orStatus), or by using

the toolbar.

If the CR is of a class which is defined as having protected text then the text on the Text tabmay not be

arbitrarily altered but may only be appended to within each section together with an automatic stamp of the

date/time and the user that made the addition. In order to append to a section use the Insert into Text facil-

ity from the CR menu.

The Insert into Text facility may also be used with CRs which do not have protected text in order to obtain

a date/time/author stamp to any modifications whichmay bemade.
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Modifying Text

If the item is of a class which is defined as having protected text then the text on the Text tabmay not be

arbitrarily altered (the edit control is shown read-only) but may only be appended to within each section

together with an automatic stamp of the date/time and the user that made the addition. This ensures that

text enteredmay not bemodified and a full audit trail is automatically maintained.

Misc | Options allows the background colour of read-only text to be changed as required.

In order to append to a section, use the Insert into Text facility from the CR, Part or Baselinemenu, hav-

ing first selected an item in either a CR/Part/Baseline browser or viewer.
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First youmust select the section that you wish to insert into. AnExisting Text Sectionmay be selected

from the drop down list or aNew sectionmay be created by selectingNew and entering the title for the sec-

tion in the edit control.

The text that is to be appended to the selected sectionmay then be entered in the Text edit control.

The text entered will be appended to the section preceded by a stamp of the date and time and the user

inserting the text.

Under certain circumstances it may be desirable to enable certain users tomakemodifications to pro-

tected text, for example to remove an undesirable entry. The users/roles permitted to do this may be

defined as a part of the access control definition by theAllChange administrator, a user who has this per-

mission will see the Text as editable as with classes which do not have the protect text attribute..

The Insert into Text facility may also be used with items which do not have protected text in order to

obtain a date/time/author stamp to any modifications whichmay bemade. Alternatively edits may be

made directly in the Text tab edit control.

Spell-checking is available in both the Text tab, and the Insert into Text dialog. Note though, that if the text

is protected, spell-checking is disabled in the viewer tab. See the Spell Checking topic for more details.

CR Life-cycles

Like parts, CRs may have life-cycles associated with them. A life-cycle is defined as a series of statuses

through which a CR passes andmay be used to control access to items, implement approval procedures,

log progress, provide an audit trail etc. The cycle-viewer shows a graphical representation of the currently

selected life-cycle.

Note that the term status may have beenmapped to site specific nomenclature in which case all ref-

erences to status will show using themapped nomenclature instead.

The class of a CR is used to determine its associated life-cycle— see View CR Information.
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Each status also has associated conditions and actions. A status' conditions must be satisfied before a

status changemay take place, at which point the status actions will be invoked.

A status may also have vote associated with it which should be completed before the status is prog-

ressed, seeVoting.

The conditions can be used to implement approval procedures and change control. For example, your site

may have been configured to enforce that a part may not be changed unless there is a CR against it and

that CR has been approved for action and it is assigned to you.

The actions can be used to trigger events: for example, the life-cycle may trigger the issuing of the part-

saffected by the CR.

In Figure 10.1 a possible CR life-cycle is shown.

In order to enter the status of Complete a conditionmust be satisfied that ensures that there are no parts

checked out for edit against the CR and that for each partaffected by the CR there is a versionssolved to

ensure that all the required changes have beenmade.

Figure 10.1: CR Life-cycle showing triggers

To change the status of a CR use the cycle viewer. With a cycle displayed in the viewer double click on a

status which is a valid progression and the status will be changed.

Note that if there is an open vote on the status, then double clicking will open theCast Vote dialog instead

of changing the status. If the vote permits status progression (e.g. an advisory vote) then shift double click

will allow the status to be changed and the vote will be closed). This is indicated on the tool tip on the

status.
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Details of all status changes are logged in the status logs database andmay be viewed in theStatus Log

tab of the CR viewer. This provides an historical record of the progress undergone by a CR, thus providing

an audit trail.

TheChange CR Status dialog available from CR | Status can also be used to change the status of a CR.

Any CRs selected will be copied as theCR Nums. TheNew Status combo box will show a list of the

valid progressions from the current state. One of these should be selected.

TheOther optionmay be used as required for site specific approval procedures. If it is used the label

should have been configured by your administrator to indicate the required input.
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Assigning a Change Request

CRs may be assigned to an individual user or a defined group of users, the current assignee will be shown

in the CR viewer.

In order to change the current assignee of CRs use theAssign CR command dialog available from the CR

viewer directly via theAssigned button, or from CR | Assign or toolbar or context menu.

Any CRs selected in the browser or the viewer will be copied as theCR Numswhich are to be assigned.

TheUser to be assigned should be selected from the list of AllChange registered users and groups.

For each CR assigned the user will be informed of this using the host mailing system, providing this has

been configured by theAllChangeAdministrator. If the CR is assigned to a group then eachmember of

the group will bemailed either individually or making use of groupmail facilities if this has been specified in

the group definition, see theAllChangeAdministrator Manual for details.

This should be used both for assigning a CR for the first time and for re-assigning a CR.

In addition to informing a user that a CR has been assigned to them, the assignment is also logged in the

status log for the CR. The status will beAssigned, the date and time of the assignment, the user doing to

assigning and the user/ group assigned to are all logged.

Locking CRs

AllChange supports the concept of locking a CRagainst further change. This may be used, for example,

to ensure that no further parts aremodified against a CR, that the CR text is not changed any further etc.

Locking of CRs could, for example, be automated as a partof the CR life-cycle.

CR locking is enabled for a classof CR if the CR has an arbitrary field defined which is called Locked and

has the values Yes orNo. If no such arbitrary field exists, then CR locking is disabled for that class of CR.

Note that if a CR is locked, it may not be used to authorise a check outfor edit as this wouldmeanmod-

ifying the parts associated with the CR when the part is checked in.

Hierarchical CRs

CRs may be linked to one or more other CRs that they "affect''. It is up to the site to define precisely what

this constitutes.

This facility may be used to define a hierarchy of CRs so that, for example, Incidents could be related to

Problems raised as a result of the Incident which in turn could cause a number of RFCs to be raised as

used in the ITIL out-of-the-box project configuration.

Figure 10.2 illustrates hierarchical CRs.

Figure 10.2: Hierarchical CRs
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Conditions/actions may then be performed on the parent task and/ or the child RFCs in whatever way the

site desires: for example, aProblem CR cannot be closed until all its constituent RFCs have themselves

been closed.

The child RFCs are known as theCRs affecting (or referring to) theProblem CR. TheProblem CR is

known as havingCRs affected of the RFCs.

The CRs affected by and the CRs which refer to a CR may be viewed andmodified in the Relationships

tab of the CR viewer. The relationships may also be created automatically, as in the out-of-the-box ITIL

configuration.

Selecting CRs

In order to select CRs to perform an operation on either the browser or viewermay be used

Reading a CR into the Viewer

If the CR you wish to view is one of the last 10 that you viewed then you could simply select it from the his-

tory list for theCR Num in the viewer.

For other CRs the simplest method of reading a CR into the CR viewer is to double click on the required

CR in the CR browser.

TheMisc | Next andPreviousmenu items (or theNext, Previous toolbar buttons may be used in the CR

viewer to read in the next or previous CR to that currently displayed.

You can also type in the full CR number of the required CR as theCR Num followed by Return, orMisc

| Read or the toolbar button forReRead. This will cause the specified CR to be read into the viewer.

If a partial CR number is entered followed by a re-read, then the nearest matching CR will be read (e.g. 001

will cause the first CR starting 001 to be read— 00100). If no partial match can be found (e.g. there are no

CRs starting 001) an error is issued and the Viewer contents are blanked.

Selecting CRs Shown in the Browser

The CRs shown in the CR browser may be restricted by various methods.

If theStartCR is empty then the CRs will be shown from the start of the database. If StartCR is a com-

plete CR or partial CR number then the nearest match will be found as the starting point for reading the

database.

The Filter Bymay be used to restrict what is shown according to the filter selected and theValue spec-

ified. If a value is selected then only those CRs whichmatch the value selected for the field filtered by will

be shown. The valuemay be:

● (Any) if all items are to be shown.

● (Current User) if the filter is a is a field which holds a user name such as Assignee, which will

show CRs assigned to the current user.

● (Empty)will show CRs for which the selected Filter field has an empty value (e.g. CRs which are

not assigned to anyone)

● may contain * to denote any other characters e.g. starts-with*, *ends-with, *contains1*contains2*.

If no * is used then an exact match is required.

● If the Filter By is Text, the value is always treated as though it had * at start and end (regardless of

whether you type them), and so is always a contains match.

● If the Filter By is a field which holds a user name (such as the Assignee), the value list will show

the users Full Name to select from (if one has been specified by the AllChange administrator) but

the data field actually holds the users log on id. This means that if the value is specified as a wild

card (e.g. f*) then this will be a patternmatch on the real data field value (i.e. the users logon id) and

not the Full Name

For example, selectingAssignee as the Filter By and then entering a value of fred* will show all CRs

assigned to anyone whose log on id beings with fred (e.g. fred and freddy).
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TheConditionmay contain any valid ACCEL expression and all CRs displayed in the list will match that

condition. The conditionmay be constructed using the ACCEL condition editor and can be used to restrict

the CRs shown to, say, those which have a particular status, or word in the summary.

Selecting CRs Assigned to Me

The CR browser may be used to show only those CRs which are assigned to you.

Simply select the Filter By as Assignee and theValue as your user name.

The browser will be refreshed to contain only those CRs which are assigned to you as the named

assignee. Note that this will not include CRs assigned to a group of which you are amember.

To show only those CRs which are assigned to you to include CRs assigned to a group of which you are a

member a conditionmay be specified instead of selecting the Assignee filter.

To specify a condition use the condition editor by selecting the ... button for theCondition edit control.

In the condition editor select Assignee from the list of available fields and select Includes as the operator

and select your user name as the value.

On confirming the dialog the condition for the browser will read:

is_group_user(cr_assignee, demo)

Filter selectionmay be combined with aCondition and whether you want to seeOpen CRs Only so for

example if a filter of Status is selected with a value of (Any)andOpen CRs Only is selected in addition

to the condition above then only open CRs which are assigned to you will be displayed sorted by status.

Creating and Managing CRs from Doors

It is possible to create CRs directly from DOORS requirements within the DOORS interface.

To create a CR from within the DOORS interface click on a requirement object in a DOORS module and

select the 'Synchronise Object with CRs' option from theAllChangemenu. If the CR corresponding to

the requirement object does not yet exist it will then create a new CR with the contents of that requirement,

while also creating new CRs for any further requirement objects underneath the selected object.

AllChangewill set up a corresponding hierarchy between the CRs tomirror the levels that the DOORS

requirements are in. For example:

To synchronise all of the requirement objects in the DOORS module withAllChange select 'Synchronise

Module with CRs' from theAllChangemenu.

CRs created from Doors will have the class specified in theDOORSCRClass configuration option. This

must have the following arbitrary fields defined:

Project: The DOORS project containing this CR

Module: The DOORS module containing this CR
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ReqNumber: Requirement Number used by the CR when using DOORS

(The Standard Configuration has a class of CR, DoorsRequirement, defined for this purpose.)

The following built in fields are also used as follows:

Summary: Set to the title of the Doors requirement

Reference: Set to the Doors Object Identifier for the requirement

Integration with Microsoft Project

The integration with MS Project allows information about AllChangeCRs to be exported toMicrosoft

Project: this allows the progress of CRs comprising a project to bemonitored with MS Project features like

Gantt charts. The integration uses theAllChangeOLE Automation capabilities to communicate with MS

Project. See theAllChangeAdministrator Manual for details of enabling and tailoring this feature.

TheMS Project integration is provided in the form of a functionExport to MS Project available from the

CRmenu.

TheExport to MS Project function will invokeMS Project and populate it with information about any CRs

selected in the CR Browser plus all CRs that the selected CRs affect (look at theCRs tab on theView

CR window), and so on recursively if these CRs affect any further CRs. Each CR produces a task in MS

Project; CRs which affect other CRs produce summary tasks. This generates a hierarchy of tasks, which

is what MS Project typically works with.

Themost suitable arrangement for exporting toMS Project is thus obtained if you create one (or more) top-

level task(s) inAllChange; each of thesemay have further tasks among their CRs affected. At the bottom

level each task should have one or more non-task CRs which it affects; thesemust not affect any other

CRs. A sample hierarchy might look like:

TSK-00001
    TSK-00002
        CR-00001
        TSK-00003
            CR-00002
        CR-00003
    TSK-00004
        CR-00004
        CR-00005

Then select the top-level CR(s) (TSK-00001 in the above example) and invoke theExport to MS Project

function.

Of course if you do not use the CRs affected facility inAllChange you can still view information in MS

Project; there simply will not be any hierarchy.

Each CR exported from AllChange automatically sets the followingMS Project attributes:

Task name to the CR summary

WBS code to the CR number

Priority to the CR's Priority field if a CR arbitrary field exists with this name.

Other fields are exported but may be changed as desired/ needed.

Notes

The default is theDescription section of the CR Text.

Resources

The default is the current Assignee.
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Task Actual Start Date

This is the date the CR entered the status with theMS Project Start attribute e.g for CRs of class

SCR this is the InWork status. A task that has not yet even entered its start status is set to have a

duration of 0 days, whichmeans it will not have a visible task bar.

Task Actual Finish Date

This is the date the CR entered the status with theMS Project Finish attribute e.g for CRs of class

SCR this is theComplete status. A task that has not yet reached its finish status is set to finish

today.

Task Anticipated Start Date

This is the date the CR entered the status with theMS Project Bline Start attribute e.g for CRs of

class SCR this is the InWork status. A task with no anticipated start date has this set to the actual

start date.

Task Anticipated Finish Date

This is the value of the field specified in theMSProjectDateBaselineFinishFields configuration

option. The default is cr_Date_Due arbitrary field if this is used. A task with no anticipated finish date

has this set to the actual finish date.

The Task Actual Start Date and the Task Actual Finish Date are used by MS Project to display a bar rep-

resenting the duration of the task.

The Task Anticipated Start Date and the Task Anticipated Finish Date are used by MS Project to dis-

play a bar representing the anticipated duration of the task, this MS Project refers to as a baseline, though

this is not connected to anAllChange baseline. If youmaintain information in CRs about their anticipated

duration this can be represented by a baseline bar in the Gantt chart, and compared with the actual dura-

tion.

Thus in the default configuration it can be seen that a task's actual duration stretches from status InWork

to Complete and its anticipated duration stretches from status InWork to the date stored in the arbitrary

field cr_Date_Due. These are suitable for use with the supplied CR life-cycles and arbitrary field def-

initions, but may be changed to reflect a site's tailoring of these, see theAllChangeAdministrator Manual.

If you create a few CRs to test MS Project integration, fill in the appropriate fields andmove it through the

appropriate statuses in its life-cycle; do not be surprised if the bars look short/invisible if all the status

changes take place on the same day!

Customising the Arbitrary Fields

There are 100 arbitrary fields associated with CRs. The label for these and the valid values may be con-

figured as to your site requirements. This should be performed by theAllChangeAdministrator.

The customised labels will appear in the viewer and any relevant dialogs. The new field namemay also be

used in ACCEL conditions and will appear in the field list in the ACCEL condition editor.

Archiving of CRs

The facilities to archive (i.e. remove from the current database and re-import at a later date) CRs is

intended for removing closed CRs from the database for efficiency.

These facilities are available from theCR | Archive CRsmenu, but are only available toAllChange

administrators. The Archiving facilities will also only be available if the Archiving feature has been enabled

by theAllChange administrator, see theAllChangeAdministrator Manual.

To archive CRs useCR | Archive CRs | Archive, this will export all information about the selected CRs

to an external file in the project directory.
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These CRs may then be deleted usingCR | Delete CR.

If at a later date you wish to re-import archived CRs (e.g. to query them) useCR | Archive CRs | Import.

CRs are recreated with their original number and all their original information. On successful completion of

the import you will be given the option to remove the imported CRs from the archive. Once removed from

the archive they cannot be re-imported at a later date.
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Creating and Managing Baselines
About Creating and Managing Baselines

A baseline is a snapshot of a system or subsystem at a point in time. AllChange stores information about

what baselines have been taken and what is contained in each baseline.

Note that the term baselinemay have beenmapped to site specific nomenclature (e.g. release) in which

case all references to CR will show using themapped nomenclature instead.

The purpose of a baseline is to record the state of a section of the parts database at a point in time as illus-

trated in Figure 11.1.

Figure 11.1: Baselines

There are two kinds of baseline:

Part Baseline: this is a baseline containing parts

Meta Baseline: this is a baseline containing baselines

Information is stored about the type of baseline taken and other general information about the baseline: this

is known as the baseline header. Information is also stored about all the parts/ baselines that were

included in that baseline: this is known as the baseline detail.

Baselines may be taken and used to create a snapshot of a system at that point in time whichmay be

immediately locked and used to release the system.

Alternatively, an incremental baselinemay be used where a baseline is created and then continually mod-

ified as changes aremade. When a release is to bemade the baseline is frozen against further change and

a new baseline created for the next release.

Each baseline is identified by a namewhich is comprised of:

< basename>[;< version >]

The basename and the versionmay be any alpha numeric string, plus the following _-+:,. characters —

note that spaces are not allowed.

The basenamemust start with a letter, digit or _.
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The version is optional andmay be used to identify, for example, different releases (versions) of a product.

It may also be used to limit the number of versions of baselines viewed, reported on etc.

Each baselinemust be uniquely identified by the combination of its basename and version.

Part Baselines

Part baselines are baselines containing parts as the baseline details. They may have only parts as their

detail, not baselines.

The parts included in a part baselinemay be subject to certain criteria thus allowing a baseline to be very

broad or highly specialised in its criteria and scope.

There are three types of part baseline.

A design baseline captures the structure of the parts database: it records what subsystems and com-

ponents exist in the area of the parts database baselined. A design baselinemay not include versions of

the components baselined.

A release baseline, does not capture the structure of the parts database, but includes only information on

individual version(s) of component parts. As well as being useful for informational purposes, release base-

lines may be used to define what versions of what items combine to form a consistent set, secure these

versions for potential future reproduction and prepare for actual internal or external release.

An instance baseline captures instances of versions of component parts. This may be useful to capture

what instances combine to create to create a specific product or delivery. Instance baselines may only con-

tain instances of versions of component parts.

Themethod used to define the contents of your baselines will be closely linked to the release strategy you

wish to adopt.

The following scenarios are all supported by theAllChange baseliningmechanism:

● A snapshot for a release baselinemay be taken at a particular point in time of a part of the tree using

various selection criteria to define which specific parts are to be included and which versions of

those parts are to be included. This may then be locked immediately and used to create a release.

● A design baselinemay be created specifying which components a baseline is comprised of. When

a release is to bemade this design baselinemay be used to create a release baseline which spec-

ifies which component versions which are included in the release. This release baselinemay then

be locked and used to create a release.

● Releases may be created by specifying the CR's which are to be released and the information asso-

ciated with each CR is used to create a baseline which incorporates the component versions nec-

essary to implement the CRs.

● An initial baselinemay be created and then incrementally modified whenever a new component ver-

sion is checked in.

All parts included in a release baselinemay be "locked'' against future alteration so that, in principle, the

items included in such a baseline can be reproduced at a later date.

Meta Baselines

Meta baselines have (the names of) other baselines as their detail; they are effectively baselines of base-

lines.

Note that the termmeta baselinemay have beenmapped to site specific nomenclature in which case all

references tometa baseline will show using themapped nomenclature instead.

Meta-baselines may contain other meta-baselines in their detail. This makes it possible to maintain small

baselines over areas of a system and usemeta-baselines to combine these into larger baselines reflecting

various product configurations.
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Meta-baselines may have only baselines as their detail, not parts; When a baseline is created the user

must decide whether it is to be ameta-baseline or a normal ("parts-'')baseline; this cannot be changed

later.

While the details contained inmeta-baselines are always baselines, AllChange recursively follows these

down to determine the actual parts/versions/instances referenced by ameta-baseline when the context

requires this. (If multiple baselines referenced by ameta-baseline contain different versions of the same

part the result is undefined, i.e. the parts contained in baselines grouped together in ameta-baseline should

be discrete.)

It is important to understand that meta-baselines only contain references to other baselines, not their con-

tents (details). If the details contained in sub-baselines change, so effectively will the parts/ versions ulti-

mately referenced by meta-baselines.

Meta-baselines have several advantages compared to plain parts baselines: they break the process of

baselining down into small chunks, they make the constitution of a large product baseline easier to com-

prehend, they make it easy tomaintain variants of products, they allow changing the constituents of one

baseline to be automatically propagated to a larger baseline. But they do have disadvantages: precisely

because changing the constituents of a sub-baseline affects any meta-baselines in which it appears they

must be used with care; and they are slower when searching for an ultimately referenced part since all sub-

baselines must be searched recursively. These factors should be taken into consideration when deciding

which kind of baseline to create.

Baseline Browser

The baseline browser (available from Baseline | Browse) shows a list of the baselines that exist.
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The Baseline browser shows the name, the status , comment and other information about the baselines

that exist. The icon will show whether the baseline is a part baseline (release, design or instance), a meta-

baseline. If Show attachments flag in icons option is selected then the icon will in addition have a paper-

clip to indicate the presence of an attachment.

Icon Description

Release baseline

Design baseline

Instance baseline

Part Meta-baseline

InstanceMeta-baseline

Attachment to Baseline

The list may be filtered to restrict what is shown using eitherShow Last or Filter By.

Show Lastmay be used to limit the number of versions of the baselines that are to be show to the last

how-many. This may be (All) in which case all versions will be shown. The ordering of baseline versions is

determined by theRelease Date field. Themost recent is the one with themost recent date etc. The ver-

sion number/ identifier has no significance to the order of baseline versions.

Show Lastmay only be used in combination with a Filter by Name, if any other filter is selected then

Show Lastwill revert to showing all versions.

TheShow Last selection does not affect baselines with no version.

Baselines may be limited to those of a specified type by use of the Type control. This allows any com-

bination or Design/Release andMeta/Non-meta to be specified.

TheClass drop-down list may be used to limit the items listed in the browser to thosematching a specified

class. Only classes allowed to be viewed by the current user will appear in the list. If only one class name

appears in the list, then it will be auto-selected.

The Filter Bymay be used to restrict what is shown according to the filter selected and theValue spec-

ified. If a value is selected then only those baselines whichmatch the value selected for the field filtered by

will be shown. The valuemay be:

● (Any) if all items are to be shown.

● (Current User) if the filter is a field which holds a user name such as User, which will show Base-

lines created by the current user.

● (Empty)will show baselines for which the selected Filter field has an empty value (e.g. baselines

which do not have a class)

● may contain * to denote any other characters e.g. starts-with*, *ends-with, *contains1*contains2*.

If no * is used then an exact match is required.

● If the Filter By is Text, the value is always treated as though it had * at start and end (regardless of

whether you type them), and so is always a contains match.

● If the Filter By is a field which holds a user name (such as theUser), the value list will show the

users Full Name to select from (if one has been specified by the AllChange administrator) but the

data field actually holds the users log on id. This means that if the value is specified as a wild card

(e.g. f*) then this will be a patternmatch on the real data field value (i.e. the users logon id) and not

the Full Name

For example, selectingName as the Index and then entering a value of Product1* will show all base-

lines whose name starts with Product1.

The entries shown, as well as matching the specifiedShow Last and/ or Filter andValuemust also

match any condition specified in theCond edit control. This may be any valid ACCELexpression.
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To find out what baselines are currently active (for example), select theCondition editor button and select

the function status_is_open, on confirming the condition editor dialog, only those baselines whose

status is currently an open status will be shown.

The browser supports the following:

● The information displayedmay bemodified (i.e. which columns) by right clicking on a column title.

● The informationmay be sorted by any column by selecting the column title.

● The columns may be reordered by dragging them and dropping them in the required position.

● Folding View to show baseline versions and baseline relationships

These features are common to all browser windows, see Browsers for amore detailed description.

Double clicking on an item in the baseline browser will show the details of the baseline in the baseline

viewer.

View Baseline Information

About View Baseline Information

Information about the baselines in the system is stored in the baseline database.

To view the details of a particular baseline and its relationships to other databases associated with it use

the baseline viewer; this may be accessed by Baseline | View, or by double clicking on a baseline in the

baseline browser.

The information about the baseline is shown in a series of tabs. Select the tab required and the information

for that tab will be shown.

The tabs for the baseline viewer are:

Header

Shows general information about the baseline which is stored in a baseline header record.

Text

Shows the descriptive text associated with the baseline.

Details

Shows the content (detail) of the baseline. 
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Relationships

Shows information about relationships to other items such as CRs, other Baselines and attach-

ments.

Votes

Shows the votes/approvals associated with the baseline.

Status Log

Shows the status audit trail for the baseline.

A baseline is identified by its basename and version , the baseline currently viewed is shown in the window

title and in theBaseline edit control. A baseline namemay contain (only) letters, digits and _ - + : ,

. andmust start with a letter. The baseline name is made up of:

< basename>[;< version>]

TheVersion button allows different versions of the current baseline to be selected and viewed.

Header

The Header Tab

The header tab shows the fields of the baseline header record.

The fields shown are:

Type:

This indicates the type of the baseline. It may be one of:

● Release: a release baseline containing versions of components

● Design: a design baseline containing components

● Instance: an instance baseline containing instances of versions of parts

● ReleaseMeta-baseline: ameta baseline containing other release baselines

● DesignMeta-baseline: ameta baseline containing other design baselines

● InstanceMeta-baseline: an instancemeta baseline containing other instance or

release baselines
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Release Date:

The date that the baseline was/will be released.

User:

The user who created the baseline.

Date:

The date on which the baseline was created.

Time:

The time at which the baseline was created.

Locked:

True/ false indication of whether the baseline is locked against further change. A locked baseline

may still have its status changed allowing it to progress through its life-cycle .

Lockparts:

True/ false indication of whether the parts in a part baseline were locked. This flag is also used to

determine whether to lock any parts added to the baseline.

Class :

The class of the baseline. This may be any of the defined baseline classes as described in theAll-

ChangeAdministrator Manual. The class of a baseline defines its life-cycle if any.

Status:

The current status of a baseline in its life-cycle. This field is set when the status of the baseline is

changed and is initialised to the initial status of the life-cycle if there is one, otherwise it is empty.

Top Part:

The full path to the top level part with which the baseline is associated. No parts which are outside of

this part of the design treemay be added to the baseline.

Comment:

The comment associated with the baseline.

Arb1... Arb40:

Arbitrary, site-specific information about the baseline.

TheRelease Date is used to determine the order of baseline versions (if any) and is used by, for example,

Show Last in the baseline browser.

Baselines may be of different (site-defined) classes: this may be used to classify different kinds of base-

line such as baselines taken for test or baselines taken for a release. Baseline classes may have an asso-

ciated life-cycle and baselines may progress through their life-cycle statuses as appropriate.

The lockparts field gives an indication of whether parts baselined were locked. If true then for each part/

version baselined a count in the locked field of the part/ version will be incremented. If the baseline is later

deleted then that count will be decremented. (Should the count reach 255 it will neither be incremented nor

decremented again.)

The toppart field allows the baseline to be associated with one particular area of the design tree, for exam-

ple a particular product or the documentation as opposed to the code associated with a product. This

assists with the baselining (and releasing) of discrete parts of a system independently of each other. Parts

which lie outside the area defined by the toppart may not be added to the baseline.

Locking a baseline ensures that a configuration logged in the baseline is frozen and no further changes

may take place— an incremental baselinemay, for example, be locked when it is to be released.

Baseline Arbitrary Information

Each baseline has forty fields whichmay be used to hold arbitrary, site-specific information about the base-

line. They are displayed on one or more tabs on the viewer as defined for your site. Each site should have a

policy as to whether these fields are to be used at all and, if so, what information they should contain. If
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these fields are in use theAllChangeAdministrator should have assigned them a name indicative of their

function and conveyed this information to users.

Obsolete Baselines

If the baseline is obsolete then this will be shown at the top right of the baseline view window as OBSO-

LETE. This flagmay be used if a baseline is no longer to be considered but needs to be kept for historical

purposes.

This obsolete flagmay be changed usingBaseline | Alter | Make Obsolete. The obsolete flagmay be

used to restrict the baseline browser, reports etc. to include only those baselines which are not obsolete.

By default obsolete items are not shown in browsers, this may bemodified usingView | Show Obsolete

Items.

The Text Tab

The text tab shows the text associated with the CR, Part or Baseline.

No constraints are imposed on its format or contents by AllChange. However any linematching a site

defined pattern as a section start will be listed in theSections. See theAllChangeAdministrator Manual

for details on defining the section pattern. The default pattern is lines ending in :: are treated as sections.

Section headings will be displayed in bold. Selecting a section will scroll the text to the start of that sec-

tion.

Hyperlinks in the text will be shown as clickable links. Hyperlinks are activated for common protocols

such as "http", "ftp", "mailto", etc, and also for the "allchange" protocol, and any other registeredAll-

Change protocols. If the text is read-only, then the link is followed by single-clicking the link. If editable,

then the Ctrl key needs to be held downwhile clicking to follow the link. Right-clicking on links will show a

menuwhere the link may be opened or copied to the clipboard.

When items are created they have an initial text "template'': it is up to the individual site to supply suitable

empty template forms for their items and to ensure that users complete these in an acceptable fashion. Dif-

ferent classes of itemmay have different initial text templates.
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Classes of items may be defined as having protected text. This means that the text for the itemmay be

entered as normal at creation time, but thereafter may only be appended to within each section together

with an automatic stamp of the date/time of the addition and the user that made the addition. In order to

append to a section use the Insert into Text facility from the CR, Part or Baselinemenu. If the text is pro-

tected the background colour of the text tab will be by default greyed out, so show that text may not be

typed in directly. The background colour used for this may be changed according to user preferences, see

Customising the User Interface for details.

Text spelling is checked in the text tab. Any misspelled words are underlined with a red wavy line. See

Modifying Text for more information on spelling options etc.

Searching in Text

Text may be searched for a specific word or string. Also text may be replaced using a Find/Replace facil-

ity.

To invoke Find, right-click the text field and select Find, or use the shortcut keys Ctrl+F or Ctrl+D. This will

open a dialog box where the search string can be entered. Options may also be specified here tomatch the

case, or match a whole word. Once a word has been searched for, pressing F3 will repeat the search start-

ing from the current cursor position. Pressing F3 without having specified a search string will open the

dialog as shown on pressing Ctrl+F/Ctrl+D.

To use Find/Replace, press Ctrl+H, or right-click the text and select Replace. A dialog will open allowing

the search string to be specified, along with the replacement string. Options may also be specified here, as

per Find. If the text is protected against editing, then the Replace functionality is disabled.

The Details Tab

The Details tab shows the content (detail) of the baseline. The type of item listed will depend on the type of

baseline.

Note that the terms baseline and part may have beenmapped to site specific nomenclature (e.g. Release,

CI) in which case all references to that term will show using themapped nomenclature instead.

Parts

Shows the parts which a design or release baseline contains. Icons showing the issue state will be
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displayed if both theShow state of baseline details option and theShow Issue icon in part lists

options are enabled from theBrowsers tab ofMisc | Options. Note though that enabling these

options can cause slowness when running over a slow network orWAN.

Instances

Shows the instances which an instance baseline contains.

Baselines

Shows the baselines which ameta-baseline contains.

The following information is stored about each item in the baseline details database: 

name:

The full name of the item contained in the baseline. For a release or design baseline this will be the

full path to the part or version. For an instance baseline this will be the full path for the instance. For a

meta baseline this will be the full baseline name including the version.

arb1-arb40:

Arbitrary, site-specific information about the baseline detail. This might be used, for example, in a Bill

of Materials (BOM) to record the quantity required.

This informationmay be added using theAdd/Remove Column dialog in the normal way.

To view the full information for each baseline detail use the Baseline Detail Viewer (available from Right

Click menu or the Baselinemenu).

Items may be added to and removed from the baseline details using right click context menus or the

Show/Hide Action buttons button to show appropriate buttons, see Updating the Details.

Baseline Detail Viewer

The Baseline Detail Viewer shows the fields of a specific baseline detail record.

The fields shown are:

Baseline:

The name of the baseline this detail belongs to.
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Detail:

The full name of the detail to which the baseline refers. This may be a part or a baseline depending on

whether the baseline is ameta or part baseline

Detail Type:

This indicates the type of the detail. It may be one of:

● Baseline

● Instance

● Version

● Part

dtarb1-dtarb40:

Arbitrary, site-specific information about the baseline detail. This might be used, for example, in a Bill

of Materials (BOM) to record the quantity required. They are displayed on one or more tabs on the

viewer as defined for your site. Each site should have a policy as to whether these fields are to be

used at all and, if so, what information they should contain. If these fields are in use theAllChange

Administrator should have assigned them a name indicative of their function and conveyed this infor-

mation to users.

The Relationships Tab

The relationships tab shows the relationships of the selected baseline to other items.

Note that the terms CR, part and baselinemay have beenmapped to site specific nomenclature (e.g.

RFC, CI, Release) in which case all references to that term will show using themapped nomenclature

instead.

TheRelationship to be viewed can be selected from the drop down list as follows:

Meta-baselines

Shows a list of themeta-baselines which refer to the baseline viewed; i.e. themeta-baselines which

contain this baseline

CRs Affecting

Shows a list of the CRs which are affected by the baseline. It shows the CRs which have the base-

line selected as a baseline affected.
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CRs Solved

Shows a list of the CRs which are solved by the baseline. It shows the CRs that have baseline

selected as a baseline solved.

Baselines Affected

Shows the baselines that the baseline selected affects, i.e. point to the selected baseline. Note this

is distinct frommeta-baselines and is used to allow the linking of baselines for informational pur-

poses only.

Baselines Referring

Shows the baselines that affect the selected baseline, i.e. refer to the selected baseline.

Baselines Affected and Referring

Shows both the Baselines Affected by and the Baselines Referring to the selected Baselines.

Attachments

Shows a list of the files which are attached to the baseline. This may be used, for example, to attach

release notes or test results to a baseline

Double clicking on a file name in the list will allow you to view the contents of the file using the appli-

cation associated with that file type in your operating system.

Attachments may be held as copies or as links. If a copy attachment is used then the attached file

will be copied to a secure area on attaching it. If a link attachment is used then the path to the file will

simply be stored on performing the attachment. Linked attachments will change as the original (and

only) file attached changes. A copy attachment will remain as it was at the time of attachment until it

is re-attached. On the other hand there is no protection against a file which is attached as a link, from

being removed.

Whether copy or link attachments are enabled is site specific and will have been defined by theAll-

Change administrator. Attachments may be defined as always links, always copies or ask. If ask is

used (the default), then on attaching a file you will be prompted as to whether you wish the file(s) to

be attached as links.

Any attachments shownwith a full path are link attachments, otherwise they are copies.

TheAttachmenu option or button will present you with a file browser allowing you to select the file(s)

that you wish to attach to the baseline. For copy attachments the selected file(s) will be copied to a

secure area underAllChange's control. Each file attached to a baselinemust have a unique file-

name (case insensitive); however, different baselines may have quite different attachments which

happen to bear the same filename.

If, at a later date, you wish to replace an attached file with a newer/different version/instance of the

file then:

● for attachments which are copies:

1. use theExtract To option on the right click menu to create a (writable) copy of

the attached file in another directory

2. modify the extracted file

3. attach the file again and it will be re-attached as the new version of the file.

● for attachments which are links:

1. use theView option on the right click menu (or double click)

2. edit the file and save

Use theDetach button to remove any file attachments that are no longer required. Note that
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this will remove the copy file created when the attachment was created for a copy attach-

ment and will have no effect on the file for a link attachment .

Baselines which have attachments will be shown in browsers with a paperclip on the icon if

theShow attachments flag on icons option is selected.

As appropriate for the relationship shown theremay be actions performed to add or remove items from the

list. These actions will be available from right click context menu, or from buttons available when the

show/hide action buttons button to the side of the list is selected. Double clicking on an item in a list will

open the viewer for the item selected.

Additional details about the relationshipmay be view usingView database Relationshipmenu item on

the right click context menu, where database is CR or baseline as appropriate. This is also available from

the appropriate mainmenu, CR or Baseline | View database Relationship

All relationships for each of CRs, Parts and Baselines may also be browsed using the appropriate rela-

tionship browser available from CR, Part or Baseline | Browse database Relationships

The Status Log Tab

Details of all status changes are logged in the status logs database (unless automatic status logging has

been disabled) andmay be reported on, or viewed in theStatus Log tab.

The status log therefore provides a historical record/ audit trail of the progress undergone by an item.

Note that the term status logmay have beenmapped to site specific nomenclature (e.g. audit trail) in

which case all references to status log will show using themapped nomenclature instead.

The status log will show the statuses that the baseline has been through, showing the status, the date and

time the status was entered and the user who entered the status.

The status log has one field whichmay be used to hold arbitrary, site-specific information about the status

log. This may be shown if it is used.

The Votes Tab

The Votes tab shows a list of all the votes which have been cast for the baseline.
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Note that the term votemay have beenmapped to site specific nomenclature (e.g. approval) in which

case all references to votes will show using themapped nomenclature instead.

The details of a specific votemay be seen in the Vote Viewer by double clicking on the vote or from the

right click context menu.

Votes may be cast when the part is in a vote status by use of the cycle viewer orVote | Cast Vote

Browsing and Viewing Baseline Relationships

Baselines can be related to files as attachments and to other baselines. These relationships can be exam-

ined using:

● Baseline Relationships Browser

● Baseline Relationship Viewer

● Relationships Tab of the Baseline Viewer to view the files related/attached to the baseline and base-

lines linked to the baseline

These relationships may be created and deleted from theRelationships tab on the Baseline Viewer. They

may also be deleted from the Baseline Relationships Browser.

Baseline Relationships Browser

The Baseline Relationships Browser allows you to browse the relationships between Baselines and other

baselines and also the files which are attached to them, it is accessible from the BaselineMenu
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The precise information shown for each item affected is user definable (see Customising the User Inter-

face).

The Filter Bymay be used to restrict what is displayed according to theValue.

TheConditionmay be used to further limit the items affected shown to any arbitrary criteria.

The browser supports the following:

● The information displayedmay bemodified (i.e. which columns) by right clicking on a column title

and selectingAdd/Remove Column.

● The columns may be reordered by dragging them and dropping them in the required position.

● The informationmay be sorted by any column

● Folding View showing the relationship relationships for each CR

These features are common to all browser windows, see Browsers for amore detailed description.

Double clicking on an item in the browser will show the details in the Baseline Relationship viewer window.

Baseline Relationship Viewer

Information about the Baseline relationships to files attached to them and links to other baselines is stored

in the baseline relationships (also known as items affected) database. Baseline relationships have a

number of fields associated with them.

To view the details of a particular baseline relationship use the baseline relationship viewer; this may be

accessed by Baseline | View Baseline Relationship, or double clicking (or using the right click context

menu) on a baselinerelationship in the baseline relationships browser or right click on an item on the Rela-

tionships tab in a Baseline viewer.

The Baseline Relationship Viewer shows the detailed information about a baseline relationship to another

item
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The fields are:

Item Affecting:

The Baseline which holds the relationship.

Item Affected:

The item which is related to the Item Affecting. This will be another baseline or a file and the icon

next to it will denote this.

User:

The user who created this relationship. Note this may be blank for data created prior to version 7.2 of

AllChange

Date:

The date when this relationship was created. Note this may be blank for data created prior to version

7.2 of AllChange

Arb1... Arb40:

Arbitrary, site-specific information about the item affected relationship. The field names may be con-

figured as required for your site.

Creating a New Baseline

About Creating a New Baseline

There are twomethods of creating a baseline:

1. Taking a snapshot of a system usingAdd Baseline

2. Creating a new baseline from an existing one usingCopy Baseline

Themethod which best supports your release strategy should be used.

Creating a Meta Baseline

Meta-Baseline should be selected in the general tab of theAdd Baseline dialog.

The baselines to be included in themeta-baseline should be specified on the details tab. Thesemay be

meta-baselines themselves but should ultimately resolve to a discreet set of parts

A Designmeta-baseline comprises only designmeta or part baselines, whilst aReleasemeta baseline

comprises only releasemeta or part baselines.

AnInstance meta-baselinemay comprise instance baselines and release baselines

Add Baseline
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Add Baseline

In order to take a baseline use theAdd Baseline dialog available from Baseline | Add or from the toolbar

when the baseline browser or viewer is the current window.

Fields which are compulsory will be shown in red and a valuemust be supplied.

Each baseline is given a namewhich is comprised of theBasename and theVersion; theVersion is

optional.

The baseline name used to identify the baseline will be:

< basename>[;< version>]

Baseline versions may be used to identify, for example, different releases (versions) of a product andmay

be used to limit the number of versions of baselines viewed, reported on etc.

If a new version of an existing basename is to be created then theBasenamemay be selected and a new

Version should be specified.

If an entirely new baseline is to be created the requiredBasename andVersion should be specified.

Baselines may be of TypeDesign, Release or Instance. A Design baseline contains information as to the

content of the baseline but not specific details such as which versions of components. A Release baseline

is specific to a particular release or snapshot and identifies precisely the content of the baseline. An

Instance baseline contains information as to which specific instances of versions are in the baseline.
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TheClassshould be selected as required for the site: theremay be, for example, different classes of base-

line for test and release purposes. The class will determine the life-cycle for the baseline if there is one.

If Header Only is selected, then an empty baseline will be created containing no items.

TheCommentmay be used to specify any arbitrary comment about the baseline (e.g. the reason for the

baseline)

If Lock Baseline is selected then the baseline will be locked against further change once it has been

created.

In addition if used, arbitrary field contents may be specified.

The above informationmay be specified regardless of the type of baseline to be created.

Creating a Part Baseline

Release, Design or Instance should be selected in the general tab of theAdd Baseline dialog.

If Design is selected then no versions of components will be included in the baseline.

If Release is selected then only versions of components will be included.

If Instance is selected then instances of versions of components will be included.

The parts to be included in the baseline should be specified on theParts tab.

One or more startingParts should be specified as the root(s) of the subtree(s) to be baselined. The base-

line proceeds by considering all descendants of these subtrees (only) as candidates for inclusion in the

baseline, i.e. only that area of the parts database rooted at the starting node(s) is baselined.

TheVersions of components to be included as candidates for the baselinemust also be specified if cre-

ating a release or instance baseline: thesemay beAll, Default, Registered or Top.

If creating an instance baseline thenAll or Top must be selected for the instances to be included for the

selected versions.

A Conditionmay be supplied by the user to further limit which items are baselined; all candidates for inclu-

sion in the baseline are submitted to the condition and only added to the baseline if the condition suc-

ceeded. Thus a baselinemay be very broad or highly specialised in its criteria and scope.

The conditionmay be used, for example, to limit the items in the baseline to only those which have a spec-

ified class and status .

Any baseline detail items which are obsolete will not be added to the baseline unless the Show Obsolete

flag is set.

If the Lock Parts option is used then taking a baseline locks each part. When a baseline locks a part, a

count is incremented in the locked field of the part. When a part is removed from a baseline its lock count is

decremented. A part is treated as locked so long as the lock count is greater than 0. This means that a part

will remain locked, so long as it is included in any locking baseline. Locked parts/versions may not be

deleted. This therefore ensures that a versionmay not be deleted whilst it is contained within a locking

baseline. Lock Parts is not available for instance baselines.

If Follow Usesis selected, then any parts of type uses encountered as candidates for inclusion in the

baseline will be included and the part usedwill be considered as a candidate together with all its descen-

dants.

Design Baselines

A design baseline is a baseline which includes information about the product structure (possibly) as well as

information about specific components. This means that the existence of subsystems and components

making up the parts tree is stored in the baseline.

A design baseline which specifies which components make up a systemmay be used to:
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● check out the default version of all the components in a design baseline

● create a release baseline which contains specific versions of all the components in a design base-

line

In order to use either of the above it is necessary that the baseline does not contain any subsystems. You

should therefor specify a condition of pa_type != subsystem, this may be selected in the condition

editor.

Release Baselines

A release baseline is a baseline which does not include any specific information about the parts structure.

It may contain only component versions.

Instance Baselines

An instance baseline is a baselines which includes specific instances of versions of parts andmay be

used to reflect a specific product comprised of specific instances.

Creating an Empty Baseline

It is often useful to create an empty baseline and then add items to it as they are developed.

In order to create an empty baseline, simply select HeaderOnly.

Copying a Baseline

It may be useful to create a new baseline based on an existing one. Some examples are given below as to

when this may be useful:

● In order to create a baseline for the next release/ version of a product based on the current release

which has just been frozen. This will then bemodified for the next release.

● In order to create a release baseline for the next release from a corresponding design baseline

● To create a new empty baseline with the same header information as a previous baseline, which is

to be populated later.

This may be achieved by copying a baseline to create a new baseline which is based on the original. This

functionality is supplied as a site modifiable function available from Baseline | Copy Baseline.
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The baseline to be copied should have been selected and the name for the new baselinemay be specified

as the new Basename andVersion.

You should select whether you wish to create aNew Version of the existing baseline or create an entirely

New Baseline. A new version will have the same type as the existing baseline (i.e. design or release), a

new baselinemay be of a different type. This allows, for example, a release baseline to be created from a

design baseline.

If a new version of the baseline being copied is to be created then only the new Version needs to be spec-

ified.

To create a new version of another baseline (e.g. creating a release baseline from a design baseline),

select the appropriateBasename and enter the new Version.

To create an entirely new baseline enter theBasename and if requiredVersion.

TheUpdate versions to: options allow you to specify whether you wish any components added to the

new baseline to have the specified version added as the version in the new baseline.

If None is selected then an empty baseline is created. This may be useful for creating a new baseline

which is intended to be released at some point in the future, but for which the content is not yet known.

If No Change is selected then the new baseline will have exactly the same details as the baseline copied

from provided the type is compatible. This should be selected if you wish to copy from a design baseline to

another exact copy design baseline.

If Default Version, Registered Version or Top Version are selected then the version added to the new

baseline will be the specified version of the component in the old baseline. This may be used to create a

release baseline from a design baseline; the new baseline will be created as a release baseline regardless

of whether the original baseline is a design or release baseline.
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This allows, for example, a design baseline containing just components to be created to define what the

content of a release should be and this can be used to create release baselines of specific versions of

those components.

Another use would be to create new releases as the latest version of the items from the previous release.

If a detail item in the baseline being copied from is obsolete then it is not copied to the new baseline unless

the Show Obsolete flag is set.

Updating a Baseline

Updating the Header

Many of the fields of the baseline header may be updated from the baseline viewer. Simply select the new

value(s) required for any editable fields in the viewer and then selectMisc | Update. Alternatively the

Update button on the toolbar may be used.

TheStatusmay be changed using the cycle viewer, see Baseline Life-cycles.

Other fields which are not editable directly in the viewermay not be altered at all.

An alternativemethod of altering the fields of more that one baseline at a time is to select the required base-

lines in the browser and then select the required action from theBaselinemenu, i.e. Status orAlter.

If the Baseline is of a class which is defined as having protected text then the text on the Text tabmay not

be arbitrarily altered but may only be appended to within each section together with an automatic stamp of

the date/time and the user that made the addition. In order to append to a section use the Insert into Text

facility from the Baselinemenu.

The Insert into Text facility may also be used with Baselines which do not have protected text in order to

obtain a date/time/author stamp to any modifications whichmay bemade.

Text spelling is checked in the text tab. Any misspelled words are underlined with a red wavy line. See

Modifying Text for more information on spelling options etc.
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Updating the Details

The parts/baselines/instances contained in a baselinemay be added to or deleted from a baseline using

the details tab on the baseline viewer. Baselines may also be automatically updated via life-cycles or the

CRs For Baseline.

The right click context menu provides options tomodify the baseline details or the Hide/Show actions but-

tonmay be used tomake action buttons available.

Add

Add allows new parts/baselines/instances to be added to the baseline. A part/baseline list dialog will

be shown and any selected items will be added to the baseline on confirming the dialog.

If the item already exists in the baseline then it will be updated to the latest information on the item. If

a new version from the one currently in a part baseline is specified, then it will replace the original ver-

sion specified.

Update

TheUpdate button allows the contents of a part/instance baseline to be updated.
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Any Parts specified should be subsystems and will be recursively descended updating each part in

the baseline as required.

SelectingVersions of one of Default, Registered, All or Topwith a release baseline will add/re-

place the corresponding version of each component in the hierarchy. TheAll option for a release

baseline should only be used in combination with a condition which will filter out all but 1 version.

For an instance baseline selecting Instances of All or Topwill cause those instances of the

selectedVersions (Default, Registered, All or Top) to be added to the baseline.

If the baseline is a design baseline then it will be updated for any new components or subsystems

which are not in the baseline.

With any of these options, each part added/updatedmust satisfy any Conditionwhich is specified. A

condition of pa_type == component, for example, may be used with design baselines to ensure

that only components and not subsystems are added to the baseline.

Any parts which are obsolete will not be added to the baseline unless the Show Obsolete flag is set.

Note that versions/parts are only added or updated in the baseline, never deleted (even if a part no

longer exists).

Delete

Delete allows any selected items to be deleted from the baseline. For a part baseline if it was a lock-

ing baseline then any parts deleted from the baseline will have their lock count decremented.

Automatically Altering Part Baseline Details

Automatically Altering Part Baseline Details

The parts contained in a release baselinemay be automatically updated by:

● Virtue of a new version being created on check in from edit

● Updating the baseline based on the CRs which are to be released.

Updating a Baseline on Check In from Edit

The details of a part baselinemay also be automatically updated by specifying the name of the baseline to

be updated as theBlinewhen the part is checked in from edit.
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The baseline specified will be updated to the new version created when the part has been checked in from

edit.

This may be achieved using theBline option to theCheck In dialog.

Updating a Baseline from CRs

A baselinemay be updated according to the versions associated with certain change requests by use of

Baseline | CRs For Baseline function. Both part andmeta-baselines are supported.

This is a site modifiable function which— as supplied— adds to/ removes from a specified baseline the

versionssolved by specified CRs and associates the baseline with each CR as a baseline solved by that

CR.

The CR's to be included in the baseline are prompted for.
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This list of CRs will include only those CRs which are valid for release in the baseline.

CRs which are valid for release are those which:

● are in a status which has been defined as a release status This attribute is associated with a status

by theAllChange administrator when defining the CR life-cycles.

● have the TargetRelease set to the baseline or the the baseline's TargetRelease if defined (if the

TargetRelease field is in use for the CR or the baseline, this is defined by yourAllChangeAdmin-

istrator)

● have at least one part associated with it which is within the baseline TopPart.

Those CRs which you wish to release should be selected from this list.

The function will then perform the following checks:

1. All CRs related to the CRs selected are also included

2. All CRs are included which are fixed as a result of a versionssolved of a selected CR and which

have not yet been released

A CR is defined as having been released if it has a baseline associated with it as a baseline solved by the

CR and it is not in a status which is a release status.

It will then calculate a list of the all the latest versionssolved associated with the selected CRs. You will

then be prompted with a list of all of these which are not obsolete (neither the version nor the component) to

ask if you wish to add these to the selected baseline.
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On confirmation tomodify the baseline you will then be prompted with a list of all of those versionssolved

which weremade obsolete by the CR (either the version or the component) to ask if you wish to remove

these from the baseline. A part is regarded as beingmade obsolete by the CR if:

● The part/version is obsolete

● The CR Part Affected relationship has anObsolete field defined and the value is Yes

On confirmation of this the baseline will be updated to the versionssolved listed to be added and any that

were obsolete will be removed from the baseline.

If the baseline is ameta-baseline then new versions of baselines in the predecessor baseline tree are

prompted for as appropriate and unchanged baselines in the predecessor tree are placed in the new tree as

appropriate, see CRs For Baseline for full details.

Each CR will also have the baseline associated as a baseline solved.

SelectingCancel to either of the above prompts cancels the entire operation and no changes will bemade

to the baseline.

Baseline Life-cycles

Like parts, baselines may have life-cycles associated with them. A life-cycle is defined as a series of sta-

tuses through which a baseline passes andmay be used to control release procedures etc. The cycle-

viewer shows a graphical representation of the currently selected life-cycle.

The class of a baseline is used to determine its associated life-cycle— see Header.

Each status also has associated conditions and actions. A status' conditions must be satisfied before a

status changemay take place, at which point the status actions will be invoked. A status may also have

vote associated with it which should be completed before the status is progressed, seeVoting.

The conditions can be used to implement release procedures. For example, your site may have been con-

figured to enforce that a baselinemay not be progressed unless it is locked and all CRs which are related

to it have been closed.

The actions can be used to trigger events: for example, the life-cycle may trigger the issuing of the parts in

the baseline to a release area ready for building.
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In Figure 11.2 the Baseline life-cycle supplied withAllChange for theSWRelease class of baseline is

shown. This is intended to be used for releasing software source.

Figure 11.2: Baseline Life-cycle showing triggers

Initially the baseline is in a status of Plannedwhich indicates that code is being developed. When the

code for the baseline has been developed the baselinemay bePopulated. If a predecessor baseline has

been specified then the details are copied from the predecessor baseline. This means that the baseline, at

this stage, comprises the same component versions as the predecessor.

The baseline is then further populated according specified CRs which are to be released— these will be

prompted for.

The baseline details aremodified according to the code which was changed to implement the selected

CRs. Each CR is also then linked to the baseline. This means that at a glance you can see what CRs are

contained within a release.

When ready to actually build the release, the baseline status is progressed toBuild. This will check out all

the parts in the baseline (read only) to the release workspace specified, ready to be built for testing.

Once all build processes have been completed and the release is ready for test the status may be prog-

ressed to Test. The deliverables which have been built will then be put into the test pool specified. Also, all

CRs included in baseline will also be progressed to Test to indicate to the testers that these are now ready

for testing.
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The Test status may not be exited unless all CRs associated with the baseline have been tested. When all

the CRs have been tested then a decision should bemade as to whether the baseline as a whole should

pass or fail testing and the status should be set accordingly.

A baseline whichPassed testingmay be released. On release all deliverables will be copied from test to

the specifiedRelease Directory

To change the status of a Baseline use the cycle-viewer. With a cycle displayed in the viewer double click

on a status which is a valid progression and the status will be changed.

Note that if there is an open vote on the status, then double clicking will open theCast Vote dialog instead

of changing the status. If the vote permits status progression (e.g. an advisory vote) then shift double click

will allow the status to be changed and the vote will be closed). This is indicated on the tool tip on the

status.

TheChange Baseline Status dialog available from Baseline | Status, can also be used to change the

status of a Baseline.
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Any baselines selected will be copied as theBline. TheNew Status combo box will show a list of the

valid progressions from the current state: one of these should be selected.

Finding Out the Differences between Baselines

In order to find out what has changed in the baseline details between two baselines aBaseline Diffs func-

tion is supplied as a site modifiable function. The default configuration provides this function on theBase-

linemenu.

The default behaviour of this function is to take two selected baselines and report any parts added or

removed and any version changes. The results of the comparison are displayed using the visual dif-

ferencing tool. This will show a list of all the parts in both baselines highlighting those which are different

between the two baselines.

The default differencing tool is VisDiffs. If Araxis Merge is specified as the preferred differencing appli-

cation then interactivemeta baseline comparison facilities are supported treatingmeta baselines in a sim-

ilar fashion to folders allowing drill down into the constituent baselines. If using Araxis note that:

● Multiple occurrences of the same baseline in ameta-baseline are not supported

● Multiple occurrences of the same version of a part in the same baseline are not supported

● design baseline components, deleted components, etc. do not have a version time. A false time of

00:00:00 01/01/1990 is displayed

● As loading and comparison can take some time for large baselines we suggest that the recurs sub-

folders is configured off in Merge if not necessary and re-test selected items as required

● File sizes are always shown as 0

If Check Out Different Parts is selected then any different parts will be checked out to the current work-

space .

Checking Out a Baseline
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About Checking Out a Baseline

A release or design baselineselected in a browser or viewermay be the subject of certain command

dialogs which act on parts (e.g. Check Out andCheck In): this will cause all parts in the baseline to be

checked out/ checked in.

If a design baseline which contains only components is selected then the default versionof each com-

ponentwill be acted upon (forCheck Out andCheck In commands).

If a meta-baselineis selected, then the baselines will be recursively descended and the resulting parts

checked out.

Baseline names may be used in partpaths to refer to whatever subsystems, components and/ or versions

were recorded in a baseline so that a correct individual item or consistent group of items may be specified

as an argument to a command in the future. Specifying the Part in a Baseline describes this facility in

detail.

Sometimes it is useful to check whether the versions checked out to a workspaceare the versions in a

baseline, theCheck Baseline Check-outs commandmay be used for this purpose, see Check Baseline

Issues.

Incremental Releases

The parts which have changed between one baseline and another may be checked out to the current work-

space using theBaseline Diffs function, see Finding Out the Differences between Baselines.

This may be useful when wishing to perform an incremental release rather than a full release from a base-

line.

Archiving Baselines

The facilities to archive (i.e. remove from the current database and re-import at a later date) baselines is

intended for removing old or obsolete baselines from the database for efficiency.

These facilities are available from theBaseline | Archive Baselinesmenu, but are only available toAll-

Change administrators. The Archiving facilities will also only be available if the Archiving feature has been

enabled by theAllChange administrator, see theAllChangeAdministrator Manual.

To archive baselines useBaseline | Archive Baselines | Archive, this will export all information about

the selected baselines to an external file in the project directory.

These baselines may then be deleted usingBaseline | Delete Baseline.

If at a later date you wish to re-import archived baselines (e.g. to query them) useBaseline | Archive

Baselines | Import.
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Baselines are recreated with their original name and all their original information. On successful completion

of the import you will be given the option to remove the imported baselines from the archive. Once removed

from the archive they cannot be re-imported at a later date.
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Voting

About Voting

AllChange has a facility to allow decisions to bemade based on a consensus opinion at defined points in

a life-cycle, this is known as voting. Votingmay thus be used to implement and record approvals. Votes

may be defined for a particular status in the life-cycle of an item (the vote status), and in this status users

may cast their vote for a particular progression in the life-cycle.The possible outcomes of a vote are the sta-

tuses to which the item can be progressed from the vote status.

Voting is supported for CRs, parts and baselines and each of thesemay be enabled/disabled by the All-

Change administrator (see AllChange Administrator Manual). If voting has been disabled for all of these

then the Votemenu will not be displayed.

Votes must be defined by theAllChange administrator (see the AllChange Administrator Manual).

For each vote defined the users who are permitted to vote are defined, the voters. Voters may be defined

as optional in which case they may vote but are not required to do so for a decision to be reached. Note

that in some cases optional voters may be required to vote in order to enable a decision to be reached.

There are various different types of vote(known as theDecision Type) which determines how a decision

is reached.

TheDecision Types are:

● Advisory: all progressions are valid regardless of votes cast. The vote remains open until the

status is progressed

● Specified number: a specified number of votes for a progression are required for a decision to be

deemed to have been reached. This number is defined by theAllChange administrator in the vote

definition.

● Largest number: the progression with the largest number of votes is taken as the decision

● More than half: more than half of the votes cast must be for a single progression for a decision to

be reached

● Two-thirds: at least two-third of the votes cast must be for a single progression for a decision to be

reached

● All but one: all but one of the votes cast must be for a single progression for a decision to be

reached

● Unanimous: all votes must be cast for a single progression for a decision to be reached

Votes may be parallel or serial:

Parallel:

All voters are invited to vote at the same time

Serial:

Voters are invited to vote in turn, with voters able to pass the vote to the next voter. Each voter in the

series may be an individual or a group, role or users specified on a field. So for each phase of the

serial vote theremay be several voters voting in parallel.

When a status is entered which has a vote defined for it, the voting process begins for the item whose

status has changed. The type of vote, the voters, the votes cast and other information can be seen on the

Cast Vote dialog for any open vote.

The voters are sent an email to inform them that they need to cast a vote, and a record is added to the vote

database for that item to indicate that a vote is opened.

If the vote is a serial vote, only the first voter(s) is(are) emailed.

The vote remains open until one of the following occurs:
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● The status is changed

● A serial vote is closed by stop criteria

While a vote decision has not been reached, the status of the itemmay not be changed , but voters may

cast a vote for one of the statuses which is a valid progression from the current status.

There are a few exceptions to this however:

● For an advisory vote, the status may be changed at any time providing the vote has no deadline

defined, and there are no outstandingmandatory voters

● A votemay be ignored by a user with a role which has theignorevote permission for the status

Details of votes cast may be found in the Vote browser and on the Votes tab of the items' viewers.

A decision is reached by one of the following events:

● When all mandatory voters have voted, plus sufficient optional voters to enable a decision to be

reached.

● The deadline expires

● A serial vote's stop-criteria returns true (stop-criteria are a part of the vote definition)

● A vote is cast for the decision override status (the Decision override status is part of the vote def-

inition)

When a decision is reached, an email is sent (if defined to do so in the vote definition) to the users defined

to indicate either that a decision has been reached, or that a decision cannot be reached, i.e. the vote is

blocked.

The decision is calculated according to theDecision Type.

The decisionmay be inconclusive, i.e. blocked, for eachDecision Type as follows:

● Specified number: no status has the required number of votes

● Largest number: all statuses have an equal number of votes

● More than half: no status has more that half of the votes

● Two-thirds: no status has two-thirds of the votes

● All but one: no status has all but one of the votes

● Unanimous: the votes are not unanimous

An advisory vote always has a conclusive decision.

While a vote is open users may alter or rescind votes cast. This may change the decision reached, or

change whether the vote is blocked. An email is sent, on a decision being reached, to the recipient as

defined in the vote definition. Additional emails are sent if the decision changes due to votes being cast,

altered or deleted.

For a serial vote once all mandatory voters have cast a vote within a set of voters, the votemust be

passed on to the next set of voters. This is achieved using theNext button on theCast Vote dialog. This

will only be enabled if you have permission to pass the vote on (by default one of the current set of voters

or the vote_manager) and if all mandatory voters in the current set of voters have voted. Once passed on

the to the next set of voters optional voters from previous sets may no longer cast a vote. When the vote is

passed to the next set of voters an email is sent to inform them that they should cast their vote. If all pos-

sible voters for a stage in the series have voted the vote will be automatically passed to the next set of

voters.

If a conclusive decision is reached, then the itemmay be progressed to the decision status (in the case of

an advisory vote all statuses are permitted). This may be achieved by holding the SHIFT key while double

clicking the status in the cycle viewer, or right click on the status in the cycle viewer and selectMove

Status.

If a vote is blocked then all statuses are permitted as with an advisory vote.
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If the vote is defined withAuto-progress and a single status is the decision, then the status change is

made (and the vote closed) as soon as a decision can be arrived at.

Information on open votes, blocked votes and votes awaiting voters may be reported on from AllChange

using the XXvtopen, XXvtblocked and XXvtawaiting reports, where XX is either cr, bl or pa, for CRs,

Baselines or Parts respectively.

Votes may also bemonitored using the baseline/cr/part event and vote/altervote command .

Casting a Vote

Users may cast a vote either by email or within ACE:

Casting a vote within ACE

Users may cast a vote by means of theVote dialog available from Vote | Cast Vote or context-menus for

CR, Baseline and Part browsers and viewers. Votes may also be cast from the Cycle Viewer, by double-

clicking on the current status or the status they wish to vote for.

The Vote dialog is opened where the user can view existing votes for the item, see which users have

voted and are left to vote, see information on the vote definition, and also cast or change their vote.

TheVote Definition information includes:
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● Valid Voters: A list of all the voters whomay vote

● Users yet to cast a vote: A list of the users who have not yet voted. Optional voters are indicated.

For a serial vote, voters not yet valid to vote are shown disabled/greyed.

● Deadline: If specified this is the date by which all votes must be cast. After this date the vote a

decision deemed to have been reached and no further votes may be cast or modified.

● Decision Type: This is the type of decision defined for this vote.

● Remaining Voters: The number of voters still to vote

● Decision Reached: This shows what decision has been reached if any.

To cast a vote or modify an existing vote the following informationmust be entered in theVote Details sec-

tion of the dialog:

o Representing: this is the capacity with which the user is casting their vote. The drop down list will

show valid entries according to the vote definition of which the user is amember. (Self) will be

shown to represent a named individual voter voting as themselves.

● Vote: this is the vote that is to be cast. 

For any Decision Type other than serial this may be any of the possible progressions from the cur-

rent status. In addition the followingmay be specified:

(No Preference) - this counts as a vote cast but does not contribute to the decision

that will be reached

(Not Voted) - this will remove a vote previously cast by the user

For serial votes theNext button may be used to pass the vote on to the next voter(s) in the series.

The button will be disabled if you do not have permission to pass to the next voter or if there are still

mandatory voters to vote in the current set of voters.

● Comment: this is optional andmay be used by the voter to make a comment about their vote

Votes may have arbitrary fields defined, and if so, thesemay also require values to be entered in this dialog

on the Fields tab.

Casting a vote by email

Users may cast a vote by email if this has been enabled and configured by the AllChange administrator,

see the AllChange administrator manual.

The simplest method of casting a vote by email is to reply to a vote initiation email sent by AllChange. This

contains information as to how to vote by email. Simply reply to themail box being used to submit votes by

email, yourAllChange administrator can tell you what this is. This may be the email address that the vote

initiation email came from ormay be another email address depending on how the feature has been con-

figured.

The email sent must have the vote cast a the first line of the email body, andmust have the following infor-

mation elsewhere in the email together with any mandatory fields (e.g. Comment or arbitrary fields) spec-

ified in the form field=value (this is provided automatically in the vote initiation email):

RemoteCommand=Vote

Database=database
Item=item

The user to vote as and in what capacity they vote (e.g. role) is calculated from the sending email address.

If the user has already voted then their vote is altered, otherwise a vote is cast.

Votes Browser

The Vote browser (available from Vote | Browse Votes) shows the votes that have been cast.
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The precise information shown for each vote is user definable (see Customising the User Interface).

Database is used to select whether to browse CR, part or baseline votes.

Show may be used to filter the votes shown to:

● All Votes - this will show all entries in the votes database, this include Start and End vote records

● Votes Cast - this will show just the votes cast by users

● Open Votes - this will show all votes for votes which are still open (i.e. a decision has not been

reached)

Filter Bymay also be used to restrict what is displayed according to theValue.

The browser supports the following: 

● The information displayedmay bemodified (i.e. which columns) by right clicking on a column title

and selectingAdd/ Remove Column.

● The columns may be reordered by dragging them and dropping them in the required position.

● The informationmay be sorted by any column by selecting the column title.

These features are common to all browser windows, see Browsers for amore detailed description.

Double clicking on a vote in the browser will show the details of the selected vote in Vote viewer window.

Vote Viewer

Vote details may be viewed in the vote viewer by double-clicking or selecting Vote | View on a vote in one

of the vote browser lists.

This will show information about the vote and allows some of the information, e.g. the comment, to be

altered.
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The information shown is:

Item:

This is the item which has been voted on. This may be a CR, baseline or part

User:

The user who cast the vote

Representing:

The role or group that the user casting the vote is representing. This will be blank for Start/End votes

Status:

The status that the item was in when the vote was cast

Vote:

The vote that has been cast. This will normally be a status which is a valid progression from the vote

status. As a special case this may be (Vote Start), (Vote End), the stop/block word defined for a

serial vote, the next/pass word defined for a serial vote (see theAllChange Administrator Manual).

Date:

The date and time that the vote was cast.

Comment:

Any comment made when the vote was cast.

Arb1..Arb40:

Any arbitrary fields defined for the vote. These will be defined by theAllChange administrator, see

theAllChange Administrator Manual
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Monitors

AllChange has a facility for monitoring events affecting objects which are of interest.

Whenever amonitorable event occurs withinAllChange the system looks to see whether any users have

placedmonitors for that event on the object being affected by the event. If there are any matchingmonitors

in existence the placers of themonitors are informed that the event has occurred. TheAllChangeAdmin-

istrator will have set up precisely what "informing'' consists of, but it shouldmean that the operating sys-

tem's "mail'' facility is used to post an appropriate message to the users.

Monitors may be disabled by theAllChange administrator, if they are disabled then all monitor menu

options will be disabled.

A monitor may be placed by using theMonitor | Add Monitor dialog.

The Item Type of the item to bemonitored should be selected. This will affect both the events available for

that type of item and the items to bemonitored.

TheEvents that may bemonitored are certain selectedAllChange commands and some general events

(part, cr, baseline). The general events will have no effect unless configured to do so by theAllChange

administrator. If configured then themonitor arbitrary field will probably also have been configured to spec-

ify the specific event to bemonitored.

Figure 12.1 describes the events whichmay bemonitored in the default supplied system. TheSubEvent

documents the supplied arb1 field values that may be specified when placing amonitor on a general

event. Site specific events may have been added.

Item Event SubEvent Description

part part checkout Monitors for a part being checked out to a workspace

part checkin Monitors for a part being checked in from aworkspace

newversion Monitors for a new version of a component being created

use Monitors for a part being used

status Monitors for a status change on a part

part alterobsolete Monitors for the obsolete flag on a part or version being

changed

part vote Monitors for a vote being cast

Figure 12.1: Event Monitors
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part altervote Monitors for a vote beingmodified

part rename Monitors for a part being renamed

file promote Monitors for a file being promoted to a pool

release Monitors for a file being released from a pool into a release

directory

cr statuscr Monitors for the status of a CR changing

cr assigncr Monitors for a CR to be assigned to a user

cr vote Monitors for a vote being cast

cr altervote Monitors for a vote beingmodified

baseline statusbaseline Monitors for the status of a baseline to change

baseline renamebaselineMonitors for a baseline being renamed

baseline vote Monitors for a vote being cast

baseline altervote Monitors for a vote beingmodified

The items to bemonitored should be specified. If the user is interested in the event occurring on any item

of the specified type, theAny should be selected instead of specifying the items individually.

Users may set up any monitors that they require and the information about what events and objects are

monitored and by whom is stored in themonitors database.

This may be browsed usingMonitor | Browse.

Monitors may be deleted by selecting themonitors to be deleted in the browser list and then selecting the

delete record toolbar button.
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Reports and Queries
About Reports and Queries

Full facilities are provided withinAllChange for informal querying and formal reporting from theAllChange

database.

Many simple on-line queries may be able to be answered by the information provided in the various

browsers and viewers which provide a fixed format view of most aspects of theAllChange database.

For example:

How do I know what is checked out to a particular workspace and/ or user?

The check-outs browser window can provide this information very simply. Alternatively, if the work-

space you are interested in is the current workspace, then one of theCheck-out filters on the part

browser could be used to show those parts checked out to the current workspace.

How do I know what CRs are currently assigned to me?

The CR browser will provide this information with the use of the Filter by and selectingAssignee fol-

lowed by aValue ofme. Alternatively theConditionmay be used but in this case that would be a

less efficient method.

The contents of browsers may be printed as a fixed format reportingmechanism usingView | Print or from

context menus from the browsers.

Some information is only available as a report or is best accessed via a report. A wide variety of report

types are supported catering for everything from summaries tometrics and graphical output, see Types of

Report for details.

AllChange supports twomethods for accessing theAllChange reporting facilities:

1. From the report wizards/dialogs available from ACE.

2. From awizard accessed from within MSWord

There is aReport Wizard available from each databasemenu. This will guide you through the process of

generating a report from within ACE.

When you becomemore familiar with reporting theReports | Reportmenu provides access to the under-

lying reporting and querying facilities available within ACE, options available are:

Report <database>: provides facilities to generate reports in any site specified format with any

query required. A number of sample report formats are supplied with the

system.

Two types of report are available, textual reports and acreports. Textual

reports will appear in the output window in a fixed width font format or may

be sent to a text file or printed.

acreports are produced using the GUI reporting tool ACREPORT, results

are formattedmore prettily then the textual reports andmay be printed.

Report Wizards Provides access to various report wizards which guide you through the

process of generating a report

Column Report Wiz-

ard:

allows tabular report formats to be generated for output toWord or Excel

Report for each database is also available from the corresponding databasemenu.

For details of creating your own reports see:

● ACREPORT which is available from theReportsmenu. This allows GUI based report format gen-

eration.
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● AllChangeAdministrator Manual for textual reports: it is only intended that AllChange Admin-

istrators should need to use this facility

Types of Report

AllChange's flexible reporting facilities allow for several different types of report to be produced.

Brief

A textual summary of a database contents usually in a tabular form. The example shown below is

produced using ACREPORT.

Detail

A textual report giving a lot of detail about each item reported on.The example shown below is

produced using ACREPORT.
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Textual Metrics

Metrics may be produced and presented in a textual form. Thesemay be used, for example, to anal-

yse quality metrics and improve quality processes.The example shown below is produced using the

text report facilities.
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Word Table

Summary datamay be produced and output directly toWord as a table. The example shown below is

a summary of the CRs.

Excel Table

Summary datamay be produced and output directly to an Excel spreadsheet.
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Note that AllChange replaces the contents of an open workbook, if there is one, in an already run-

ning Excel. You should thereforemake sure that any changes you havemade in Excel are saved

before running anAllChange report which produces output in Excel.

Graphical Statistics

A graph drawing application is supplied withAllChange together with some sample reports which

use it to display metrics related to CRs in a graphical form. The example below shows the numbers

of CRs in each of the different possible statuses.
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Excel Graph

Metrics may be produced and output directly to an Excel spreadsheet and presented as a graph.

(See also note above)

Word Wizard

Reports may be generated directly inWord by use of theWordWizard.
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All of the above report types may be generated by themethods described in the following sections.

Report Wizard

There is aReport Wizard option available on each of thePart, BaselineandCRmenus. This will guide

you through the process of generating a report from within ACEon each of the corresponding databases.

The first wizard screen will allow you to specify the items that you wish to report on. Any items selected in

a relevant browser or viewermay be used.

The example below shows the first wizard screen for reporting on CRs.
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Any CRs selected in a browser or viewer will be copied as theSpecific CRs, but these will only be the

CRs reported on if theSpecific CRs button option selected. For CRs a rangemay be specified, or all CRs

may be reported on.

Select Next to progress to the next screen.

The second wizard screen allows you to express conditions which the items to be included in the report

must satisfy. Certain common conditions are shownwhichmay be selected, any additional criteria may be

specified by using the ACCELcondition editor accessible from theCond button.

The example below shows the second wizard screen for reporting on CRs.

Select theNext button to progress to the next screen.
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The third wizard screen allows the index that the report is to be generated against to be selected.

Both the index to be used and a specific valuemay be specified. The example below shows the index wiz-

ard screen for reporting on CRs.

The (Default) entry indicates the default index for the database.

The values that may be selected for a specified index will include the special values:

● (Any) to indicate all values for the index are required

● (Empty) to indicate values where the field indexed has no value

Selecting an index provides ameans of sorting the report output by the indexed item and a fast search

mechanism if aValue is given.

Select theNext button to progress to the next screen.

AllChange reporting facilities allow for several different types of report to be generated. This screen

allows you to select the category of report that you require.

The example below shows the category wizard screen for reporting on CRs.
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The selection that youmake here will determine the contents of the next wizard screen.

Select theNext button to progress to the next screen.

This screen provides you with a list of the reports available in the category selected in the previous screen.

The example below shows the list of reports available for the graph category for reporting on CRs.

Select the report required and select theNext button to progress to the next screen.

The final screen allows you to specify where you wish the report output to be sent. The options available

will depend on the type of report being generated.
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At any stage in the wizard process youmay go back to a previous screen, when you are happy with all

your selections select Finish and your report will be executed.

Whilst the report is being generated a dialog will appear allowing the report to be cancelled . This is useful if

you wish to abandon a report whichmay be taking longer than expected, or if you entered an incorrect con-

dition.

Generating AllChange Reports from MS Word

CertainAllChange reports may be generated from aWordWizard which is supplied with theAllChange

You should run a workstation install selecting theWord integration option in order to enable this facility.

InWord if you select New from the Filemenu, theAllChangeWizard (allchang.wiz) will appear in the

list of templates offered.

Select this and theWizard will start. If AllChange is already running then this is theAllChange that the

wizard will communicate with, otherwise it will start a new ACE.

Select the report that you require from the list and specify the item name(s) for the items you wish to

include in the report (if none are specified then all items for the database reported on will be included).

An example is shown below of the result of running the Full CR Details report from theWordWizard.
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Additional reports may be added to the list as required for your project, see theAllChangeAdministrator

Manual for details of how to do this.

Report

About Report

In order to report on a particular database select Reports | Report | Report database orReport from the

appropriate databasemenu. Alternatively select the toolbar icon or use the context menus when an appro-

priate database window is the current window and theReport dialog relevant to the current window will be

shown.

The report dialog for the CR database is shown below:
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The general format of the report dialog for each database is common, certain options however are not avail-

able for all databases. The common options are available on the CR report dialog shown above and are

described below. The additional options specific to each database are described in the appropriate sub-

section below.

Whilst a report is being generated a dialog will appear allowing the report to be cancelled. This is useful if

you wish to abandon a report whichmay be taking longer than expected, or if you entered an incorrect con-

dition.

Common Options

Items

The items that are to be candidates for inclusion in the report should be specified as theCRs, Parts,

Blines etc. If no items are specified (or the word any) then all items in the database will be can-

didates for inclusion in the report.

           Certain databases permit a range of items to be specified, see the section Limiting the Items

Reported On.

Cond

Each item which is a candidate for inclusion in the report is submitted to any specifiedCondition.

The conditionmust be satisfied for the item to be included in the report. The conditionmay be any

valid ACCEL expression. The ... button provides access to the ACCEL condition editor which provides

a user friendly interface to the a subset of the full language facilities

The condition is parsed and, if possible, corresponding clause(s) injected into the query sent to SQL.

Where this happens the search can be fast.

● The parser can only handle a limited subset of ACCEL. The simpler the condition, the

more likely it is to be included in the SQL query, e.g. a single simple <field><-

operator><value> is likely to succeed.

● The parser is designed to handle the typical ACCEL generated by the ACCEL condition

editor. It knows about the code generated for the various operators offered there, and

common in-built ACCEL functions (e.g. match_wild()) and user-defined functions

(e.g. call(IsArbFieldDefined, ...)).
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● The parser can handle an ACCEL and operator in a condition, but only some or and

not operators.

Format

The name of the file containing the desired specification (both content and layout) of the reportmust

be given in the Format option. The format file may be selected from a list:

The names of appropriate format files for the database to be reported on is shown, together with a

summary description of what that report will show. A large number of sample reports are supplied

with the system and your Administrator may well have added some site-specific ones.

         Reports may be ACREPORTs (acr's) or may be textual (rep's) whichmay produce text based report or

may be passed on to other applications such as graph drawing applications or MSWord. TheWin-

dows version of the software provides a simple graph drawing package whichmay be used with

reports.

         The format will define the content and layout of a report. Furthermore, it may also define other report

options and possibly evenConditions for the report. Any of these options selected in theReport

dialog will override any values specified in the format file.

         For details on creating your own report format files see theAllChangeAdministrator Manual.

Index

The index by which the data items are accessed to produce the report affects the sort order of the

report and (in combination withValue) the items reported on. It may also have a significant per-

formance impact when used in combination with aValue to limit the items reported on compared to a

similar result being achieved using theCondition and the default index.

         The (Default) index is the primary index for the database.

Value

TheValuemay be used in conjunction with any non-default index and specifies the index value the

items must have in order to be included in the report.

         The values that may be selected for a specified index will include the special values:

●(Any) to indicate all values for the index are required

●(Empty) to indicate values where the field indexed has no value
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Output

The results of the report may be:

●placed in a file if anOutput File is specified. This is only valid for textual reports

●sent to the printer if thePrinter option is selected

●displayed on screen if neither of the other options is used

         ThePage Length should be used to specify the number of lines required per page. If no value is given

then the page length is taken to be unlimited. See the section on page breaks later on. Page length

is only valid for text based reports.

Limiting the Items Reported On

The search for candidates to be included in a report can be limited to a range of items when using the pri-

mary index for the check-out, monitor, CR or baseline databases: this is achieved by specifying item-->

item (two hyphens) as an item (theremust be no space on either side of the -->).

For example, if

CR01000-->CR01500

is entered as theCRs for a CR report then only CRs CR01000 to CR01500 (inclusive) will be included as

candidates for the report.

If the lower bound is omitted the search starts from the beginning of the database; if the upper bound is

omitted the search continues to the end of the database, e.g.:

-->CR00020

will include CRs from the start to CR number CR00020.

Alternatively

CR10000-->

will include CRs from CR number CR10000 to the last CR.

Where a database holds a large number of items this facility will (drastically) reduce the search time com-

pared to searching the whole database.

Page Breaks

Report automatically inserts a header at the start, and a footer at the end, of each page of a report. A new

page is thrownwhenever:

● the page length is exhausted; or

● a page break instruction is encountered in the formatfile.

A Page Lengthmay be specified for textual report formats (.rep). If the page length is not specified then a

page will be thrown only when a -Pagethrow instruction is encountered (i.e. the page length is unlimited).

The page lengthmay be specified in the report format file or on the command line.

Reporting on Parts

The candidates for inclusion in a report on parts may bemodified by the following options:

Versions:

Allows you to select which (if any) versions of parts are to be candidates.

           None no versions are included.

           All all versions (except those which have theNo_Version flag set) are included.

           Default the default version is included.

           Registered the registered version is included.

           Top the top version is included.

           Edit all versions including those with theNo_Version flag set are included.
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Follow Uses

If selected then the report will follow any uses type parts encountered to the part used when search-

ing for candidates.

Recursive

If selected then all children of each specified part are included. Thismust be selected if any Ver-

sions have been selected for inclusion.

These options may be selected in the format file used; any option selected in theReport Part dialog will

override any format file settings.

Reporting on Instances

Individual instances may be specified, and will be reported on.

If a version is specified then all instances of the version are reported on.

If a subsystem is specified then all instances of all versions of all components in the subsystem are

reported on

Reporting on Baselines

A range of baseline names may be specified as the baselines to be included in the report when using the pri-

mary index; e.g. BL1-->BL5 would report on all baselines with names alphabetically between BL1 and

BL5. Note that if a range is specified then the Indexmay not be used.

Baselines may also be limited by specifying the number of versions of the baselines to be included in the

report using theShow last option. This will only include the latest how-many versions of the baselines,

where how-many is the number specified. Note that Show lastmay not be used in combination with

Index.

TheRecursive option will cause a report on ameta-baseline to recursively report on all the sub-baselines

contained within themeta-baseline

Reporting on Check-outs

If any partnames are specified as theParts then all check-outs of those parts will be candidates for inclu-

sion in the report (i.e. if a part is checked out to several different workspaces then details of all these

check-outs will be candidates).

A range of partnames may also be specified when using the primary index.

If theRecursive option is specified then any children of the specifiedPartswhich are checked out will be

included as candidates for the report. This provides a useful mechanism for finding out what parts within a

particular subsystem are checked out.

Reporting on Change Requests

The numbers of those change requests of interest may be specified as theCRs (full CR numbers must be

specified, e.g. 00017may not be abbreviated to 17). If no change request numbers are given then all

change requests will be included.

A range of CR numbers may be specified (e.g. 00100-->00999 will include only CRs with numbers

00100 to 00999). Note that if a range is specified then the Indexmay not be used.

UnderWindows two graphical report formats are supplied for CRs:

crgstate

This displays a graph showing the numbers of CRs which are in a particular state. The user is

prompted for what should appear along the X-axis (i.e. what state is of interest). In the supplied for-

mat, assignee, class, status and arb1may be selected; however, this may be tailored to offer other

options. The number of CRs in each possible value for the selected state will be plotted. For exam-

ple, if assignee is selected then the number of CRs assigned to each individual who has at least one

CR assigned, will be shown.

           Another example is shown below where the number of CRs in each life-cycle status is shown.
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crgtime

This displays a graph showing the number of CRs Submitted andClosed eachmonth over the last

12months. It also shows the number of CRs that were open for eachmonth.

In addition, underWindows, the following sample report formats are supplied which export data to an Excel

spreadsheet.
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crxlstat

This is the equivalent of crgstate but exporting the data to Excel.

crxltime

This is the equivalent of crgtime but exporting the data to Excel.

crxltrnd

This exports data to Excel to display trends in CR statuses showing the number of CRs in each

status at the end of each week.

crxlactv

This exports data to Excel to display CR activity showing the number of CRs which passed  through

each status during each week.

crxlTimeForClearance

This exports data to Excel to show the average time to close CRs permonth and the number of CRs

closed per month

Reporting on Votes

The Items reported on should be CRs, baselines or parts as required. If none is specified then all votes for

that item type will be reported on.

For each of CR, baseline and part the following reports are supplied:

xxvtawaiting

Shows all items awaiting a vote

xxvtopen

Shows all items with open votes

xxvtcurrent

Shows all current votes and their decision

xxvtblocked

Shows all blocked votes for items

Where xx is cr, bl or pa for CRs, baselines and parts respectively

Reporting on Monitors

Monitors to report on are specified in terms of the itemmonitored. If no items are specified then all monitors

will be included in the report. A range of items is accepted.

Reporting on General Information

It is possible to write report format files which output general information without being centred on any par-

ticular database. Normally a report format file names the database for which it is intended and report iter-

ates through this database looking for items. Specifying none for the database namemeans that no

databases are searched for anything.

This facility may be used to create general reports and statistics about the system. Four useful reports are

included withAllChange:

gistats

Shows general database statistics such as the number of records in each section of theAllChange

database as well as various environment information.

giconfig

Shows information about the current AllChange project configuration.

giuser

Shows information about registered AllChange users including their roles, workspaces and groups.

gibt

Pretty prints a BT file.
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These reports are available from Reports | Report | General Info report dialog.

No items should be specified for giconfig, gienv or gistats. The full path to a file whose BT is to be

reported on should be specified for gibt

Generating New Reports

Generating New Reports

New reports are created by creating a new format file and adding this to the list of available reports.

New reports may be saved in your home directory in which case they will only be available to you, or in the

AllChange project directory where it will be available to all users. Only AllChange administrators may

save reports to the project directory.

As anAllChange administrator, it may be useful to save reports initially to your home directory whilst you

refine them and then later promote to the project directory to make generally available: this may be done

usingPromote Report.

If you wish to generate a summary tabular report forWord or Excel, this may be achieved using theCol-

umn Report Wizard.

Standard reports for viewing the result inAllChange or printingmay be created andmodified using ACRE-

PORT. This provides aGUI basedmethod of creating report layouts and content including the ability to pop-

ulate tabular report layouts from the information selected to be shown in the ACE browsers.

Textual report formats including those which export data to third party applications require editing the for-

mat file using a text editor. Full details about writing these format files may be found in theAllChange

Administrator Manual.

Promote Report

Promote Report allows report format files to be promoted from a users home directory to the AllChange

project directory to make them available for general use. Promote Report is available from theReport |

Reportmenu.

Reports shows a list of all AllChange report format files found in the home directory.
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Select the report you wish to promote, if it is defined with aSummary andCategory in your home direc-

tory then these controls will be completed with this information.

TheSummary should provide a brief description of the purpose of the report

TheCategory should specify the type of report that it is.

On selectingOK the file will be copied to the project directory and the appropriate summary and category

information added to the report format information for the project directory.

Column Report Wizard

TheColumn Report Wizard is available from theReports | Reportmenu. It allows you to generate a

new report format file whichmay be accessed from theReport dialogs. The report formats generated are

for column based reports output toWord or Excel.

The first screen requires that you select which database is to be reported on.

The next screen allows you to select which fields of the database are to be columns of the report.
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Select one field at a time and use theAdd button to add fields to theSelected Columns. Note that the

order in which theSelected Columns is shown (top to bottom) is the order in which the report output will

occur (left to right).

The order may be changed by removing entries with theRemove button and then adding them again in a

different order.

The next screen allows you select whether you wish the output of your report to go toMSWord or MS

Excel.
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If Word is selected then the format that the word table should have in the resulting reports may be selected

using the TableFormat button. This presents a list of the table formats supported by Word and whatever is

selected will be used when the report being generated is run.

The last screen requires that you enter some information about the report format to be generated.

TheSummarywill be shown in the report format list from theReport dialogs.

A file namemust be specified for the report format to beSaved As. The name used will determine when

the report is offered on format lists of available reports. The first 2 letters must reflect the database that is

being reported on (e.g pa for parts, cr for CRs). The file name should have a .rep extension and this will

be added automatically for you.

If you are anAllChange administrator then youmay choose whether you wish to save the new report for-

mat in yourHome Directorywhere it will only be available to you, or in theProject Directorywhere it will

be available to all users. If you save to your home directory and then later wish tomake it available to all

users, it may be promoted to the project directory usingReport | Report | Promote Report

If you are not anAllChange administrator then the format file will be saved in your home directory and will

only be available for your use.

To run your new report use:

either the Excel/ Word category of theReport Wizard for the appropriate database

or the format list of theReport dialog for the appropriate database.

If your new report does not appear in the report list/ format list, then ensure that the file name you specified

started with the appropriate 2 letters for the database being reported on.
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Access Control and User Roles
Access Control and User Roles

User Roles may be used to implement access restrictions withinAllChange. Roles effectively define

groups of users with permission to perform various actions on certain areas of the database.

Roles are assigned to you by yourAllChangeAdministrator.

A user of AllChange has access to commands and information based on whether the user has the

required role for a part accessed. TheAllChangeAdministrator will have defined what role a user must

have in order to executemost AllChange commands — note that this is totally site-defined, not hard-

coded into the system (i.e. the precise access controls implemented will depend on how the system has

been configured by yourAllChangeAdministrator).

If you attempt to perform an operation on an item for which you do not have permission, an error message

will be issued, for example:

Developer permission required for part (part)

This would indicate that you require a developer role for the part being accessed.

TheRolestatus bar item shown at the bottom of the ACEWindow shows the role that you have currently

selected.

If a role is shown then youmay only have permissions for that role. If (Auto) (or no role) is selected then

youmay have permissions for all the roles that you are amember of. If you wish to restrict yourself to the

permissions for one role only, then a role should be selected. For example, if you are amember of both man-

ager and developer roles and you wish to ensure that you do not inadvertently perform any operations

that only a managermay perform.

You can find out what roles youmay have by using the Role Browser. This may be accessed by Misc |

Browse Roles.

In order to set the role that you wish to use either the role browser or theSet Role dialog – selectMisc |

Set Role (or double click on the role status bar item).
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In both cases select the required role and from the browser select Set Role from the context menu, from

the dialog select theSet button. This will set the current role to the selection and show this in the status

bar.

If the role (None) is selected then this will set the current role to no role and (Auto)will be shown in the

status bar.

Since roles are associated with parts, then just because youmay have a developer role, this does not

mean that youmay have a developer role for all parts, youmay be a developer for a source code for exam-

ple but not for design documents.

Various attributes are given in the definition for each role and thesemay be accessed for reporting/ que-

rying purposes as fields of the roles database.
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Customising your Workspace
About Customising your Workspace

A workspaceis a directory in which workfiles reside and editing/ compiling etc. takes place. For a full

description of workspaces see About Workspaces

You can customise workspaces to:

● Define the Default Version for each workspace using registrations.

● Define which pools are to be used for each workspace using registrations

● Define which workspace is to be the default on startup

Workspace Registrations

About Workspace Registrations

Registrations are used to define the default version parts should have whenever they are referencedwhile

attached to a particular workspace; they also define the pools that are to be used for build purposes for the

workspace.

Registrations are so called because they are used to "register an interest'' in particular versions and pools.

Registrations are defined in a register definition file which is a text file created and edited using eitherWork-

space | Workspace Registrations or a standard text editor.

See Registering to Pools and Default Version Registration for details.

Register definition files are called register.ac andmust reside in theworkspace directory.

Workspace Registrations is a standard supplied ACCELfunction whichmay bemodified to suit individ-

ual site requirements.
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Registering to Pools

If pools are being used, then different workspaces may need to use different pools for build purposes.

The pools that are to be used should be selected using theAdd button on the Workspace Registration

dialog. They may be unregistered using the correspondingDelete button.

Any pools that are registered to a workspace will be used for build purposes and will also be used for auto-

update pool purposes.

These are stored as the first line of the register.ac file in the form:

pool-names

Pool-names is a whitespace-separated list of pools associated with the workspace. If no pools are appli-

cable the line should be a blank one.

Default Version Registration

TheWorkspace Registrationmay be used to register an interest in specific versions of components.

This is achieved by defining what the default version for components is to be.

If Highest on Branch specifies the name of a branch, then the highest version on the branch specified will

be the default version if the branch exists.

If Version in Baseline specifies the name of a baseline then the version of the component in the specified

baseline (if it exists in the baseline) will be the default version if the specified branch does not exist (or no

branch was specified).

Additional rules may be specified in theOther Patterns. The rules are applied in the order in which they are

encountered.

If no rule matches for the component then the default rules for the default version will be applied.

Each line of theOther Patterns should specify aDefault-version-pattern. This specifies a part —which

may be a pattern— and the default version of parts matching that pattern to be used when attached to the

workspace and no version is explicitly specified.

Thus /project/file;001 wouldmean simply that: when attached to the workspace and referencing

the part /project/file without specifying a particular version, then the default version will be version

001.

The pattern *.c;003 wouldmean that version 003 would be used for any parts ending in .c.

The pattern /project/*.pas;!bln1 wouldmean that for any part ending in .pas anywhere within the

/project hierarchy (including any subsystems) the version appearing in baseline bln1 would be used.

It is also permissible for the version pattern to specify just a branch without the final version number in

which case the highest version on that branch will be used, so that *;branch1 would ensure branch1

was the default for all parts.

Parts arematched against patterns in the order the patterns appear in the register definition file with the

first match encountered being adopted. Hence, for example, an entry of *.c;001 should come before an

entry of *;002 to set the default version for .c parts to 001 and that of all other parts to 002; putting them

in the opposite order would not make sense.

All the lines in the register.ac file apart from the first are used to define the rules for determining the

default version of parts.

Attaching to a Workspace/ Role Automatically

If you wish to automatically attach to a particular workspacewhenever you start upAllChange, or select a

particular role, then this may be achieved by specifying which workspace and/ or role you wish to always

start with in theMisc | Options, see Options.
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Youmay also automatically attach to the sameworkspace and role that you had last time you were in ACE

by saving your settings in your registry. Ensure thatMisc | Save Settings on Exit is selected and these

values will be saved.

The next time you start AllChange your workspace and role will be set to the value last saved.
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Customising the User Interface
About Customising the User Interface

Various aspects of the user interfacemay be tailored from the standard which is initially supplied.

Some of these customisations need only be performed by theAllChangeAdministrator, somemay be set

up for each user individually.

The following aspects of the user interfacemay be customised:

Browser Contents

The precise content of the browser lists may be defined as required.

Shortcuts

User defined shortcuts may be created and placed on the shortcut bar or the folder list

Views

Which panes are displayedmay be tailored as well as the style of list displayed for windows con-

taining list views. Select Cycle View Bar to display a graphic representation of the currently selected

life-cycle.

Options

A variety of different options are available for users to tailor the GUI to their preferences

Environment

Various aspects of the environment used by AllChangemay be altered.

Menu Options

The content of the pull downmenus may be configured to provide access to user defined ACCEL

functions (Administrator Only)

Menu & Toolbar Item Availability

The items on toolbars andmenus may be configured as to when they are available (i.e. not greyed)

(Administrator only).

Arbitrary Field Labels & Content

Both the labels for arbitrary field and the valid values may be configured (Administrator only).

Those items marked as Administrator only are only expected to be configured by yourAllChange

Administrator and are project specific (not user specific) configuration options. If you would like to see

changes to these aspects of ACEthen you should discuss your requirements with your Administrator.

Other configuration options may be specified for each user and youmay therefore change these without

affecting other users.

Defining Browser Contents

The contents of browser windows and other lists may be tailored to individual preferences.

Which columns are shown, the order in which they are displayed and the columnwidths are all tailorable as

described below.

Adding and Removing columns

Right click on the column heading bar and select Add/ Remove Column
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         The columns displayed are those which are selected (ticked) in theColumn Selection dialog. They

may be added and removed from the browser by changing the selection.

         Certain columns in theColumn Selection dialogmay not be changed (i.e. they may not be unticked).

These column(s) represent the name/ identifier for each item/ database record shown in the browser.

Generally just the first column is fixed but for some databases (e.g. check-outs), more than this is

required to identify the item (the part name and the workspace checked out to for check-outs).

         New columns selected will be added as the last column in the browser whichmay then bemoved to

the desired position.

Reordering browser columns

In order to move a column to a new position simply drag it to the required position.

           Note that fixed columns may not bemoved.

Preview Pane

Each browser may have a preview pane to show a summary of a selected item in the browser. This

may be switched on/off using theViewmenu.

It is also possible to change the sort order of most browsers by clicking on the column to be sorted by. This

facility is only available for the CR browser if theAllow CR browser header sortOption is selected. If

sorting is permitted then it should be notes that the sort will only take place within the current buffer loaded

into the Browser. For full database sorting the Filter By should be used.

Shortcuts

Both of the Shortcut bar and Folder list contain user configurable icons, which can be used to open a

browser window, run a report, or invoke an ACCEL command or operating system command. This can be

very useful for fast access to frequently run reports or queries run in a browser.

Both the Folder List and the Shortcut bar may be closed if not wanted using theView Menu.
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The Shortcut Bar includes groups, which each contain a number of items. The user may add, remove or

rename groups by using the bar's context menu, found by right-clicking on a group label or in the bar's free

space.

The user may also add new shortcuts, change the icon view-style or hide the bar, from this menu.

Shortcuts may have the following properties:

Name: this is name that will be shownwith the icon

Type: this determines the type of function that the shortcut performs. It may be one of:

Browser: this will cause a browse window to be displayed

Report: this will allow a report to be run

Eval Command: this allows an ACCEL expression to be evaluated

OS Command: this allows an operating system command to be executed

Browser: defines which browser is to be displayed forBrowser type short cuts.

Database: defines which database is to be reported on forReport type short cuts

The Filter/Condition group specifies the filter and condition for a browser or report shortcut:

Show Last: specifies the number of baseline versions to be shown for a baseline browser short cut

Open Only: specifies whether only open CRs should be shown

Type: specifies the baseline type, for the baseline browser, out of any combination of Design/Re-

lease andMeta/Non-meta

Class: specifies a class by which to filter the CRs or Baselines in the relevant browser

Check-outs: specifies a filter for the Check-outs browser to show Any, For Edit orRead-only

check-outs
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Index: specifies the index to be used for a browser or report short cut

Value: specifies the index value for a browser or report short cut.

Condition: defines any conditions to be applied to a browser or report short cut

Columns: defines the columns to be shown in the browser. This may be the current browser column set-

tings by selectingNo change or may be selected by selectingSpecified. If Specified then the columns

and their order may be selected by selecting the ... button. On selecting the ... button the columns initially

selected will be as per the current open browser if there is one, otherwise the default for that browser.

Items to run report on should be: specifies how the items which are to be reported on should be spec-

ified for a report short cut. This may be:

● All the items in the appropriate database

● Selected from the appropriate browser or viewer

● Prompted whether to use selected or all items

● Specified in the shortcut

The default is "Prompted...".

The 'Items control is disabled unless "Specified..." is chosen.

Items: specifies the items to be reported on for a report short cut. This may only be specified where

the Items to run report on should be selection is Specified in the shortcut

Report Output: specifies where the report results should be sent for a report short cut. This may be:

●Output Window— If the report is a nativeAllChange report (*.acr) then the report output

will be displayed in its ownwindow. If the report is a textual report (*.rep) then the

report output will to go to the Output Window. This is the default option.

●Printer— this will cause the user to be prompted for a printer to send the output to. The user

can also select the page size, and orientation. Note that for a nativeAllChange report

(*.acr) the page size and orientation are set in the report itself, so the choices made

here are ignored.

●File — this is valid only for textual reports (*.rep), and causes the output to be written to the

specified file

Format: specifies which report format is to be used for a report short cut.

Right-clicking on icons offers the user a context menu where items may be opened, removed, renamed,

copied or have their properties edited.

The Folder List offers the same facilities as the Shortcut Bar, except that the items are presented as a tree,

allowing the user to organise them into a hierarchy.

Icons can also bemoved or copied within the folder list or shortcut bar. To copy an item, hold down the Ctrl

key. Items may be dragged between the shortcut-bar and the folder list, in either direction, in which case

the item is copied by default. To achieve amove, the Shift key should be held down. Folders in the short-

cut-bar may bemoved or copied only within the shortcut-bar itself. If dragging with the right mouse button

then amenu is displayed on release, where the user may choose to copy, move or cancel the operation.

Changes to the bars are personal to each user and are stored in the user's registry profile, however

defaults may be created by AllChange administrators by selectingSave Shortcuts from the right click

context menu for the shortcut bar or folder list. This will save the current shortcut and folder list settings to

theAllChange project directory. These default settings will be used by any user who has not saved per-

sonalised settings. To restore to the project defaults, selectMisc | Clear Settings and select Short Cuts.

Either of the bars may be turned on or off independently of the other from theViewmenu.
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Spell Checking

Spell checking is available in the text tabs of the CR, Baseline and Part viewers, in other text fields for

which the Administrator has enabled it, and the Insert into Text dialog. Depending on user options, mis-

spelled words are shown underlined by a red wavy line. Right-clicking on themisspelled word shows a list

of suggested correct words. The wordmay also be ignored, or added to the user's dictionary.

A spell-checking dialogmay be opened from the text field's context menu or by pressing the F7 key. The

dialog finds eachmisspelled word, suggests replacements, and allows the user to ignore the word or add it

to their dictionary. If a misspelled word is not found in the dictionary, and appropriate suggestions are not

found, then themisspelled wordmay be over-typed in the 'Not in dictionary' field, and "Change" clicked to

replace the word.
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A Spelling options dialogmay be opened from the spell-checking dialog, or by pressing Ctrl+F7 from the

text field. The spelling options also appear on themain Options dialog available on theMisc menu. See the

Options topic for more information.

Note that, on the text tab of viewers, if the text is protected against direct editing then spell checking is not

available. It is still available on the Insert into Text dialog however.

Views

TheViewmenu provides access to facilities to select which windows/bars are to be shown and display

options for the windows.

TheView cascademenu provides options to select the display type of list views as:

● Large Icons - shown as a large image, with a simple caption

● Small Icons - as above, but with small images, listed left to right, top to bottom

● Details - small images and captions, with columns to show additional information

● List - as small icons, but listed top to bottom, left to right

● Folding - as details, but able to show related items as children of listed items

The style of list view may be selected independently for each Browser window. For speed, when showing

views other than Details or Folding, column information is not retrieved. The columns are only evaluated on

first switching to a view with columns.

Show Obsolete Items determines whether items marked as obsolete are to be shown in browser win-

dows. If this is selected then any obsolete items will be shown dimmed to distinguish them from normal

items

Shortcut bar, Folder list, Output window respectively close/remove from the display the named

pane/window

Clear output window allows the output window to be cleared of any text

Cycle View Bar allows the life-cycle for items inAllChange to be viewed and updated. The cycle-viewer

is displayed in a docking window, whichmay be attached to any side of themainAllChangewindow.

Preview Pane if selected will show a preview or summary of the content of an item selected in a browser

window. The preview panemay be switched on and off for each browser independently.
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Toolbar allows items on the toolbars to be added to and deleted from

Folding View

The folding view allows a list to be displayed as a tree. It is supported by various browsers and viewers.

The folding view displays placeholders for elements of the tree which are not in themselves items in the

list. These placeholders will be shown using a grey icon, and grey text.

Items which can be expanded will have a '+' button to the left of its icon. AllChange will only evaluate chil-

dren of items when the item is first expanded. Therefore, items may be shownwith a '+' button regardless

of whether the item has any 'child' items. On expanding the item, the '+' is removed if no children were

found. Items for which the lack of children can be determined without additional database access (e.g. a

part baseline as opposed to ameta baseline) will be shownwithout the '+' button.

The information shown by the folding view (i.e. the items that are folded) vary depending on the type of

item being shown.

Versions Folding View

The Part Browser's right-hand pane shown in a folding view shows the version tree for the component.

Components will be expandable to a list of the (non-branched) versions of the component. Branches are

shown as placeholders whichmay be expanded to show the branched versions.

Parts List Folding Views

Lists of parts shown in a folding view show the hierarchy of the path to the parts contained in the list. Sub-

systems which do not actually exists in their own right in the list are shown as placeholders (i.e. as a grey

icon) whilst subsystems which are items in the list are show as normal in blue.

For the Check-outs browser components are also shown as placeholders with the expansion showing the

specific component versions that are checked out.

Parts folding views are supported for the Check-outs browser and all lists of parts displayed in viewer tabs

such as the Parts tab of the CR viewer, the Find window also supports a folding view.

CRs Folding Views

Lists of CRs shown in a folding view show the relationship between CRs. If a CR has any CRs affected,

then these are shown on expansion.

CRs folding views are supported by the CR browser and all lists of CRs displayed in viewer tabs such as

the CRs Solved tab of the Part viewer

If theShow only orphans at top level in folding view option is set for the CR browser then only CRs

which have crsaffected and CRs which are not referred to by any other CR will be shown.

Baselines Folding Views

Lists of Baselines shown in a folding view show the relationship between baselines. Expansion of ameta

baseline shows the baselines contained within themeta baseline.

In addition, if the Fold baseline versions in folding view option is set then placeholders for the baseline

basename are shown, and on expansion, if the baseline has versions, each version of the baseline is

shown.

Baselines folding views are supported for the baseline browser and all lists of baselines displayed in

viewer tabs such as theMeta tab of the baseline viewer.

If theShow only orphans at top level in folding view option is set for the baseline browser then only

meta baselines and parts baselines which do not appear in any meta baseline will be shown.
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Items Affected Folding Views

When Items Affected browsers are shown in Folding view, the list contains placeholders for the Item

Affecting, with a child for each of its Items Affected.

Options

Misc | Optionsmay be used to define various personal settings which tailor the behaviour of ACE.

Browsers

This tab allows certain features of browser windows to be configured.

Autoupdate determines whether to update all open child windows showing databases which have

changed after every AllChange command has completed. If selected this ensures that what-

ever changes are caused by any command are reflected immediately. However, if there are

many open windows, the database is large or system load is heavy then performancemay

suffer a noticeable degradation: theremay be a pause at the conclusion of certain commands.

Switching off autoupdatemay be desirable in this situation: the current active top window will

still be automatically updated, while theRefresh toolbar button (or option from theMisc

menu)may then be used from time to time to cause the current state of the databases to be

updated when required. This may also be used to see any changes caused by other con-

current users of the system.

Update Top Window Only determines whether all open windows are updated after every All-

Change command or just the current active top window, and other windows are updated when

they become active. This only has an effect if Autoupdate is selected.

Maximum browser items: theMaximum number of browser items to be read into any browser. If

this number is reached amessage is issued and the user is given the opportunity to improve
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the filter being used. If this number is very large then the resulting list can be too large to be

useful. The default value is 5000.

CR Buffer Size: this allows the buffer size for the CR browser to be specified. It should be the

number of CRs to be read in at one time in the CR browser. The default buffer size is 100.

Allow CR browser header sort: If sorting is permitted then it should be noted that the sort will

only take place within the current buffer loaded into the Browser. For full database sorting the

Filter By should be used.

Show only orphans at top level in folding view: if selected ACE will show only items which

have other associated items in the list, or items which are not associated with any other item

in the list (i.e. they are orphaned). This optionmay be set separately for the baselines and

CRs.

Fold baseline versions in folding view: if selected ace will show baseline versions folded. i.e.

placeholders are shown for baseline basenames, the expansion of which will show the ver-

sions of the baselines.

Show Check-out icon in part lists: if selected, ACE will show the check-out state of a part in the

part browser

Show state of baseline details: if selected, ACE will show an icon displaying the existence - or

otherwise - of each detail in a baseline in the baseline viewer parts tab. If Show check-out

icon in part lists is also selected then the check-out state of each part will be shown.

Show attachments flag in icons: if selected, ACE will show a paperclip on the icon in browsers to

indicate the existence of an attachment to a CR or a baseline. Note that this can have an

impact on the speed with which the list is filled, especially on systems running over a slow

network orWAN.

Startup

This tab allows various ACE startup options to be specified.

Initial Role : the role that should be always selected on startup. This overrides any saved setting.

Initial Workspace : the workspace that should be always selected on startup. This overrides any

saved setting.

Always use this project forces ACE and ACCONFIGto always start up using this AllChange project

and not prompt for the project to use.

Disable splash screen on startup prevents the display of the splash screen while ACE is starting

up.

Debug

Debug mode causes ACE to start up in debugmode. This means that trace and echo are switched

on.

ACCELwarnings allows the ACCELwarnings level to be set. This determines whether warnings

are issued for certain operations within ACCEL code. Values may be:

● 1 : warn on attempt to access an undefined variable

●128 : treat any warnings as errors

Misc

This tab provides access to various miscellaneous options.

Prompt whether to send further errors to output: if selected the error dialog used by ACE allows

multiple error messages to be diverted to the output window.

Send Errors To: allows the user to control where error messages are displayed.

Both: sends error messages to both a dialog and theOutput Window (this is the default)

Dialog: sends error messages to a dialog only
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Output: sends error messages to the Output Window only

Show Output Window: allows the user to control the circumstances under which the Output Win-

dow is shown (up-fronted) after running a command.

Default: show theOutput Window whenever explicitly requested by the command

executed. This will tend to be whenever there is interesting output, e.g. after running a

report where results are sent to the Output window.

Always: show theOutput Window whenever any output is produced

Had Error: show theOutput Window whenever explicitly requested (as forDefault) or when

an error message is output

Never: never show theOutput Window

Confirm on update

If this is selected then when a record is updated from information entered on a viewer and you

hit Return orEnter you will be prompted to confirm that you wish to update. If you select

Misc | Update then you will not be asked for confirmations. If this is not selected then the

update will happen automatically.

Read-only CR Text background colour

Re-sets the background colour of the CR text in CR viewers to a colour of choice. Setting the

colour to 'Automatic' will use the colours set inWindows preferences.

Home directory: allows you to specify what should be used as your home directory.

External Tools

This tab allows various external tools to be specified.

Default Editor: allows you to specify your preferred default editor. This will be used when there is

no edit action associated with a file.

Default Viewer: allows you to specify your preferred default viewer.

Differencing Tools: allows you to specify your preferred file comparison tools by different file

extensions and a Default Differencerwhich will be used if there is no specific one.

If no differencing tool is specified then if the file is aWord document thenWord will be used, if

it is a binary file (one listed in Binary suffixes) then a simple comparison for equality will be per-

formed otherwise the default is VisDiffs as supplied.

 If using Araxis then the compare.exe tool should be specified and not merge.exe if the

full Araxis interface functionality is required. For full Araxis interface functionality the All-

Change administrator must also have enabled it. Full Araxis integration allows:

●Subsystem Comparison

●Hierarchical baseline comparison

●3 way directory comparison

●SubsystemMerging

in addition to the basic functionality which includes:

●File comparison

●Component version comparison

Spelling

This tab allows spell-checking options to be specified.

Check spelling as you type: this option determines whether misspelled words will be shownwith

a red under-line in item text fields, and arbitrary fields which have spell-checking enabled.

Ignore words in UPPERCASE: any words which are entirely in upper-case will be ignored if this

option is set.
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Ignore words with numbers: this option causes words containing numbers, e.g. 'Apollo13', to be

ignored.

Language:Specifies the language to use when checking words in the supplied dictionaries. This

will default to English (UK) unless the client is running in the US, in which case it will default

to English (US).

User dictionary: specifies the path of the user's dictionary, which is where words are added when

using the Add function in the spell-checking dialog. This defaults to 'User.dic' in the user's All-

Change home directory. Clicking the "Edit..." button opens a dialog where the user may edit

the contents of their dictionary.

The Environment

Various aspects of the environment used by AllChange are specified by the project definitions and by the

values contained in certain environment variables or in the registry.

Personalised settings are also saved in the registry such as the size of windows, which windows are open,

browser column settings, the toolbar settings etc.

If you wish to revert to the default project settings thenMisc | Clear AllChange Settingsmay be used.

This allows selective groups of settings to be restored to the project defaults.

The following groups may be restored:

● Application settings: this is the saved sizes and positions of windows, and information such as

browser condition history, browser columns, etc. This is equivalent to deleting the section "Ace-

Settings" in the user's registry.

If Restore defaults now is selected then all open windows will be reset immediately reset all open

windows immediately. If not their settings will not be restored until they are closed and re-opened

● Toolbar settings: this is any customization that has beenmade to toolbar buttons, additional tool-

bars, and their sizes and positions. This is equivalent to deleting the section "AceToolbarSettings"

from the user's registry, and resets the toolbars to the default state. This also resets the output win-

dow, shortcut bar, and folder list to their original position.

● Shortcuts: this will remove all shortcuts from both the shortcut bar, and the folder-list, and restore

the default shortcuts.

The selected settings are restored as soon as Ok is clicked. Any changes to windows settings from then

on will be saved as normal.

For full details of configuring the environment see theAllChangeAdministrator Manual.
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AllChange Web Browser Interface

About AllChange Web Browser Interface

This chapter describes theWeb Browser interface toAllChange.This allows, for instance, users at a

remote location to runAllChange even though they are not connected directly to the network. Most facil-

ities/functionality offered by theWindows interface is supported by the browser interface including running

reports, support for Change Requests, Parts and Baselines andMailing.

In order to use these facilities yourAllChange administrator will need to have configured theAllChange

system and yourWeb server appropriately, see theAllChangeAdministrator Manual for details.

You should run your web server in the normal way and access theAllChange Interface pages.

This chapter describes the initial supplied configuration of theAllChangeWebBrowser interface— it may

have been configured/ modified for your particular site requirements.

The supplied interface works withWeb Browsers supporting HTML including:

● Internet Explorer ( version 6.0 and upwards)

● Mozilla Firefox (Version 2.0 and upwards)

The browser must support Frames, Java and Javascript.

The Java Runtime Environment must be installed on the client machine.

Cookies should be enabled if user settings are to be retained.

It is assumed that you are familiar with the features of the particular browser you are using.

To access theAllChangeWeb Interface, simply point the web browser to the root location of theAll-

Changeweb application. This will by default be something like http://<servername>/acwebapp/.

This will bring up the log-on page.

AllChange Browser Interface Logon

The initial page of theWeb Browser interface provides for logging on toAllChange and for administering

the users who have access to the browser interface.
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If usingWindows Authentication you can logon using yourWindows credentials in theWindows Account

Logon section. Internet Explorer running inWindows should authenticate and pass across theWindows

user automatically. All other browsers, and browsers running in non-Windows environments will prompt

the user for their domain user name and password. Windows authenticationmust have been enabled by

yourAllChange administrator, see the AllChange Administrator Manual.

If usingAllChange authentication then in order to log on toAllChange youmust be a registered web

browser user, this is in addition to being a registered AllChange user. If you are not registered contact your

AllChange administrator or see theAllChangeAdministrator Manual.

To log on to the web interface User Administration youmust be a registered web interface user and enter

yourAllChange user name and password.

When you log on, if there is more than oneAllChange project that you are permitted access to then you

will be presented with a list of these. If only one project is permitted then you will be automatically logged

onto that project.

Note that logging on to anAllChange project may take a little while.
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Browser GUI

When logged on to the Browser Interface, themain page will be loaded. This is split into 4 frames :

Menu Frame - This is at the top and has amenu similar to the standardAllChangemenu. Click on a but-

ton to bring up the correspondingmenu. Click on amenu item to perform the named

option.

Navigation Frame - On the left of themain screen area is the navigation framewhich contains links to the

File, Part, Check-outs, CR and Baseline browsers.

The navigation frame also allows you to LogOff from AllChange and displays the

user that you are logged on as.

Main Frame - This is wheremost of the information is displayed. This includes browsers, viewers and

dialogs.

Command Output - The bottom frame shows any command output text that might be generated.

The general look and feel of the interface is very similar to theWindows Interface (ACE). There is a

browser for each database and a viewer to show the details of an individual item. For full details see the rel-

evant database chapter (Creating andManaging Parts, Creating andManaging Baselines and Creating

andManaging CRs)

A few points to note where the interface differs between theWindows and the Browser versions:
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Browsers:

● ston the browser columns may be used to sort the browser in ascending/descending order on that

column. The current sort order is shown by highlighting the arrow in blue.

● Conditions may be entered using the browser condition editor or as ACCEL expressions and the

Search button used to filter the browser according to the condition.

● Click on the name of an item to view the details of that item

● Items have a check box beside them. Select (tick) the check box tomake the item the subject of a

command/action from theMenu or Right Click menu.

● For Internet Explorer users, there is a right-click menu on the browsers. If there are no items ticked,

then themenu will offer a link to add a new item on the Part, CR and Baseline browsers. If items are

selected, then themenu will offer links to a full list of options, e.g. View, Delete, Status, Assign,

Copy andMakeObsolete for the CR Browser. The items selected will be used to populate the

dialog for the selectedmenu item.

CR Browser

The next/previous buffer of CRs may be viewed using the right and left arrows at the top left of the Browser

screen.

The default buffer size is 50, but this may bemodified usingMisc | Options.

Part Browser

To view the contents of a subsystem, click on the Parts icon in the navigation framewhich will display the

browser for the last subsystem visited (default will be /).

To view the contents of a particular subsystem, click on the subsystem icon.

To navigate up a level, click on the icon at the top of the browser. You can navigate to any level in your
current hierarchy by clicking on the subsystem name in the Location.

To bring up the viewer for a part, click on the name of the part in the list. To view the root part, select View

from the part menu before you have selected a part to view. Once you have viewed a part (using the

browser), Part | View this will show you the last part viewed.

File Browser

Displays the content of a workspace, by default it will show the content of the current workspace if there is

one. Only Webworkspaces may be browsed.

Navigation through subdirectories is the same as for the part browser.

Files may be uploaded and downloaded to/from the workspace as in the part browser. In addition the

UPLOAD NEW FILE link may be used to upload a currently unknown file from your PC/Network to the

workspace (e.g. in preparation to check it in as a new part or a new version of a part which is not checked

out).

Viewers

Viewers are accessed by selecting the hyperlink for the item in the corresponding browser.

Information is displayed in viewers in a very similar fashion to the windows interface with Tabs to show dif-

ferent sections of information about the item.

Changes may bemade on the page and saved using theUpdate button.

If changes are unsaved when a new tab is displayed an * (asterisk) will be shown next to the item name to

show that there are unsaved changes. SelectingUpdate at any time will save unsaved changes. Parts,

Baseline and CRs Affected by a CR
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All the items affected tabs for a CR viewer show the respective items buffered in pages. UseNext/Pre-

vious to move through the pages of information. The default buffer (or page) size is 5 andmay bemodified

using the Items Affected Buffer Size option, from theMiscmenu.

Attachments:

Attachments are fully supported but work in a slightly different way to theWindows Interface.

To attach a new file to a CR/baseline , click theBrowse button. This will bring up a file selection dialog

where you can pick a file to attach. Once selected the file namewill displayed in theAttach text box. To

actually attach the file, click on theAttach button. Note that this may take several minutes for large files.

Once attached the file will appear in the list of file attachments.

To view an attachment you need to first download the file to your PC - select the file that you would like to

download from the list of attachments and select Download. This will present a dialog allowing you to

Open orSave the file, opening will allow you to view the file contents and saving will allow you to save the

file to your PC or network and then view the file using the appropriate application.

To detach a file from the files affected list, select the relevant files and click on theDetach button.

When adding a new CR or Baseline, then file attachments must be specified last, as the filename cannot

be saved between tabs.
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Items Affected

Items Affected (Parts affected, Baselines Affected, CRs Affected etc) are displayed in buffered tables.

The size of the buffer is set to 5 as default; this can be adjusted by setting the Items Affected Buffer Size

in theOptions. You canmove forwards and backwards through the buffers by clicking onNext orPre-

vious. You can also go directly to a specific page by entering the page number in the edit box.

CR Parts Affected/Versions Solved

Selecting theAdd button for either Parts Affected or Versions Solved on the Parts tab of the CR viewer

allows parts to be selected for addition.

The selection windows shows 2 lists, theSubsystem list and theSelect Parts list. The subsystem list is

used for navigation around the tree and the Select Parts list is used to select specific components or ver-

sions which are to be added. Select ^-Parent Level-^ to navigate back up the tree.
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Reports

Reports are available in HTML format for each AllChange database. By default only reports that generate

HTML are enabled on the report dialogs. To list the plain text reports, click on the Include Text Reports

option.
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Web Workspaces

Workspaces can be designated as webworkspaces. These workspaces, and only these workspaces, are

available to the web browser interface. Webworkspaces may only be defined using ACCONFIG or the

browser interface. They can have theAllow in ACE attribute set so that they are also available to theWin-

dows AllChange application.

Webworkspaces defined with theAllow Transfer attribute set have upload and download capabilities.

Files can be transferred through the web browser, from the client's machine to the web workspace direc-

tory on the server machine (and vice versa).

Workspace directories for web workspaces must be defined as a directory that the server can read/write

to. The web server user and the AllChange user will both need read/write permissions for this directory.

When uploading a file, the file is simply posted to the web server which writes the file into the appropriate

directory.

The transfer workspace should be seen as a temporary directory where files are stored between trans-

ferring to/from the client, similar to an FTP workspace.

When checking out to a transfer workspace, the files are written to the web workspace (a server directory).

The user then has the option to save the files just checked out to the client machine. Similarly, when

checking in, the user has the option to upload the files from the client machine to the server workspace

directory before checking in. This provides amechanism to check in / out via a client.

Files that are checked out read only or for edit can be downloaded. Files that are checked out for edit can

also be uploaded. Files not checked out at all can be uploaded to create a new version. New files can be

uploaded to the transfer workspace and then checked in to create new parts.

Parts can be downloaded when checking out. After check-out to the workspace, the user will be prompted

to download the checked out files to their client machine. The user has the option to download, or continue

without downloading. If the user chooses to download, the user will be prompted to pick a directory to save

the files to. Any sub-directories will be created as necessary. Files are downloaded relative to the current

working part. Files checked out read-only will be downloaded as read-only. Files that are checked out read-

only, when checked out for edit, will prompt for transfer as well.
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A part, providing it is checked out to a transfer workspace, can be downloaded independently of check out,

by selectingDownload from the Part menu. Files can also be selected in the File browser for download.

Parts can be uploaded when checking in. After selecting parts (or files) to check in that are checked out for

edit, if discard is not selected, the user is prompted to upload the corresponding files before check in

occurs. The user now has three choices. The first is to upload the corresponding files from the client. In

this case the user is prompted for the client directory where the files are stored. This is relative to the cur-

rent working part, and any sub-directories will be recursed if necessary. The second option is to Cancel the

Check In all together, and the third is to Continue the Check In, but skip the upload. Files checked out for

edit can also be uploaded in this way from the file browser.

An upload or download can be cancelled at any time (during upload or download) by pressing the Cancel

button. This will abort the upload or download.

New files can be uploaded to the transfer workspace via the file browser. Click on theUpload New Files

link to upload selected files to the directory in the File browser. Files can then be checked in toAllChange

from the file browser.

TheAdd Part dialog also has the facility to upload a corresponding file from the client to use as the initial

version of the part. Click on Browse next to 'Transfer file from client' to select a file. The part namewill

automatically be filled in from the name of the file. This must be done as the last thing to be filled in on the

Add Part dialog.

Files checked out to a web workspace can of course be edited in the normal way if the user has direct

access to the workspace directory. FTP workspaces can also be used via the web interface.

Users cannot browse above the root directory of a workspace in the file browser.

Options

Some but not all of the ace options are supported by the browser interface. These are available fromMisc |

Options.

In addition there are some browser specific options:

Items Affected Buffer Size:Specifies the size of the buffer on the items affected tabs of the CR Viewer.

This determines the number of items affected that will be displayed in one page/buffer.

UK Date Format:Select to show dates in UK format of DD/MM/YYYY

US Date Format:Select to show dates in US format of MM/DD/YYYY
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Cancel Current Operation

TheMisc menu has a Cancel Current Operation item that can be used to stop the web interface from updat-

ing the current page with data coming from AllChange. This might be useful if AllChange is taking a par-

ticularly long time.

Use this option with caution; it will allow you to request another page from AllChange, but there is no guar-

antee as to what stateAllChangemight be in.
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Glossary

A

ACC
ACC, AllChange Command Line, provides a command line interface to AllChange.

ACCEL
ACCEL, AllChange Command Evaluation Language, is used to configure the system to your
requirements. Access is controlled according to user definable rules and actions may be tailored,
providing an open interface to other tools and allowing commands to trigger others.

ACCONFIG
ACCONFIG, AllChange Configuration Editor , allows the AllChange Administrator to configure most
aspects of AllChange

ACE
ACE, AllChange Environment, provides a menu-driven interface to AllChange.

attachment
CRs and baselines may have attachments associated with them. An attachment is an external file
which is to accompany the CR/ baseline. This might be a diagram, screenshot, document or what-
ever.

B

baseline
A baseline is a snapshot of the current state of a product or subsystem at a point in time. Baselines
may be used for reporting/ querying, checking in/ out, releasing against, etc. Note that the term
baseline may be mapped to another term (e.g. release)

branch
Versions may lie on branches. Branches allow alternate versions of the same component to be
developed in parallel. Note that the term branch may be mapped to another term

BT
Build threads (BTs) may be maintained for each object required to construct a system. BTs contain
information as to exactly what objects are composed of in terms of the versions of parts used and
the translation rules used to create the objects. AllChange build uses these BTs to ensure only
those objects not available are rebuilt.

C

check in
The Check In command takes a workfile in a workspace and stores it as a new version of a part
under AllChange control. The workfile is removed and the check-out record is removed. If the work-
file was checked outread only, then the workfile is simply removed.

check out
The Check Out command extracts a copy of a version of a part and places it as a workfile in a work-
space, at the same time creating a log in the check-outs database

check-out state
The check-out state of a part indicates whether it has been checked out.
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class
Classes are used to classify parts, change requests and baselines and to determine their life-cycle.
They are identified by a site-supplied name. This can be used to classify the item, e.g. source code,
documentation or hardware for a part, bug fix or upgrade request for a change request, test or
release for a baseline. Note that this term may be mapped to another nomenclature (e.g. CIType)

command actions
AllChange commands have user defined actions which are executed when AllChange performs its
internal processing. These are defined in the command definitions database.

component
Component-type parts are at the bottom of the part hierarchy and have no children, but they may
have versions. Component type is analogous to a file in an operating system filing system. Note
that this term may be mapped to another nomenclature (e.g. Item)

configuration item
Configuration Items are items which are to be controlled. Each configuration item (CI) declared to
AllChange is known as a part

CR
A CR (Change Request) is a change management record used for recording fault reports, change
requests, problem reports etc. Note that the term CR may be mapped to another term such as

ACMD (AllChange Management Document), RFC (Request for Change)

cwp
The current working part (cf. current directory in an operating system)

D

default version
Whenever a component type part is accessed without a version specifier there is a corresponding
default version. There is a standard defaulting mechanism which generally accesses the most
recent version. This may be modified for each workspace by use of registrations.

E

entry condition
The entry condition for a command is tested before internal operations may be performed; if it fails
the command will not proceed. This may be used for access permissions (e.g. a user must have a
particular role), or other conditions (e.g. a part must have a particular status for the command to be
allowed).

I

instance
A version may have instances associated with it to represent specific occurences of that version
(e.g.in manufacturing)

L

life-cycle
A life-cycle (or simply cycle) is defined as a series of statuses through which a part, CR or baseline
passes and may be used to control access to items and implement approval procedures etc.

location
The location field of a part (in combination with the location of its ancestors) determines the actual
operating system location corresponding to the part. If omitted the location will default to the same
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name as that of the part, inheriting the rest of the path from the parent part.

M

MCSCCI
The Microsoft Common Source Code Control Interface

merging
Merging is the process of amalgamating independent sets of changes to the same file which have
been performed in parallel. AllChange provides a tool to help in this process for text files (e.g.
source code).

meta-baseline
A meta-baseline is a baseline containing references to other baselines (whereas a normal baseline
contains references to parts/ versions). Note that this term may be mapped to another nomenclature

monitor
A monitor is a registration to be notified when a particular event occurs on a particular item.

P

part
Parts are all the configuration items known to AllChange. Parts may be of type component or sub-
system (or uses a special case). Note that this term may be mapped to another nomenclature (e.g.
CI (Configuration Item))

pool
Pools are used for sharing objects amongst different users. The objects held in pools are operating
system files and the pools themselves are simply operating system directories. Note that this term
may be mapped to another nomenclature

Project
An AllChange project is a set of configuration files and user data. Individual users may be assigned
various roles for the products managed by the system. Permission to perform different commands
can be made to depend on the role assigned to individual users.

project directory
The directory containing the AllChange configuration files and project data

R

Register Definition File
The file in a workspace which defines the registrations for that workspace

registrations
Registrations are used to define the default version for a part in a particular workspace. They also
define the pools that are to be used by the workspace for build purposes.

role
Individual users may be assigned various roles for the products managed by the system. Per-
mission to perform different commands can be made to depend on the role assigned to individual
users.

S

SCCI
The Source Code Control Interface for Microsoft
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section
A section is a part of an ACReport which determines the data that is to be shown in that part of the
report

SSMS
SQL Server Management Studio. This is a tool supplied by Microsoft with SQL Server allowing low
level access to the SQL Server database. Note that it is not supplied as standard with SQL Express
but can be downloaded

status
A status is a stage in a life-cycle through which parts, change requests or baselines may pass. They
may be used to control access to items and implement approval procedures etc. Note that this term
may be mapped to another nomenclature (e.g. State)

status log
This is an audit trail of the progression of an object through its life-cycle. Note that this term may be
mapped to another nomenclature (e.g. Audit Trail)

subsystem
Subsystem-type parts may have children. Subsystem type is analogous to a directory in an oper-
ating system filing system. Note that this term may be mapped to another nomenclature (e.g.
Folder)

system directory
The directory in which AllChange has been installed

U

uses
Parts may be of type uses. A uses-type part indicates that this part uses another part (the part used
is given in the location for the part)

V

VC file
The complete version history i.e. the actual contents of every version of a component is physically
stored in an external VC (Version Control) file. AllChange retrieves old versions from these files
and stores new versions into them when the user checks in/ out components

version
A part of type component (only) may have versions associated with it. These represent the revisions
that the part has been through during its lifetime. The actual contents of the versions controlled by
AllChange are physically stored in external VC files. Note that this term may be mapped to another
nomenclature (e.g. Revision)

voting
voting may be used to implement and record approvals at stages in the life-cyle for CRs, parts and
baselines

W

workfile
Files in a workspace are referred to as workfiles, as opposed to version history (VC) files which do
not reside in workspaces

workspace
Workspaces are used to hold local copies of parts for examination, editing and building purposes.
The objects held in a workspace are operating system files and the workspaces themselves are
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simply operating system directories. Note that this term may be mapped to another nomenclature
(e.g. Sandpit)
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Index

A

absolute, use 78

ACC 18, 20

ACCEL 28, 184, 290

access control 277

Access, integration with 106

ACCONFIG 18, 21, 300

acdbgwin 22

ACE 18

customising 282

options 289

AceSettings 292

AceToolbarSettings 292

ACheader 137

ACident 138

AClog 138

ACpart 138

ACPROJECT 25

acreport 255-256, 268

ACSERVER 22

action linemodifiers 162

ACversion 137

adbgwin 22

add, baseline 231

CR 200

part 61, 68

workspace 87

Admin 26

administering AllChange 21

Against 116

AllChange 14

facilities provided 4

overview 2

project directory 166, 173

user interface 16
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AllChange Command 25

Allow CR browser header sort 190, 282, 289

Allow in ACE 300

Allow Transfer 295

alter, baseline 236-238

CR 205

part 64

Always use this project 289

Apply Condition 45

Approval 11, 247

Araxis 97, 115, 291

Arbitrary Field 282

archiving, baselines 245

CRs 214

parts 73

Artisan 106, 108

Ask if more than onematch 83

Assign CR 210

Attach 297

attach workspace 86

Attachment 297

Attachments 195, 198, 219, 227, 229, 290

Authentication 294

Author 137

Auto-progress 249

Autobuild 165, 176

Autoupdate 118, 136, 289

B

backupac 22

baseline

instance 217

Baseline 218, 220, 290

Header tab 221

Status Log Tab 228

baseline items affected database 230

Baseline Relationships 226, 229

Baseline text 223, 66, 223, 206, 223
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baseline view

votes tab 228

baseline viewer 290

baselines 216

adding 231

altering 236-238

archiving 245

browse 218

checking out 245

copying 234

creating 231

design 217

difference between baselines 244

header 221

importing 246

introduction 12

populating 239

release 217

reporting on 270

status 241

status log 228

updating 239

view 220

baselines affected 198

Baselines Affected 229

baselines solved 198

Bill Of Materials 225-226

BOM 225-226

branches 76, 82

browse

check-outs 113

files 125

part relationships 57

Browse Roles 25

browse, baselines 218

CRs 188

files 70

monitors 253
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parts 40

Browser 26, 31, 282, 295

columns 282

customising 282

sorting 283

browser, aborting update 31

baseline 218

CR 188

file 70

options 289

part 40

Buffer 189

buffer size 290

Build 128, 154

build template 166

build template file 165

build thread 129, 132

build tool 174

build, autobuild 165

builtins 173

command line options 175

environment 173

internal macros 159

introduction 12

macros 158-159

options 130

setting up a buildfile 165

build.ini 173

build.tpl 166

buildfile 156, 165, 174

directives 164

builtin rules andmacros 173

C

Cancel Current Operation 302

cancelling reports 261, 266

Cast Vote 71, 208, 243, 247

Category 274
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changemanagement 8

Changed State 126

Check-out 89, 113

check-out browser 113

check-out state 113, 126, 290

check-outs

browse 113

part 56

reporting on 270

unlogged 120

Check Check-outs Changes 115

Check In 68, 83, 98, 105, 145, 300

from DOORS 110, 148

from Eclipse 107

from Edit 100

from Explorer 111

fromMCSCCI 106

fromMicrosoft development environments 106

from ReadOnly 100

from Rhapsody 146

fromWord 108

New Parts 102

Not Checked out 101

Check In all Edits InWorkspace 104

Check In Check-outs 104

Check In Criteria 104

Check Out 81, 89, 105, 120, 145, 301

baseline 245

for edit 92

from DOORS 110, 148

from Eclipse 107

from Explorer 111

fromMCSCCI 106

fromMicrosoft development environments 106

from Rhapsody 146

fromWord 108

parts checked out 55

read-only 91
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Check Out Criteria 91

check spelling 286, 291

checked out 113

Checked out For Edit 119

Checked out ReadOnly 119

CheckIn 71

CheckOut 71

Clear AllChange Settings 25, 292

Clear Download Area 295

Clear output window 30, 287

Clear Settings 27, 285

Closed 35

Colours in the Cycle View 37

ColumnReport Wizard 255, 274

command line options, autobuild 176

build 174

prep 177

Compare 114, 137, 244

Compare Versions 114

Comparing Subsystems 115

components 39, 48

creating 61-62

concurrent 22

Condition 32

condition editor 184

Configuration Options 80

confirm on update 289

Containing 117

Copy 27

Copy Baseline 234

Copy CR 202

CR 80

Attachments 195, 227

CR browser 190, 290

CR Buffer Size 289

CR fields 190

arbitrary 214

CR Number 191
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cr only 24

CR Relationships 194, 198

CR text 223, 66, 223, 206, 223

CR view

votes tab 197

CR view, Baselines Tab

General Info Tab 191

Status Log Tab 196

Text Tab 223

CR Viewer 297

create, baseline 231

CR 200

part 61, 68

CRs 188

CRs Affecting 198

CRs For Baseline 239

CRs Solved 198, 288

CRs, altering 205

archiving 214

assigning 205, 210

browse 188

copying 202

creating 200

creating by email 202

creating from DOORS 212

creating from web browser 203

creating from word document 203

importing 215

life-cycle 207

locked 81, 210

related to other CRs 210

reporting on 270

requirements 203

status 207

status log 196

updating 205

view 190

crxlactv 272
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crxlstat 272

crxltime 272

crxlTimeForClearance 272

crxltrnd 272

current directory 160, 166, 173

current working part 75

Customising the User Interface 188

Cycle view 89

Cycle View 35, 37, 99, 105

50% 100% 200% 36

colours 37

print 36

visibility of statuses 37

zoom 36

D

Debug 290

decision override 248

Decision Type 247

Default 89

default project 289

default editor 291

default version 77, 89, 235, 280

default viewer 291

design baseline 217, 233

Design baseline 232

detach 297

detail state 289

Details 287

Differencing 114, 137, 144-145, 244, 291

files 114

versions 114

Differencing Application 97, 289

Diffs 114

directives, prep 178

Directory 115

Disable splash screen on startup 289

dockable 26
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document 108, 139, 145

document stamping 139, 145

DOORS, check in 110, 147

check out 111, 148

creating CRs 212

interface 147

DOORSCRClass 212

download 296

Dreamweaver 109

E

Eclipse 107, 148

Edit 126

Edit Hyperlink 33

editor, default 289

email 202

Email submission of vote 250

EnableWord document stamping 139

End CR 188

environment 24, 282

environment variables 22, 173

environment, customising 292

error dialog, customising 289

error messages 290

Escape key 31

eval 29, 184, 255

Eval Command 25

Excel 108, 139, 145

Excel, AllChange reports 256, 270, 274

Existence 126

Explorer 137

Explorer interface 144

Autobuild 145

Build 145

check in 145

check out 145

differences 145

keywords 145
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promote 145

report 145

update workspace 145

versions 145

Explorer, check in 111

check out 111

Export 36

Export to Image 36

expressions, prep 180

External Tools options 291

F

fetch file 20

fetch files 78

File 125

browse 70

check in 68, 98

check out 89

checking in and out 81

comparing 145

differencing 114, 137

editing 126

get version unlogged 120

import new 98

importing 68

support for access on remotemachine 122

viewing 126

file browser 70, 125

file stamping 137

file type 125

Filter 44

Filter By 32, 189, 219, 251, 283

filter, parts 44

Find 42, 117, 288

find/replace 50, 194, 224

Firefox 293

Fold baseline versions in folding view 287, 289

Folder List 26, 287
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folding 30, 287

Folding View 40, 113, 188, 218, 288

Format 268

FTP 84, 97, 105, 115, 122-123, 127, 134

full install 24

full path 75

G

general info, CR 191

Get Baseline to Directory 120

Get Version to Directory 120, 295

H

header, baseline 221

help 37

hidden files 105, 112

hierarchical CRs 210

hierarchy 39

home directory 25, 273, 276, 291

HP Testdirector 109

HTML 123

hyperlink 30, 33-34, 50, 193, 223

I

I-Logix 106

Ident 138

ignorevote 248

impact analysis 39

import, CRs 203

requirements 203

Import, CRs from Email 202

Import, Votes from email 250

ImportFromEmail 202-203, 250

importing

new versions 121

Importing Parts from CSV File 61

importing, baselines 245

CRs 214
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directories 68

files 68

new files 102

new versions 99

parts 73

incremental release 245

index 31

inference rules 162

initial role 289

Initial Workspace 289

Insert Into Text 50, 68, 193, 205, 207, 224

install 24

full 24

workstation 24

Instance 39, 41

Instance Baseline 232, 234

Instances 43, 53, 59, 217, 225, 231, 270

Integrations, HP Testdirector 109

interfaces

Explorer 144

interfaces, DOORS 147

Rhapsody 146

Word 145

internal macros 159

Internet Explorer 293

introduction to AllChange 2

Item Affected 57, 198

Item Affecting 59, 200, 231

Items Affected Buffer Size 295

ITIL 3, 195, 210

J

Joint Editing 80, 92

K

Keep checked out 99

keyword 137
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L

large icons 30, 287

latest version, updating to 118

Licensing 22

life-cycles, baselines 241

CRs 207

introduction 10

parts 70

using to check in and out 105

Life Cycle 35

Life Cycles

changing status 35

Line 138

List 26, 287

lock, CR 210

parts 217, 233

Locker 138

locking baseline 233

LockingModels 81

LogOff 295

logon 293

Look In 117

M

macro 158-159

Macromedia 109

macros, prep 179

MainMenu 26

Managing Files on a RemoteMachine 122

maximum browser items 289

MCSCCI 106, 110, 146

Menu 282

Merge 82, 95

Merging Subsystems 97

meta-baselines 226, 270

creating 231

Microsoft Common Source Code Control Interface 106
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minimised 23

miscellaneous options 290

modification time 154

monitors 253

browse 254

introduction 11

reporting on 272

Move Check-outs to Branch 95

Mozilla Firefox 293

MS Excel 108, 145

MS Project 213

Must be affected by part 80

Must be assigned 80

N

Never 45

New CR 201

New Instance 59

New Search 117

new version 81, 296

new, baseline 231

CR 200

part 61, 68

next 29, 190

NoChange 235

NOACTION 27

NOCMD 27

NOCOND 27

norestorestate 23

O

object, building 128, 154

obsolete 91, 99, 121, 201, 236, 238, 287

baselines 223

CRs 191

parts 49, 52, 239

Only list versions in results 117

Open CRs Only 188, 211
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Optimistic 92, 113

optimistic locking 52, 78, 81, 105, 119

Options 29, 225, 282, 289, 296

options, ACE 289

build 130

debug 290

OS Command 25

Other Settings 117

output window 26, 30, 255, 287

customising 289

P

parallel development 76, 81, 92, 95

Parent Level 298

part browser 40, 290, 296

check-out state 290

filters 44

Part Column State 125

Part Comparison Settings 117

part fields 45

Part Item Affected Viewer 58

part paths 42

advanced 75

Part Relationships 54, 57

Part State 126

Part text 223, 66, 223, 206, 223

part view

Check-outs Tab 55

votes tab 56

part view, Baselines Tab

Status Log Tab 55

Version Tab 51

part, part view 47

viewer 46

parts 39

check out 89

difference between versions 114

parts affected 57, 198, 298
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parts, adding 61, 68

altering 64

arbitrary information 49, 53

archiving 73

browse 40

check in 98

checking in and out 81

class 48

creating 61

flags 49, 52

hierarchy 39

import new 98

importing 74

in a baseline 75

life-cycles 70

locked 53

locking 222

part fields 47

reporting on 269

status 53, 70

status log 55

status, changing 71

type 48

usage relation 78

version fields 51

wildcards 75

Paste 27

Pattern 104, 126

Patternmatching 32

Pessimistic 92, 113

pessimistic locking 52, 76, 81, 92, 105, 119

pool 125

pools 122, 127

associating with workspaces 280

updating 136

using for building 133

populate baselines 239

Powerbuilder 106
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preferences 29

Prep 176

prep, command line options 177

directives 178

expressions 180

macros 179

preprocessor tool 176

preview 33

Preview Pane 30, 33, 283, 287

previous 29, 189

Print 30, 33, 255

product design 5

product development 6

programs 22

running 22

Project 18, 23, 25, 166, 173, 290

promote 128, 134

Promote Report 273, 276

prompt send errors to 289

protected text 223, 205, 223

pseudo workspace 86

Putaway store file time 51

Q

Quick View 127

R

Read 29

ReadOnly 119

readonly 23

Real Time Studio 106, 108

Recursive 117, 270

refresh windows 28

Registered 89

Registered Version 235

Registration 280

registrations 279

introduction 11
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registry 292

Relationships

baseline 226

CR 194

part 54

relative paths 75

relative, use 78

Release 13, 136, 217, 241

release baseline 234

Release baseline 232

remote files 122

managing 122

pools 134

selection 105

workspaces 83

RenameBranch 95

Reordering browser columns 283

Report 26, 255

Report Wizards 255

reporting 255

introduction 13

running reports fromWord 265

reports, cancelling 261, 266

new 273

requirements, importing 203

Revision 138

Rhapsody 106, 110, 146

check out 146

interface 146

role 27, 277, 290

roles 277

initial 290

setting 281

S

Save Shortcuts 285

SaveWindows On Exit 25

scan 117
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SCCI 106, 110, 146

Scroll current status into view 37

Search 50, 194, 224, 296

search path 161

autobuild 169

section 66, 206

select all in list 25, 28

send errors to 289

Serial Votes 247, 250, 252

Set Role 25, 277

Set to Defaults 35

setup requirements 24

Shortcut bar 26, 287

Shortcuts 282

Show attachments flag in icons 290

Show issue icon in part browser 289

Show Issue icon in part lists 220, 225, 289

Show Last 219

Show Latest SolvedOnly 195

Show Obsolete 121, 236, 238

show obsolete items 30, 91, 99, 287

Show only orphans at top level in folding view 287, 289

show output window 289

Show state of baseline details 220, 225, 289

small icons 30, 287

SolidWorks 112, 149

SolidWorks Show inTaskpane 150

SolidWorks Symchronise 150

SolidWorksDoc 151

SolidWorksDrawing 151

sorting browsers 282

sorting CRs 188

Specify Criteria 98

spell checking 286, 291

splash screen 290

Stamping 137

start cr 289

StartCR 188
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startup options 290

Status 89, 99, 106

Status bar 26

status log, baseline 228

CR 196

part 55

status, baseline 241

CR 207

part 53, 70-71

statusbar 27

Statuses

changing status 35

Statuses in the Cycle View 35, 37

stop-criteria 248

Substitution 137

Subsystem Comparison Settings 114

subsystems 39, 48

creating 62

Subversion 61

system directory 166, 173

T

targets, special 158

template 63, 166

TestDirector 109

text 223, 66, 223, 205, 223, 236

text file, stamping 137

text, Baseline 223

text, CR 223

text, Part 223

Today 138

toolbar 26-27

configuring 27

Top 89

Top Version 235

TopPart 81, 93

Try current workspace 83
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U

Undo 27

unlogged check-outs 120

Update 29, 34, 118, 136, 145, 169, 235-237, 296

CR 205

part 64

Update Options 119

Update TopWindow Only 289

UpdateWorkspace 80, 118

upload 296

User 9, 277

uses 48, 78

V

valid for change 81

Value 32

variant 95

VCfile 138

VCpath 138

Version Control Command 25

Version text 223, 66, 223, 206, 223

version, part view 51

Versions 43, 76

altering 52, 64

comparing 145

default 77, 280

differencing 114

importing existing 121

status 53

Versions Solved 198, 298

view

part 45

View 26, 31, 33, 40, 126, 287

View in new window 33

view, baseline 220

CR 190

issue 118
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viewers 33

Viewing Files 126

Views 33, 282

VisDiffs 114, 137

visibility 36

VisMerge 96

Visual Basic, integration with 106

Visual C++, integration with 106

vote_manager 248

Votes 272

Voting 35, 56, 70-71, 197, 208, 228, 241, 243, 247

voting, by email 250

W

Web 203

Web Browser 293

Web development, support for 123

webworkspaces 87, 296

wildcards 75

parts 75

Windows Authentication 294

Word 137, 139

Word file, stamping 139

Word interface 145

check in 145

check out 145

compare versions 145

exit AllChange 145

insert AllChangefield 145

list versions 146

version information 146

Word, AllChange reports 256, 265, 274

check in 108

check out 108

integration 139, 265

requirements facilities 203

workbook 108, 139, 145

Workfile 126, 137
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workfiles 84

Workspace Registration 280

Workspace/Pool 126

Workspaces 25, 83, 87, 122, 125, 289, 296

attaching to 280

autoupdate 118

creating 87

customising 279

deleting 87

initial 290

modifying 87

moving parts between 118

registrations 279

updating 118

workstation install 24

Z

Zoom 36

Zoom to Fit 35
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